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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation resists the tendency to focus on metropolitan patterns of consumption of major 

export goods like sugar and tea in order to account for the laboring bodies producing these 

colonial commodities, which scholars such as Alan Bewell and Charlotte Sussman ignore in their 

discussion on the cultural and political discourse surrounding colonialism and eighteenth-century 

diet. The central premise of my dissertation revolves around creole food consumption and 

production. Creole, a geocultural designation, refers to a fusion of people, foods, and cultures in 

the Atlantic rim. In the eighteenth century, colonialism functioned as a burgeoning modern 

system, one where both the enslaved and colonists forged new identities and foodways. In 

pointing out the transatlantic relationship between foodways, this dissertation broadens the 

“Caribbean cultural paradigm,” to borrow Maureen Warner-Lewis’s phrasing, to include Africa, 

which is often omitted.  

 

In this project, I achieve two aims. First, by reading literary texts alongside other genres such as 

travel narratives, captivity narratives, medical documents, and cookbooks, I uncover literary 

tropes embedded in archival documents such as the use of sentimentality in eighteenth-century 

medical writings and travelogues. Secondly, my project, drawing on Paul Gilroy’s Black Atlantic 

and notions of “rootlessness,” reassesses the colonial past from a new angle—one of creation—

thereby generating new questions of what it meant to consume a creole diet, how colonial labor 

and diet impacted eighteenth-century identities and markets, and how racialized dietary myths 

were created. In so doing, I do not ignore colonialism’s violence but demonstrate that creative 

culinary acts were one response to this violence, thereby countering the hegemonic and single 

story of consumption and production that often arises out of colonial stereotypes and one-sided 

perceptions of labor and diet.  

Diet as an analytical tool calls for a re-evaluation of spatial, temporal, and geopolitical 

discourses. Engaging Leonard Tennenhouse’s model of homeland as an unobtainable 

“geopolitical site” for displaced British American subjects, I extend the discussion to the creole 

subjects of the West Indies and explore how the literature of the Americas reveals an integration 

and slow shift in cultural perception through the culinary adaptations required in these new 
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environments. The simultaneous need for the enslaved and Creoles to preserve “Old World” 

cultural practices both as a means to survive physically (e.g., depending on ackee for food) and 

culturally (e.g., using dance and drums in order to communicate) and to adapt to a new 

environment results in the creation of a “New World” geopolitical space within the Americas. 

Moreover, my dissertation offers critics a way to historicize the current global food crisis by 

examining the emergence of local food economies and dietary practices in the context of 

transatlantic markets and imperial violence.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The effects of Diet upon the moral faculty are more certain, though less attended to, than the 
effects of climate. 

–Benjamin Rush, Medical Inquirers and Observations (1793)1 
 

For us humans, then, eating is never a “purely biological” activity (whatever “purely biological” 
means). The foods eaten have histories associated with the pasts of those who eat them; the 

techniques employed to find, process, prepare, serve, and consume the foods are all culturally 
variable, with histories of their own. Nor is the food ever simply eaten; its consumption is always 

conditioned by meanings. 
–Sidney Mintz, Tasting Food, Tasting Freedom

2
 

 

Most current critical scholarship surrounding consumption positions food merely as a metaphor 

for literary ingestion or for European imperial consumption of colonized lands, people, and 

customs, but, as the eighteenth-century physician and writer Benjamin Rush points out, diet 

played a significant role in the eighteenth century. Upon a closer inspection of eighteenth-

century rhetoric informing culinary discussion, questions related to property, labor, and 

improvement are all shaped around agricultural concerns. And these agricultural concerns did 

not simply lie with the farmers of the colonies. Eighteenth-century writers and philosophers on 

both sides of the Atlantic, such as John Locke, Benjamin Franklin, George Cheyne, and Rush, 

often included discussions of culinary habits and food production within their writings, leaving 

one to ask why—if agriculture and food played such a large part of the eighteenth-century 

colonial narratives—scholars often ignore the gastronomy contained within these archival 

documents. When scholars do discuss colonial food, they tend to focus on the staple crops 

cultivated for export (i.e., sugar, tobacco, coffee, and tea) rather than exploring the other culinary 

dishes included in colonial documents such as Jamaican pepperpot. However, by tracing the 

production of food for the consumption of colonists and the enslaved within the colonies, a 

pattern of transference of foods from Africa, Britain, and the Americas begins to emerge, 

revealing that the local crops taking root in these transatlantic foodways—with this term, I am 

referring specifically to food preparation and consumption for subsistence within the Americas 

and England—also affected European tastes in the eighteenth century, and that this cross-cultural 

sharing continues to impact the types of culinary dishes currently prepared in the Caribbean and 

United States. Moreover, scholars also need to direct their attention towards questions of 
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agricultural and domestic labor in relation to these culinary cuisines, which, through my 

dissertation, I do by reading food as a signifier of eighteenth-century culture. Drawing on Roland 

Barthes’s argument that food can be read as “a system of communication, a body of images, a 

protocol of usages, situations, and behaviors” (29), I (re)examine eighteenth-century culture in 

order to reveal a more complex web of exchange or transculturation—one that takes into account 

the contribution of Amerindians and enslaved Africans.     

Of course, some scholars such as Alan Bewell and Charlotte Sussman have directed their 

attention to diet in the eighteenth century. But for them and many other literary critics, diet 

functions merely as a means of exploring the cultural and political discussions surrounding 

colonialism.3 Bewell, in his germinal work Romanticism and Colonial Disease (1999), addresses 

the lack of scholarly attention paid to the recognition of colonization as a biological, as well as a 

military event, and within his critical work he discusses colonial “consumption” and dietary 

identity. However, his use of consumption as a metaphor for the struggle between the French and 

British for colonial domination sets the tone for subsequent discussions. Charlotte Sussman, for 

example, also reads food metaphorically, as a means of exploring eighteenth-century political 

debates surrounding slavery and colonization. In Consuming Anxieties: Consumer Protest, 

Gender, and British Slavery, 1713–1833, she focuses on the political anxieties and culinary 

protests occurring in the latter half of the eighteenth century. As she observes, the consumption 

of tea with sugar marked a person not only as English but also as a consumer of the enslaved: as 

the protest discourse described it, those who continued to ingest sugar were guilty of drinking the 

blood of the enslaved whose violently coerced labor produced the edible goods sold in Britain. 

By aligning slavery and commodities made available by British colonialism, abolitionists 

equated the consumption of goods like sugar with the moral corruption of Britain through its 

involvement in slavery. Moreover, the social practice of consuming sugar aligns dietary choice 

as a political indicator of one’s position on slavery and abolition. Even though Sussman reads 

British food consumption—and the contemporary critique of it—as representative of the larger 

moral and political implications of colonial consumption, she fails to account for the actual 

production of food and the laboring bodies producing these colonial products. In addition, 

because of this focus on English and French foods and metropolitan patterns of consumption, 

both literal and metaphorical, literary critics like Bewell and Sussman often approach colonial 
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encounters from a European viewpoint, thereby ignoring the potential dietary influence occurring 

from without, rather than within, the imperialistic nations. 

Whereas Bewell and Sussman fail to address the labor behind the diet, Sidney Mintz does 

address issues of local consumption and production, arguing that the two are inextricably linked.4 

He widens the critical gaze to one that includes non-Europeans as both producers and consumers 

of these colonial crops. In “From Plantations to Peasantries in the Caribbean,” Mintz argues that 

slave markets in the Caribbean functioned as training grounds for freedom, and refers to 

enslaved people as part of a “proto-peasantry” because they produced their own foodstuff and 

sold this produce in local markets, using the money to purchase other items or even their own 

freedom (133). In Tasting Food, Tasting Freedom, Mintz discusses how eating certain foods 

serves as a liberating experience. As revealing as Mintz’ work is, however, most of his 

discussion about the power of foods focuses on sugar, one of the main “cash crops” of European 

colonialism. It is also important to note that anthropologists like Mintz have dominated the field 

of culinary studies, especially in regards to food as a health issue and the interpretation of diet 

within a culture, resulting in a privileging of anthropological methodologies. Recent culinary 

scholarship still continues this privileging of an anthropological perspective: in the 2005 

publication of The Cultural Politics of Food and Eating: A Reader, James Watson and Melissa 

Caldwell, the editors of this collection, note how their collection departs from previous culinary 

projects in that it incorporates other disciplinary voices (i.e., historians and political scientists).5 

However, most of the authors in this collection are anthropologists, so its contribution relies 

more on rethinking the previous anthropological method than in moving beyond it. While I agree 

with Watson and Caldwell’s move toward rethinking culinary studies, they fail to mention 

literary scholars as potential interlocutors. My project adds another layer to this anthropological 

viewpoint by incorporating my literary perspective on eighteenth-century diet and closely 

analyzing the rhetoric of diet within colonial narratives produced during the long eighteenth 

century, focusing on diet not only as a metaphor for political and cultural identities but also as a 

material reality that uncovers the production of local food markets by the enslaved.  

In this dissertation, I also redirect the traditional Western/Eurocentric lens and attendant 

focus on “cash crops” by arguing that enslaved populations and their cultivation of local plants 

provided direct influence over colonial cuisine and cooking techniques, thereby altering British 

and American tastes. Emphasizing the definition of economy as a distribution of goods and 
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resources as well as the management of available local resources, I address the impact of local 

markets on global economics and cultural identities by looking at the foods consumed and 

produced within the Anglo-American world. Often, analyses of agricultural and global 

economies focus on monocropping, or “cash crops” like sugar, rather than exploring more 

modest local economies, which, quite literally, fuel the larger markets. Therefore, both local 

staples and cookery methods play a central role in shaping the eighteenth-century Atlantic. 

Rather than assuming a linear narrative of material taste and agricultural knowledge being 

transplanted from Britain into its colonies, this project reveals a more fluid exchange of foods 

such as cassava and maize in order to expose the reality of the Caribbean as a site of 

transculturation, especially in terms of cultivating new tastes across the Atlantic. These smaller, 

local exchanges have global implications, especially on how we understand global markets 

today. 

Therefore, this dissertation is a comparative study of transatlantic foodways and culinary 

identity and production in the long eighteenth century, building on previous literary and 

historical scholarship such as James McWilliams’s A Revolution in Eating, which examines 

North American colonial thought about food and politics.6 However, my project expands the 

transatlantic borders to incorporate an African diasporic perspective—through enslaved Africans 

brought to the Caribbean—on foodways, thereby drawing on African culinary habits and placing 

them within a discussion of British, Caribbean, and North American food traditions. Because I 

explore the intersection between local food production, slavery, and the political implications of 

local and global foods, my dissertation traces the rise and abolition of the slave trade and slavery 

within the Atlantic world, which coincides with the increase in production and trade of foods. 

Before engaging in a discussion of the slave trade, however, I open my study by turning to an 

exemplary writer from the late seventeenth century, Mary Rowlandson, focusing on her attitudes 

about colonial production and consumption during her captivity in colonial America. Her 

narrative illustrates how colonial sites also functioned as dietary frontiers, a discursive turn that 

persists in later texts, whether situated in the North American colonies or the Caribbean.7 Thus, 

Rowlandson’s early colonial encounter, and eventual exchange, with Amerindians establishes a 

framework for reconsidering the Americas as a dietary frontier—as a site of both resistance and 

sharing in terms of subsistence. I continue to trace the shifting food traditions and identities 

created by later colonial encounters and reproduced in texts by eighteenth-century transatlantic 
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writers like Janet Schaw, Edward Long, Matthew Lewis, and Maria Nugent, ending with colonial 

writings occurring in the 1820s, right before the end of British slavery within the Americas. In 

addition to captivity narratives like Rowlandson’s, journals like those kept by Schaw, Lewis, and 

Nugent, and expansive histories like Long’s multivolume The History of Jamaica, my 

dissertation explores other genres, including travel narratives, medical documents, and 

cookbooks, which are seldom considered “literary” by traditional standards. Maureen Warner-

Lewis argues that critics such as Mintz and Richard Price allow no space for “private/personal 

areas of cultural expression” such as cooking methodologies and songs (xxviii). By considering 

genres such as cookery books, I create a space for these private (domestic) expressions, which 

provide a broader understanding of this eighteenth-century transatlantic culture. Through such 

cross-referencing, I challenge traditional definitions of literary and culinary, expanding our 

understanding of both by performing a close reading of the rhetorical structures in all of these 

genres of writing.  

This dissertation, much like the movement of the Atlantic, does not closely follow a 

linear trajectory. Discourses on slavery, theories of labor, and agricultural commodities 

circulated the Atlantic from the late fifteenth century to the early nineteenth century. In fact, 

these ideas are still present in contemporary politics and literature. Rather than taking a linear 

path, my project focuses on the movement of foods and agrarian ideas, in an attempt to capture 

the fluidity and persistence of these ideas. Locke’s Two Treatises of Government ushered in the 

eighteenth century’s discussion of property, labor, and government, but these ideas did not 

resolve themselves by the middle or even the end of the eighteenth century. After emancipation, 

questions of labor and property played a prominent role in nineteenth-century discourse as seen 

with the well-known Thomas Carlyle-John Stuart Mill debate on the “negro question.”8 

Moreover, contemporary Caribbean texts such as Jamaica Kincaid’s A Small Place and Earl 

Lovelace’s Salt confront these challenging questions of commerce, government, property, and 

labor in a “post”colonial setting. These contemporary texts, as well as my dissertation, illustrate 

the circular, or ever-present, discourse on topics of subsistence, capitalism, and consumption.  

The term consumption, for this dissertation, encompasses the metaphorical understanding 

of food as an indicator for political and cultural identities associated with dietary consumption, 

as in other eighteenth-century scholarship, but my study also acknowledges dietary consumption 

as a material process that cannot be overlooked or regarded as not warranting scholarly attention. 
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Just as Bewell, in Romanticism and Colonial Disease, draws on disease both as a metaphor and 

material reality, my dissertation also relies on the multifaceted meaning of food. Through a close 

analysis of food production, consumption, and trade, this plurality becomes clear. As Claude 

Lévi-Strauss argues in his discussion of the “culinary triangle,” for example, cooking represents 

the “necessary articulation” between nature and culture; it “partakes of both domains, and 

projects this duality on each of its manifestations” (42). In other words, cooking—and diet more 

broadly—is not neatly aligned with culture but incorporates aspects of both culture and nature. 

Therefore, as Lévi-Strauss points out, cooking, and consequently discussions of it, reveal the 

inherent contradictions embedded within the terms nature and culture. As Lévi-Strauss’s 

“culinary triangle” reveals, the distinction between biological consumption and cultural and 

racially associated culinary meaning is never simple. Rather than focusing on the opposition of 

the nature/culture divide, this dissertation draws on both the cultural metaphor of consumption as 

well as the material reality of the biological necessity of eating and the various processes through 

which this necessity is met; in doing so, I expose the embedded racist stereotypes in colonial 

narratives, that denigrated first indigenous, and later, African creole food cultures.   

Diet, which includes cooking, consumption, and agricultural processes, functions, then, 

as an analytical tool for reevaluating spatial, temporal, and geopolitical discourses. The rhetoric 

of diet in eighteenth-century print culture about the Atlantic world challenges the assumed 

national identities of the European metropole, thereby revealing a transformation of cultures that 

not only produced new dietary dishes but also new cultural identities. Therefore, diet provides 

another lens for examining, and disrupting, the imagined communities created during the 

colonial era. Leonard Tennenhouse, in The Importance of Feeling English, questions Benedict 

Anderson’s “imagined communities” and broadens the definition of diaspora, which traditionally 

denotes a dispersion of a group of people and a refusal of this diasporic community to assimilate, 

thereby preserving the traditions of the mother country.9 Tennenhouse introduces a second model 

of diaspora as one where “the homeland has to disappear as a geopolitical site to which the 

diasporic group can entertain the possibility of actually returning” (5). Through the loosening of 

the connection with the motherland, “a displaced people, in imaginatively asserting their identity 

as if it were their culture of origin, transforms that culture into one capable of reproducing itself 

outside of the mother country” (17–18). Tennenhouse’s reimagining of the way scholars define 

diaspora allows him to include British colonial subjects as a displaced people, which, I believe, 
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allows one to more clearly see the integration of other cultures as this gradual transformation of a 

surrogate “mother culture” occurs. Engaging Leonard Tennenhouse’s model of homeland as an 

unobtainable “geopolitical site” for displaced British American subjects, I extend the discussion 

to the creole subjects of the West Indies and explore how the literature of the Americas reveals 

an integration and slow shift in cultural perception through the culinary adaptations required in 

these new environments. The simultaneous need for enslaved people and creole subjects to 

preserve “Old World” cultural practices both as a means to survive physically (i.e., depending on 

ackee, an African staple, for food) and culturally (i.e., using dance and drums in order to 

communicate) and to adapt to a new environment results in creating a “New World” geopolitical 

space within the Americas.  

In addition, I address how dietary consumption and food production affect not only the 

colonizer but also the colonized. In doing so, I draw on Mary Lousie Pratt’s term 

“transculturation,” which acknowledges the reciprocal relationship between “foreign” and 

“domestic” cultures.10 While culinary difference has been explored and written about by critics 

like Bewell, cross-cultural culinary sharing has yet to be explored in depth, especially by literary 

critics. Even though there was evidence of cultural sharing occurring within these colonized 

spaces, the Europeans still attempted to maintain a difference between races and cultures, an 

attempt scholars cannot ignore. Drawing on critics like Jenny Sharpe and Sibylle Fischer,11 then, 

this dissertation exposes what is stated and omitted from eighteenth-century travel narratives, 

medical documents, and literature in order to explore the way food actually functioned as well as 

the dietary myths of racial difference created by Europeans in order to maintain a sense of 

empowerment and control, thereby exposing another side to the story of the enslaved. Moreover, 

this alternate history contains political implications. Obviously, food and politics intersect, but 

by tracing food production and examining local ingredients, an alternate culinary narrative 

undercuts the “imagined,” or created, political narrative surrounding food production and 

consumption. For example, a close analysis of the origins of cacao disrupts the association of 

Cadbury chocolate as an English commodity and reveals it as a constructed myth. The “roots” of 

the recipe for this confectionary delicacy lie not in England but in the Americas. Sir Hans 

Sloane, an Irish physician and plant collector, is credited with the invention of milk chocolate, 

which transformed British palates and exports. However, Sloane’s engagement with cacao has 

deeper roots, which lead back to the Amerindians, who—before Sloane—cultivated this crop, 
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and to enslaved Africans, who used their agrarian skills to harvest it (Delbourgo 78).12 

Disavowing Amerindians’ and enslaved Africans’ labor, European and Western consumers enjoy 

Cadbury chocolate, which continues to maintain its strong association with England despite its 

connection to the Americas. In addition to uncovering such contributions to export goods by 

Amerindians and enslaved Africans, we also discover that, by the end of the eighteenth century, 

enslaved Africans had become “the major suppliers of food for local, island-wide, inter-island 

markets that fed whites as well as creoles and Africans” (Tobin, “‘And there raise yams’” 169). 

Simply stated, the material reality of food consumption in the metropole and the Americas 

exposes these inherent contradictions in colonial texts and provides an alternate history, one that 

paints a more complete understanding of the Amerindians and enslaved as producers of 

metropolitan and creole diets.   

In order to trace these transatlantic foodways and the production of metropolitan and 

creole diets, this dissertation broadens the “Caribbean cultural paradigm,” to borrow Warner-

Lewis’s phrasing, to include Africa, which, as mentioned above, has often been omitted from this 

paradigm (xxiii). Transatlantic scholars have long explored the linear Atlantic relationships 

between Britain and the United States, and, more recently, have turned to a triangulation of the 

Atlantic by incorporating the Caribbean. However, as Warner-Lewis points out, scholars largely 

have failed to include Africa in their discussions of the transatlantic. By focusing on culinary 

exchanges between Africa, Britain, and the Americas, I expand the transatlantic perspective by 

considering the overlapping triangles that formed during the eighteenth century. Mintz develops 

this notion of overlapping triangles in his discussion of two “triangles of trade”: one triangle 

follows a trajectory from Britain to Africa to the “New World,” while the other triangle consists 

of exchange flowing from enslaved Africans to the West Indies to the New England colonies 

(Sweetness and Power 43). But even these transatlantic exchanges of people, commodities, and 

ideas did not follow a set path; instead, as we see with travelers like Schaw and Olaudah 

Equiano, people’s routes often overlapped as they journeyed over the Atlantic. Through this 

notion of overlapping triangles as well as Tennenhouse’s second model of diaspora, my project 

provides a more complete understanding of the African diaspora and its impact on diet within 

this transatlantic paradigm. Along with the slave trade and colonial expansion, foods such as 

yams and ackee and cooking techniques like jerking were directly imported from West Africa 

and took “root” in the Caribbean.  
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This dissertation also engages notions of “rootlessness,” drawing on Paul Gilroy’s Black 

Atlantic, and traces the foods created by and within these overlapping triangles, or trajectories, 

over the course of the long eighteenth century, opening up the discussion to a new understanding 

of the collective identities forming within this colonial space and thereby redirecting the previous 

scholarly focus on the negation of identity within the Americas.13 Rather than concentrating on 

negation, I reassess the colonial past from a new angle—one of creation—thereby generating 

new questions and a new understanding of the eighteenth century. In so doing, I do not ignore 

colonialism’s violence but demonstrate that creative culinary acts were one response to this 

violence. Often, the notion of a gradual shift in cultural identity is hard for a modern day reader 

to understand. American readers, for example, like to think of an “American” identity being 

firmly in place at the end of the American Revolution. In a large part this tendency to classify 

identity results from previous scholars’ reliance on revolutions and sudden, violent acts to define 

history as well as scholars’ conception of past events in terms of present perceptions.  

In Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial Enlightenment, David Scott 

challenges postcolonial scholars’ reliance on old questions of colonial power and colonized 

resistance; for Scott, postcolonialism continues to expose “the negative structure of colonialism’s 

power” and the resistance of the colonized in overcoming these conditions (6). Scott calls for a 

reanalysis of the anti-colonial narrative and shifts the focus away from colonial power and 

revolution, which, he argues, will lead to new questions and new problem-spaces (i.e., a new 

ensemble of questions and answers concerning our colonial past and postcolonial presents). In 

my dissertation, I expand on Scott’s call for reassessing our colonial pasts by exploring the 

colonial system as a burgeoning modern system occurring in the eighteenth century—one where 

both the enslaved and colonists forged new identities and diets. Therefore, I incorporate a new 

set of questions about colonial creation through food, which allows me to trace how colonial 

power restructured eighteenth-century colonial life for the enslaved, Creoles, and the Europeans. 

Of course, one cannot ignore the inherent violence and negative structure of colonialism, but 

Scott reveals another aspect of colonialism: “the historical transformation that positively 

reshaped” the lives of the enslaved and “as a consequence, reshaped both the kinds of choices 

available to them as well as the kinds of subjects who made choices” (128). The system of 

slavery transformed the dietary options available to enslaved Africans, white and black Creoles, 

and Europeans. Therefore, the enslaved’s choice, or lack of choice, of food provides another lens 
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through which we can approach the impact colonization had on reshaping eighteenth-century 

culture. This dissertation builds on Scott’s argument about exploring modernity and colonialism 

from a restructured position by tracing how the enslaved developed an internal marketing system 

within the colonies and by asking questions about the creation of both food and identities within 

the Americas.  

Rather than solely focusing on the violence implicit in colonial ventures (and in the act of 

cooking), my project shifts the focus to another aspect of food production—one of creation—in 

order to raise new questions of creating and blending dishes as well as identities and markets. 

Therefore, this dissertation raises questions not only of what it means to consume a “creole” diet 

and of whether the consumption of “foreign” foods results in a new “creole” identity, but also 

asks who actually produces, as well as consumes, this diet. By focusing on food, does the “Old 

World” culture blend with a “New World” one, thereby producing a creole culture? Is another 

narrative to this colonial history revealed by looking at food production and not simply food 

consumption? By emphasizing creation instead of violence, questions related to the creation of a 

racial, culinary diet and global markets open up new directions for understanding the culinary 

appetites of not only our colonial pasts but also our current presents. The ongoing global food 

crisis as well as the failure of international economies to allow food sovereignty redirect our 

attention to the local production of food. My project historicizes the current food crisis by 

focusing on the emergence of local transatlantic market economies and creole cuisine, thus 

allowing for a better understanding of the persistence of violent forces on global and local food 

markets as well exploring the roots of the production and creation of local and global foods and 

cultural identities.  

While my discussion of these texts is not chronological, my chapters are organized in a 

way to demonstrate the trajectory of early encounters with slavery to post-emancipation debates 

over labor. My first two chapters explore the early discourse surrounding colonization with 

Rowlandson’s use of food as a means of “othering” Native Americans, John Locke’s underlying 

agrarian interest in his writing on the theory of labor, and the rise of natural historians, who 

cataloged and collected Caribbean plants. These chapters establish the Americas as a dietary 

frontier, where Europeans, Amerindians, and enslaved Africans depended on each other for 

subsistence, and as one would image, these culinary exchanges were fraught with tensions and 

resistance.14 Daniel Usner, Jr., argues that food, within these dietary frontiers, never simply 
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operated as an object of exchange but also as a means of exchange, and by trading particular 

food items, Amerindians, Africans, and Europeans (as well as Chinese, Syrians, and Indians, 

who migrated to the Caribbean after the eighteenth century) “interacted closely and influenced 

each other culturally” (Indians, Settlers, and Slaves 192). This concept of food as a means of 

exchange functions as a unifying thread in all the chapters.  

In Chapter One, “‘The Indians quickly spread themselves over the deserted English 

Fields’: (Re)Knitting the Dietary and Colonial Frontier in Mary Rowlandson’s Captivity 

Narrative,” I explore the dietary frontier of seventeenth-century colonial America presented in 

Rowlandson’s 1682 captivity narrative. Rowlandson identifies Native Americans as “savages” 

who are capable of literally devouring the English, thereby establishing a cultural difference in 

culinary terms. In fact, her narrative can be read as another iteration of the trope of cannibalism, 

which serves to construct a “boundary between one community and its others” (Hulme 86). Not 

only are the Native Americans depicted as threatening but also the colonial landscape itself 

becomes uncontrollable, and often violent—able to consume the white colonial subject. Thus, 

the realities of a colonial setting and of laboring within this new environment disrupt the 

“imagined tastes” of Europeanized cultural identities and altered the ability of European 

colonists to maintain dietary borders. While much scholarly attention has focused on 

Rowlandson’s narrative in terms of her Puritan ideology or her female subjectivity, I shift the 

attention to focus on her as a laboring subject, one whose work is also defined by her gender. 

While she is captive, Rowlandson relies on sewing (i.e., making shirts and caps for the Native 

Americans)—a labor that is both English and gendered—as a source of economy, which she 

trades for Native American foods. Therefore, Rowlandson, as a female, British laborer, 

participates in an early form of colonial exchange—one that operates on a much smaller scale 

than, say, the British consumption of sugar in the eighteenth century. In this chapter, I also argue 

that the intersection between English labor and colonial hunger transforms the “English” 

community, inscribing a “creole” identity on the American landscape. By tracing production and 

consumption of food within this text, Rowlandson’s narrative begins to unravel, exposing its 

contradictory nature. Due to this new colonial environment and Rowlandson’s captivity within it, 

the clear division between Native Americans and English begins to blur in terms of her own 

gastronomical taste.  
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Chapter Two, “Tasting the ‘Fruitful Soil’: Agricultural Enlightenment in John Locke, 

Patrick Browne, and Edward Long,” juxtaposes Locke’s philosophical discussions of property in 

his Two Treatises Of Government with Browne’s The Civil and Natural History of Jamaica and 

Long’s The History of Jamaica in order to reconsider the role colonial agriculture and gardens 

played in shaping both eighteenth-century discourses on the enlightened and economic state of 

Britain and the Americas and the material tastes of the Atlantic. Locke, with his assertion that 

“all the world was America,” places the Atlantic at the center of Enlightenment thinking. 

Through an Atlantic lens, we can begin to redefine the Enlightenment as “an integral part of 

transatlantic networks of exchange,” thereby opening up the possibility of multiple 

enlightenments (Manning and Cogliano 17). Could we also consider the existence of a Caribbean 

Enlightenment or an Agricultural Enlightenment? This chapter addresses this possibility by 

exploring the embedded agrarian ideas in Locke’s theory of labor and the descriptions of 

Caribbean plants and practical agrarian methods in the writings of Browne and Long. In addition, 

botanical and historical writings of Browne and Long also contribute to this emerging 

agricultural Enlightenment and reveal the privileging of European labor over non-dominant 

groups of the Americas in their disavowal of Amerindians’ and enslaved Africans’ labor and 

agrarian contributions. However, because the enslaved occupied an important role in land 

cultivation, Long’s and Browne’s natural histories also provide a discursive space for unpacking 

the contribution of the enslaved to (re)landscaping the Caribbean environment and (re)shaping 

material tastes across the Atlantic. Thus, the embedded contradictions contained within 

Browne’s and Long’s writings about Jamaica actually undercut the privileging of the Anglo-

American cultural world, thereby revealing Amerindians and enslaved Africans as participants in 

Enlightenment thinking.  

In Chapter Three and Chapter Four, I turn to dietary ingestion and cookery—to the foods 

consumed and produced by the enslaved in the Anglophone Caribbean. In “Dietary Dis-ease: 

Geophagy, Sensibility, and Slavery in Eighteenth-Century Medical and Colonial Writings,” I 

continue to explore the intersection of science and diet by focusing on geophagy, or dirt-eating, a 

condition that aroused concern among West Indian planters, who associated it with the enslaved. 

Therefore, I shift the focus from scrutinizing metropolitan consumption to the materials being 

ingested by the enslaved. This chapter presents the idea of geophagy as a “dietary fable” of 

eighteenth-century literature and argues that this description of geophagy as a mental depression 
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functions as proof of the sensibility of the enslaved, rather than the racist assumption of their 

insensibility. Colonial medical writings code the behavior of consuming dirt as unnatural and 

through such constructions white colonial documents extend the “reading” of the black subject’s 

body as filthy and unnatural to include their minds as well. Ironically, by aligning geophagy as a 

“black disease” that often indicates a depressed mind, the medial discourse effectively 

strengthens the humanity of the enslaved rather than placing them safely in the realm of Other.  

Chapter Three also discusses Cynric Williams’s novel Hamel, the Obeah Man (1827) in 

relation to the role of diet and filth, which becomes a central theme in dealing with racial 

constructions within the novel’s Caribbean setting. This novel points to the tensions often 

contained within colonial discourse. While continuing a European-centered viewpoint by 

promoting racist ideology (i.e., positioning obeah and the enslaved as Other), Hamel also 

challenges the “Old World” depiction of a white Creole by rewriting the negative construction of 

the West Indian planter. Cynric Williams’s unpleasing depiction of Roland, an English 

missionary, and Fillbeer, an English attorney, places the English, not white Creoles, as 

ineffectual and disrupting to this colonial environment. At times, Cynric Williams aligns Roland, 

who partakes in an obeah ceremonial drink of dirt and blood, with the enslaved. Through his 

descriptions of religion and dirt-eating, Cynric Williams turns this literal act of consuming dirt 

into a metaphor for the consumption of religious doctrine. By examining the racial and colonial 

tensions surrounding geophagy, this chapter exposes the impact this literal and metaphorical act 

of consuming earth had on the colonial system.  

The fourth chapter, “‘The whole Island is a garden’: Curious Consumption in Eighteenth-

Century Cookery Books and Janet Schaw’s and Maria Nugent’s Transatlantic Journals,” focuses 

on the food prepared by the enslaved in the West Indies in its discussion of eighteenth-century 

cookery books and female-authored travelogues. As cookbooks crisscrossed the Atlantic, they 

reflected the geocultural shift in food production and consumption by incorporating and 

appropriating ingredients and dishes produced by non-British groups. Thus, cookery books, as I 

argue in this chapter, provide scholars with a glimpse into a discursive space that demands a 

reconsideration of the contribution of Amerindians and enslaved Africans in shaping 

transatlantic tastes. In this chapter, I also reconsider Schaw’s and Nugent’s West Indian 

travelogues as another genre that captures transatlantic culinary exchanges. West Indian food, in 

male travelogues, becomes an exotic object of consumption: Long, Lewis, and J. B. Moreton all 
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mention various types of “creole dishes,” (all three discuss pepperpot and Lewis mentions the 

Jamaican delicacy of Cane-cat, which, according to him, is prepared in “African fashion” [241]), 

but their culinary discussions center more on the consumption of West Indian food as a sign of 

degeneracy, or “negrofication” of whites that takes place in this colonial space. Schaw and 

Nugent, on the other hand, openly discuss and record food preparation and recipes, thereby 

momentarily transforming their journals into creole cookbooks for their British audience. Even 

though Schaw’s and Nugent’s journals provide a defensive justification of slavery and proclaim 

their alliance to the British economy, one based on the “consumptive” trade of the West Indies, 

their curiosity about the domestic labor and production in the Caribbean reveals the labor of the 

enslaved. Creole consumption alters tastes, as critics such as James Walvin have pointed out.15 

The enslaved, with their provision grounds and cooking knowledge, provided food on a local 

level for both white and black Creoles as well as on a transatlantic level, and these changing 

tastes directly impacted global markets and trade.   

The fifth chapter and the conclusion reflect the continuing critical debate surrounding 

subsistence, commerce, and land ownership, thus, in many ways, revealing the circulatory nature 

of these discussions. Even though the political and cultural atmospheres change during the time 

period discussed in this dissertation (i.e., the shift from agrarian to commercial societies and 

from slavery to emancipation), the debates over property and commercialism remain a constant 

battleground. Chapter Five, “Divided Selves: The Changing Tastes of Transatlantic Commerce 

in Letters from an American Farmer, The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, 

and Marly,” continues to shift the focus from global, European-centered markets to local markets 

in the Americas. By the end of the eighteenth century, the traces of a capitalist society found in 

Locke’s discussion of property, which I explore in Chapter Two, play a more prominent role in 

shaping colonial discourse. Using J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur’s Letters from an American 

Farmer (1782), Olaudah Equiano’s The Interesting Narrative and Life of Olaudah Equiano, or 

Gustavus Vassa, the African (1789), and the anonymously published novel Marly; or, A 

Planter’s Life in Jamaica (1828), I explore the tensions between agrarian and commercial 

societies present in all three of these texts. These texts’ protagonists/narrators all contain a 

division of selves within: James, the American farmer in Crèvecoeur’s text, vacillates between 

an agrarian and commercial society as well as between American and British loyalties; Equiano 

also contains several “selves,” moving between an African/British self, a spiritual/commercial 
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self, and an enslaved/entrepreneurial self; and the eponymous protagonist Marly wavers between 

his position as a Jamaican planter and proprietor.  

Divisiveness and tension are also evident in Letters as it traces the volatile atmosphere of 

late eighteenth-century colonial America with the impending American Revolution and the 

increase in and dependency on transatlantic trade. In the end, James’s solution is to resist these 

advances and continue an agrarian mode of life, toiling on American land among the Native 

Americans. In the beginning of Equiano’s narrative, an autobiography about his enslavement and 

eventual freedom, he describes the agricultural techniques and commerce, which consist of 

trading provisions, of his homeland in Africa. Equiano’s narrative reveals the African roots of 

the local agricultural and trading skills that he carries with him to the West Indies, allowing him 

to eventually enter into commerce himself, and by using the proceeds to purchase his freedom, to 

take himself—his body—out of commerce. Marly and The Interesting Narrative both discuss the 

future of the Atlantic in terms of trading agricultural ideas and commodities, and they also 

demonstrate the agrarian origins of this idealistic commercialized society. In addition, Equiano’s 

Narrative and Marly also reveal the complexities of property. In Marly, for example, an enslaved 

woman challenges Marly’s accusation of her being a thief because, as property of her owner, she 

argues that she is simply sharing in the “common good” by taking some sugar. These texts draw 

on Locke’s notions of property, but complicate his theory by pointing out the inherent 

contradictions ingrained in the colonial system.  

From reassessing how society thinks about eating disorders as a “white disease” to the 

use of starvation in war, food plays a central role in many contemporary Caribbean works, 

revealing that this topic continues to be ripe for discussion. As my dissertation suggests, the only 

way to understand local and global markets as well as food consumption and production is to 

look back to the “roots” of this globalization of foodways. With that history in mind, 

postcolonial texts counter the hegemonic and single story of consumption and production that 

often arises out of colonial stereotypes and one-sided perceptions of labor and diet. Even after 

British slavery ended in 1834—although “full freedom” was not granted until 1838 after the 

apprenticeship period ended—racial prejudices and stereotypes persist and continue to affect 

(post)colonial texts. In the concluding chapter, “Feeding the Diaspora: Plantation Society and 

Food Imagery in Salt and The Rainmaker’s Mistake,” I focus on Earl Lovelace’s Salt (1996) and 

Erna Brodber’s The Rainmaker’s Mistake (2007). Lovelace and Brodber, like many 
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contemporary Caribbean and African American writers, rely on food imagery and its connection 

to cultural and racial identity. Salt, even through its title, instantly evokes a connection between 

land and people, positing a link between the sweat of enslaved labor and the salt of the 

surrounding seas (Campbell 68). Through Lovelace’s discussion of land ownership and labor in 

Trindad and the wider Caribbean and the use of the “fruits” of the land as a conduit for power 

and healing, he critiques the paradise trope that began with colonial travelogues. Brodber’s 

description of the perniciously cultivated creation story concocted by a white planter that 

represents his enslaved workers as “yams” places land production, along with economic and 

racial ideologies that took root during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, at the center of the 

postcolonial dialectic and reveals the need to renegotiate issues of land, labor, and cultural 

identities. Salt and The Rainmaker’s Mistake both reveal the ways that the past shapes the 

present and traces the transatlantic transfer of foods, people, and ideologies from Africa to the 

New World. Following the path of postcolonial Caribbean works like those of Lovelace and 

Brodber, this dissertation adds yet another layer to the narrative of the Caribbean, revealing 

alternate histories and widening the transatlantic scope of exchange.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

“THE INDIANS QUICKLY SPREAD THEMSELVES OVER THE 

DESERTED ENGLISH FIELDS”: (RE)KNITTING THE 

DIETARY AND COLONIAL FRONTIER IN MARY 

ROWLANDSON’S CAPTIVITY NARRATIVE 

 

In 1630, a group of Puritans, led by John Winthrop, left England and sailed on the Arbella to the 

New England colonies. At some point during this journey—either before their departure or while 

on board the ship—Winthrop preached a sermon on the type of Puritan community they would 

establish in this “New World.” This sermon, entitled “A Model of Christian Charity,” contained 

not only Puritan ideology about serving the Christian community and God but also a notion of 

exceptionalism. As Winthrop calls for his fellow Puritans to embrace the “New World,” he asks 

them to consider that their new community would “be as a city upon a hill” because “the eyes of 

all people are upon [them], so that if [they] shall deal falsely with [their] God in this work [they] 

have undertaken [. . . they] shall be made a story and a by-word through the world” (216). Here, 

Winthrop draws on a Biblical passage in Matthew that depicts the city on a hill as one that gives 

light to all others, but as importantly, one incapable of being hidden from sight.  

Of course, this notion became a foundation for the myth of American exceptionalism that 

still prevails today. This concept of the United States as a “city upon a hill” has found its way 

into American politics, including presidential speeches. In fact, during the 2008 presidential 

election, former vice-presidential candidate Sarah Palin used the phrase, (mis)crediting it to 

President Ronald Reagan, who also used this phrasing in one of his presidential speeches. For a 

twenty-first century audience, Winthrop’s phrase functions as a trope of its ideals and America’s 

origins of excellence to such an extent that people often forget the very origins of the phrase 

itself. But, as critical scholars, we should be leery of focusing on the concept of origins as the 

basis for identity politics. Instead, as Nancy Armstrong and Leonard Tennenhouse suggest, we 

should turn to “the discursive practice by which we are made and remade into selves, families, 

and nations” (The Imaginary Puritan 26). Following Armstrong and Tennehouse’s logic, I 
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analyze Mary Rowlandson’s discursive accounts of a quintessential act of making and remaking 

“consumption,” and how she performed that act and its consequences during, and after, her 

captivity. By closely examining the rhetoric concerning Amerindians and consumption in 

Rowlandson’s 1682 captivity narrative A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. 

Mary Rowlandson, I begin to reassess this notion of American exceptionalism—both past and 

present—in order to reveal colonial America as a site of transculturation for both the English and 

the Algonquians.  

Mary White Rowlandson, a middle-class Puritan, immigrated to Massachusetts in 1639 

and married Joseph Rowlandson, a pastor at Lancaster, Massachusetts. In 1675, the Metacom’s 

War, or King Philip’s War as the English referred to it, began. The increased expansion of the 

English onto Native Americans’ land and the imposition of their religion (forcing Native 

Americans to convert to Christianity) served as provocation for this war. While the Native 

Americans did well in the beginning, they ultimately lost to the English, who took advantage of 

the Native Americans’ food shortage.16 Interestingly, food, or the lack of food, functions as a 

strategy for war, utilizing starvation as a means to—quite literally—weaken the enemy. 

Metacom’s War also resulted in the capture of Rowlandson by the Native Americans, who then 

used her as ransom. Her narrative, which recounts her experience of being held captive and 

depicts colonial America at the end of the seventeenth century, was popular on both sides of the 

Atlantic, selling more than one thousand copies combined in America and England (Derounian-

Stodola 3). English readers, through Rowlandson’s narrative discovered a harsh reality about 

colonial life in the Americas. Contrary to colonial writings that adhered to the conventional 

depiction of representing the Americas as an Edenic paradise, abundantly filled with resources, 

captivity narratives like Rowlandson’s often show another side of colonial life—one of cross-

cultural exchange and local trade. The inadequate food supply, which was an issue for the Native 

Americans during Metacom’s War, plays a role in Rowlandson’s narrative as she, at first, finds 

herself without “adequate” food to eat. However, Rowlandson’s situation differs from the lack of 

food that weakened the Native Americans during Metacom’s War: she chooses not to eat the 

Native American food, referring to it as “filthy trash” (21). For Rowlandson, her choice to resist 

consuming food hunted and produced by Native American hands resulted from cultural 

associations attributed to food. Her captivity narrative highlights an important irony: both the 

lack and abundance of food are defined along cultural lines. Even though the Algonquians 
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supply Rowlandson with food, she decides to “waste” it, considering it inferior to her English 

sense of taste. Therefore, Rowlandson’s narrative operates as one of the early discursive 

battlegrounds where Europeans began to construct Native Americans’ dietary identity in 

opposition to their own.  

Rowlandson’s narrative comprises a series of “removes.” These removes operate both in 

a physical, geographical sense, as she moves from a New England settlement in Lancaster to the 

wilderness, and in a spiritual sense, as she gains a stronger appreciation and reliance on what she 

perceives as God’s will. Of course, the repeated use of the term “remove” also signals 

Rowlandson’s increased distance from European culture and identity. By focusing on the literal 

physical movement rather than the spiritual one, Rowlandson’s captivity begins to function as a 

type of diaspora, where she is forcefully removed from her physical New England location. 

Drawing on Tennenhouse’s second model of diaspora, in which, due to various migrations, the 

geopolitical site of “homeland” itself becomes displaced within the subject’s mind, rendering it 

impossible to fully recapture it as it was originally (The Importance of Feeling English 4–5), I 

explore Rowlandson’s “removes” or displacement from New England culture as a second model 

of diaspora. Even though as a captive Rowlandson remains close to her New England home, she 

feels that she has entered new, unchartered waters, and in many ways, she has. On her first 

remove from her New England home, she discovers a deserted English house and asks her 

Algonquian captors if she can lodge there that night. They respond by asking her if she will “love 

English-men still” (14). She, then, recounts how this night—the first one away from “home”—

was “the dolefullest night that ever [her] eyes saw. Oh the roaring, and singing, and dancing, and 

yelling of those black creatures in the night, which made the place a lively resemblance of hell” 

(14). Even though English houses and cities still remain within Rowlandson’s view, they only 

serve as remnants of her English “home.” The deserted English house symbolizes her forced 

migration from her English home in Lancaster to the “strange” new home of the Algonquians, 

which she compares to a hell on earth. By the second remove, New England as her home 

becomes only a part of her memory because it is removed from her physical and visual 

knowledge: she “must turn [her] back upon the Town [Lancaster], and travel with [the Indians] 

into the vast and desolate Wilderness, I know not whither” (15). With this final departure from 

Lancaster, Rowlandson undergoes her own diaspora, leaving behind her New England home and 

culture.  
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What is even more interesting to note is how her removal also parallels transatlantic 

migrations occurring during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In order to leave her New 

England home, she crosses rivers and wilderness—all geocultural and spatial boundaries 

between her New England home and the Native Americans. The fifth “remove” involves 

crossing the Bacquaug River, which proves to be another spatial division between the English 

settlers and the Native Americans. Rowlandson observes that the English are pursuing the 

Algonquians, and when the Algonquians reach the Bacquaug River, they cut down trees and 

make rafts to carry them across the river. Rowlandson notes that all of the Algonquians—the 

“old and young, [. . .] sick and [. . .] lame, [and those who] had Papooses [children] at their 

backs”—successfully navigate the river, “travel[ing] with all they had, bag and baggage” (22). 

Rowlandson acknowledges that crossing the Bacquaug River on a raft was not an activity she 

“was [. . .] before acquainted” (21). In crossing this river, Rowlandson becomes even further 

removed from the English—physically and culturally. The river serves as a cultural divide 

because as the English, in pursuing the Native Americans, approach this river, they find 

themselves unable to cross: Rowlandson states that “this River put a stop to [the English]” (22). 

Like Rowlandson, who is not accustomed to such activities, the English do not possess the skill 

to make rafts and cross this body of water. The Native Americans also ensure the inability of the 

English to cross the river by setting their wigwams on fire before they leave. The English see 

“the smoke of their Wigwams” and are prevented from crossing by the river. Native Americans, 

in fact, often utilized fire as a tool: they would set fire to their lands in order to drive game for 

hunting, clear fields for planting, and fend off European invaders (Cronon 50). In this instance, 

the Algonquians use the fire and the river as elemental weapons against the English, further 

highlighting the spatial boundaries between Rowlandson and her New England home.  

As Ralph Bauer suggests, colonial narratives, like Rowlandson’s captivity narrative, 

“relocate the cosmic divide in the European geocultural imagination from the Atlantic to the 

American frontier” (675). Rowlandson’s journey into the wilderness and over the Bacquaug 

River parallels the expedition Europeans took as they traveled across the Atlantic Ocean, and 

like these fellow travelers, Rowlandson discovers a “new world.” In addition, this spatial 

crossing, or removal, is important because it allows us to explore the interactions occurring 

between various cultures—in this case, between the Algonquians and Rowlandson, an English 

woman. Rowlandson’s narrative paints a more accurate depiction of interactions that occurred 
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within colonial settlements than narratives depicting New England settlers living in isolation in a 

“city upon a hill.” While her narrative removes the Native Americans from the colonial site of 

Massachusetts and creates a physical border (i.e., the Bacquaug River) between the American 

wilderness and the New England Puritan settlements, she also undercuts this imagined separation 

through her own encounters once she crosses into the unknown woods. In many ways, this 

removal symbolizes the very crossing of the Atlantic, which the New England Puritans 

experienced only a few years before. In other words, Rowlandson’s experience during her 

captivity functions as a microcosm of the larger colonial exchange occurring within early 

colonial America. Therefore, her narrative provides a look into a type of dietary exchange that 

must occur in order to successfully survive in an unknown land.  

On the other side of the Bacquaug River, Rowlandson finds herself surrounded by an 

even more unfamiliar environment, which she refers to as “the vast and howling Wilderness” 

(22). As they travel deeper into this “wilderness,” Rowlandson sees her Native American captors 

in a different light. After passing a swamp, she spies what she considers a “great Indian Town.” 

Even though only Rowlandson and her Algonquian captors occupy this “Indian Town,” it 

appears to Rowlandson as if “the Indians were as thick as the Trees” (22). Crossing the river and 

entering this “wilderness” functions as a geocultural divide for Rowlandson. She now considers 

herself surrounded by the Algonquians even though she admits that the number of Algonquians 

has not changed. At this point, she realizes she has entered a new colonial environment—home 

to the Native Americans—and she begins to eat alongside the Algonquians even though at first—

before crossing the river into the “wilderness”—she refused to consume their foods. Within this 

“Indian town,” Rowlandson quickly realizes she cannot easily recreate an English diet. Her 

captivity, then, forces Rowlandson to adjust her English palate in order to survive within this 

new colonial setting.  

Even though Rowlandson fails to sustain her English dietary behavior, she relies on 

sewing—a labor that is both English and gendered—as a source of economy while she is captive. 

While much scholarly attention has focused on Rowlandson’s narrative in terms of her female 

subjectivity or her Puritan ideology,17 I want to shift the attention to focus on her as a laboring 

subject, one whose labor is also defined by her gender. Rowlandson’s sewing operates as a 

means of material exchange: she trades her sewing skills for Native American foods. Thus, in a 

sense, this narrative captures the beginnings of local trade and exchange. Rowlandson produces 
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various articles of clothing (e.g., shirts and caps) for the Native Americans, and, in turn, she 

earns money or directly trades her material goods for non-English foods such as bear meat and 

groundnuts, which, in a way, resembles a type of colonial market economy. Rowlandson, as a 

female, British laborer, participates in this early form of colonial exchange, and, in turn, this 

exchange influences her understanding of taste and shifts the perception of gender and labor 

within the colonial settings.  

Teresa Toulouse places Rowlandson’s narrative among those that contain what she refers 

to as “ambivalent responses,” which are responses to historical change shaped both in and by 

female captivity narratives, and, she argues, these responses simultaneously express the desire to 

defend authority (for Rowlandson—her Puritan “fathers”) and challenge this authority by 

revealing alternate desires (315). Her narrative contains a tension between what she claims (i.e., 

relying on God’s authority and aligning the Native Americans as “savage”) and her actions (i.e., 

using her labor to acquire food and describing Native American foods as desirable). Increase 

Mather, who is accredited with writing the preface to Rowlandson’s narrative, validates her 

narrative as serving as “a Memorandum of Gods [sic] dealing with her” (9). Rowlandson defends 

this Puritan agenda by crediting God for “preserv[ing her] in safety” and incorporating scriptures 

throughout her narrative (22). In fact, when she travels across the Bacquaug River, she compares 

her situation to Lot’s wife, claiming she now understands his wife’s “Temptation, when she 

looked back” because Rowlandson too longs to look back toward Lancaster, toward her English 

home (22). However, Rowlandson does not passively submit to God’s will. She uses her own 

labor as a means of trading with the Algonquians, and through her exchange of labor for Native 

American food, she undercuts her depiction of Native Americans as “savages.” She positions 

Native American food as “filth,” in order to uphold a sense of English superiority, while 

simultaneously laboring to acquire those same edible foods, which she also describes as “savoury 

[. . .] to my taste” (36). This ambiguous quality of Rowlandson’s narrative complicates the 

depiction of Native Americans as dehumanized and savage. In this chapter, rather than simply 

focusing on the narrative of cultural difference and isolation, I analyze these ambivalent 

responses in regard to consumption in order to illustrate the different cultures that shaped our 

understanding of American identity and taste.  
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Ambiguous Aftertaste: Eating Away Exceptionalism  

Rowlandson begins her narrative by describing the horrible and violent scene that accompanied 

her capture in February 1676. As the Algonquians attack the New England city of Lancaster, 

Rowlandson witnesses her fellow Puritans being captured, shot, and cut into pieces before being 

captured herself, along with three of her children and several other surviving Puritans. Her 

description of the Native Americans approaching her own house parallels Winthrop’s sermon: 

she echoes Winthrop’s words describing her house as standing “upon the edge of a Hill” (12). 

Rowlandson considers her Puritan community and her own home as a model for others to follow, 

and the physical location of her own house seems to align with this metaphorical concept of her 

New England community being an exceptional example. However, this house on a hill differs 

from Winthrop’s idealized view because Rowlandson watches as Native Americans quickly 

surround this “city on a hill”: “some of the Indians got behind the Hill, others in the Barn [. . .] 

from all which Places they shot against the House” (12). This description of Native Americans 

enclosing Lancaster presents a threatening colonial environment, one where Native Americans 

and European settlers must eventually come into contact regardless of the imagined borders the 

settlers depict or construct.18 Thus, New England is not an isolated “city upon a hill” but one of 

several types of cultures existing within this North American space.  

By focusing on the way captivity narratives perpetuate the rhetoric of American 

exceptionalism and simultaneously draw attention to the similarities between captive and reader 

(assuming here a seventeenth- or eighteenth-century New England reader), critics often ignore 

the cultural exchanges that also occur during captivity—in Rowlandson’s case a captivity 

precipitated by the Native American incursion on the “city on the hill” and her removal from it.19 

Andrew Menard, however, does acknowledge that Rowlandson’s narrative is among the first 

accounts “to view the city upon a hill from the perspective of the edge rather than the center” 

(168). In many ways, Rowlandson, like her house, is positioned on the periphery. Unlike her 

Puritan audience, Rowlandson actually exists in a liminal state between two cultural paradigms: 

Anglo-American and Amerindian culture. Through her ambiguous position, the reader gets a 

sense of the Amerindian culture that also existed in this American frontier, thereby challenging 

the notion of New Englanders living in complete isolation. As soon as Rowlandson crosses the 

colonial frontier, “removing” her from Puritan society, she realizes she “must turn [her] back 

upon the Town, and travel with [the Native Americans] into the vast and desolate Wilderness” 
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(15). In this moment, Rowlandson straddles the imagined border between Anglo-American and 

Native American society. She is on the brink of traversing the wilderness, or “frontier,” a place 

where her cultural and moral identity could potentially be threatened.   

Often, the term “frontier” connotes an interracial boundary, where the focus is on how the 

assumed “advanced” societies penetrated more “primitive” places and people. However, as 

Daniel Usner, Jr., points out, we can reconsider frontier in a regional context rather than in a 

linear one, which exposes the cross-cultural interactions occurring within colonial frontiers 

(Indians, Settlers, and Slaves 6). Rowlandson’s captivity narrative provides one literary source 

for rethinking colonial frontiers. Rowlandson’s text reveals the geocultural borders of the 

colonial frontier, and she emphatically emphasizes the split between European (Old World) and 

Native American (New World) culture. However, her narrative also contains an undercurrent of 

frontier exchange of food, language, and customs that complicates her seemingly split narrative 

between cultural boundaries. In other words, her narrative contains tensions between her 

assumed unchanged cultural identity and her unavoidable and undeniable interaction with Native 

Americans during her captivity and tensions that directly challenge the geocultural divide 

Rowlandson emphatically underscores throughout her narrative.  

Positioning herself as a New England Puritan, Rowlandson draws a clear division 

between the “civilized,” Puritan “town” and the “savage wilderness” where the Native 

Americans, whom Rowlandson describes as “barbarous” and “savage,” dwell (15). Throughout 

her narrative, she uses consumption as a means of portraying this “savage” behavior. Although 

Rowlandson does eventually eat alongside her Algonquian captors, at first she refuses to 

consume anything they produce or offer, choosing instead to “starve and die before [she] could 

eat such things” (21). Even after Rowlandson begins to consume horse meat and bear, there are 

still some Native American delicacies she will not touch: the Algonquians place deer blood 

inside the paunch, or stomach, of the deer and boil it, and even though the Algonquians “ate it 

sweetly,” Rowlandson “could eat nothing of [it]” (34). Refusing the blood-filled paunch, 

Rowlandson maintains her dietary distance from her Algonquian captors. In addition, the 

numbered section recounting the “remarkable passages of Providence,” which may contain some 

editorial injection by Mather,20 reaffirms the assumed “bestial” and “savage” appetite of Native 

Americans by describing their dietary habits as consuming what “a Hog or a Dog would hardly 

touch” such as maggots, skunks, and horse guts (44).  
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Rowlandson’s reliance on cultural difference maintained through food choice actually 

depends on the myth of European/New England exceptionalism. Puritan rhetoric attempted to 

erase the real threat and fear of transculturation, and Rowlandson, in her narrative, attempts to 

strengthen this distinction between Anglo-American and Amerindian. However, Rowlandson, 

like her New England home in Lancaster, finds herself surrounded by Native Americans, and her 

close proximity to the Algonquians threatens her English identity with the possibility of 

immersion in Native American culture. Rowlandson is in danger of not only physically but also 

culturally crossing into the “wilderness,” which operates in her text as a site of colonial 

exchange. Through controlled rhetoric regarding Native Americans, New England Puritans 

hoped to create and maintain a myth of American exceptionalism, one that excluded Native 

Americans. However, the contradictions and ambiguities contained within Rowlandson’s 

narrative undercut this rhetoric and hint toward the potential unraveling of this exceptionalism 

myth. On one hand, Rowlandson’s text seems to challenge this dietary othering through her own 

enjoyment of certain taboo foods such as boiled horse feet, which she finds “savoury” and “to 

[her] taste” (36). On the other hand, throughout her narrative, Rowlandson constantly describes 

her Algonquian captors as “savage” and some of their dietary habits as beneath English 

sensibilities of taste. Even though Rowlandson claims she fails to convert into someone half 

civilized/half savage, she, in fact, does undergo a cultural transformation during her captivity, 

and her contradictory description of Native American foods as both savory and savage, reveals 

her own liminal position.  

The depiction of Native Americans as savage continues with the trope of cannibalism, 

which serves to construct a “boundary between one community and its others” (Hulme 86). 

Rowlandson’s narrative can be read as another iteration of this trope, by which she identifies the 

Native Americans as “savages” who are capable of literally devouring the English, thereby 

establishing a cultural difference. During her captivity, the Algonquians set fire to her house, and 

as the fire increases, Rowlandson and her family are forced to venture outside where they meet 

“the Indians gaping before [them] with their Guns, Spears, and Hatchets, to devour us 

[Rowlandson and her family] (13). This reference could be taken metaphorically to mean they 

would kill the English, but considering the common depiction in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries of Native Americans as “barbarous” flesh-eaters, one can interpret Rowlandson’s 
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words with an embedded double meaning: she fears the Algonquians could not only potentially 

kill her but also literally devour her.  

This notion of Native Americans being flesh-eaters occurs again in her narrative when 

she inquires about her captured son’s current location, and one of her captors answers her, stating 

that her son’s “Master roasted him; and that himself did eat a piece of [her son], as big as his two 

fingers, and that he was very good meat” (29). Interestingly, with this passage, Rowlandson does 

not seem to worry that the Native Americans have literally devoured her son—a fear she had 

previous to her capture. Instead, Rowlandson explains to her reader that she knew this 

information to be false because of the Native Americans’ “horrible addictedness to lying” (29). 

This omission reveals the inaccuracy of the cannibalism trope and demonstrates instead Native 

Americans’ own sense of humor with their English captives. Rowlandson records moments of 

Native Americans’ subversive humor, yet she cannot share or even pretend to comprehend it, 

opting instead to use these moments as proof of Native Americans’ inhumanity or their negative 

characteristics such as lying. However, as Michelle Burnham argues, the importance of these 

recorded moments lies not in their portrayal of Native Americans’ inhumanity but in their 

portrayal of “the Indians with a complexity and a detail utterly absent from other representations 

of Amerindians in colonial New England literature by Puritans” (36). In her narrative, 

Rowlandson functions as an ethnographer21—without even realizing it—recording the 

complexities of Amerindian culture and further complicating, possibly even subtly undercutting, 

her own depiction of her Algonquian captors as inhuman and savage, as something outside the 

realm of the “civilized” European. 

 

Body Politics and Abject Foods 

Rowlandson’s positioning of the Native American body in opposition to an English one follows 

the pattern set by other seventeenth-century colonial writers. Amerindians, however, were not 

the only potential challenge to English people’s sense of superiority or nationalism. Colonial 

expansion also posed a threat to England’s national body politic and it did so for two reasons. 

First, people assumed that environment determined the person, so the act of “transplanting” an 

English body to a foreign place served as a potential threat to alter that person’s English identity. 

The second threat revolved around the geographical distance between the colonies from their 
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national body and monarchial “head.” In short, people feared that colonists would lose their 

Englishness, thus unraveling the body politic. To combat these fears, colonists had to defend 

against the dual charge and insist their geographical separation from England would not affect 

either their physical (English) bodies or the body politic of England. Colonial writers redirected 

these fears by utilizing the theory of the body politic to assert their Englishness, and they did this 

“by setting English bodies in opposition to other European ones as well as to the Indian bodies 

that eventually became the basis for difference” (Egan 28).22 As Jim Egan argues, this rhetoric of 

difference and English superiority combined with the desire of New England settlers to preserve 

their Englishness produced a new nationalism (28). This colonial rhetoric positioned the 

“transplanted” colonial body, not as a threat, but as an embodiment of Englishness itself.    

From early Puritan writings, the rhetoric of the body politic emerges as a thread uniting 

the individual members and the Puritan community. In Winthrop’s sermon “A Model of 

Christian Charity,” he embraces this body politic, telling his fellow Puritans that their 

community would function “as members of the same body” (216). Winthrop also continues to 

develop and alter this body politic in his A Short Story of the Rise, reign, and ruine of the 

Antinomians, Familists & Libertines, that infected the Churches of New-England, a central 

document of the Antonomian Conterversy (1636–1638).23 In A Short Story, he begins to shift the 

national identity from one comprised of an aristocratic body to a national body that is composed 

of many different housesholds, each with a patriarchal head of house (Egan 69). The preface of 

Rowlandson’s narrative, which is attributed to Mather, also illustrates this rhetoric of the new 

national body. Mather validates Rowlandson’s publication of her captivity by emphasizing her 

role as wife to the “Reverend Servant of God, Mr. Joseph Rowlandson, the faithful Pastor of the 

Church of Christ” in Lancaster (8). He even remarks how strange it is that God should “afflict his 

precious Servant [Joseph Rowlandson], and Hand-maid [Mary Rowlandson]” and asks God to 

“bear up the spirits of his Servant under such bereavements, and of his Hand-maid under such 

Captivity, travels, and hardships” (8). Mather’s justification of Rowlandson’s narrative relies on 

her devotion both to God and her husband, and by emphasizing her role as wife and servant, or 

“hand-maid,” of God, Mather positions Rowlandson’s individual/domestic body as 

representative of the communal Puritan/English body. Rowlandson, by serving as a wife and 

servant to her husband, embodies the relationship of the Puritan community to God. Moreover, 
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Rowlandson relies on her position within this body politic in order to freely voice her encounters 

and experiences during her captivity.  

However, when considering Rowlandson’s ambiguous position between the Algonquians 

and the Puritans during her captivity, her captive, female body becomes a source of potential 

contagion for the Puritan community (or Puritan “body”) in a way similar to how the colonial 

body was assumed to pose a threat to the body politic in England. Even though Mather safely 

aligns her within the Puritan/New England body, her captivity places her captive body outside of 

it. Because Rowlandson not only could consume Native American foods but also adopt their 

manners and habits, her captive body could serve as a potential contamination for the Puritan 

body politic once she is reintroduced back “home” in her Puritan community. Therefore, 

Rowlandson’s female body served as a potential threat, in the same way that, forty years prior to 

Rowlandson’s captivity, Winthrop perceived Anne Hutchinson as a threat, or source of 

contagion, to the Puritan community because she challenged the clerical authority by advocating 

personal spiritual revelation. Winthrop argues that Hutchinson’s claim to this immediate 

revelation assumes that she has a second, separate body—one outside the body politic—that 

houses the Holy Spirit (Egan 77). Of course, for Winthrop, Hutchinson’s individual, female body 

had a prescribed place within the body politic, and her claim to have direct communication with 

God challenged both this domestic and congregational community.  

While Rowlandson does not function as the same kind of threat to the Puritan 

community, nor does she share the horrible fate of Hutchinson, her captivity does place her 

physically outside the Puritan community. One could argue that the ambiguous position borne of 

physical distance between two cultures also provides a separation of her bodily and cultural self. 

In this liminal state, her captive body stands apart from her domesticated, communal body. 

Rowlandson attempts to resist this liminality and position her body firmly within the Puritan 

community by rhetorically upholding the cultural divide between herself and Native Americans, 

even while the geographic position of her physical body and her actions in the wilderness 

suggest otherwise. Moreover, her ambiguous position as an Algonquian captive—where she 

directly interacts with another culture different from her own—indirectly challenges the 

rhetorical use of body politic. As an individual body among the Native Americans, her role shifts 

from one of mother, wife, and steward to God to a member of the Algonquian community. In 
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other words, she undergoes a cultural transformation both in her dietary habits and through the 

labor she performs as seamstress within the Algonquian community.  

Rowlandson’s corporality, especially in terms of consumption, becomes important when 

reconsidering Rowlandson’s narrative in terms of seventeenth-century body politics. Armstrong 

and Tennenhouse argue that “the captivity narrative requires the captive to ward off the threat of 

another culture through writing” and more specifically, they argue that Rowlandson begins as a 

wordless object and evolves into a “bodiless [subject] of writing” (“American Origins” 399–

401). Armstrong and Tennenhouse’s thought-provoking and groundbreaking point about the 

influence of captivity narratives on the English novel, however, overlooks the physical body that 

is present in Rowlandson’s narrative and erases that body as a potential site for construction of 

her subjectivity. Mary C. Carruth disagrees with Armstrong and Tennehouse about 

Rowlandson’s body as a possible site for construction of her subjectivity, placing Rowlandson’s 

gendered (socially constructed) body back into the critical conversation. For Carruth, 

Rowlandson’s culturally mediated body destabilizes the discourses responsible for the prior 

social construction of her body (62–64).24 Rowlandson’s body is socially constructed through the 

body politic of the Puritan community, evidenced by Mather’s preface and her references to God 

and scriptures, which attempt to reaffirm the Puritan (English) body as superior. However, 

Rowlandson’s body also operates as a subversive one.  Her physical body as a culturally 

inscribed object that occupies a liminal state between Amerindian and New English culture 

undercuts the body politic rhetoric that attempts to erase her physical (potentially threatening) 

body.  

Carruth’s argument is useful in analyzing how Rowlandson’s corporality influences the 

terms of her subjectivity—especially when considering the role physical/carnal desire plays in 

her consumption of Amerindian foods. Even though Rowlandson’s narrative—the written 

embodiment of her self—appears to remove the reader’s gaze away from a bodily focus and 

reclaim, or perhaps more accurately, maintain, her English (written) self, it reaffirms her bodily 

presence through her descriptions of physical hunger. This hunger, moreover, pits the need to eat 

against the “need,” or desire, to maintain her cultural identity. By exploring food as a bodily 

necessity, we can begin to explore the body that is written into this narrative. Carruth points out 

that Armstrong and Tennenhouse’s erasure of Rowlandson’s body as a site for construction of 

her subjectivity leaves her tale “implicated in patriarchal binary logic” of reinscribing the 
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“gendered dualisms of language over body and spirit over flesh,” a binary that Carruth argues 

Rowlandson’s narrative collapses (62–63). To take Carruth’s argument even further, as we 

recover Rowlandson’s corporeality, we can (re)read that body’s hunger not simply as a metaphor 

for spiritual emptiness but as a corporeal need, one that has direct implications on Rowlandson’s 

evolving subjectivity, the body politic, and the relationship between the two.  

By exploring Rowlandson’s consumption of foods during her captivity in terms of her 

own cultural identity and her role within the Algonquian community, we can reconsider the way 

that body politics operated in terms of abject, or unpleasant, foods. As a rhetorical strategy, the 

use of abject food becomes one method of “othering” Native Americans, so the image of the 

“savage” (and potentially cannibal) eater entered the rhetoric of early colonial writings. 

Moreover, abject food served as a potential threat to a healthy body politic, which Rowlandson’s 

narrative demonstrates. Considering Roland Barthes’s argument that food functions as a 

signifier,25 within a colonial context, one can read food as a signifier of cultural identity. Reading 

food in this way, Rowlandson’s hunger begins to take a new form. Her initial resistance to eating 

with the Algonquians shows her desire to maintain her New England Puritan cultural distinction, 

yet the realities of the new environment—the wilderness—prevent her separation from this new 

community. Annette Kolodny points out that Rowlandson never acquires “more than a 

rudimentary knowledge of the wilderness fare,” so, as Kolodny argues, her narrative strongly 

suggests that Rowlandson could not survive on her own (The Land Before Her 19). Her inability 

to navigate this wilderness makes her even more reliant on Native Americans for subsistence. 

Through closely following her dietary removal from English wheat to bear, horse, and Indian 

corn, her narrative reveals tensions between her claim of remaining unchanged and the realities 

that plague her as a captive in a new land.  

As mentioned earlier, the first two “removes” record her leaving Lancaster and entering 

deeper into the wilderness. By the third “remove,” she loses her child Sarah, and now only 

remains in the company of nine other New English captives; by the fourth “remove,” she no 

longer enjoys this familiar company as her captors take her even further into the woods. As long 

as she remains among other Puritan captives, she refrains from consuming the food of her 

“savage” captors, but as her distance from Lancaster and the other English captives increases, 

she eases, or removes, her hunger by finally partaking of Native American foods. By the fourth 

“remove,” Rowlandson finds herself completely alone with her captors, being forced to move yet 
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again and to “part with that little [English] company that [she] had” (20). At this point, 

Rowlandson finally asks Weetamoo, her mistress, for a taste of meal, and because her mistress 

refuses to give her any, her hunger “forces” her to finally enjoy a boiled broth, of “old Horses 

leg,” alongside her Algonquian captors (21). Therefore, within a few weeks of being captive, 

Rowlandson has undergone a dietary transformation:  

The first week of my being among them [the Algonquians], I hardly ate any thing; the 

second week I found my stomach grow very faint for want of something; and yet ’twas 

very hard to get down their filthy trash: but the third week (though I could think how 

formerly my stomach would turn against this or that, and I could starve and die before I 

could eat such things, yet) they were pleasant and savoury to my taste. (21–22) 

Within three weeks, Rowlandson concedes to the necessity of eating for survival, yet this 

consumption is not purely physiological. This foreign diet of bear and horse, which was 

previously abject to her English taste, now transforms into something “pleasant and savoury.” As 

soon as she is removed from all of her English family, friends, and fellow captives, the woman 

who before refrained from partaking of the Algonquians’ “filthy trash” contradicts this cultural 

distinction as her own hunger increases, causing her to seek this “filthy” food as nourishment. 

Thus, Rowlandson, while claiming to remain unchanged, begins to form new desires based on 

Amerindian cultural habits. Given this contradictory description of Amerindian foods, one might 

ask if her Englishness required refraining from Algonquian staples because they were beneath 

her cultural sense of taste and what happens to her cultural identity now that she not only 

consumes but also enjoys this new diet. Within her narrative, the signifying quality of food shifts 

from one of “othering” the Amerindians to one of acquiescence.  

Rowlandson’s new palate also signifies that her own cultural behavior no longer remains 

purely English. In fact, by the end of her captivity, she begins to embody the same “savage” 

characteristics she previously used to distinguish her Indian captors from herself. While she is 

trying to roast a piece of horse liver, some Indians manage to steal half of it. In her hunger and 

fear of someone else taking the rest, she quickly grabs the remaining part of the horse liver and 

“eat[s] it as it was with the blood about [her] mouth and yet a savoury bit it was to [her]” (23). 

This image of Rowlandson consuming raw meat, with the blood dripping down her mouth, 

stands in direct contrast to the New England behavior and body Mather attempts to portray in his 

preface, where he describes her as “pious” as opposed to the “cruel and barbarous” Native 
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Americans (8–9). While one could argue that this act results out of the need to survive, her 

ending comment about finding every bite savory directly undercuts the argument of necessity 

alone. Operating within a new sphere and community, Rowlandson’s behavior changes to one 

that resembles her Algonquian captors, indicating that she no longer conforms to the body politic 

of the New England community she left behind. Within this scene, Rowlandson 

(unselfconsciously) reveals why the captive body poses a threat to the rhetoric surrounding the 

assumed superiority of the English. Her transculturation, a point I discuss later in this chapter, 

reveals her dietary threat to the national body. In addition, her conflicting descriptions regarding 

food as abject or savory subtly undercut the rhetoric surrounding colonial difference between 

Native Americans and Anglo-Americans. If Rowlandson can, for a moment, eat and enjoy 

Amerindian foods, then how is she able to return to a New England community without being 

judged as savage? This dietary paradox begins to unravel the careful rhetorical constructions 

involved in aligning abject food both as a signifier of otherness and for Amerindians. As 

Rowlandson’s rhetoric surrounding abject food crumbles so too does our perception of food as 

anything but a social construction.  

  

 (Re)Knitting Colonial Roles 

Rowlandson, as a female, is valued for her role as mother and wife in the Puritan community. 

Puritan rhetoric positioned women as dependent, passive, and submissive, and Mather’s preface, 

which emphasizes Rowlandson’s role as Joseph’s wife and “hand-maid” to God continues in this 

tradition of aligning women as dependent on male authority. Again, in doing this, Mather 

validates her captivity narrative through her status within the Puritan community. Rowlandson 

exists as wife first and foremost, not as someone independent. This point is further grounded by 

the fact that her captivity narrative was first printed alongside Joseph Rowlandson’s sermon 

“The Possibility of God’s Forsaking a People.” The placement of Rowlandson’s narrative 

between two male-authored texts—Mather’s preface and her husband’s sermon—validates a 

female voicing her own personal experience. Mather relies on the higher status of God and 

Reverend Rowlandson to promote Rowlandson’s narrative because in a Puritan community, she 

does not have any agency herself.   
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Rowlandson’s narrative also (re)inscribes this passivity. When an Algonquian man asks 

Rowlandson to escape with him, she tells him no, and in her narrative she recounts her response: 

“No, I was not willing to run away, but desired to wait God’s time, that I might go home quietly, 

and without fear” (46). Rather than take agency over her own situation, Rowlandson passively 

places her fate in God’s hands. Within Puritan society, women had predetermined roles, and, as 

Hutchinson discovered, stepping outside of those roles could result in banishment. Rowlandson, 

protected as the wife of Reverend Rowlandson and, through him, as a steward for God, is 

permitted to voice her own narrative, which Mather states is a “publication of her Affliction and 

Deliverance” (9). Rowlandson’s experience and her spiritual faith grant authority to narrate her 

own story for the public’s eyes. Her narrative, like her decision to remain in captivity, 

rhetorically emphasizes, and reconfirms, her passive position within the Puritan community.   

Within the Algonquian community, however, Rowlandson no longer occupies her role as 

wife and mother. Instead, as an Algonquian captive, she assumes another gendered role: 

seamstress. Of course, as an English woman, she knew how to properly sew and knit because 

needlework was one of the few acceptable types of feminine labor permitted in Puritan culture. 

Lisa Logan argues that Rowlandson’s knitting reenacts her role as “deputy husband.” Women in 

New England functioned as business partners in marriage because they bartered for their 

families’ economic survival through labor such as knitting (267).26  By bartering for food using 

her sewing, Rowlandson positioned herself within an acceptable role for Puritan women. At first, 

Rowlandson assumes the role of “deputy husband” to Quannopin, her Algonquian master. After 

receiving her first shilling for her needlework, she offers the money to Quannopin. Through this 

act, Rowlandson again directly participates within the Algonquian community by (re)circulating 

her monetary profits back into this community, but this gesture also demonstrates her Puritan 

mindset of being subordinated to the patriarchal “head of house,” which during her captivity 

becomes Quannopin. Therefore, her offer to relinquish her own money into the hands of this 

patriarchal figure parallels a similar social gesture of her role as assistant to her husband.  

But Rowlandson does not occupy this role of “deputy husband” for long. The Algonquian 

community differs from her New England one. After Rowlandson offers Quannopin her money, 

he “bade [her] keep it” and with her money, earned by her own labor, she purchases a piece of 

horse meat (25). After this interaction, she uses her labor to buy her own foods, and her 

contribution to her master consists of inviting him over for dinner to enjoy the “Pease and Bear” 
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she obtains through her labor (25). As Burnham notes, her efforts to contribute to her 

Algonquian master’s household diminishes, and “her economic activity takes on an increasing 

autonomy” (29). Sewing, for Rowlandson, does not reinforce her passive role but allows her to 

take control over her situation as a captive. In the early modern period, needlework supposedly 

enforced passivity and silence, yet, as Susan Frye has argued, needlework functioned as “an 

instrument of communication” rather than a means of silencing women (166).27 In the 

Algonquian community, Rowlandson does not remain silent; through her knitting, she freely 

interacts with others, making her a vital member of this community. In this sense, Rowlandson’s 

position as an Algonquian captive complicates the traditional readings of her as a passive or 

bodiless subject because she assumes an active role within this new community by utilizing her 

English (gendered) labor as a means of obtaining her own food.  

Needlework, in fact, functions as a tool for Rowlandson’s escape from confinement in 

Quannopin’s house. During one occasion, Rowlandson accompanied a Native American woman 

to find an Englishman, who had been turned out by the Native Americans and left in the cold 

wearing only a shirt and waistcoat, and during her absence, people began to spread rumors that 

she was running away with this Englishman. Even though Rowlandson returns, her master and 

mistress, upset by the thought of her escape, confine her to their wigwam. In this predicament, 

Rowlandson realizes if she stays inside, she “must dye with hunger,” but if she decides to leave 

in search of food, her master and mistress may fulfill their threat of “knock[ing her] in the head” 

(32). Therefore, Rowlandson considers herself in another type of captivity, stuck inside her 

master’s wigwam. But her new position as Algonquian seamstress allows her some control over 

this second captivity. When an Algonquian man comes to request Rowlandson’s assistance with 

altering a pair of stockings, which were too large for him, she asks Weetamoo, her mistress, if 

she can leave the Wigwam to go with him to fix his stockings. Weetamoo grants her permission 

to accompany this man, who pays her with groundnuts, which she admits revived “her feeble 

stomach” (32). After leaving this man’s house, Rowlandson “was not a little refresht with that 

news, that [she] had [her] liberty again” (32). Thus, her labor gains her not only money and food 

but also her mobility within the Algonquian community. Her new role as seamstress places her 

as an important member within this community, allowing her to remove herself as a captive 

inside her master’s wigwam—even though she remains a captive within the Algonquian 
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community. Most importantly, her role as seamstress contradicts the narrative of a Puritan 

woman passively waiting for God’s will.  

In addition, this labor allows Rowlandson a role outside that of wife and mother. 

Rowlandson realizes that as a captive “all was gone” from her former Puritan life and “there 

remained nothing to [her] but one poor wounded Babe (15). Her captivity takes away her 

husband and all of her children with the exception of Sarah, her wounded child, who later dies. 

At first, Rowlandson continues to fulfill her role as mother to Sarah, refusing to part with her 

child even after she dies: “I went to take up my dead Child in my arms to carry it with me, but 

they [the Algonquians] bid me let it alone: there was no resisting, but go I must and leave it” 

(17). After Sarah’s death, Rowlandson maintains minimal contact with Mary and Joseph, her two 

other children who were also captured. She mentions brief encounters, or attempted encounters, 

with them, but with each “remove” into the wilderness, Rowlandson’s role as mother and wife 

also begins to fade, eventually causing her to abandon these roles as she does her dead child, and 

as Rowlandson establishes her new role as seamstress within this Algonquian community, she 

references her children less (Potter 158). Her position as captive fails to permit her means to 

successfully continue her role as mother and wife.  

It is interesting to note the correlation between her removal into the wilderness and her 

exchange of the role wife/mother for Algonquian seamstress. Directly following her removal 

from all English society and the other English captives—which also parallels the time she begins 

to eat the “filthy” food of the Native Americans—Rowlandson adopts her new role as 

seamstress. No longer carrying her child, whom she leaves buried in the wilderness, Rowlandson 

now only carries food and her “knitting-work” (21). It is important to point out that only after she 

resorts to eating Native American food do these cultural barriers between Rowlandson and her 

Algonquian captors diminish, thus allowing her to establish a trading relationship with them 

(Purucker 61). Through her needlework, she sews various articles of clothing for the 

Algonquians in order to acquire food and money. Her first “job” requires her to sew a shirt for 

Metacom’s child, which earns her a shilling, and after her master grants her permission to keep 

her own money, she “bought a piece of Horse-flesh” (25). This initial transaction leads to more 

exchanges among the Algonquian community; Rowlandson begins to make clothing directly in 

exchange for food. She makes a cap for Metacom’s son in return for a dinner, which consisted of 

a pancake that was “made of parched Wheat, beaten and fryed in Bears-grease,” and she 
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“thought [she] never tasted pleasanter meat in [her] life” (25). Another Algonquian woman 

approaches Rowlandson in order to obtain a shirt for her husband, which she traded for a piece of 

Bear (25). With these initial exchanges, Rowlandson’s needlework—which could relate to a type 

of local “business”—begins to provide her with food and an important role within this new 

community. Before long she knits shirts, stockings, and caps in exchange for horse, bear, broth 

made with “the Bark of a Tree,” groundnuts, and peas (29). In a sense, Rowlandson repositions, 

or re-knits, herself within this colonial environment, moving from Puritan wife/mother to 

seamstress and merchant. Her needlework fails to enclose her in a passive and silent role. 

Instead, her role as seamstress challenges the very patriarchal structure and allows her a small 

amount of control even as a captive. Thus, during her captivity—a time typically when all 

agency is taken away from the captive—her needlework positions her as an active member 

within the Algonquian community. 

 

Dietary Transculturation 

Rowlandson’s attempt to maintain a clear cultural distinction between Anglo-American and 

Amerindian results in creating an “ambivalent response” to her captivity. Her cultural and dietary 

transformation undercuts her rhetorically constructed position as an unaffected and “superior” 

Puritan woman. Mather, in the preface, endeavors to erase Rowlandson’s body and redirect the 

readers’ focus to Rowlandson and her narrative as stewards for God. The “body” of her 

narrative, however, reveals another perspective. Even though she places her life into God’s hands 

and emphasizes her spiritual affirmation through her captivity, she also acknowledges her own 

personal story and her reliance on herself and other individuals both in her Puritan and 

Algonquian communities. When she returns to New England society, she praises the kindness of 

her Puritan neighbors, who allow the reunited Rowlandson family to stay with them because 

Rowlandson’s home was burned during Metacom’s War. She claims that because of the Lord 

and her fellow Christians, her family “wanted neither food, nor rayment [sic], for our selves” 

(49). Her Puritan neighbors, not just God, are responsible for providing for her family.  

Rowlandson also relies on the compassion and assistant of her Algonquian community. 

In the middle of relocating, yet again, with her Native American captors, Rowlandson recalls all 

she had to eat that day was a few crumbs of moldy cake, leftover from a piece of cake she 
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discovered in her pocket. After consuming these crumbs, Rowlandson professes: “It was in my 

thoughts when I put it into my mouth, that if I ever returned, I would tell the World, what a 

blessing the Lord gave to such mean food” (33). While she again credits God with feeding both 

her physical and spiritual appetite, her narrative undercuts this purely spiritual revelation by 

relating how the few crumbs of moldy cake actually came from a Native American girl who gave 

it to Rowlandson’s daughter on the day they were taken. This food provided by a Native 

American “refreshed [her] many times” (33). Even though Rowlandson’s language reflects a 

spiritual thankfulness, the personal narrative surrounding this moldy cake discloses another 

story: her subsistence resulted from her cross-cultural exchange with the Algonquians—not from 

God’s providence.  

While food in this narrative can signify a spiritual hunger that is filled by Rowlandson’s 

reliance on God’s will, physical hunger reveals another aspect: transculturation. Despite 

Rowlandson’s claims that she remains unchanged by her captive state, Toulouse argues that 

Rowlandson demonstrates, through her dress, behavior, and choice of foods, that she is open to 

acculturation (322). By the fourth “remove,” Rowlandson freely enjoys eating not just deer but 

also the young fawn still inside its mother, which she describes as “so young and tender, that one 

might eat the bones as well as the flesh, and yet I thought it very good” (33–34). Foods that once 

disgusted her are now staples in her diet, and she regards them as sources of nutrients and as 

tasty meals. She gluttonously consumes food even when it is scalding: “for many times when 

they gave me that which was hot, I was so greedy, that I should burn my mouth, that it would 

trouble me hours after; and yet I should quickly do the same again” (34). Rowlandson places her 

hunger in animalistic terms, referring to her appetite as “Wolvish” (34). These descriptions of 

Rowlandson’s dietary behavior parallel my previous discussion of her first encounters with 

Native American foods, where her carnal desires result in her devouring a piece of horse liver 

with “the blood about [her] mouth” (23). Her carnal hunger consumes her to the point where her 

appetite and eating behavior no longer resemble English dietary manners, and even upon 

reflection, she acknowledges that she would repeat this “uncivilized” behavior of eating food in a 

“wolvish” manner.  

While I agree with Toulouse’s argument that Rowlandson assimilates to her Algonquian 

captors, I purposely choose to highlight her transculturation, rather than acculturation, because 

her captivity involves cross-cultural exchange rather than just a linear one of her acquiring 
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Native American habits. In addition to widening the linear understanding of dietary relationships 

within this captivity narrative, I also want to reassess Rowlandson’s narrative by focusing on the 

local, regional exchange that occurs between Anglo-Americans and Native Americans. Usner 

redirects the study of colonial history from “the external linkages of colonies with their home 

countries” to the “internal relationships forged by inhabitants” (Indians, Settlers, and Slaves 5). 

Often critics focus on the transatlantic exchanges that literally crossed the Atlantic rather than 

focusing on the regional exchanges that occurred within the colonial frontier.  

Rowlandson’s narrative provides an excellent source for analyzing this regional 

exchange. Within Rowlandson’s new role as seamstress for the community, she provides her 

reader with a glimpse into the Algonquian society, and her narrative reveals her transculturation 

and the impact both the colonial environment and the Native American culture had on her. More 

importantly, her narrative contains moments where the reader sees how this process of 

transculturation has already begun to affect Rowlandson and her English community as well as 

the Algonquians. While Rowlandson, and her readers, may align her captivity with her sudden 

change in dietary and cultural behavior, her own words subtly counter this notion. After boiling a 

piece of bear meat in a Native American woman’s kettle, Rowlandson remarks at how pleasant 

this meal is to her now. She had “seen Bear bake very handsomely amongst the English, and 

some liked it” but the thought of eating bear, before her captivity, “made [her] tremble” (27). 

While this again describes Rowlandson’s slow dietary transformation it also reveals another 

important point: she had experienced bear meat before being taken captive by the Algonquians. 

Even while depicting her Native American captors as “savages” for their cultural habits like 

consuming strange meat, she also reveals that transculturation has already begun to alter English 

diets.  

Of course, this dietary exchange is not one-way. The Algonquians also incorporate 

English staples into their own foods. Metacom invites Rowlandson to dinner as payment for a 

cap she knitted for his son, and this dinner consisted of pancakes made of “parched Wheat” and 

fried in “Bears-grease” (25). Metacom’s choice of wheat, an English staple, symbolizes this 

cultural exchange that is already occurring within the New England colonies. Rowlandson also 

contributes to the market economy by selling tobacco, which she procures from her husband, to 

the Native Americans during her captivity. Rowlandson claims the Algonquians smoke 

“Hemlock, and Ground-Ivy” for “want of Tobacco” and she capitalizes on the shortage by selling 
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this coveted staple to them (41). This exchange of a New England colonial product—one the 

English adapted from Native Americans—to Native Americans also reveals this cross-cultural 

exchange, which Rowlandson mediates in her position between these two cultures.  

The imagined frontier borders that Rowlandson attempts to (re)create by emphasizing her 

“removes” into a Native American wilderness, which stands in direct contrast to the New 

England town of Lancaster, also begin to collapse as she traverses this wilderness with her 

Algonquian captors. During the seventh “remove,” Rowlandson and her captors travel down an 

English path and arrive at Squaukheag, “where the Indians quickly spread themselves over the 

deserted English Fields, gleaning what they could find; some pickt up Ears of Wheat, that were 

crickled [sic] down; some found ears of Indian Corn; some found Ground-nuts, and others 

sheaves of Wheat” (23). In this passage, Burnham notes Rowlandson’s inconsistency with her 

use of pronouns: “they” referring to the Indians who take from this deserted English field, yet 

later she emphasizes that this food becomes “our” supper, showing her inclusion within the 

Indian community (22–23). This inconsistency reveals Rowlandson’s “confused cultural 

identification” (Burnham 22). Rowlandson’s language, like her ambiguous use of pronouns, 

moves quickly between English and Native American possession of the land. She refers to this 

land by the Native American name Squaukheag, but she also labels it as an “English” field. 

Moreover, the types of food scattered on this land further illustrates a cultural blending. These 

fields contain the New English staple wheat, which is placed alongside Native American staples 

such as corn and groundnuts. Rowlandson states that “a mess of Venison and Ground-nuts” is a 

“choice Dish” among the Algonquians (32). Rowlandson does not stand idly by but grabs “two 

Ears of Indian Corn” for herself (23). Her choice further aligns these two cultures: an English 

woman leaves the “English” field with corn, a Native American staple. Unlike the imagined 

image of Native Americans and New England colonists living in isolation from each other, this 

deserted field visually illustrates a cultural blending through the food left behind—one that 

undercuts this notion of the field being strictly English or a deserted field of rot and waste.  

The blending of foods on this “English” field also exemplifies Rowlandson’s inability to 

escape the cross-cultural interaction occurring between the Native Americans and the English. 

Initially, Rowlandson, by maintaining her English identity at least in terms of her labor, hopes to 

continue a clear distinction between herself and her captors. Rowlandson’s sewing, then, 

becomes an act of enclosure, encasing Native American bodies with English hats, stockings, and 
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shirts. However, Rowlandson’s labor within the Algonquian society also disrupts the clear 

division between English and Native Americans, which Rowlandson hopes to maintain through 

her English skilled labor. Again, even though she obtains Native American food through her 

English labor of sewing, the cultural sharing is reciprocal rather than linear. Through her labor, 

the Algonquians acquire clothing made in English manner by English hands. But her attempt to 

encase these “other” bodies eventually fails as clothing also operates as another sign of 

transculturation: as a group of Algonquians approach, her “heart skipt within [her], thinking [the 

Algonquians] had been English-men at the first sight of them: for they were dressed in English 

Apparel, with Hats, white Neck-cloths, and Sashes about their wasts, and Ribbons upon their 

shoulders” (35). Clothing no longer serves as a clear marker of identity. Instead, English clothes 

aid in allowing Rowlandson to (mis)perceive her Algonquian captors as members of her own 

community. In this moment, the Algonquian bodies, like the English field covered in wheat and 

corn, now embody this cultural blending as they adopt English clothing as well as English foods. 

But Rowlandson, in her narrative, again attempts to maintain a sense of cultural difference. As 

the English-dressed Algonquians come closer, Rowlandson quickly remarks on the “vast 

difference between the lovely Faces of Christians, and the foul looks of those Heathens: which 

much damped my spirit again” (35). Thus, Rowlandson relies on her word-sewing, which 

constructs a binary between the English and the Native Americans, in order to encase the “other” 

bodies. However, even though Rowlandson repeatedly attempts to enclose the Native American 

bodies as a means of maintaining colonial difference (and her assumed English superiority), her 

captivity also provides a counter-narrative to her binary construction—one of cross-cultural 

sharing. As her narrative depicts her interaction with the Algonquians, trading English labor and 

commodities for Native American foods, it produces a story of liminality rather than simply 

reinscribing colonial difference.   

 

Freeing the Cultural Captive 

By the nineteenth “remove,” Rowlandson’s own culturally ambiguous position has taken 

physical form like the English-dressed Algonquians. Rowlandson, along with her Algonquian 

captors, travels for three days, crossing a swamp, to arrive in Wachuset, where her master had 

been for the last three weeks. Upon seeing her, he asks when she last washed herself, and she 
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responds that she has not bathed in a month. He then fetches some water and “bid [her] to wash, 

and gave [her] the Glass to see how [she] lookt” (37). Even though Rowlandson fails to provide a 

description of what she sees when viewing her image in this mirror of water, Rowlandson’s early 

modern readers would have envisioned a savage image of her, filling in the gaps with one of the 

images often included in New World narratives of Europeans becoming “Indianized” (Bauer 

674). Rowlandson’s liminality becomes a visual image for both her and her readers. Her 

response to this image is to request something to eat, and one of the women provides her with “a 

mess of Beans and meat, and a little Ground-nut Cake” (37). Rowlandson does not seem 

concerned with her new image; instead, she gratefully consumes another Amerindian meal.  

Earlier in this chapter, I raised the question of whether Rowlandson could return to her 

Puritan community unchanged even after her transculturation. With each “remove,” Rowlandson 

undergoes further transculturation, blending her English identity with a Native American one. 

Throughout her narrative, she claims to maintain her Englishness, yet by closely analyzing her 

consumption and her role as a producer and trader within the Algonquin society, her narrative 

begins to unravel, exposing its self-contradictory nature, and these contradictions challenge her 

claim to remain unaltered by her colonial encounter with the Algonquians. Due to this new 

colonial environment and her captivity within it, the clear division between Native Americans 

and English begins to blur in terms of her own gastronomical taste. In other words, 

Rowlandson’s shifting dietary identity complicates her assumed cultural distancing, and raises 

the central question: does this break with Puritan and European dietary codes of acceptable 

(“civilized”) behavior prevent Rowlandson from returning to her Puritan community unchanged?  

I would argue that the realities of a shifting colonial setting and of laboring within this 

new changing environment disrupt the “imagined tastes” of cultural identities and alter one’s 

ability to maintain dietary borders. In this sense, Rowlandson’s narrative is circular, returning to 

where it begins, but the “English” society to which she returns approximately three months after 

her captivity has also changed, no longer representing the community she once knew. She no 

longer has a home, and her children are still captive. She leaves Lancaster and seeks shelter with 

friends, migrating between towns in a similar manner to how she traversed the wilderness with 

the Native Americans. This condition, like the various “removals” she experiences with the 

Algonquins, also renders her “poor, and distressed, and beggarly” (47). Eventually, her family is 

reunited, but her life does not return to the days prior to her captivity. Even though she returns to 
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her customary English foods, eating “the finest of the Wheat,” she cannot sleep at night: “I can 

remember the time, when I used to sleep quietly without workings in my thoughts, whole nights 

together: but now it is the otherwise with me. When all are fast about me, [. . .] my thoughts are 

upon things past” (50). Rowlandson credits this restlessness with thoughts of God’s graciousness 

in removing her from her captivity. Whether her mind is on her traversal of cultural boundaries 

or her deliverance from captivity, her mind focuses on “things past.” She may have been restored 

to her Puritan community and to English wheat, but this lingering past hovers over her return. 

Rowlandson’s ambiguous position and her interactions with Native Americans captivated her 

readers, making her narrative a contemporary best seller, and as Rowlandson’s narrative 

demonstrates, the imagined colonial and dietary boundaries would not remain intact for long. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

TASTING THE “FRUITFUL SOIL”: AGRICULTURAL 

ENLIGHTENMENT IN JOHN LOCKE, EDWARD LONG, AND 

PATRICK BROWNE 

 

Here I found a clear Piece of Land near three Acres, so surrounded with Woods, that it was 
almost an Enclosure by Nature, at least it did not want near so much Labour to make it so, as the 

other Pieces of Ground I had work’d so hard at. 
–Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe (1719)28 

 

Exploration and colonization resulted in changing eighteenth-century notions of taste, as I argued 

in the previous chapter, and while Europeans’ desire for colonial commodities like sugar and 

coffee is one example of how colonialism altered the Atlantic landscape, the dissemination of 

plants and the (re)landscaping of the colonial environment in terms of gardens and provision 

grounds affected West Indian tastes as well. As people encountered new environments, an 

intellectual discourse arose concerning “exotic” plants, and by the middle of the eighteenth 

century, these curiosities evolved into a cross-cultural exchange, which took the form of 

botanical writings (cataloguing the flora of local and foreign places) and of botanical gardens 

like the one created at St. Vincent’s in 1755. Sir Hans Sloane, for example, traveled to Jamaica 

where he served as a personal physician to the Duke of Albemarle, governor of Jamaica, and 

from this experience, he later wrote A Voyage to the Islands Madera, Barbados, Nieves, S. 

Christophers and Jamaica (1707), which provided a detailed catalogue of the plants he 

discovered during his brief time in Jamaica (1687–1689). Patrick Browne also journeyed across 

the Atlantic to the Caribbean. As a child, he spent some time with a close relative who lived in 

Antigua, and by the middle of the eighteenth century, he settled in Jamaica as a physician. In 

1756, Browne published The Civil and Natural History of Jamaica, which contained a catalogue 

of the species of plants he encountered during his time in Jamaica. Interestingly, Browne was the 

first English-speaking author to incorporate Linnaeus’ system of classifying plants in a published 

work.29 In The Civil and Natural History of Jamaica, Browne boasts that he collected more plant 

specimens than Sloane did (claiming about twelve hundred for himself and only about eight 
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hundred for Sloane) and proceeds to compliment Sloane while simultaneously critiquing him: “It 

must be owned, nevertheless, to [Sloane’s] praise, that his works, inaccurate as they are, upon the 

whole have done both the Author and his Country credit” (vi). With this comment, Browne 

appears to consider Sloane as a competitor in collecting Jamaican flora, which demonstrates the 

quickly rising interest eighteenth-century society had for collecting and studying Caribbean 

plants.  

Edward Long, a historian, also recorded a well-known history of Jamaica. Long, the 

fourth son of a Jamaican planter, spent twelve years in Jamaica after his father’s death in 1757, 

and in 1774 he published The History of Jamaica, a three-volume account of the entire history of 

the island, which also earned him the role as the “father of English racism” due to his negative 

descriptions of Africans (Bohls 181). While Long is not a physician, collector of plants, or a 

botanist as Sloane and Browne were, his third volume of The History of Jamaica contains a 

section that also lists his own knowledge of Jamaican vegetation, thereby placing him among the 

growing eighteenth-century trend of cataloguing and recording Caribbean flora and agrarian 

methods. In fact, the increased interest in natural science and botany produced practical natural 

philosophers, who treated their own private gardens as experimental testing grounds. I use the 

term “natural philosophers” loosely because these innovators were not skilled botanists or even a 

part of the intellectual circle of philosophical thinkers like John Locke, Benjamin Franklin, and 

David Hume. Instead, West Indian planters and enslaved Africans constituted the elite group of 

gardeners who made horticultural advances in plots of lands disconnected from the expansive 

monocrop plantations. Trevor Burnard argues that Thomas Thistlewood, a Jamaican plantation 

owner, serves as an exemplar of what Burnard terms the “practical” Enlightenment because he 

combined intellectual reading about botany and horticulture with a practical application in his 

garden, which contained a mixture of local and imported plants.30 Thistlewood’s garden provided 

him subsistence, fed his guests, and served an economic purpose by contributing a small portion 

to his yearly income (Burnard 120).    

Robinson Crusoe also epitomized the “practical” Enlightenment by (re)landscaping an 

uninhabited island as his own agricultural enclosure. Interestingly, when Crusoe attempts to 

make an enclosure to protect his goats, he discovers the land on this island is “almost as an 

enclosure by Nature” (150). Crusoe himself slowly encloses the island, thereby converting this 

public land into his own private property. As a practical gardener, Daniel Defoe’s Crusoe, like 
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Thistlewood, remains outside the realm of “enlightened” thinkers. However, Defoe’s interest in 

enclosures, illustrated by Crusoe, resonated with other philosophical writers such as John Locke 

in his discussion of property in Two Treatises of Government. Thus, Defoe, with Robinson 

Crusoe, reveals that the English novel itself functions as part of this discourse on imperial 

(re)landscaping (Marzec 131). As England acquired more colonies in the Americas, theories of 

land value and ownership circulated the Atlantic through philosophical and fictional writings. 

Consequently, the question of improvement in a philosophical sense also revolved around 

agricultural concerns, as seen in Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe. Moreover, discussions of eighteenth-

century landscape—both in the eighteenth century and contemporary scholarship—often focus 

on the aesthetic “taste” of cultures. However, by reconsidering agrarian implications in 

eighteenth-century philosophy and juxtaposing them with natural histories (and fictionalized 

accounts) of the West Indies, we can unpack questions related to material taste, which is also 

embedded within the discourse on improvement and agriculture. Even though eighteenth-century 

philosophers considered gustatory taste to be a bodily sensation, placing it beneath an aesthetic 

“taste,” the biological necessity of eating—and necessarily tasting—becomes apparent in 

Locke’s discussion of property. Locke positions the Americas as a fecund place that will be 

wasted if not for “improving” the “fruitful soil” through labor. Through his language, Locke, in a 

sense, justifies colonial exploration of the Americas as a means of cultivating this arable earth.  

The increased interest in colonial landscapes and botany also illustrates how the 

eighteenth-century Americas functioned as a site of transculturation—of not only people but also 

plants. Alfred Crosby’s influential argument on the circulation of plants, animals, and people in 

both The Colombian Exchange and Ecological Imperialism begins to reveal this story of colonial 

impact, but as Judith Carney and Richard Nicholas Rosomoff argue, Crosby fails to account for 

the impact of slavery and Africa on this exchange—a problem they begin to address in their 

critical work In the Shadow of Slavery.31 As Carney and Rosomoff point out, the circulation of 

plants and agricultural ideas did not only come from the English metropole. Plants from Asia, 

Europe, North America, South America and the Caribbean all contributed to this exchange. 

Moreover, as Carney and Rosomoff argue, not only naturalists and agents of trade mediated plant 

exchanges; ordinary people also contributed to this geographical dispersion of plants and animals 

(3). In fact, Carney and Rosomoff argue that the classic literature of the Columbian Exchange 
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not only overlooks the contribution of Africans but also “unwittingly contributes to the 

perception that Africa and its peoples were inconsequential in botanical history” (44).32   

As importantly, by examining the botanical writings of the Caribbean and shifting our 

focus to the contribution of Amerindian and Afro-Caribbean inhabitants, we can begin to expand 

our understanding of the Enlightenment—to the point of entertaining the possibility of multiple 

Enlightenments—occurring during the colonial era. In fact, as Susan Manning and Francis D. 

Cogliano argue, “there was no Enlightenment without the Atlantic” (1). The exchange and 

interaction of ideas, people, and commodities provided a discursive space for intellectual 

conversation about freedom, equality, cultures, and taste (aesthetic and material). In this chapter, 

through the writings of Locke, Long, and Browne, I begin to explore material taste and the 

possibility of other enlightenments such as a Caribbean, agricultural, and “practical” 

Enlightenment and, in doing so, raise questions related to how and why discussions of land and 

plants slowly emerged as a dominant concern for eighteenth- and nineteenth-century natural 

philosophers—as one can see with Sloane’s collection and manuscripts becoming the foundation 

of the British Museum in 1753. Also, I begin to question whether natural histories of the 

Caribbean simply reveal a linear impact of British planting and transporting flora or if the 

relationship is more complex. Burnard, in his discussion of “practical” Enlightenment, argues 

that Thistlewood’s diaries, which depict him as an avid reader of “enlightened” theories and 

amateur scientist, undercut the European assumption of the Caribbean as a wasteland, devoid of 

ideas and values associated with the English Enlightenment (256). While I agree that the 

Caribbean contained “enlightened” individuals, Burnard’s argument primarily relies on 

Thistlewood, a white Creole, leaving one to ask if natural histories also reveal the contribution of 

Amerindians and enslaved Africans to this “practical,” or agricultural, Enlightenment. This 

chapter begins to unpack this question by reexamining Locke’s philosophies on property and 

improvement alongside Long’s and Browne’s histories of Jamaica in order to demonstrate the 

role enslaved Africans and Amerindians played in shaping food production and material taste in 

the West Indies as well as the metropole.  

The enslaved Africans’ and Amerindians’ knowledge of plants and agriculture further 

illustrates not just botanical interest but also the embedded reality of sustenance, which often 

became a problem on plantations used solely for the mass production of an exportable 

commodity. Also, as I mentioned in Chapter One, the colonial environment affected agriculture 
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(e.g., wheat being an unsuccessful crop in North American colonies), thereby affecting taste as 

well. Upon arriving in the West Indies, enslaved Africans and Creoles (both white and black) 

experienced a different ecosystem, which contained several plants (e.g., cassava, allspice, 

passion fruit) they had previously never encountered. Therefore, cultivating land in this new 

environment often resulted in cultivating new tastes as well. Even though we often discuss taste 

as fixed, or unwavering, we must remember that taste is not static; a person’s (aesthetic and 

material) taste can change throughout his/her life. Because humans contain the ability to educate 

their palate, taste sensation can be cultivated, as Rowlandson’s narrative illustrates (Korsmeyer 

93). After being introduced to new foods, people, fueled by their curiosity, often taste the dish, 

and their initial reactions may not be the one they eventually adopt: people are frequently 

encouraged to eat certain foods again in order to acquire a taste for it, or foods that people 

associate with an unpleasant event suddenly become less desirable to their palate. Creoles and 

enslaved Africans found themselves faced with new plants and unarable landscapes (the arable 

land being used for monocropping) when undertaking a garden or provision ground, so they had 

to adjust their sense of taste. In other words, they cultivated their tastes along with the Caribbean 

land. The enslaved, who labored in these gardens, relied on their African botanical knowledge as 

well as the techniques they learned from Amerindians as they produced (transatlantic) gardens, 

which reflected the transcultural atmosphere of the Caribbean, and, in turn, these cross-cultural 

gardens yielded not only new foods but also new tastes. Thus, Enlightenment thinking about 

agricultural and the botanical knowledge of the Amerindians and enslaved Africans informed the 

emergence of this counter-notion (this materiality) of taste in the Caribbean.   

 

Green Gold: Agrarian Concerns and Capitalistic Origins 

The latter half of the seventeenth century witnessed a state of crisis as England endured several 

disasters (i.e., the Great Plague of 1665 and the Fire of London in 1666) and civil and 

international wars (especially against the Dutch). These catastrophic events left the English 

searching for ways to restore their quickly diminishing revenue, and some turned to the 

American colonies as a possible answer (Arniel 91–92). As writers began to consider the benefits 

of colonization, they also discussed the role of agriculture. By incorporating agrarian concerns, 

these writers also emphasized the importance of food production to national wealth—both on a 
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literal and metaphorical level. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

philosophical and scientific writings reflected the increased agricultural interest, and this increase 

revealed that in many ways colonial production fueled European economies, thereby affecting 

the cultural wealth of nations. As Londa Schiebinger points out, colonial expansion was not only 

about searching for gold; by the eighteenth century, colonial empires were built on “green gold” 

(7). New plants and crops began to function as sources of wealth for imperial nations, and in 

turn, this “green gold” emerges as an important topic in eighteenth-century writings. People 

began to question which staples and agricultural techniques were the most effective.  

At the onset of colonization, European states first contemplated the best means of 

replenishing their depleted revenue. But even as some people championed colonization as a 

potential means for easing their financial burdens, others questioned England’s right to the land 

that was already inhabited by Amerindians. Locke’s philosophical discourse on property and 

labor, in his Second Treatise, serves as a potential answer to this question of colonial ownership 

and agricultural “improvement” in the Americas. Even though Locke’s philosophical and 

political writings never directly focused on husbandry, his personal life revolved around agrarian 

concerns. After his father’s death, he inherited land in Somerset, becoming an absentee landlord, 

and he held the position of secretary to the Lords Proprietors of Carolina from 1668 to 1675 and 

Commissioner for the Board of Trade and Plantations from 1695 to 1700—both positions related 

to colonial affairs in the Americas.33 These experiences with agriculture contributed to Locke’s 

perception that “agriculture was the foundation of English society and should be given the 

highest priority in all economic considerations and political deliberations” (Wood 20). Moreover, 

Locke viewed America as a potential source of wealth for England. This emphasis on agriculture 

and colonization in the Americas embedded itself into his own economic and philosophical 

writings. Barbara Arneil argues that Locke, in his economic writings and Two Treatises of 

Government, defends “the rights and economic benefits of the colonial plantation in America,” 

which is consistent with other leading eighteenth-century commentators on trade of labor such as 

Josiah Child and Charles Davenant (102). Locke’s defense of colonization, which relies on the 

notion of agricultural improvement, also impacts material taste: just as labor “improves” colonial 

land, it also produces better quality foods (e.g., preferring bread over an acorn—a point I discuss 

later in this section). Therefore, even though gustatory taste, considered “subjective,” remained 

outside of the realm of serious discussion for philosophers, Locke’s discussion of labor contains 
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embedded agrarian ideas that reveal the importance of material taste, especially in terms of 

imperial wealth.  

As scholars such as Daniel Russell and David Armitage point out, Locke’s agrarian 

underpinning becomes more apparent in the fifth chapter of the Second Treatise of Government, 

where he begins to discuss the role of labor.34 In this chapter, entitled “Of Property,” Locke’s 

labor theory of value deals almost exclusively with agrarian concerns. From the onset, he 

establishes that land belongs to everyone equally, stating that God gave “the World to Men in 

common [. . .and also gave] them reason to make use of it to the best advantage of Life, and 

convenience” (286). This claim directs the attention to land and the notion of improvement, 

which become central issues throughout Locke’s fifth chapter. While the earth belongs to 

everyone, Locke notes how humans can use land to their own “advantage of Life.” But how do 

people begin to take this communal land and make it their own? For Locke, the answer lies in 

labor. He claims “whatsoever [. . .] he removes out of the State that Nature hath provided and left 

it in, he hath mixed his Labour with, and joyned to it something that is his own, and thereby 

makes it his Property” (288). By exercising labor over the land, which is shared by everyone, 

people convert particular plots of earth into their own. Locke provides a concrete example of 

how someone who labors by picking up an acorn from under an oak tree owns the right to this 

acorn: through this industrious action of physically collecting an acorn, a person “appropriate[s] 

[the acorn] to himself,” thereby making the nourishment from this acorn all his/her own (288). 

Locke’s discussion of the transformation of land into property and his example of possessing an 

acorn place agrarian concerns at the center of his writings and reveal how land cultivation and 

food provide a foundation for his philosophical discourse on property. But how does Locke 

define labor? 

Even though many critics and readers of Locke assume labor refers to physical demands 

on the body (one’s “sweat”) or the level of difficulty in performing a tasks (hard work), Daniel 

Russell argues that Locke’s “labor theory of value is a theory of use-value, and not of exchange-

value” and that labor, for Locke, relies on direction rather than pure exertion (303, 311–12). In 

other words, exertion, or work, alone is not what constitutes labor. Labor, according to Locke, 

needs direction in order to produce useful resources. The acorn, on the tree, remains useless, until 

the act of picking it—which does not require much physical exertion—renders it useful as a food 

that can now be consumed. Tracing the history of the production of bread, Locke concludes that 
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“Nature and the Earth furnished only the almost worthless Materials” because land is worthless, 

in his view, before wheat is planted. He notes that the production of bread people consume 

requires more than just tilling the land and baking the bread:  

For ‘tis not barely the Plough-man’s Pains, the Reaper’s and Thresher’s Toil, and the 

Bakers Sweat, is to be counted into the Bread we eat; the Labour of those who broke the 

Oxen, who digged and wrought the Iron and Stones, who felled and framed the Timber 

imployed about the Plough, Mill, Oven, or any other Utensils, which are a vast Numbers, 

requisite to this Corn from its being seed to be sown to it being made Bread. (298)  

In this passage, what strikes Locke is “the ubiquity and variety of the labor” (Daniel Russell 

308). Therefore, in outlining the process involved in bread production, he emphasizes not the 

contribution of the land but the necessity and intricateness of human labor required to convert 

land (or seed) into a useful product (bread). Rereading Locke’s philosophical question of 

property in terms of his agrarian interest, we see that Locke’s notion of intellectual property 

actually centered on the question of who owns nature and labors, directively, in order to render 

land useful, or productive, to humanity.  

Locke, like Defoe in Robinson Crusoe, used “the state of nature as a testing ground for 

political and social ideas” (Broich 15). In England, at the time of Locke’s writing Two Treatises, 

people debated England’s right to possess the inhabited land of the Americas. Aware of this 

crucial debate, Locke defends the right of English possession through his emphasis on laboring 

land as a means of converting land into one’s own property as well as not allowing it to waste. In 

order to prevent land from wasting, he argues that one must “inclose[] Land” (294). Robinson 

Crusoe’s own attitude toward labor and private property parallels Locke’s reasoning here. When 

Crusoe notices that animals on the island are consuming the crops in his garden, he sees no other 

alternative than “making an Enclosure about it with a Hedge, which [he does] with a great deal 

of toil” (107). Whenever Crusoe feels threatened by someone, or something, encroaching on 

what he considers his private property, he encloses the area, and through his “great deal of Toil,” 

or labor, he “makes” it his own property, addressing it as “my Arable Land” (107). For Locke 

and Defoe, labor serves “to legitimate the introduction of private property in the state of nature” 

(Broich 12). By enclosing and cultivating land, it no longer lies in waste—at least according to 

Locke. In fact, waste seems to operate as an antonym of cultivation and enclosure (Arneil 110). 

To further illustrate his point, Locke asks “whether in the wild woods and uncultivated wast[e] of 
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America left to Nature, without any improvement, tillage or husbandry, a thousand acres will 

yield the needy and wretched inhabitants as many conveniencies of life as ten acres of equally 

fertile land doe in Devonshire where they are well cultivated” (294). Locke’s description of the 

Americas as “wild” and “uncultivated wast[e]” reflects his own viewpoint on the debate 

concerning the right of England to occupy lands inhabited by Amerindians.35 For Locke, 

Amerindians were not improving the land through their labor, causing it to lie in waste. 

Therefore, if the English were to exert their own labor in cultivating this land in the Americas, 

then it would become their own property. But Locke’s simple choice of words—of improving or 

wasting land—reveals much more than his desire to discuss property. Locke’s notion of 

improving land through cultivation also centers on the notion of empire. By adding a religious 

context in which to read Locke’s Second Treatise, Sarah Irving argues that Locke’s theory of 

labor coincides with the story of the Fall of mankind and the corruption of the earth. Cultivation, 

then, restores the earth to its fruitful state, thereby reinstating mankind’s sovereignty over nature. 

Taking the religious context into consideration, Irving demonstrates that Locke’s agrarian 

interest in the Americas is also “an idea of empire” (115). In other words, Locke’s theory of 

labor not only justifies the colonization of the Americas but also aids in the making of the British 

Empire.  

Consequently, Locke’s writing on labor contains a deeper message on the central debate 

of who owns nature—and in particular who owns the land in the Americas. Locke’s insistence on 

the Americas as a “wild,” uncultivated land raises questions about labor itself: Who defines 

labor? Who assigns a value to it? Obviously, Locke’s “economics of Eden,” to borrow Richard 

Drayton’s phrasing, defines labor through a Eurocentric filter (59). But is British labor superior 

or the only method of cultivating land? As Daniel Usner, Jr., points out, Native Americans along 

the Santee River were already producing deerskins for English traders while Locke was 

composing his treatises and essays in England (Indian Work 141).36 Even though Locke 

considers the Americas “wastelands” prior to English colonization, Amerindians established 

their own relationship to the ecosystem by farming the land, hunting, and fishing. Within the 

North American colonies, Native Americans relied on mobility as a means of survival, moving 

with the seasonal cycles of their environment, and this method of subsistence contrasted with an 

English understanding of cultivation. English settlers preferred fixing themselves to a certain 

location, and they considered cultivation a means of commerce rather than just simply 
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subsistence.37 The way Native Americans “inhabit[ed] [the Americas] posed a paradox almost 

from the start for Europeans accustomed to other ways of interacting with the environment” 

(Cronon 33). The paradox resulted in Europeans considering Amerindian farming methods as 

lazy or ineffective. Even though Europeans considered the Taino conuco system of agriculture 

(planting root crops like cassava using mounded fields called conucos) disorganized and 

primitive, this system created adequate drainage, prevented erosion, and allowed for soil aeration 

(which benefited crops like cassava that require soil with high oxygen and nitrogen levels), thus 

making it well suited for the Caribbean environment (Houston, Food Culture 5–6). Rather than 

appreciating alternate farming methods, which often proved more effective than European 

methods (like with the conuco system), Locke exploits agrarian difference, labeling Amerindian 

land as “wild,” in order to bolster his own argument for English superiority in cultivating the 

land.   

Moreover, in constructing an “economics of Eden,” Locke shifts from emphasizing the 

communal aspect of land to the increase in enclosures and private property. Thus, he vacillates 

between what we would now consider socialistic and capitalistic points of view. Peter Laslett 

notes that Locke’s Two Treatises contains elements of both attitudes even though Locke, he 

argues, was neither a socialist nor a capitalist. In fact, Laslett argues that it would be “gratuitous 

to turn Locke’s doctrine of property into the classic doctrine of the ‘spirit of capitalism,’” thereby 

ignoring all Locke says about regulating property (106).38 Wood, taking into account how 

Locke’s life and work reflected his position between traditional and capitalist agricultural 

societies, argues that Locke functions as a “theorist of early agrarian capitalism” (19). Locke’s 

writings do contain a theory of early agrarian capitalism, especially in his discussion of waste in 

Two Treatises. Drawing on Wood’s definition of a capitalist as someone who either owns or 

controls the means of production and whose economic drive is to maximize profits and minimize 

loss,39 we can see the simultaneous emergence of colonization, slavery, and capitalism in 

Locke’s Second Treatise.  

Locke begins “Of Property” by asserting the communal aspect of nature—humans all 

share the land and take only what they need. However, as Locke develops his ideas on property, 

he begins to rationalize the need for humans to acquire more land than they need for their own 

subsistence: “he who appropriates land to himself by his labour, does not lessen but increase the 

common stock of mankind” (294). Land, rather than lying in waste, gains more value for all 
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humanity through an individual’s possession of it (through enclosure and labor) because, 

according to Locke, a person “has a greater plenty of the conveniencys of life from ten acres [of 

land], than [a person] could have from an hundred left to Nature” (294). Here, Locke argues that 

through cultivation the value of land increases in terms of its production and resources for all, 

and increased cultivation and trade in money both result in less waste, which remains his central 

concern. While I agree that one cannot go so far as to position Locke as a proponent of 

capitalism, there is an underlying capitalistic sentiment in Locke’s statements concerning how 

cultivated land results in more wealth. To really emphasize his point on the value of labor and 

industry, he argues “Bread is more worth than Acorns”; acorns are food “which unassisted 

Nature furnishes us with,” while bread requires human “industry and pains” in order to prepare it 

for consumption (297). Through industry and directive labor, Locke argues, bread becomes more 

valuable (more desirable) than acorns, thus aligning bread as superior to an acorn. This example 

illustrates Locke’s point about how “labour makes the far greatest part of the value of things” 

(297). Locke’s description of bread’s superior qualities resembles Crusoe’s preference for 

raisins. Upon discovering a cluster of grapes “very ripe and rich,” Crusoe’s excitement is 

subdued by his remembrance of grapes causing fevers and death in some Englishmen (92). 

Rather than consuming the grapes while they are ripe, he finds “an excellent Use for [them]”: “to 

cure or dry them in the Sun, and keep them as dry’d Grapes or Raisins are kept,” which he thinks 

will be “as wholesome as agreeable to eat” (92). Crusoe finds the raisins not only more satisfying 

than the grapes but also more practical because they provide nourishment even after grapes have 

spoiled. Thus, for Locke and Crusoe, directive labor improves the acorn and the grape and 

produces more useful resources: bread and raisins.   

The argument in favor of enclosure and cultivation also parallels the debates on the 

colonization of the Americas as a source of potential wealth or ruin for Britain. Locke aligns 

cultivation with improvement: labor and cultivation improve the acorn and convert it into 

bread—a valuable commodity. Without labor or cultivation, Locke considers land to lie in waste, 

which is how he views the Americas. Locke frequently remarks on the Americas and its 

inhabitants in the Second Treatise: seven of the eighteen chapters mention the Americas and 

more than half of these references are concentrated in the fifth chapter (Armitage 604). 

Throughout the fifth chapter, Locke describes the Americas as wasted potential in order to 

further illustrate the connection between wasted land and the Americas. He refers to this land as 
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the “uncultivated wast[e] of America left to Nature” and notes that “several Nations of the 

Americans [. . .] are rich in Land, and poor in all the Comforts of Life” (294, 296). Comparing 

the Americas to a wasteland, Locke calls for the English to cultivate these “empty” lands. He 

argues that nature provided the Americas “with the materials of plenty, i.e. a fruitful Soil, apt to 

produce in abundance [. . .] yet for want of improving it by labour, have not one hundreth part of 

the Conveniencies we enjoy” (296–97). His rationale of labor as a means to improve the 

Americas and convert this “fruitful Soil,” lying in waste, into a useful resource also operates as a 

defense for the colonization already occurring in this part of the world. In fact, Locke’s particular 

emphasis on the cultivation of the colonial “wastelands” aligns with “the classic theoretical 

expression of the agriculturalist argument for European dominum over American land,” thereby 

providing justification for the dispossession of colonial land (Armitage 618). Locke positions 

colonization as a means of converting wasted lands into useful—both in terms of producing food 

and increasing British wealth—resources.  

Thus, Locke’s defense of colonization revolves around economic concerns: through 

cultivation, land acquires more value, more worth, for English subjects. Locke’s focus on the 

value of land, especially colonial land, works as support for Eric Williams’s argument that “the 

origin of Negro slavery” was “economic, not racial” (19).40 Considering slavery as an economic 

institution, colonization contained the basis for the capitalistic mode of mass production. The 

plantocracy acquired large tracts of land in order to produce and export crops like sugar. Through 

the labor of the enslaved, these lands become vehicles for production of commodities on a large 

scale. With the increased mode of production, or cultivation, occurring in the Americas, trade 

also increased and profited the English rather than the actual laborers—the enslaved. As I 

mentioned earlier, through Locke’s discussion of waste, a beginning mode of capitalistic thought 

surfaces. By asserting that labor benefits humanity—increasing “the Conveniencies” enjoyed by 

all—Locke, as Nasser Behnegar argues, “presents the agrarian capitalists as benefactors of 

mankind” (133). Labor, according to Locke, is what “puts the difference of value on every 

thing,” so an acre of land cultivated with tobacco, sugar, or wheat becomes more valuable than 

an acre of land “lying in common, without any Husbandry upon it” (296). This emphasis on not 

“spoiling” land takes on a new meaning with the invention of money, which Locke argues is 

“some lasting thing that Men might keep without spoiling” (300). One could argue that money 

has no value because it is not something one needs in terms of subsistence, but by assigning 
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exchange value to it, money becomes a means of acquiring more land than one needs for 

subsistence in order to trade it, not for other goods, but for money.  

This system of trade correlates with Locke’s notion of labor because money, unlike 

uncultivated land, does not lie in waste. Instead, the produce from the land enters a market where 

it is put to use and the landowner is left with money, which will not spoil, rather than “wasted” 

land or rotting crops. Locke later creates a hypothetical island, filled with “useful Animals” and 

“wholsome Fruits” but lacking in the need for money due to it being placed “separate from all 

possible Commerce with the rest of the World” (301). On this island, Locke claims that people 

would not need to cultivate or enclose more than their family needed. In this mode of thinking, 

Locke then raises and answers a central question regarding commerce:   

What would a Man value Ten Thousand, or an Hundred Thousand Acres of excellent 

Land, ready cultivated, and well stocked too with Cattle, in the middle of the in-land 

Parts of America, where he had no hopes of Commerce with other Parts of the World, to 

draw Money to him by the Sale of the Product? It would not be worth the inclosing, and 

we should see him give up again to the wild Common of Nature, whatever was more than 

would supply the Conveniencies of Life to be had there for him and his Family. (301) 

Locke asks if people value “fruitful soil” over commerce, and his answer contradicts his earlier 

notion of land being a communal space where people simply take what they need. Now, land 

emerges as a source of economic advancement: people enclose more land than they need in order 

to produce more commerce, which converts into “unspoiled” monies. This economic aspect of 

land parallels the rise of a capitalistic point of view, which as Eric Williams argues, begins with 

colonization and slavery.  

This rhetorical shift from a socialistic to capitalistic viewpoint parallels what we now call 

the four-stages theory, where the modes of subsistence, consisting of hunting, the pastoral, 

agriculture, and commerce, parallel the “civilization” of humanity, with each stage moving from 

a more primitive state into a more civilized one.41 Locke states that “in the beginning all the 

World was America,” but through cultivation, England and other parts of Europe have moved 

from hunting to commerce, thus embodying the “civilized” stage in the four-stages theory 

discussed by philosophers such as Adam Smith (301). In part, Locke’s answer to the question of 

the ability of the English to cultivate occupied land revolves around this four-stages theory. 

Locke considers the Americas to be “empty” and ready for cultivation, and for Locke, the 
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Amerindians’ lack of cultivation—undertaken only for their own specific needs—functions as a 

sign for the appropriation of this land for English use. He compares the industriousness of 

English and Amerindians and determines that an acre of land in England is worth more than in 

the Americas because of the English peoples’ industriousness: the acre of land in the Americas, 

he calculates, to be worth possibly less than “a Penny, if all the Profit an Indian received from 

[an acre of land] were to be valued, and sold here; at least, I may truly say, not 1/1000” (298). 

The labor introduced to the acre of land raises its value, so, for Locke, the uncultivated land in 

the Americas practically invites the English, with their industry, to “improve” and “civilize” this 

“wild” land.42 In “Of Property,” Locke catalogues this shift toward a society built on 

commerce—one he hopes to introduce to the Americas. His call to continue colonization 

depends on the rationale of “civilizing” both the land and the native inhabitants through 

cultivation.  

Long, in his History of Jamaica, also relies on this four-stages theory in order to justify 

English superiority and colonization in the Caribbean. As Roxann Wheeler points out, this theory 

emerged as an explanation for commercial progress in places such as England (182). Thus, this 

theory advocated a move away from hunting and agriculture toward a commercial state, and 

Long, like other colonial writers during his time, believed that replacing a subsistence economy 

with a consumer-driven one resulted in the improved condition of enslaved Africans and 

Amerindians (Wheeler 204). In addition, Long, like Locke, places an emphasis on improvement, 

which reveals his underlying interest: imperial wealth. In Long’s discussion of land use, he first 

criticizes planters for obtaining too much land, which they “have neither time nor labourers 

sufficient to perfect any thing” (1:440). Long argues that planters who obtain smaller amounts of 

land “will necessarily, to make the most of it, exhibit a display of more industry, oeconomy, and 

neatness” (1:440). In other words, Long views the planters’ insistence on testing their ability by 

“the number of acres they can annually overspread with plants” as a “capital error” (1:440). Long 

wants farmers to make better use of their land, so he claims that they need to obtain a size they 

can control and cultivate rather than amass large amounts simply as proof of their ability. 

However, a few pages later, Long argues for the use of ploughs, preferring them over hoe 

planting because of their increase in production and decrease in labor and time: “This machine 

[the plough] therefore not only saves the labour of a great many Negroes, but enables the planter 

to cultivate more ground every year, by many acres, than he could otherwise compass” (1:451). 
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The previous “capital error” of obtaining more land than one could manage is now solved by the 

use of this new technology. Long’s reconsideration of the amount of land one should cultivate 

directly correlates to the notion of “improvement,” thereby highlighting the motive behind 

discourse surrounding uncultivated/cultivated land lies with obtaining more wealth, more capital, 

for England. Put simply, Long takes offense at the acquisition of too much land if the planter 

cannot manage it in order to sufficiently produce crops for England’s profit. Because ploughing 

increases production, Long now advocates for the planter to “cultivate more ground” than he did 

previously. Long, like Locke, attempts to minimize what he considers waste in order to 

accumulate more wealth for Britain, and both of their arguments rely on the four-stages theory in 

their shift toward a commerce society in the Americas. Long and Locke position the agrarian 

method of cultivation as superior to other forms of obtaining food like hunting or planting crops 

among “uncultivated” woods. This preference and demand for “improvement” parallels English 

aesthetics, or “taste,” in landscaping (i.e., constructing organized gardens). However, in 

imposing English “taste” on the colonial landscape, they devalue non-English methods of 

acquiring food such as hunting and place a higher value on labor-intensive foods like bread, 

labeling them as more useful. With this Eurocentric view, the English attempted to discredit the 

agricultural techniques and contributions of other cultures, especially the enslaved Africans.      

 

The Science of Enlightened Planting 

The discourse surrounding land and agriculture did not end with Locke’s Two Treatises but 

continued into the eighteenth century with scientific and historical writings—as we see with 

Long’s interest in ploughing. By 1756, Francis Home notes that agriculture, even though “most 

necessary,” is the “most neglected of all the arts,” and he places agriculture among the sciences, 

stating that agriculture has a “greater dependence on chymistry” than on “the powers of 

machinery” (1, 4). Benjamin Rush, in Duties of a Physician, instructs physicians to settle in rural 

areas, where they can serve their country by “promoting improvements in agriculture,” which 

positions science and agriculture as related subjects (3). By mid-eighteenth century, then, 

agriculture no longer remained in the realm of private interest (as seen with Thistlewood’s 

private Jamaican garden and John Bartram’s experimental garden in Philadelphia). The 

government also took an interest in agrarian science, as we see with Home’s demand for 
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increased interest in the study of agriculture. Drayton argues that this shift from private initiative 

to government involvement began after the Seven Years’ War, during which the Society of Arts 

encouraged the creation of botanic gardens in order to facilitate plant exchange, thereby 

producing plants previously acquired through trade with other European nations like France, 

Netherlands, and Spain. The beginning of St. Vincent’s botanical garden, as Drayton points out, 

illustrates this shift: the botanical garden started not at the hands of a cultivated gentleman like 

Bartram but with the governor of St. Vincent. Thus, after the Seven Years’ War, science began 

working in alliance with the government (Drayton 64–66). In the eighteenth-century, then, 

botanical gardens, which some may consider simply pleasurable retreats for the city dweller, 

served as “experimental stations for agriculture” (Schiebinger 11).  

Another alliance formed during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Natural history 

and natural philosophy merged, and the influence of natural philosophy eventually led to the 

conception of the colonies “as a space for the production of natural knowledge” (Irving 21). By 

the middle of the eighteenth century, plants fascinated physicians, botanists, and historians who 

traveled to the Caribbean, and there was an increase in natural histories on this new tropical 

environment and in the dissemination of “exotic” plants. In a 1790 newspaper article, Dr. 

Thomas Dancer, a botanist in Jamaica, attempts to convince Jamaican residences of the benefits 

of botanical gardens, which, he claims, introduce new plants that will “on a future day, become 

of great importance, when [Jamaican’s] present staple commodities may not find a vend.” In 

order to bolster support, he argues for the necessity of botanical experimentation:  

If man were to confine his appetites within the limits of his absolute wants, very little 

indeed would be necessary to serve him, and Providence would seem to have operated in 

vain in furnishing him with such an ample diversity. It is evidently not the will of Heaven 

that man should be limited in the rational enjoyment of what nature has provided, or that 

the inhabitants of one part of the globe should be denied a participation of the fruits of 

another.—The people of every country will be benefited by a reciprocity of products [. . 

.] Had the spirit of enquiry and improvement, which distinguishes the present time, 

discovered itself at an earlier period, how many valuable commodities might we have 

had, in addition to the few which we can at present enumerate. (“Botanical Garden”) 

Dancer relies on God’s will in providing all these diverse plants as proof of the need for people 

to not simply live “within the limits of [their] absolute wants.” Instead, he argues for the 
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circulation of plants on a global scale. Considering the transportation of sugar and coffee, Dancer 

wonders what “valuable commodities” might have been added to this circulation if everyone 

possessed “the spirit of enquiry and improvement.” Again, this notion of improvement relies on 

the cultivation of land, and Dancer’s comment adds another component:  the dissemination of 

seeds globally in order to increase commodities. For Dancer, improvement lies in the expanse of 

land and botanical knowledge, which parallels Locke’s and Long’s interest in increasing 

cultivation and production.   

This increased interest in the science of agriculture and planting also had political roots. 

Improved agricultural knowledge would, in turn, increase the wealth of England. In his 1795 

Treatise, Archibald Cochrane, Earl of Dundonald, acknowledges this connection between wealth 

and agriculture when he aligns “the prosperity of a nation” to agriculture, which, he argues, has 

been neglected (2). This association between wealth and agriculture echoes back to Locke’s own 

discussion of cultivating the “wasted” lands of the Americas. Throughout the eighteenth century, 

agrarian concerns played a central role in the debates surrounding the wealth of the English 

nation. Browne, in The Civil and Natural History of Jamaica, argues that “the study of Natural 

History” has been neglected, but, as Browne notes, natural historians such as Linnaeus began to 

reform this method of study (xxxi–xxxii). Browne also acknowledges that most of the Jamaican 

inhabitants or those who acquire part of their subsistence or wealth from Jamaica do not “know 

any thing of the Island in general, its productions, advantages, or inconveniencies” (v). Browne 

points out that this new environment provides both subsistence and wealth for the English and 

the local Jamaican inhabitants, and Browne hopes to eradicate their lack of awareness about 

Jamaica’s natural history through his detailed description of its flora and fauna. In addition, 

Browne also hopes to strengthen the welfare of the Jamaican colony by terminating people’s 

tendency to keep uncultivated, or wasted, lands. One possible solution Browne proposes is to tax 

uncultivated lands—a method successfully applied to the colony in Antigua (12–13). Browne’s 

reasoning parallels other eighteenth-century colonial thinkers, who believed that the future of the 

Caribbean would lie in its improvement through the cultivation of its land.  

Long also positions agriculture as an important investment for the British nation and 

argues, as Home, Rush, and Browne did, for an increased study of agriculture. He praises 

Home’s tract on soils and chemical experiments because he too believes that agriculture, as a 

science, should be grounded “upon actual experiment” and rescued “from the barbarous reveries 
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of ignorant clowns, and the shackles of antiquated prejudices” (1:436). While Long does not 

expect “that this little island [Jamaica] will ever become the seat of philosophy,” he attests that 

“there are many gentlemen in [Jamaica], sufficiently qualified for making advances in the 

science of planting” (1:436–37). He calls for planters to educate their sons in agricultural ways 

rather than sending them to England, where they will receive a liberal education but not an 

agrarian one. Long argues that these enlightened minds turn their theoretical understanding of 

planting into a practical skill through “amassing a stock of experimental knowledge” (1:438). In 

other words, Long desires a practical (hands-on) approach to the science of agriculture, one that 

can be passed down through the generations rather than dying with the previous planter or 

proprietor. Through these scientific and historical writings, we see that eighteenth-century 

enlightenment discourse alluded to agrarian means of production and raised new questions 

regarding the role of agriculture in shaping national identities and wealth as dictated by the 

demands of ever-changing English and “New World” tastes and in providing a method of 

subsistence agriculture within the colonies.  

  

Agricultural Enlightenment and Erasure 

Until now, I have discussed English enlightened discourse on theories of labor and agriculture, 

but as I argued in the beginning of this chapter, “enlightened” discussions pertaining to the 

science of planting and plants were not restricted to English philosophers. The contributions of 

the enslaved, who outnumbered the whites in the West Indies, and the Amerindians to the 

agricultural labor on Jamaica alone challenge this notion of a singular European Enlightenment. 

Often scholars discuss the Enlightenment as a singular event, but the essays in Manning and 

Cogliano’s edited collection The Atlantic Enlightenment challenge this perception of a single 

Enlightenment.43 Drawing on Locke’s claim that initially “all the world was America,” Manning 

and Cogliano, in their edited collection, place the Atlantic at the center of this exchange of ideas, 

people, and commodities, thereby opening up the possibility of multiple Enlightenments. They 

redefine Enlightenment as “an integral part of transatlantic networks of exchange” and 

reconsider a more open Enlightenment or Enlightenments through an Atlantic lens, thereby 

viewing the Atlantic Enlightenment(s) as “a world of exchanges and relationships, whose 

political and cultural events cannot be understood apart from the dynamic physical and 
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geographical environments in which they were determined” (17–18). I want to extend Manning 

and Cogliano’s argument to consider how the Enlightenment as we come to understand this term 

today would not exist without Africans and Amerindians. Without Amerindians, for example, 

Locke would not have to address the question of whether or not the English had the right to 

enclose land that was already occupied by someone else.  

The eighteenth-century Atlantic world circulated ideas as much as it did people and 

commodities. Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker show how ideas, particularly subversive 

ones, spread through the cooperation and interactions among “a motley crew of workers” 

(sailors, laborers, craftsmen, Native Americans, and the enslaved) (27).44 The spreading of 

revolutionary ideas in the eighteenth century is often central to Caribbean scholarship, and this 

exchange of ideas raises questions of a potential Caribbean Enlightenment. The dispersal of 

agricultural knowledge and colonial commodities, I argue, provides another lens—one less 

critically studied—through which we can begin to explore both Caribbean and agricultural 

Enlightenment(s). The fact that many philosophers such as Locke rationally justified 

colonization of the Americas or ignored the cruel system of slavery while advancing notions of 

liberty highlights the paradoxical nature of this intellectual movement and renders the term 

“enlightenment” problematic. Our understanding of the Enlightenment is further complicated 

when we consider that the prominent intellectuals associated with this movement (Locke, Jean-

Jacques Rousseau, Adam Smith, and David Hume—to name a few) were all European. Because 

of this singular understanding of Enlightenment (as European), the concept of a Caribbean 

Enlightenment is a novel one. Thus, the term enlightenment follows a similar trajectory of the 

term modernity, which, as David Scott points outs, is also problematic and leaves scholars with 

either a Eurocentric viewpoint of a singular modernity or multiple (acculturative) modernities.45 

Rather than dismissing the term enlightenment, we should expand our discourse on the 

Enlightenment (as Scott reconsiders and broadens modernity) in order to gain a more accurate 

picture of the intellectual exchange occurring across cultures. In doing so, we begin to see both 

multiple Enlightenments and a practical Enlightenment that existed across the Atlantic world. 

With this new understanding of Enlightenment, non-literary texts such as Long’s history and 

Browne’s natural history of Jamaica provide a discursive space for rethinking the role 

Amerindians and the enslaved played in the intellectual movement, especially in terms of 

agricultural innovations.  
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After establishing the need for an increased study of and experimentation with 

agriculture, Long’s The History of Jamaica adopts the style of natural history by cataloguing 

natural plants at the end of his third volume. He applies this sense of cataloguing to Africans as 

well, by crafting a racist taxonomy of Africans—for which he is well known. In fact, for Long, 

Africa seems to defy “the progression of nations plotted in four-stages theory” (Wheeler 216). 

Africans and black Creoles, to Long, seem to remain primitive and outside the progression 

toward civilization, especially in terms of their intellectual capabilities and agricultural skill. In 

the preface to the third volume of The History of Jamaica, Long discusses whether unhealthiness 

arises from cleared lands as he notes that blacks enjoy living in the woods (as opposed to cleared 

land), which he attests to their being “too lazy to be at the trouble of felling [the trees],” and he 

also notes that habit of not clearing the land is also “the case in Africa, to a surprizing degree” 

(3:ii). Of course, Long adopts the racist rhetoric of positing Africans as lazy rather than 

entertaining the possibility that they may not want, or need, to clear the land. This tendency of 

not clearing large sections of land also belongs to another group: the Amerindians. Long claims 

that “the Indians on the American continent clear no greater extent of woodland, than what is 

barely sufficient for their annual corn harvest,” which he credits to their “erratic way of life” 

(3:ii). This description of the Amerindians recalls Locke’s discussion of property. In the 

beginning, the land functions as a communal space, where people only took what they needed. 

Again, this reveals Long’s positing of non-Europeans as not as advanced in terms of the four-

stages theory. The Amerindians clear only the land that they need, which stands in opposition to 

this burgeoning notion of capitalistic society—of accumulating more than one needs in return for 

a monetary profit.46  

Even though the English discredited non-Europeans as more primitive—to the point of 

labeling Africans as lazy—in terms of their agricultural progress, the English themselves often 

wasted the land in their agricultural experimentation. Jamaica provided many commodities for 

export, and Long acknowledges sugar, ginger, cotton, and indigo among the thriving 

commodities produced on this island. However, Long also claims that two particular crops—

pimento and cacao—will soon be exhausted. The failure of the pimento lies in their trees being 

“always cut down for it [harvesting the pimento berries]” (1:600). In a footnote, Long elaborates 

on this method of cutting down the trees: “This was formerly the practice, till the visible scarcity 

of the trees taught the settlers a better oeconomy, by gathering the berries, without felling them” 
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(1:600 note e). The English in their efforts to increase their exports cleared these trees rather than 

simply picking the berries from them. Daniel Russell, in his discussion on Locke’s theory of 

labor and use-value, points out that because labor is directive, “a crucial part of labor is knowing 

when to cease working” (314). Daniel Russell’s argument applies to Long’s discussion here as 

well. The English resorted to exerting labor callously in an attempt to “improve” West Indian 

lands rather than ceasing to work, thus rendering their labor exertive, not directive. Therefore, 

their labor, or “improvement,” actually resulted in the loss of more lands and crops than the more 

“primitive” form of picking berries by hand.  

Long also believes that the slow decrease in cacao plant can be traced to ineffectual land 

clearing: “The practice of the English, in keeping their walks constantly clear of grass and 

weeds, and cutting down all trees in the neighbourhood, which were necessary to give shelter, 

entirely contrary to the custom of the Spaniards, has been assigned as the chief cause of [the 

cacao plant’s] failing, even after they began to bear” (1:601 note e). The English, in their desire 

to clear and “improve” the Jamaican landscape, actually removed the natural shelter of the cacao 

plant, thus resulting in their steady decline. Long compares the English method with the Spanish 

because of a prediction the blacks make regarding the English’s agricultural skill; Long states 

that “the Spanish Negroes [. . .] did always forebode, that no cacao which the English planted 

would thrive” (1:601). This comment, even though Long dismisses it as “only superstitious,” 

results in Long’s comparison between Spanish and English planting methods, which reveals the 

English’s method to be wanting. Moreover, this comment, rather than being “superstitious” as 

Long claims, actually demonstrates the agricultural knowledge the black people themselves 

possessed; they knew that cacao, “which the English planted,” would fail to produce sufficiently, 

thus hurting the export economy of Jamaica, considered to be England’s thriving island in terms 

of exporting commodities. With these footnoted reports of English failure in planting, one can 

began to understand Long’s desire to increase the study of the science of planting.  

While English experiments and introductions to the land sometimes resulted in the 

wasting of crops such as the pimento tree and cacao plant, the enslaved, who were malnourished 

and overworked, did not have the luxury of wasting food. Instead, they were resourceful in terms 

of food and land use. Due to Jamaica’s vast landscape, planters often allowed the enslaved to 

cultivate their own provision grounds. Given the few hours they were allowed to cultivate their 

grounds, the enslaved were expected to produce enough provisions to feed themselves. Browne 
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claims that the provision grounds are so successful that they are “not only sufficient to supply 

them with plenty in a seasonable year, but affords enough to furnish the neighbouring markets 

also” (25). While Browne’s description of the provision grounds as providing adequate 

nourishment is very questionable, his description does acknowledge how the enslaved were able 

to extend their small provision grounds into food for themselves as well as for the market, thus 

feeding both themselves and other inhabitants of this island. Browne also includes a footnote 

documenting what is typically grown in these provision grounds. According to Browne, the 

enslaved planted cassava, yams, potatoes, Indian corn, Guinea corn, and they sold some of these 

provisions at market in order to supply themselves with “a little salt beef, pork or fish, and a little 

rum, which are the greatest dainties they can come at, unless a cat, a rat, or dog fall in their way” 

(25). In this note, Browne records how the enslaved labored to acquire these delicacies, or 

“dainties,” of salt beef and rum, and when they could not procure these items, they did not 

hesitate to make use of other resources such as cat or rat. Enslaved Africans did not let any food 

source go to waste, making them in many ways more resourceful than the English. Browne’s 

description of pigeon, or gongo, peas further demonstrates their resourcefulness. These peas 

were common staples in the provision grounds of the enslaved, and Browne argues that the 

enslaved frequently cultivated this plant because “it is a perennial, and does not require so much 

care” (296). Due to the limited time (one or two days) allotted to the enslaved for the cultivation 

of their provision grounds, they chose crops that would sustain harsh conditions (i.e., extreme 

heat and inadequate water). Browne’s description of their selection of plants that could withstand 

harsh conditions, resulting from their inability to tend to their gardens except on allotted days, 

undercuts Browne’s earlier indication that provision grounds of the enslaved were “sufficient” in 

providing them with food. While his comment contains a hint of the eighteenth-century trope of 

enslaved Africans’ plentifulness of food, his later comment about the decision of the enslaved to 

plant pigeon peas, a more resilient plant, reveals their agricultural knowledge. They chose plants 

that would survive, which, in turn, enabled them to supply some food for themselves as well as 

for the market. Browne inadvertently acknowledges that their knowledge in planting—not the 

“fruitful” soil—aided them in procuring foods for themselves.  

Drawing on the exploitation of Caribbean land and the export economy that has been in 

place since the colonial era, Lynn Marie Houston argues that the idea of “making do”—of 

utilizing all available resources (i.e., eating all parts of animals such as chickens’ feet and pig’s 
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tail and extracting the poison from cassava in order to make cassareep, a seasoning used in 

pepperpot)—distinguishes Caribbean cooking as well as “links it to its indigenous and African 

influences” and to its history of slavery and indentured servitude (“‘Making Do’”107).47 

Enslaved Africans relied on resourceful agriculture such as planting pigeon peas, which are 

perennial and require less attention, and they ate the animals and plants they found around them. 

Also, their reliance on soups and broths like pepperpot demonstrates this idea of “making do” 

because they incorporated the vegetables and meats they had around them in preparing these 

soups. If they had okra, then it was included, but if not, another vegetable could be added in its 

place. For Houston, “making do” implies an act of creation (“‘Making Do’” 107). The enslaved 

were not only resourceful but also creative in preparing their meals. Rather than clearing out land 

and chopping down entire trees—what one could label as wasteful “improvement”—to reap a 

few pimento berries, enslaved Africans worked with the land, taking what they needed for 

survival. Long notes how the enslaved employed the wood of the calibash tree for food utensils: 

“The Negroes supply themselves, from this tree, with very convenient, and not inelegant, cups, 

saucers, bowls, punch, and other ladles, spoons, and other utensils, of various shapes and sizes” 

(3:752). Enslaved people relied on natural resources surrounding them not only for food but also 

as a means of creating useful objects like bowls and spoons. Interestingly, in documenting the 

enslaved’s use of calibash tree, Long also depicts the enslaved’s ingenuity in crafting these 

utensils through his backhanded compliment of these utensils being both useful and “not 

inelegant.” The enlsaved’s skillful labor reflects that, within the colonial system, they did not 

have the luxury of excess or waste; therefore, they made do and used local flora and fauna to 

supply their needs and sustenance.  

This description of enslaved Africans’ food production and consumption—of their 

“making do”—clearly begins to reveal the class differences on the island and how that difference 

impacted food production and consumption. For people in lower classes, food and natural 

resources like wood obtained a use value rather than an exchange value; although in times of 

excess, food also functioned as tokens of exchange—a point I discuss later. Browne claims that 

the seeds of the pigeon pea are also “much used among the poorer sort of people,” not just by the 

enslaved (296). As in Britain, where food consumption could demarcate one’s class status (e.g., 

tea, which was initially only affordable for upper classes and aristocracy), the colonies also 

contained a class system, which determined what one ate or what one could eat. Browne 
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catalogues this class difference within Jamaica by establishing four distinct classes: planters 

occupied the “rich class,” followed by settlers, merchants, and dependents. Interestingly, 

Browne, at first, fails to mention the enslaved, who make up a larger portion of the island’s 

population, but after describing the other four classes, he references a fifth class: “Negroes.” This 

fifth class is the most numerous one, totaling “more than 120000 in number,” according to 

Browne (24). He acknowledges that this class is both the majority of the population and the one 

“whose labours and industry almost alone” produces, cultivates, and manufactures the colony, 

allowing it to flourish (24). Due to the enslaved accounting for such a large presence in Jamaica 

and their labor driving the island’s economy, it seems strange that Browne would at first fail to 

reference them. Browne’s reference of the enslaved almost as an after-thought discloses the 

potential erasure of their involvement in colonial spaces. Even though Browne does reference the 

enslaved, one must ask if European writers did fail—intentionally or not—to reference enslaved 

Africans’ and Amerindians’ involvement in cultural and political discourse due to their 

Eurocentric filter.  

Even though European writers often underscored the transcultural transformation of the 

colonial landscape in their construction of, what one could classify as, imperialistic narratives, 

naturalists like Sloane and Browne directly participated in this cross-cultural exchange by not 

only documenting the plants they encountered but also sharing them, sending seeds across the 

Atlantic in hopes of recreating these plant species in other parts of the world. As I mentioned 

previously, Sloane’s botanical specimens provided the foundation of the British Museum, so he 

shared his botanical knowledge both in his writings and in his collections. Browne also collected 

a large herbarium and many seeds from the West Indies, and upon returning to Ireland, he 

presented them to Dr. Edward Hill, a professor of botany (Flowers of Mayo 32). Long also 

participated in this exchange of Jamaican plants: in 1788, Dancer, the Jamaican botanist, writes 

to Long, stating that he sent Long  “a specimen of [Jamaican’s] Cinnamon Bark,” which he 

thinks will “a matter of Importance to this Colony.” Plants and seeds were widely disseminated, 

and they did not just follow a linear trajectory. Browne notes that the mountains of Jamaica 

provided “natural soil for all sorts of European plants” (11). Dancer served as the second 

superintendent of the Bath Botanical Garden in Jamaica, which was established in 1779 and is 

the second oldest garden in the western hemisphere (St. Vincent’s botanical garden being the 

oldest). Eventually, flooding from the Sulphur River led to a decline in the Bath Botanical 
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Garden, resulting in its relocation to Castleton in 1862. The botanical gardens developed during 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries contributed to the exchange of plants from around the 

world. Plants were even brought into the Caribbean in hopes of providing inexpensive 

nourishment for the enslaved: Sir Joseph Banks funded an expedition to bring breadfruit, which 

he discovered in Tahiti, to the Caribbean. These West Indian gardens also encouraged the 

exportation of Jamaican plants back to the metropole. In addition to funding the transportation of 

breadfruit to the Caribbean, Banks underwrote numerous botanical collections for the Royal 

Botanic Gardens at Kew, and, under his supervision, Kew Gardens not only acquired a variety of 

plants from British colonies but also became one of the most prominent botanical gardens.48
 

Thus, naturalists like Browne, Dancer, and Banks also contributed to the cross-cultural exchange 

occurring in the West Indies and England by transplanting seeds and new flora as they traveled 

across the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and the resulting botanical gardens (e.g., Castleton, 

Hope, Kew) endured and continue to foster an appreciation for plants first collected during 

colonial expeditions.  

The moments of shared vegetation and agriculture occurring in these manuscripts disrupt 

the assumed linear narrative of a European Enlightenment and often reveal the contribution of 

Amerindians and Africans to an agricultural enlightenment—a contribution which is often erased 

or overlooked. Even though Africans influenced and directly participated in the dissemination of 

plants and agricultural knowledge, this history of African plant movement is often obscured by 

longstanding assumptions and biases toward Africa; many of Africa’s dietary staples are 

incorrectly attributed to Asian origins, or if people acknowledge a plant’s African origins, they 

often attribute the knowledge of its useful properties or its dispersal to someone outside of Africa 

such as Europeans or Asians (Carney and Rosomoff 1–2). For example, during Magellan’s 

circumnavigation of the globe, the Italian crew member, Antonio Pigafetta, recorded their 

encounter with plantains, which he refers to as a “fig,” while in the western Pacific, and through 

his association of the plantain/“fig” as native to the western Pacific region, he overlooked the 

fact that plantains were a longstanding African staple and had already gained a subsistence role 

in the Atlantic prior to their discovery of this “new” staple (Carney and Rosomoff 40–42). 

Browne’s reference of the pigeon pea as “Angola pea,” however, demonstrates the spreading of 

vegetation that occurred between Africa and the Caribbean. Although the exact details of how 

ackee was transferred to the West Indies remain unknown, this African plant also highlights the 
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dissemination of African vegetation among the Caribbean as well as England. The earliest 

reference to this plant occurs in Arthur Broughton’s Hortus Eastensis (1792), a catalogue of 

“exotic plants” growing in the Hinton East’s botanical garden: he listed it as an African plant 

brought to the West Indies on a slave ship. In 1793, Broughton sent this plant, which he 

identified as “Akea Africana,” along with several other “wild and economic plants” to Kew in 

England (Higman, Jamaican Food 152). Even though ackee, if eaten before ripe, can be harmful, 

it remains an important staple to the Caribbean, especially in Jamaica where it serves as part of 

Jamaica’s national dish (ackee and saltfish).   

As plants crossed, and recrossed, the Atlantic, their origins often became obscured or 

mistaken (as seen with the plantain/“fig”). For example, European voyagers took peanuts, which 

are indigenous to South America, to Africa, and later enslaved Africans reintroduced peanuts to 

the Americas (Carney and Rosomoff 124–25). Even though peanuts originated in South 

America, people continue to associate them with Africa. In fact, the slang term goober for peanut 

has African origins: peanut, also referred to as groundnut, comes from the Banut word nguba 

(for groundnut), which colonists mispronounced as goober—a name commonly used in many 

parts of the United States today (Houston, Food Culture 69). Long also references groundnuts in 

his section on Jamaican vegetation, and he notes that they were “first brought from Africa,” and 

they are “often given as food to Negroes on voyages from Guiney, where they pass under the 

name of gubagubs (3:788). Browne also details the origins of this food in his discussion of 

pindar, or groundnuts: “The seeds of this plant are frequently imported to Jamaica, in the ships 

from Africa; and sometimes cultivated there, though it is very rarely, and in very small 

quantities” (295). The continuous dispersal of plants resulted in Browne’s and Long’s 

(mis)association of this staple as African. However, Long also reveals how peanuts provided 

nourishment to the enslaved as they crossed the Atlantic, while simultaneously entering the 

Jamaica landscape through these same voyages. Thus, foods imported into both the Caribbean 

and Africa often revolved around facilitating the transportation of human beings (Carney and 

Rosomoff 125). Merchant ships and slave ships carried more than human bodies: plants like 

ackee and peanuts often found a home on board these ships either out of curiosity or as a means 

of feeding the enslaved—both on the ship and in the islands—illustrating how plants provided 

another mode of transculturation.  
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Just as the British developed a taste for tropical exports, Creoles and the enslaved 

developed their own tastes through shared provisions. According to Browne, the scarcity of flour 

among Jamaican settlers “oblige[d] them to substitute plantains, cassada [sic], or yams, in the 

room of bread; which, though not so elegant, or agreeable to strangers, is not much inferior in 

wholesomeness or degree of nourishment” (24). While these substitutes for wheat bread may not 

be “agreeable to strangers,” these creole settlers ate them out of necessity. In a sense, they were 

“making do” with the materials provided locally on the island, which the enslaved, also out of 

necessity, were doing as well. In A New History of Jamaica, Charles Leslie also references 

Creoles’ consumption of cassava cakes:  

The common Bread here is Plantain, Yams or Cassava [. . . . Yams] make very good 

Bread, and Cassava no worse; which is the Root of a Shrub taken and squeezed, (for the 

Cassava Juice is a mortal Poison) and when dry, grated, and put in Water, where it stands 

a considerable Time: The Water being poured off, and the Flour dry, they strew a little of 

it on a Gridiron, which makes a Cake that is white and crisp, and much in Request here, 

being preferred by our Creoles to any other Bread whatsoever. They do not want Flour 

from New-England, and the Northern Colonies. (32) 

While Browne notes the necessity of settlers finding alternate means of producing bread, Leslie 

argues that Creoles actually prefer cassava cakes “to any other Bread whatsoever.” In fact, they 

choose these West Indian staples (plantains, yams, and cassavas) over New-England flour. Thus, 

realizing that the act of eating a common food—having a shared taste—transforms the act of 

consuming into a collective experience (Korsmeyer 187), cassava, a staple successfully 

reproduced in the West Indies (unlike wheat), operates as a communal sustenance, uniting this 

creole community in their shared taste for cassava bread. Cassava cakes, however, did not 

originate with creole inhabitants. Before Creoles began consuming cassava cakes, Amerindians 

produced cassava plants, which, Browne states, “formerly supplied the greatest part of the 

sustenance of the native Indians” (349). Browne further emphasizes Amerindians’ knowledge of 

cassava when he claims the fermented juice49 of the cassava plant is wholesome, used in sauces 

for fish, and “known to be employed among the native Indians, long before any European had 

landed in those parts of the world” (350). In a footnote, Long also credits the use of cassava with 

the Amerindians: “The Spaniard, when they first discovered the West-Indies, found it in general 

use among the native Indians, who called it Cazábbi, and by whom it was preferred to every 
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other kind of bread, on account of its easy digestion, the facility with which it was cultivated, and 

its prodigious increase” (778). Both Browne and Long place the origin of cassava bread with 

Amerindians, who presumably shared their agricultural knowledge of preparing this plant and its 

potentially poisonous juice for consumption. Thus, by the eighteenth century, cassava bread, 

which was once “the greatest part of [. . .] sustenance” of the Amerindian, functions as a 

common staple among Creoles (both white and black) and the enslaved.   

While Long attributes some agricultural knowledge to Amerindians, who he considers to 

be more “enlightened” than Africans, he purposely discounts the possibility that Africans are 

industrious or knowledgeable. Long chastises the enslaved for the planters’ inability to tame 

“such savage minds to peaceful industry” and compares the enslaved to “wild beasts” (2:474). 

His racist rhetoric appears, at first, to obscure any trace of Africans’ agricultural knowledge. 

Elizabeth Bohls argues that in Long’s use of pictorial discourse, he excludes traces of 

agricultural labor from the represented landscape, thus positioning The History of Jamaica 

within the established tradition of the georgic (183). Eighteenth-century georgic and pastoral 

narratives often concealed “the material realities of labor” by depicting the Caribbean landscape 

as one of abundance and excess, which averted attention away from the harsh realities of slavery 

(Casid 195–96). Moreover, Bohls highlights The History of Jamaica’s main purpose: to attract 

more white settlers to Jamaica (181). Therefore, Long’s history contains some similarities to 

James Grainger’s The Sugar Cane (1764), a georgic poem which functions as a handbook of a 

successful colonial planter society. Grainger’s poem, Shaun Irlam argues, was symptomatic of 

the way the georgic form, in the eighteenth century, was used to “produce, stabilize, and 

legitimate an agrarian-capitalist organization of English and colonial countrysides in idyllic and 

extra-economic terms” (378). Irlam’s argument could easily apply to Long’s historical account 

of Jamaica. Long’s The History of Jamaica, with its insistence of ploughing in order to allow 

planters to “cultivate more ground,” which I discussed earlier, also contains an agrarian-

capitalistic agenda. 

Even though Long does not intend to depict the realities of colonial labor and slavery, his 

historical account contains accounts of enslaved Africans’ botanical knowledge, which not only 

undercut his racist assumptions but also reveal Europeans’ dependency on the enslaved. 

Attempting to depict the enslaved as inferior due to their belief in obeah and myal, practices 

which Europeans denoted as superstitious, Long underscores the enslaved’s superior 
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understanding of West Indian flora. Long claims that the enslaved used the herb branched 

colalue (which belong to the genus solanum) in a myal ritual, rendering them lifeless in 

appearance. In a footnote, Long provides a more detailed description of this particular herb, 

noting that it is common in the Jamaican lowlands and used by the enslaved as daily food in their 

broths. While he claims this plant is “found, by long experience to be a pleasant and wholesome 

green,” he acknowledges that a European man found it surprising to “see the Angola Negroes eat 

[this plant] as [Europeans] use spinnage in Europe, without any prejudice, it has so strong a 

resemblance to the deadly nightshade” (2:417). The European man admits that the enslaved 

Africans, not the Europeans, are privy to the botanical landscape of the Caribbean. In fact, this 

man describes this herb with his European sensibilities of taste: he identifies the process of the 

enslaved eating it as similar to the consumption of spinach in Europe, and his restricted scope in 

identifying Jamaican flora permits him only to experience shock at witnessing what he, with his 

European taste, can only identify as the consumption of a toxic plant—the “deadly 

nightshade”—based solely on this herb’s resemblance to it. The branched colalue, then, 

resembles the cassava plant, which Leslie points out contains “a mortal Poison” in its juice. 

Thus, the Europeans rely on the knowledge of the enslaved who prepare these West Indies foods 

for them. In fact, as Jill Casid argues, the acts of the enslaved and Maroons formed a 

“counterlandscape”—one that exposed “the limits of the colonial landscape machine” (214). The 

enslaved’s knowledge of safely consuming and performing myal rituals with this herb illustrates 

the superior botanical knowledge of the enslaved, which counters the assumed inferiority Long’s 

history often asserts and highlights the potential threat the colonial landscape imposed on those 

who were unfamiliar with these Jamaican plants.   

Africans’ agrarian skill becomes even more apparent in Long’s history. Deploying the 

language of natural historians, Long categorizes enslaved Africans and the inhabitants of 

Jamaica alongside his descriptions of local flora,50 and in his description of Guiney slaves, he 

notes that “the Aradas are thought to excel all the rest in knowledge of agriculture, yet their skill 

is extremely incompetent” (2:404). Of course, Long, with his pro-slavery sentiments, cannot 

completely praise Africans, but his acknowledgment of Aradas as being superior in agricultural 

knowledge (compared to other Africans) proves that enslaved Africans supplied planters with 

more than just physical labor; they also provided agricultural knowledge. Long continues to 

record instances of enslaved Africans’ contribution to issues regarding planting. In discussing the 
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papaw tree, Long notes: “The Negroes are possessed with an opinion of the good or bad qualities 

of particular trees, when planted near any habitation, as to the effects their neighbourhod may 

occasion to the inhabitants. This opinion seems to be well founded [. . .] The Negroes suppose 

that the papaw tree are very conducive to render the air healthy, and therefore plant them near 

their houses” (3:803). In this passage, Long not only admits that the enslaved had opinions on 

planting but that their opinions are “well founded.” This admission undercuts Long’s racist 

rhetoric concerning the unenlightened state of the enslaved. Their ability to “make do” combined 

with their knowledge of local plants allowed the enslaved to survive and even enter into 

commerce with slave markets. Long also claims that enslaved Africans “manufacture [wild-cane] 

(3:753). According to Long, this plant grows near rivers throughout the island and is used in the 

production of several materials from thatch to baskets used on plantations. The fact that they 

manufacture this plant reveals that their plant knowledge translated into a more sophisticated 

system than Long wants to admit—although his history does acknowledge it. Moreover, in 

referencing enslaved Africans’ agricultural knowledge and their ability to manufacture a local 

material, Long contradicts his own description of Africans as resistant to “peaceful industry” 

(2:474).  

With their “peaceful industry,” enslaved people continued to undermine the colonial 

system by using their gardens and provision grounds as a means of producing not only their own 

subsistence but also excess to sale in the slave market. Enslaved people suffered under the harsh 

conditions of slavery and struggled to find time to maintain their gardens, which were often 

located on unarable land such as that found in the mountainous regions. However, when they did 

produce more than they needed to eat, the excess became a profitable resource. The enslaved, 

with their ingenuity and labor, transformed their gardens “into a base from which to dominate the 

local produce markets in eighteenth-century Jamaica” (Casid 199). Thus, the slave markets were, 

in fact, a major part of the colonial lifestyle and benefited the white Creoles as much as the 

enslaved. Because the West Indies primarily functioned as a place for producing crops for 

export, producing food for subsistence often became a challenge. Given the remaining areas for 

cultivations, which were often small or unarable, and the different ecosystem, white Creoles 

found subsistence farming difficult, and they relied on slave markets for their food. Long 

emphasizes the importance of these markets when he proposes that the slave markets can provide 

a solution for local schools that cannot produce enough food to remain open. He claims that the 
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Old Woman’s Savannah school showed great promise until a few impediments left it in decline, 

and one of these impediments was the lack of obtaining provisions, because, in part, it was built 

on a “small allotment of land, which was not sufficient to enable the master to keep cows or 

sheep, or rear poultry, for the neceisary [sic] subsistence of his boarder” (2:251). Rather than 

close the school, Long suggests that “a Negroe market should be held [near the school] once a 

week, for poultry, hogs, and such other provisions” in order to provide a better supply of food 

(2:254). Long’s solution demonstrates the importance of the slave markets to the creole 

communities and highlights white Creoles’ dependency on the enslaved for subsistence.  

In addition, provision grounds provided the enslaved with a place where “notions of both 

labor and cultural value were cultivated and recalibrated in spite of the harsh logic of 

enslavement” (Gikandi 239). Provision grounds functioned as sites of resistance by allowing the 

enslaved ownership over their labor. In contrast, plantation labor produced staples for export that 

only benefitted British commerce. The labor of the enslaved in their provision grounds, on the 

other hand, provided the enslaved with both a means of sustenance and a source of income (with 

slave markets). In other words, provision grounds constituted useful labor for the enslaved. 

Because of the white Creole’s dependency on the enslaved’s provision grounds, these grounds 

also challenged cultural notions such as the assumption of the enslaved’s inferiority. In fact, food 

produced by the enslaved affected not only the commerce of the West Indies but also cultural 

tastes. Cassava, as I discussed previously, provides one example of how staples produced in the 

enslaved’s provision grounds contributed to altering material taste. Creoles, after living in the 

West Indies, preferred cassava bread (prepared by the enslaved with knowledge probably 

acquired from Amerindians) over wheat (a staple of English taste). Thus, provision grounds and 

slave markets demonstrated the role of the enslaved in cultivating creole taste.   

Left with only a (white) European viewpoint, scholars must attempt to exhume traces of 

enslaved Africans’ and Amerindians’ role within the culinary creations occurring in colonial 

spaces. As Susan Scott Parrish points out, in the Americas, enslaved Africans often were “the 

origin point in the Enlightenment enterprise of the universal collection and systematization of 

nature even if that enterprise was otherwise managed by well-connected white naturalists” (291). 

Through natural histories, we can begin to uncover the inclusion—even if it is often accidental 

on the part of the authors—of enslaved Africans and Amerindians in the discourse surrounding 

an agricultural and Caribbean Enlightenment. For Locke and Defoe, the Americas functioned as 
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a blank slate, a tabula rasa, which they filled with their own enlightened ideas concerning 

property and labor. The Americas, however, were not an “empty,” or blank, slate. Instead, the 

Americas operated as a space of transculturation—one of sharing and blending the agrarian 

knowledge of Amerindians, enslaved Africans, Creoles, and Europeans. Colonization aided in 

the dispersal of the plants that filled Long’s and Browne’s histories of Jamaica, and European 

settlers often found themselves reliant on the agricultural knowledge and skill of the 

Amerindians and the enslaved as seen with the preparation of potentially toxic foods (cassava 

and ackee) and with the slave markets. By recovering these integral voices of the Atlantic 

Enlightenment, we gain a better understanding of how material taste changed as plants and 

agrarian ideas were disseminated across the Atlantic. In their provision gardens, the enslaved 

reshaped West Indians diets and tastes. Thus, with their practical agrarian knowledge, both 

Amerindians and enslaved Africans emerge as the true enlightened horticulturalists.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

DIETARY DIS-EASE: GEOPHAGY, SENSIBILITY, AND 

SLAVERY IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MEDICAL AND 

COLONIAL WRITINGS 

 

There are, the muse hath oft abhorrent seen, 
Who swallow dirt; (so the chlorotic fair 
Oft chalk prefer to the most poignant cates:) 
Such, dropsy bloats, and do to sure death consigns; 
Unless restrain’d from his unwholesome food 

—James Grainger, The Sugar Cane (1764)51   
 

James Grainger, in his description of the enslaved’s practice of consuming dirt, considers food as 

a preference, which is not always a reality for enslaved people. Overlooking, or ignoring, dirt-

eating as a possible signal of a vitamin deficiency or as an attempt at suicide by enslaved people, 

Grainger, instead, claims this dietary practice of enslaved people was preferred “to the most 

poignant cates.” For Grainger, diet is a question of choice and of “taste” rather than a response to 

the material conditions of enslavement. Moreover, while Grainger condemns this practice of 

consuming dirt as bad and “unwholesome,” he also implicitly promotes the ingestion of sugar 

(which could be considered as “bad,” or junk food) for the metropolis. The Caribbean provided 

imperialist powers like Britain with an economic source of consumer products like sugar—

emphasized by Grainger’s poem dedicated to the successful production of this  “cash crop”—but 

this tropical space also provided Europeans with a source of personal consumption, taking the 

form of “exotic” foods and drinks. This type of literal colonial consumption provided British 

subjects with a space for distancing themselves from encounters with non-Europeans. Drawing 

on Laura Brown’s term “cultural fable,” I argue that a colonial diet simultaneously becomes a 

reality and a constructed myth of alterity.52 By exploring the “dietary fables” of eighteenth-

century literature, we push the boundaries of our understanding of colonial consumption in 

relation to cultural identity and disease. In the eighteenth century, Europeans viewed the 

Caribbean environment and people in terms of difference, and they labeled the creole diet as 

Other. Upon closer inspection, even though Matthew Lewis’s and Maria Nugent’s Jamaican 
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journals portray a British subjective self, their writings about creole cuisine undercut this notion 

of different culinary tastes. Their journals transcend the conventional depiction of dietary alterity 

to reveal a cultural collapse of boundaries between the Europeans states and the Americas. 

Moreover, even if we recognize that an intersection between diet and disease forms a central 

theme in much of the travel literature, fiction, and medical documents during the eighteenth 

century, we must ask how this overlap between disease and diet affects cultural and racial 

identities and our own understanding of race—both in the past and present. Geophagy, or dirt-

eating, provides us with a lens through which we can begin to unravel these questions, especially 

in terms of the constructive nature of diet and the influence the enslaved held over their masters 

and the plantations in terms of sustentational choices. Reading geophagy as a dietary fable in 

eighteenth-century medical and literary discourse, I argue that the practice of dirt-eating 

demonstrates both an assertion of power by the enslaved people who engaged in it, as well as 

medical documentation of their humanity. In fact, a discussion of geophagy reveals the inherent 

contradictions that resulted from pro-slavery rationalization: the enslaved’s preference of dirt—

this “unwholesome food”—to “poignant cates” simultaneously relies on their assumed 

monstrosity and insensibility (i.e., their assumed unrefined palate) and their sentimentality (i.e., 

their depressed mind, which causes them to consume dirt). Dirt-eating among the enslaved 

confounded eighteenth-century physicians, leading them to position geophagy as a disease—one 

without an explanation or easy cure. Therefore, in consuming dirt, the enslaved exhibited a type 

of agency, one that revealed the colonizers’ inability to control their minds.   

 

Colonial Consumption 

Consumption assumes several meanings, especially in relationship to the eighteenth century and 

colonialism: the act of eating or drinking; the acquiring of colonial spaces; the mass production, 

and reception, of literary materials; and the contrary idea of diminishing or wasting, especially in 

relation to diseases like tuberculosis. By thinking about the age-old expression, “you are what 

you eat,” we can analyze the intersection between the act of eating, colonial spaces, and the 

conception of disease. Through this intersection, consumption becomes more than an act of 

“eating”; it becomes an act of devouring and reshaping cultural and racial identities. In fact, 

consumption becomes a metaphor for racial and colonial anxieties. Anna Letitia Barbauld, in her 
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“Epistle to William Wilberforce,” critiques British subjects for their “thirst of gain”—their desire 

for “foreign” riches (30). Colonial excess and exploitation permeates through Britain as its 

nabobs and West Indian subjects bring “foreign” riches into the metropole, which enable a 

certain level of luxury and excess for British subjects. Barbauld’s criticism of colonial 

exploitation turns into positioning slavery as a metaphoric contagion, which could possibly infect 

both British and West Indian subjects: “And injur’d Afric, by herself redrest, / Darts her own 

serpents at her Tyrant’s breast. / Each vice, to minds deprav’d by bondage known, / With sure 

contagion fastens on his own; / In sickly languors melts his nerveless frame” (45–49). This 

passage operates as a cautionary tale to those who continue to obtain wealth through the cruel 

and inhumane system of slavery; enslaved Africans, represented by a personified “injur’d Afric,” 

could not only rebel against their enslavers but also “infect” and slowly corrupt them. As 

Candace Ward argues, contagion, in Barbauld’s poem, “functions as an idealized moral weapon 

wielded by an Africa more powerful than her enslaved sons and daughters” (Desire and Disorder 

176). Barbauld warns English subjects that devouring of colonial commodities results in a kind 

of “consumptive” disease, a wasting away of people physically (through indolence) and morally.  

Before we turn our attention to the way diets, specifically dirt-eating, become racialized, I 

want to briefly discuss the ways in which diet functions as both a cultural and political tool 

within eighteenth- and nineteenth-century societies. Diet became a signifier for a local or 

national identity, as I discussed in the case of Mary Rowlandson and the North American 

colonies. In reading Britain’s domestic sphere, Alan Bewell observes how the polemical 

literature of the eighteenth-century reveals a mistrust of the “whiteness” of bread in Britain; 

some feared that the bones of the London poor were being added to the bread, thereby enhancing 

the “whiteness” of the bread (136). So this adulterated bread became a sign of the unhealthy 

dietary and political conditions in the metropole, just as Rowlandson’s captive body signified a 

potential threat to the “healthy” Puritan body politic. This rhetoric surrounding cultural identity 

and diet allowed for a local identity to emerge. A “healthy” country diet contrasted with this 

“unhealthy,” metropole diet of bread, filled with the bones of the poor, thus creating an identity 

based on a local diet. The meaning applied to white bread illustrates how foods carry meanings, 

and, as I noted in Chapter One, act as signifiers. With the rapid expanse of colonialism and trade 

in the eighteenth century, food began to signify cultural identities. Staples like wheat and roast 

beef denoted an English cultural identity, while colonial foods like corn and pineapples 
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designated other cultural identities such as West Indian, North American, East Indian, or 

African. As colonial foods entered Atlantic markets, they not only altered British tastes but also 

resulted in national and cultural associations with the foods people consumed. In fact, during the 

eighteenth-century, meals, which contained other cultural foods and spices, provided an outlet 

“for shared explorations of other worlds” (Bickham 96).  

Of course, for most people in the eighteenth-century, tasting colonial foods meant 

consuming imported commodities like sugar and tea. Positioned within their English homes, they 

safely consumed these imports without fear of altering their own cultural identity. Even though 

people added Jamaican allspice to their meal, they remained British. But for those who traveled 

to the West Indies, anxiety over consumption expanded to not only local, “unhealthy” dietary 

encounters (like the fear of eating white bread) but also foreign ones. The unhealthy metropole, 

at least, was a familiar environment—one with familiar meats and faces. Within the Caribbean, 

Europeans encountered a foreign space, filled with new foods and drinks, and this encounter with 

the Other became, as Bewell notes, not only “a source of new dietary opportunities” but also a 

source of anxiety (132). Would one lose his/her sense of Englishness by simply eating from a 

Jamaican pepperpot? Did the cassava root contain a pleasant taste or was it filled with a 

poisonous juice? Did the heat of the tropics result in the sinful over-consumption of food and 

drink? These types of questions plagued the minds of eighteenth-century travelers and writers. 

Even though their physical bodies traveled across the Atlantic, their dietary customs were 

supposed to stay in place.   

Some of the most well-documented examples of colonial consumption and its attendant 

anxieties are found in the journal of Nugent, the wife of the governor of Jamaica, who resided 

there from 1801 to 1807. Nugent attempts to retain her British identity by distancing herself from 

the enslaved and Creoles on the island, and in particular, she distinguishes her own diet from the 

“exotic” and overindulgent diet of the enslaved and Creoles. Nugent, in her journal, where she 

records her experience within this colonial atmosphere, clearly exploits this dietary “othering.” 

From the onset of her arrival in Jamaica, she watches, in astonishment, an on-going parade, 

where someone pushes “a cart load of pigs and poultry, all dead from the heat of the sun” (8). 

Her initial impressions reveal the disconnection she feels toward this new cultural environment. 

She clearly aligns herself with a British culture—one outside of the creole culture surrounding 

her. At times, she clearly labels certain foods as creole dishes, separating herself from them:  
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I now found the reason that ladies here eat so little dinner. I could not help remarking 

Mrs. Cox, who sat next to me at the second breakfast. She began with fish, of which she 

ate plentifully, all swimming in oil. Then cold veal, with the same sauce!! Then tarts, 

cakes, and fruit. All the other ladies did the same, changing their plates, drinking wine, 

&c. as if it were dinner. I got away to my own room as soon as possible, lay down and 

slept for an hour; and then read till 6. (79)  

From the beginning of this entry, she establishes the excessive consumption of the ladies in 

Jamaica. They eat breakfast as if it were dinner and indulge themselves not only in large amounts 

of foods but also in gluttonous amounts of sauces, which they put on the fish and the cold veal. 

This scene of indulgence disgusts Nugent, as a British lady, whose instinct instructs her to eat 

more modestly especially within this tropical climate, so she quickly finds a way to excuse 

herself. Anita Raghunath argues that Nugent’s emphasis on the excessive consumption of the 

creole men and women indicates “the way [Nugent] read the [creole] society as a carnivalesque 

environment” (143). Drawing on Mikhail Bakhtin’s definition of carnivalesque where social 

order and hierarchy are inverted, Raghunath casts the Caribbean as a space where British 

planters could engage in an excessive and taboo lifestyle, but unlike the carnival transgressions 

of a medieval society, the Caribbean transcended this boundary and “became a reality accepted 

as everyday Caribbean life, rather than confined to specific times and occasions” (147). In other 

words, the Caribbean functioned as a never-ending carnival, which stood in clear opposition to 

the “enlightened,” modern society of Britain. Raghunath argues that the journals of British 

travelers to the West Indies, such as Nugent’s, Lewis’s, and Bryan Edwards’s, all portray the 

Caribbean as a morally corrupt space, one that contrasts with their own moral subjective self. 

Clearly, for Nugent, this carnivalesque consumption escaped her British understanding of dietary 

manners.   

While the dietary concerns of Caribbean residents and visitors affected the cultural 

attitudes of Europeans, colonial consumption also carried political implications, specifically in 

terms of the debates over abolition and emancipation. Many British citizens never set foot on the 

West Indian colonies, yet they used colonial consumption to make their own statement about the 

political impact of their dietary choices, as Barbauld does by linking colonial indulgence and 

slavery as a “consumptive” disease. Charlotte Sussman applies the term “consumer power” to 

consumers who choose commodities based on certain beliefs (such as political and moral 
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beliefs), hoping that a change in the economic market would result in a social change as well 

(32). Abolitionists, using their “consumer power” deliberately boycotted commodities produced 

by the labor of the enslaved. Arguing that the tea and sugar contained the blood of the enslaved, 

these British citizens exercised their influence over the consumer markets, aligning morality and 

politics with consumption. The dietary choices these British subjects made revealed more than 

their cultural identification; it positioned them in opposition to slavery. However, as Sussman 

notes, this refusal to purchase, or consume, certain commodities produced by the enslaved 

resulted in having “only a minor impact on the political process of emancipating British slaves” 

(37). This dietary choice appeared to have a stronger impact on revealing the consumer voice 

than changing economic culture.   

 

Self-Consumptive Bodies 

Curiosity about “exotic” foods often trumped anxieties over colonial consumption. Thus, by the 

end of the eighteenth century, foods became the most abundant product of colonial trade, and the 

act of eating these foods connected British subjects to their empire (Bickham 107). Bewell 

acknowledges the European powers’ active consumption within a global concept, and he labels 

this action as “imperial geophagy,” which illustrates how the ability to consume the world 

signifies one’s capacity to rule it (143). Imperial geophagy, a metaphorical earth-eating, 

describes the imperialist desire to claim all parts of the earth. This metaphor also evokes John 

Locke’s theory of property, which establishes (English) cultivation of land for consumption as 

justification for Britain’s colonization of the Americas, as I discussed in Chapter Two. As the 

English ingest, both metaphorically and literally, the Americas through establishing plantations 

and exporting colonial products to Europe, they build on the Lockean idea of empire—

cultivation (and now consumption) of the land establishes (English)man’s sovereignty over it. 

So, in a sense, the “mother” country consumes its colonial progeny through exploitation of its 

land.  

Imperial geophagy also suggests that in order to establish sovereignty over a place, one 

must risk the possible outcome of “eating” colonial dirt. Through this metaphorical earth-eating, 

the European body could, in turn, be consumed by what lies in its stomach. In other words, 

building an empire through this metaphorical act of “earth-eating,” places Europeans in a direct 
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relationship with other cultures, illustrating the inevitability of transculturation, especially in 

terms of taste. Nugent’s refusal to eat West Indian food or adopt West Indian behaviors 

actualizes the anxiety over colonial consumption as a means of blurring cultural boundaries. In 

fact, travel writers, like Nugent and Lewis, often positioned the assumed cultural difference 

between the English and Creoles at the forefront of their journals. However, at various points, 

these Caribbean travelers also recorded the unavoidable cultural blurring, occurring within these 

contact zones. Although Raghunath’s argument about British travel writing depicting the 

“reality” of a carnivalesque Caribbean is very insightful, I disagree with conflating these British 

journals into having only one limiting viewpoint of the Caribbean—one that stands in complete 

opposition to a British sense of self. Instead, the colonial narratives are not monolithic. For 

example, Nugent’s assumed distancing53 and Lewis’s attitude toward Jamaican culture differ. In 

this section, I use Nugent’s and Lewis’s journals to demonstrate the parallels and differences in 

attitudes toward creole diets. Nugent, echoing Rowlandson, attempts to maintain a safe culinary 

distinction between her English taste and a creole one; Lewis, however, willingly participates in 

creole culture. Even though I agree that both Lewis and Nugent do reveal this established and 

accepted “carnival,” I argue that Lewis embraces this foreign diet, thereby, not only recording 

the cultural blurring that occurs within this “carnival” space as Nugent does but also participating 

in it himself.  

Rather than distancing himself from an overindulgent culture, as Nugent does when 

witnessing the excessive consumption of sauces in the middle of the afternoon, Lewis considers 

colonial diet another potential source of exploration. After an enslaved man discovers a dead 

alligator on Lewis’s property, Lewis walks down to see the dead alligator, but he is “not 

contented with merely seeing [the alligator].” Instead, he begs to “have a steak cut off for [him]” 

(195). Therefore, Lewis’s exploration of the West Indies does not stop with possessing and 

“improving” the natural landscape; he also literally consumes it. But what is striking is not 

Lewis’s willingness to consume any type of meat he comes into contact with while on the island. 

Instead, this journal entry reverses the dietary “othering” occurring in Nugent’s journal, where 

the enslaved and Creoles ate the “exotic” and disgusting dishes: “One of the negroes happened to 

see it [the alligator] in the kitchen; and I [Lewis] had immediately half a dozen different 

deputations, all hoping that massa would not think of eating the alligator, for it was poisonous. 

However, I was obstinate, and found the taste of the flesh, when broiled with pepper and salt, 
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and assisted by an onion sauce, by no means to be despised” (Lewis 195). It is important to note 

that Lewis, a white European, consumes the “exotic” dish of alligator. Often, eighteenth-century 

accounts depicted the palate of the enslaved as unrefined and aligned the enslaved as consumers 

of “unnatural” or “exotic” diets. Edward Long, Patrick Browne, J. B. Moreton, and Charles 

Leslie cite rats as one particularly unnatural diet of the enslaved: Long argues “the Negroes are 

happily affected with so little prejudice or nicety in their food, that they will eat every [. . .] 

species of rats with equal indifference,” which, he claims, will disgust people, “who have the 

smallest delicacy of stomach,” and in particular, Long positions the cane-rat as “not an article of 

food with the white inhabitants, though highly esteemed among the plantation Negroes, who spit 

half a dozen of them at a time” (3:901). Moreton lists “fricaseed [sic] rats” among the enslaved’s 

culinary pots that are “good and savory” (156).54 Even Grainger and Hans Sloane emphasize the 

demand for this “unnatural diet,” noting that in Jamaica rats were often publically sold in the 

marketplace.55  

In Lewis’s account, rather than the enslaved people consuming this “exotic” dish of 

alligator, they argue with Lewis on his choice of dinner, which they view as dangerous and 

“unnatural,” thereby reversing the traditional view of the enslaved and Creoles as consumers of 

unnatural diets. Lewis, however, does not heed the protests of the enslaved people and willingly 

consumes this new delicacy, finding only the tough texture of the alligator meat to be 

disagreeable to his British sense of taste. Interestingly, this passage resembles Nugent’s 

complaint of the creolized lifestyle, especially in regard to her description of the creole man Lord 

B, whose “propensity to dip his [dirty] fingers into every dish” disgusted her (11). In a similar 

way, Lewis shocks the enslaved people by dipping his own hands into this new culinary dish. 

Therefore, Lewis becomes creolized in his desire and willingness to consume anything and 

everything on the island, including dead carcasses he finds near his home. For Lewis, the simple 

act of converting the raw into the cooked, by boiling and adding seasoning and a special sauce, 

makes this dish as satisfying as feasting on an English dinner.   

Nugent, however, cannot allow her British taste to be corrupted by this exotic space, and 

her disdain for this West Indian culture does not only lie with the habits, culinary and otherwise, 

of the enslaved. After consuming yet another creole dinner, Nugent steps outside to refresh 

herself before entering the ballroom, where the crowd of people and the heat overwhelm her: 

“the smell of the blackies and of the hot meats was absent, and that was some comfort. But never 
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shall I [Nugent] forget the combination of a crowd of Creoles, and a mob of blackies, with turtle-

soup, pepperpot, and callipash and calipee [the flesh of the turtle’s back and belly]” (90). This 

dinner becomes the horrible event that will remain in her mind, long after she leaves the island. 

She even retreats into the open air to find relief from this horrible smell of creole subjects and 

foods. With this statement, Nugent places white Creoles, the enslaved, and creole food into one 

large pot of “exotic consumption”—one that her English body cannot stand to consume through 

her nose or mouth.   

Lewis, unlike Nugent, freely consumes creole dishes, yet because of his brief residency in 

Jamaica, he can hardly be classified as a true West Indian subject. Through his travels, he 

resembles Sarah Scott’s George Ellison, who engages with the creole culture while retaining a 

British identity. Lewis, like Ellison, appears to be concerned with establishing reforms for 

slavery, especially considering the cession of the slave trade. However, Lewis’s dietary 

consumption reveals his immersion into this Caribbean society. Already, the clear distinction 

between the European subject and the West Indian subject merge, showing the inevitable cultural 

blending and sharing occurring in the torrid zones. An idealized separation between the island 

life and the European life remains idealized and not a reality for these Caribbean travelers.56  

 

Dietary Dis-ease and Disruption 

While excessive uses of sauces or eating of exotic animals could be used to distinguish between 

national identities, the racialized relationship between metropolitan and colonial/creole diets 

becomes another way to further distance the white (European) body from “unhealthy” dietary 

habits. Exploring eighteenth-century contexts of national identity and otherness in Great Britain, 

Felicity Nussbaum applies the term “anomaly” as a way “to describe a variety of irregularities or 

deviations from that which is presumed to be the natural order of things” (1). Drawing on 

Nussbaum’s “anomaly,” in this section, I explore the intersection between diet, race, and disease, 

which resulted in an “abnormal” body. I place “abnormal” in quotations because the black, 

“diseased” body is viewed as an anomaly in comparison with a European, or “healthy,” body. 

However, as I mentioned before, one must resist the tendency to position or label all colonial 

writing as producing an identical narrative about colonial life. In fact, colonial texts discussing 

disease often undercut the binary between white/healthy and black/diseased bodies. As accounts 
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such as Nugent’s journal demonstrate, colonial diseases remained a reality for Europeans and 

white Creoles,57 and British writers often presented colonial diseases as “both cause and effect of 

West Indian behaviors—behaviors that deviated from ‘normal,’ healthy British behaviors” 

(Ward, Desire and Disorder 173). To the British, Creoles’ lascivious behavior and culinary 

overindulgence, which Nugent repeatedly references, contributed to their proclivity for disease, 

which aligned with the eighteenth-century belief that one’s moral and physical constitutions were 

connected (i.e., bodily responses like tears or blushes served as indicators, or “markers,” of one’s 

morality or sensibility). Because of their lifestyle, the British viewed the white English and 

Creoles living in the West Indies as inherently diseased, thereby complicating a simple binary 

reading of disease (white/healthy and black/diseased) in the eighteenth-century colonial 

environment. In fact, Ward acknowledges that highlighting a difference between the metropole 

and the colonies in terms of disease does not rely simply on a distinction between white and 

black bodies: “whether white or black [. . .] constructions of the diseased colonial body were 

inextricably bound up with ideologies of eighteenth-century imperialism” (Desire and Disorder 

170–71). Often, the rhetoric used to defend one’s nationality, position on slavery, or viewpoint 

on colonialism, contained inherent contradictions, which undercut the white/healthy and 

black/diseased binary.  

White Creoles also participated in distinguishing themselves from the enslaved through 

colonial diets and diseases, thus further complicating the construction of colonial bodies as well 

as our understanding of colonial dis-ease. During the eighteenth century, the shaping of a 

national identity relied on maintaining difference when encountering colonial bodies and 

cultures, and this difference can clearly be seen with the emphasis on geophagy as a “black” 

disease. Dirt-eating functioned as a racial marker—one white Creoles utilized to draw a 

distinction between their colonial bodies and the enslaved bodies. Moreover, dirt-eating not only 

evoked dis-ease in white planters—as did the consumption of rats—but also provided white 

colonists with another means of racializing colonial disease by labeling geophagy as a black 

disease. Earlier I discussed the connection between consumption and national identity, but 

geophagy does not denote a national identity but a racialized one, which is an important point. 

Eighteenth-century medical documents clearly label geophagy as a “black” disease. But does this 

“black” disease reveal more than simply a European “othering”?  Can enslaved people, who are 

regarded as insensible, be affected by a disease of the mind?   
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To begin to unpack these questions, I turn to Claude Lévi-Strauss’s discussion of the 

“culinary triangle,” which reveals the inherent contradictions in maintaining opposition between 

nature and culture. Lévi-Struass notes that the process of boiling food relies on cultural means 

(using a pot) and produces a natural product (meat closely aligned with the category of 

“spoiled”). Cooking, as Lévi-Strauss argues, represents the “necessary articulation” between 

nature and culture; it “partakes of both domains, and projects this duality on each of its 

manifestations” (42). In other words, cooking is not neatly aligned with culture but incorporates 

aspects of both. While the dirt that is ingested by those individuals who are diagnosed as 

suffering from geophagy functions as a natural, raw source, it is not considered a food source. 

Instead, it becomes a nonfood source and stands outside of the “culinary triangle” of processing 

and consuming. However, Lévi-Strauss’s point about cooking being similar to a language that 

unconsciously reveals its own contradictions does apply to dirt-eating, which is itself shrouded in 

contradictions. The enslaved’s consumption of dirt, a natural raw material, disgusts the 

colonizers because dirt represents a nonfood source, one deemed unnatural. Therefore, the 

colonizers, rather than considering the biological reasoning for consuming dirt, apply a cultural 

and racial meaning to this consumptive act: eating dirt positions a person as culturally inferior 

and as a black body. But as Lévi-Struass’s “culinary triangle” reveals, the distinction is never 

that simple. Scholars and researchers of geophagy tend to simplify the critical discussion to one 

of cultural traits or nutritional etiology. Focusing on the cultural factors ignores the “apparent 

deficiencies [i.e., calcium and iron] in the slave diet of protein” (Kiple and King 121). On the 

other hand, culturalists consider the fact that dirt-eating, which some assume to be a habit 

acquired from Africa, survived even after the slave trade ended and continues to be practiced in 

the United States today as proof of a residual African habit rather than a nutritional deficiency, 

thus complicating the purely nutritional explanation (Kiple and King 120). However, this 

culturalist viewpoint overlooks, or neglects to consider, that the nutritional content in the diet of 

ex-slaves and their descendents did not necessarily improve after emancipation. Of course, 

African cultural habits and the nutritional content, or lack thereof, of enslaved Africans and their 

descendants both impact the practice of consuming dirt. Analyzing geophagy from either a 

biological or cultural methodology resorts to an oversimplified binary between natural and 

culture. Rather than focusing on the opposition of the nature/culture divide, dirt-eating, like 

cooking, exposes the need for an articulation between “natural” and cultural explanations. 
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Moreover, this conversation allows us to explore the embedded racism associated with defining 

this practice as a “black disease.” Medical documents, then, not only construct dirt-eating as a 

racialized habit but also suggest, and possibly reveal, the impoverished environment of the 

colonies for the enslaved. But if we fail to consider the cultural aspect, relying solely on 

biological answers, then we dismiss the importance of Africa within this culinary custom, and as 

Jennifer Fleissner argues, geophagy could be conceived as a cure for nostalgia—a longing for 

one’s homeland (Africa). Entertaining dirt-eating as an “addiction,” opens up questions about 

behavioral and cultural habits of diasporic groups and the reality of cultural transmission among 

different cultural groups, a topic which occupies the pages of colonial writings like Nugent’s and 

Lewis’s.58  

We also need to consider the relationship between disease and diet. In addition to shaping 

one’s cultural identity or declaring one’s political leanings, diet relates to the corporeal nature of 

human beings; we ingest food as sustenance for our bodies. Bewell notes that “colonialism raised 

new questions about the impact of diet on the body’s constitution” (149). Ingesting “foreign” 

foods raised questions concerning the acceptability of these foods for a European body. When 

Lewis decides to eat the alligator, the enslaved quickly warn him that it could be poisonous, 

showing this unknowable effect of (foreign) diets on (English) bodies. Moreover, the island’s 

plants, animals, and insects all posed a potential threat for the European body; Lewis recounts 

spending the night “at supper with the musquitoes [sic],—“not where [he] ate, but where [he] 

was eaten” (375). Lewis’s joke reveals this European fear of the “island body” literally 

consuming their own bodies, and to a modern audience, Lewis’s statement becomes even more 

ironic because mosquitoes, as vectors of disease, carry a literal threat of infecting his European 

body.   

Nugent links disease with consumption, but her connection is a literal one between food 

and fever. After observing the excessive eating occurring in the West Indies, she exclaims, “I 

don’t wonder now at the fever the people suffer from here – such eating and drinking I never 

saw!” (57). There are two important assertions contained within Nugent’s comment on colonial 

eating habits. First, through the consumption of “foreign” commodities, the British body begins 

to consume itself, participating in what Sussman refers to as “auto-cannibalism” (28). The 

commodities produced by the institution of slavery were perceived as a source of infection for 

the British, as I discussed earlier with Barbauld’s poem, and these colonial commodities 
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“infected” both those visiting the island, as Nugent’s comment reveals, and those living in the 

metropole, where certain people resisted “infectious” products like tea and sugar in protest of 

slavery.59 It is important to note that the potential “contamination” of metropole, unlike Nugent’s 

experience, is figurative. People in England do not deal literally with colonial consumption or 

disease. Instead, they discuss slavery and colonialism metaphorically (e.g., eating sugar is 

consuming the blood of slaves), but in Nugent’s journal, the metaphor collapses into material 

actualities. Secondly, Nugent’s choice of aligning fever with this type of colonial consumption 

exposes a connection between a person’s diet and his/her bodily health. The consumption of 

food, particularly foreign food, now functions as a disease that can “infect” the “healthy” 

(European) body. Again, in a colonial environment, the metaphorical aspect of disease dissipates 

into a material reality.  

While West Indian food, according to Nugent, has the potential to “contaminate” a 

European body, a source of much critical discussion, I address a more neglected question: how 

does dietary consumption also affect the enslaved? More specifically, what are the biological and 

cultural questions associated with the corporality of geophagy? Eighteenth-century colonial 

documents and literature, as I have discussed previously, often contain contradictory statements 

in their rhetorical constructions of the enslaved and colonial life, and both the lifestyle and diet 

of the enslaved provide another example of these colonial inconsistencies. On one hand, 

Europeans and creole planters often depicted the enslaved in terms associated with filth and 

laziness. However, planters often praised the enslaved for their industry and “neatness” in 

maintaining their own houses. Several documents such as Grainger’s The Sugar Cane encourage 

planters to set aside land for provision grounds, pointing out the economic benefits in 

encouraging the enslaved to produce their own foods. By 1788, provision grounds no longer 

remained a suggestion; the Jamaican Assembly passed a law requiring estates to “allot and 

appoint a sufficient quantity of land for every slave” belonging to the plantation and provide the 

enslaved with adequate time to provide themselves with “sufficient provisions” (Acts of 

Assembly 185). Even though documents like The Sugar Cane promoted methods to provide 

adequate food for the enslaved, these colonial documents were no less problematic than the ones 

that labeled the enslaved as filthy or lazy. While planters often commended the enslaved for their 

industriousness in cultivating their provision grounds, they simultaneously denoted the 

enslaved’s diet in terms of disgust and filth.  In fact, David Collins, in Practical Rules for the 
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Management and Medical Treatment of Negro Slaves, positions dirt-eating as a sign of the 

enslaved’s laziness. He claims that this disease of dirt consumption relates to the enslaved’s 

“propensity to repose,” calling for exercise as a possible cure to this disease (344). To counter 

these racist, and unfounded, accusations and paint a more accurate picture of colonial life, 

scholars must look for signs of the enslaved’s agency in these European writings, which 

associate the black body with physical and dietary “filth.”  

Dirt itself contains a double meaning, one that becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy to 

European planters: the enslaved literally embody what they eat. Again, the anxiety of food 

consumption affecting the physical constitution of the body becomes a central theme to these 

medical documents about geophagy. However, in this case, we must also unpack the obvious 

racist construction at work in these dietary anxieties. The enslaved were not only positioned as 

dirty bodies but often as bestial ones—something outside the human realm. Brown points out the 

tendency, in the eighteenth century, to blur the strict boundary between human and beast; she 

continues this argument, highlighting the fable of nonhuman beings, which she constitutes as “an 

imagined approach to radical alterity” and credits this approach as “specific to the eighteenth-

century experience of difference” (234). Nugent’s pot of “exotics,” which I discussed earlier, 

clearly adheres to this insistence on dietary and racial alterity, thereby, illustrating the tendency 

of whites to “vilif[y] black cultural traditions such as foodways by concocting stereotypes to 

perpetuate ideas regarding black inferiority and difference” (Franklin 102). However, not all 

colonial, pro-slavery writers categorized black people as another species. Sara Salih notes that 

Long, who is well known for his racist rhetoric, broadens the category of the human to include 

orangutans as a species of man (who share characteristics in common with black people) rather 

than banishing blacks from the category of the human. Long’s recategorization of human and 

non-human, as Salih argues, “suggests that human and animal are indeed mobile, elastic fictions 

or borders” (“Filling Up the Space” 108–09).60 Even though not all colonial, pro-slavery writers 

accepted the two-species argument, many still subscribed to the intensely racist notion of the 

inferiority of black people, which is reflected in their writings. In fact, as I mentioned previously, 

Long’s description of the enslaved’s consumption of the cane-rat served as means of establishing 

racial difference.  

Like the species debate, not all eighteenth-century physicians and planters expressed the 

exact same understanding of earth-eating. Thomas Dancer, for instance, acknowledges that 
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“white children both [in Jamaica] and in Europe” as well as black children are “prone to eating 

dirt” (The Medical Assistant 176). With this detail, he places the “disease” of dirt-eating as one 

that could potentially affect both white and black alike. Dancer continues to complicate a purely 

racialized reading of earth-eating by considering how other cultures differ in terms of taste and 

modes of cooking. Noting how Roman dietary culture differs from West Indian culture, he 

considers how dirt-eating could be another dietary habit that appears different only because it is 

not known in certain parts of the world. From this deduction, he argues that “the appetites and 

tastes of men are often the result of imitation, and are also greatly under the influence of habit” 

and concludes that “dirt-eating among negroes may possibly be sometimes a social custom” like 

smoking tobacco (The Medical Assistant 177). For Dancer, dirt-eating is not based on one’s skin 

color as much as one’s culture. Thus, he explains geophagy as cultural practice, not necessarily a 

racialized one. Of course, like the other eighteenth-century physicians, Dancer does align 

geophagy with the African culture. Dirt-eating, Dancer argues, “is peculiar to Africa, and that it 

affects persons from other countries going to reside there,” and he cites an example of a Turkish 

man, who after residing in Egypt, gained an inclination to eat dirt as further proof of his 

reasoning (The Medical Assistant 175). So, even though Dancer redirects the conversation about 

dirt-eating to one of a cultural difference, he too participates in othering the enalved Africans 

through their assumed cultural culinary preferences.  

Adding the dietary element of this encounter with the “other,” then, continues to disrupt 

the assumed boundary between Europeans and the enslaved. The anxieties over foreign 

consumption—similar to the anxieties over interracial procreation, which can been seen in works 

like Nugent’s journal, Lewis’s “Isle of the Devils,” and J. W. Orderson’s Creoleana—posited on 

an unfounded fear of diet altering one’s physical properties, but unlike the offspring of interracial 

sexual encounters, people could secretly engage in this “dietary sin,” without the fear of 

(re)producing a sign of this foreign encounter. Although some British subjects like Nugent did, 

in fact, fear a cultural shift from this type of consumption, others like Lewis openly admit to 

crossing this forbidden boundary, one that does not have a direct impact on him. In his journal, 

Lewis, in an attempt to complete his list of “Jamaica delicacies,” includes his deliberate act of 

procuring a “Cane-piece Cat” to roast in “true African fashion” (241). While Lewis, a British 

subject, willingly consumes this “Jamaican delicacy” without fear of its contamination, he also 

acknowledges it as an “African delicacy,” which conforms to this type of racial construction in 
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terms of dietary customs. However, he also notes how “the Creole negroes, however, greatly 

disapproved of [his] venturing upon this dish, which they positively denied having tasted 

themselves” (241). This quote, again, places the British body, not the creole one, as the 

unnatural consumer. One could argue that Lewis’s comment on the enslaved creoles slaves’ lack 

of knowledge of this island delicacy is tongue-in-cheek, especially considering they are the chefs 

who prepare this meat for him. However, I believe Lewis is making another cultural distinction, 

one between African blacks and creole blacks.61 Lewis participates in the vilification of black 

culture, but he denotes the African culture as the “unnatural” one, not the creole black culture. 

Through this subtle difference, Lewis reveals the cultural shifting occurring within this West 

Indian space. Rather than positioning all of the enslaved as African, Lewis differentiates between 

enslaved Creoles and enslaved Africans, and he bases this distinction on culinary and cooking 

differences. But to Lewis, the culinary origins of this dish is a minor point; again, his focus is on 

procuring and devouring another Jamaican dish, which, he states, “when properly dressed [with 

seasonings], a Cane-piece Cat must be excellent food” (241). 

Even though diet often leads to a physical or cultural association, I want to redirect the 

critical focus to the underlying meaning of the discussion between anomaly and race, and in 

particular, I want to focus on the representation of geophagy as a mental disease. Eighteenth-

century medical documents consistently refer to geophagy as a “disease of the mind.” John 

Hunter, an eighteenth-century physician, in his Observations on the Diseases of the Army in 

Jamaica, emphatically insists that dirt-eating is “more a disorder of the mind than of the body” 

(310). Colonial medical writings claim the enslaved, aware of their inhumane treatment, “fed” 

their suicidal feelings by ingesting dirt, which some physicians assumed resulted in death. Read 

through a European lens, the act of consuming dirt becomes coded as unnatural—a construction 

dependent upon and directed by European sense of taste. Therefore, these white colonial 

documents extend the reading of the black subject’s body as filthy and unnatural to include their 

minds as well.  

Scholars like Mary Louise Pratt, Bewell, and Mimi Sheller have thoroughly documented 

the “imperial” eye when it comes to colonial encounters within the contact zones,62 and for most 

scholars the colonizer’s viewpoint is the most readily available lens through which we can read 

colonial consumption. But even though the viewpoint of the enslaved appears muted if not 

outright silenced in colonial narratives as Jenny Sharpe argues, we do not have to simply accept 
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the eradiation of the enslaved’s own personal history and rely simply on the European’s 

interpretation: instead, we, as scholars, can analyze the silences and unpack these biased 

documents in order to reveal a deeper understanding of slavery and colonial life—from all 

perspectives. Rereading archival documents with this lens reveals that even though eighteenth-

century colonial documents champion white superiority, they also contain embedded histories of 

the enslaved. Archival documents often acknowledge the industry and labor of the enslaved, as I 

noted previously, and these acknowledgments, along with discussions of provision grounds 

found in archival materials produce the kind of “archaeological” evidence Sharpe calls for 

scholars to uncover.63 Therefore, I want to redirect our attention from the European’s 

understanding of the West Indies to the underlying significance of what this meant for the 

cultural identities of the enslaved within the plantation environment. Even though this type of 

“archaeological” evidence is layered through the economic discourse of the plantocracy, it 

operates as a sign of the enslaved people’s agency and productivity, which, of course, is 

exploited in a colonial system.  

Eighteenth-century documents discussing the practice of geophagy do more than just 

construct a racialized association between dirt-eating and the enslaved; they also contain 

embedded evidence on the powerful effect the enslaved and their diet had on plantations. 

Colonial physicians noted how the practice of geophagy spread throughout slave plantations, 

infecting the minds of the enslaved like a contagion.64 Hunter, after pointing out the frequent and 

destructive nature of this “disorder,” argues that the practice begins in infancy, “almost as soon 

as [the slaves] leave the breast, the young learning it from the old” (310–11). Through Hunter’s 

image of the enslaved ingesting this practice from birth, which recalls the eighteenth-century fear 

of the potential contamination through breast milk,65 he positions dirt-eating not only as common 

to all ages but also as a learned practice. With this description, Hunter places the enslaved as the 

ones in control of disseminating this dietary habit. Aligning geophagy as both a contagion and an 

inherited and incurable practice reveals the threat dirt-eating posed to colonial life. Even Lewis 

notes the incurable nature of dirt-eating, calling it “a practice which neither severity nor 

indulgence could induce [a slave] to discontinue” (327). Although Lewis spends a great deal of 

his journal detailing dietary concerns for the enslaved’s survival and ways to produce even more 

labor from them, he only briefly mentions this disease, which eighteenth-century medical 

accounts referred to as a very common West Indian disease among the enslaved. Lewis’s relative 
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silence regarding geophagy leads one to question if this disease was so powerful that even Lewis 

reserved his comments for more “fixable” problems or if this “disease of the mind” challenged 

racial stereotypes like the ones Lewis’s and Nugent’s journals reveal.   

If we turn our attention away from a European-centered viewpoint, then geophagy did, in 

fact, challenge the assumed stereotype of insensibility of the enslaved. Eighteenth-century 

physicians’ alignment of this disease as one of a depressed mind further strengthens the 

humanity of the enslaved rather than placing them safely in the realm of Other. In the eighteenth 

century, as Ward points out, the British viewed black bodies as insensible due to their assumed 

resistance to tropical diseases such as yellow fever (Desire and Disorder 156). In other words, 

enslaved Africans’ immunity to certain diseases rendered them insensible to the British. 

However, as I argued previously, eighteenth-century writings on colonial diets and diseased 

bodies often problematize—rather than simplify—racialized and nationalistic boundaries, and in 

doing so, the assumed clear boundaries between healthy/unhealthy bodies and national/racial 

identities collapses. Dirt-eating serves as another example of the contradictory nature of 

eighteenth-century rhetoric about the colonies and the enslaved: the planters’ discussion of dirt-

eating reveals the enslaved’s sensibility to disease, rather than their insensibility.66 Collins notes 

“if the disorder arises from a depression of spirits or from the vexatious treatment of the master, 

that must be corrected; for negroes are sentient and sensible beings” (342–43). This mental 

depression, then, functions as proof of the sensibility of the enslaved, rather than the racist 

assumption of their insensibility.  

The emphasis on geophagy as a “disease of the mind” not only exposes the sensibility of 

the enslaved but also reveals the uncontrollability of the enslaved’s mind, or, rather, the planter’s 

inability to control their minds. In fact, one of the potential cures for geophagy illustrates the 

power of the mind of the enslaved over the planters. Hunter continues to document this “mental” 

disorder by claiming the only possible solution he can see for eradicating it also revolves around 

the mind. After naming failed cures of threatening, medicating, or feeding the enslaved, he 

suggests the following:  

What could not be effected by any of the means just mentioned, has been in part 

accomplished upon some estates, as I have been informed by cutting off the heads from 

the dead bodies of those, who have died of this vicious practice. The negroes have the 

utmost horror and dread of their bodies being treated in this manner, and the efficacy of 
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this expedient, which can only operate upon the mind, is a strong proof, that the disease 

in its origin is more a mental than a corporeal affection. (313–14)  

Hunter’s description of removing the heads from the bodies of the enslaved who died from 

geophagy parallels the removal of heads for the enslaved participating in rebellions or 

committing “treason.” Just as the heads of rebellious enslaved people served as reminders not to 

disrupt this colonial system, Hunter notes the way in which the heads of dirt-eaters also 

functioned as a method of instilling fear in the enslaved, thereby preventing the potential threat 

that geophagy poses on the plantation. Ironically, the treatment of the body becomes the 

motivation driving their mental fear to the point of possibly stopping this otherwise 

uncontrollable insistence on eating dirt. The planter’s only power lies in the control of the 

enslaved’s physical body, and by acknowledging the power of the enslaved’s mind, the planters 

inadvertently underscore the inherent contradiction embedded within the colonial system. 

Slavery operates under the notion that the mind and body are split; the enslaved become both 

humans, with a mind of their own, and private property. Hunter’s solution to dirt-eating, 

however, demonstrates the impossibility of completely separating the mind and body in this 

particular case. 

Moreover, diet and taste operate differently depending on one’s race (as well as other 

factors, including gender) within a colonial environment. After laboring from dawn to dusk 

(sometimes more) in the plantation field, the enslaved turned their attention to their provision 

grounds and gardens, where they planted staples, like the pigeon pea I discussed in Chapter Two, 

that could survive without much attention (because they were not given adequate time to tend to 

these grounds) and that were familiar such as yams. All of these plants supplemented the 

inadequate portions of food provided by their masters—usually once a week they allotted two or 

three pounds of salt fish and sometimes salted beef and a few pints of corn meal to the enslaved 

(Tobin, Colonizing Nature 60). In contrast, white Creoles and planters, as we see with Lewis, 

indulged their West Indian desires by freely consuming new “exotic” foods while the enslaved 

labored in plantation fields, their provision grounds, and the kitchen, preparing these new dishes 

for (white) Europeans to enjoy. Thus, when Lewis decides to try the exotic alligator meat or 

sample a Jamaican pepperpot, filled with various peppers, he maintains a certain dietary 

flexibility as a member of the white elite—a flexibility the enslaved were not afforded in a 
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colonial system. Jamaica, for Lewis, becomes a space of possibility and adventure, one that 

Nugent describes as a type of carnivalesque environment.  

However, this environment drastically changes if we shift our attention away from 

plantocratic society. While the enslaved did have a choice in their decision to consume dirt, this 

“choice” became a necessity only out of the inability to control all other aspects of their diet. 

Unlike the white planter’s excessive consumption described by Nugent and Lewis, the enslaved 

only could eat what and when they were told. While the enslaved supplemented their diets with 

food from their provision grounds and gardens, their dietary boundaries were more controlled 

than Lewis or Nugent. But, even with limitations (of being overworked and underfed), the 

enslaved relied on their own labor and skill in order to circumvent the hostile and volatile 

colonial environment and produce their own subsistence. Moreover, these provisions also feed 

the white Creole and Europeans. Without the labor of the enslaved, Lewis would not be able to 

enjoy “exotic” dishes like the alligator he consumes. Considering the privilege of middle- and 

upper-class society to freely engage, or not in the case of Nugent, with this tropical dietary 

culture, the colonial environment embodies a more complicated space for the enslaved in relation 

to their diet. Thus, dietary alterity—one imposed on the enslaved due to their lack of agency—

becomes a signifier of a black body. 

Nugent, throughout most of her journal, discusses the white planters’ and the creole 

women’s excess in eating, but what about the enslaved’s diet? Lewis does reference the eating 

habits of the enslaved, but their diet remains out of their control. Instead, Lewis decides what the 

enslaved consume: when an enslaved woman asks Lewis for food, he sends her away with 

“bread butter, plantains, and cold ham from the breakfast table” (358). Even though she informs 

Lewis she means to eat only part of this food, saving the rest for her child, she returns to Lewis 

saying that “it was so good, she could not help going on eating and eating, till she had eaten the 

whole, and now she wanted another bit of cold ham to carry home to her child, and then she 

should go away perfectly contented,” so Lewis orders more ham for her to take home (359). 

While this conversation demonstrates the ample amount of food that Lewis possessed, it also 

reveals that the enslaved did not control their food portions and were drastically malnourished 

compared with the white residents on the island. The enslaved woman claims she will be 

“perfectly contented” with these scraps from Lewis’s table, but if we read the subtext, this scene 
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reveals an underfed enslaved woman who will return again and again in hopes of outwitting her 

master and procuring more scraps for her and her family.   

Therefore, one could speculate that the enslaved, who were underfed, found a means of 

supplementing their own meager diets by choosing to eat dirt, thereby linking this “disease” to a 

physiological one. Often, geophagy is linked with dietary deficiencies, but the evidence 

providing a solid relationship between nutrients in dirt and dietary deficiencies remains unclear. 

Timothy Johns and Martin Duquette’s study on geophagy notes that ingesting clay can have a 

physiological effect. They shift their focus from only studying the potential nutrients in dirt and 

concentrate on the potential medical purposes for geophagy, and they find an alternate 

explanation for geophagy: the absorption of “dietary xenobiotics,” which detoxifies foods (such 

as acorns which contain varying levels of tannic acid) and makes them more palatable (449). 

Geophagy, then, allows for a balance between nutrients in foods and the potential harmful toxins, 

thereby preventing nausea. In other words, geophagy can serve as a form of self-medication. 

Foods as a source of medicine for sick bodies is common, so this use of geophagy should not be 

surprising. While contemporary readers tend to associate the term “diet” with food, during 

antiquity, this term denoted “an entire way of life, or regimen,” not just food (Mazzini 141). In 

this classical sense, diet acquires not only the cultural way of life discussed above but also the 

regimen of preparing foods for healing one’s body. Humans consume certain types of food—

whether it is chicken noodle soup or herbal tea—when they do not feel well, and this becomes a 

part of their dietary choice. However, the enslaved, confronted with poor dietary situations, did 

not have this choice and had to look to other sources of nutrients and “medicines.”  

In addition, not only poor diets plagued the enslaved. Often, the medical “cure” for 

geophagy functioned as a harsher diet for the enslaved’s body than the act of eating dirt itself. In 

Practical Rules, Collins describes a possible cure for dirt-eating:  

    Towards affecting a cure, evacuants contribute but little; yet, as the stomach and 

bowles are leaded with dirt, or some other indigestible matter, it will be proper to begin 

with an emetic: 

Take thirty grains of the powder of ipecacuanha; give it in the evening,  

       and promote the operation with large draughts of water.  

    The next morning give a purge, of a table-spoonful and a half of castor oil. 
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     After the stomach and bowels have been cleansed, you are to put the patient on a 

course of steel and bitters.  

Take, of the filings of iron, one pound; of the powder of ginger, one  

       ounce; of the molasses, sufficient to form an electuary. (343)  

This lengthy description of a possible cure includes several ingredients such as castor oil and 

steel that would probably cause more damage to the enslaved’s stomach than the simple act of 

ingesting dirt. Just as some foods (like acorns in Johns and Duquette’s study) contain toxins, this 

“cure” for geophagy, with steel and bitters, could potentially be a toxic source itself, one that 

could upset the stomachs of the enslaved, so the ingestion of dirt could function as a form of self-

medication used to combat the harsh medical “cure” imposed upon them.   

Therefore, geophagy could actually function as medicine against this unsettling stomach 

cure. B. W. Higman notes that “the enslaved people of Jamaica carried with them from Africa an 

understanding of geophagy” and its ability to allay the acid inside the body (Jamaican Food 

412).67 Therefore, harmful, and often deadly, European “medicines” needed to be offset with 

more natural cures, which the enslaved had readily at their disposal. Ava Bush discusses the 

importance Greeks and Romans placed on the earth, especially in treatment of illness—a 

understanding that carries into contemporary society: “fine white china clay, known as kaolin, is 

incorporated into the medicine Kaopectate, found in every modern pharmacy, as one of the 

simplest and most effective remedies that we have for diarrhea. Clay, having absorptive 

properties, actually attracts and holds the disease-producing organisms” (56). While some people 

allow the practice of geophagy to become another source of racial alterity, many, regardless of 

culture or race, draw on this age-old medicinal property of earth.   

Geophagy, then, becomes a natural process that shows the enslaved’s sensibility in 

choosing a substance (one that was available to them) that would attempt to ease their dietary 

troubles caused by malnutrition and harsh medical “cures.” So why did geophagy become 

racialized? Why did it become a pica that must be cured or “othered”? This tendency to “other” 

those who participate in geophagy remains cultural, not biological. In the same way that 

consuming certain meats or teas became a cultural marker for the British, dirt-eating functions as 

a marker of otherness. However, this dietary difference was imposed on the enslaved by the 

white colonizers and physicians, thereby revealing the colonizers’ dis-ease with the enslaved. 

The medical physician Hunter, in his Observations on the Diseases of the Army in Jamaica, 
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specifically places the disease of dirt-eating along with the other “negro-diseases” inflicting the 

enslaved of the West Indian colonies. The diet of consuming dirt, then, functions as an indication 

of race and alterity: to eat dirt denotes someone as a black body.   

Again, it is important to note that the enslaved, on some level, did have a choice in 

consuming dirt. Even though eighteenth-century medical documentation directs attention away 

from bodily ingestion, focusing instead on the “filth” of the enslaved’s mind, this biological 

aspect of diet cannot be completely ignored. While the argument could be—and has been—made 

that people faced with an insufficient source of nutrients, such as an iron deficiency, may be 

forced to undergo this dietary decision to consume dirt as a necessity, as I previously discussed, I 

want to emphasize the impact this dietary choice had on the slave plantations. The enslaved 

consistently engaged in this practice of dirt-eating, one that the British planters could not control. 

Often, their source of control was forcing the enslaved to wear mouthlocks (face masks), which 

prevented them from consuming not only dirt but also any other type of food, so this solution 

really was not a viable answer either. While the British planters controlled the servings of salt 

fish and selected the “special” days (certain holidays) or situations (during pregnancy or certain 

illnesses) when the enslaved could eat something besides this heavily sodium-based diet, they 

appeared to have little to no control over the decision of the enslaved to ingest dirt. Hunter 

actually claims that there is “no means of preventing the horrid practice” and argues that “a 

negro labouring under the malady is considered as lost” (313). Even fictional text like Marly; or, 

a Planter’s Life in Jamaica capture the planter’s inability to have any effect on the enslaved’s 

propensity to consume dirt even after trying several different methods of “treatment.” The 

narrator in Marly recounts a sixteen-year-old black girl who was “addicted to dirt-eating.” The 

planters attempt to cure the girl by placing her in the stocks, and after several days, she was 

“properly medicined” by a doctor and “fed from the white people’s table” (86). Like the use of 

iron masks, the planters, in this fictional account, again use physical restraint (placing the girl in 

the stocks) as a possible method of control, and realizing that this method alone may not work, 

they turn to medical cures and nutritional cures (feeding the girl from the white’s table) in the 

hopes of preventing this girl from further engaging dirt-eating. Even though planters and 

physicians document possible cures or corrective methods, some of which I previously 

mentioned, the overall tone of planters in both medical documents and fictionalized accounts 

adopts this sense of helplessness in dealing with geophagy and the enslaved.   
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Unlike the failed impact of the ban on colonial commodities of tea and sugar, which 

Sussman noted, the diet, or lack thereof, of the enslaved had a direct impact on colonial 

production. Collins, in Practical Rules, states: “This disorder, which, as I before observed, is 

very common on West India estates, is also one of the most obstinate and troublesome that 

negroes are afflicted with. It disables them from effective labour for a very considerable time, 

sometimes for years, and often terminates in a dropsy” (342). Collins documents the prolonged 

interruption to the plantation, and further emphasizes this problem by reminding the other 

planters that a “mean diet” is “necessary for the well-being of the machine” (341; emphasis 

added). By referring to the body of enslaved people as a “machine,” Collins compares the 

plantation to a factory, where the body of the enslaved functions as a tool. This “disease” of 

geophagy interrupts the smooth production of this factory system, which, in turn, cripples the 

British economy and the production of colonial commodities. Therefore, on some level, enslaved 

people’s consumption of dirt results in a more effective means of weakening the colonial system 

than the British moral and political decision to sustain from tea and sugar. Also, in a sense, the 

interconnection and interdependence of diet and disease merge to reveal the important power the 

enslaved had over the plantation. As Hunter acknowledges, eighteenth-century physicians 

remained “in the dark respecting several disorders, that are in a great measure confined to the 

negroes, in that part of the world [the West Indies]” (305). Hunter’s comment suggests the 

physicians’— as well as the planters’—inability to control all aspects of colonial life, especially 

in regard to the enslaved’s consumption of dirt, so this “incurable” disease remained a consistent 

threat to the colonial structure.   

 

“Master is more dirt than I am”: English Dirt-Eaters in Hamel, the Obeah Man 

While nonfictional works provide a means of uncovering embedded histories of the enslaved, 

literary texts also function as discursive expressions of cultural moments and particular 

ideologies. West Indian novels, in particular, often contained elements of nonliterary texts such 

as travel narratives and histories.68 As Kamau Brathwaite points out, eighteenth- and nineteenth-

century prose fiction about the West Indies were “picaresque and autobiographical in nature” 

(“Creative Literature” 130).69 Karina Williamson positions Marly, a nineteenth-century West 

Indian novel, as “documentary fiction” and argues that its portrait of colonial and creole life 
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“enlarges the image which emerges from the many non-fictional accounts written by residents 

and visitors to [Jamaica]” (xi, xxii). The anonymously published West Indian novel Hamel, the 

Obeah Man, attributed to Cynric Williams,70 also enlarges our understanding of colonial life 

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In fact, Brathwaite places Hamel as an anomaly 

because, unlike other West Indian texts written during the period of slavery, it is “a deeply race-

conscious and colour-prejudiced book” (“Creative Literature” 165). Of course, Hamel’s pro-

slavery position prevents it from completely revealing an accurate depiction of slavery, but by 

having an enslaved African as a main character and entertaining a possible rebellion for most of 

the novel, this text alludes to realities of colonial life, while ultimately refuting them. However, 

as with archival documents, we can read the underlying statements and contradictions contained 

within Hamel in order to gain a fuller picture of the material life of the enslaved. Therefore, in 

this section, I turn to Hamel and its discussion of consumption and dirt-eating in order to re-read 

the fictionalized descriptions of colonial life and extract more “archeological evidence” and 

embedded history of the enslaved’s productivity and vital role within the Caribbean.   

In Hamel, the role of diet and filth becomes a central theme in dealing with racial 

constructions within the novel’s Caribbean setting. As Ward notes, Hamel provides an example 

of the construction of a white creole “reality”—one that focuses on a confrontation between Old 

World (European-centered) and New World (the emerging white West Indian identity) ideas 

(“‘What Time Has Proved’”49). In some ways, Hamel continues this Old World view, or the 

European-centered one, by promoting racist ideology; in the novel, blacks and whites are not 

viewed as equal. Oliver Fairfax, a white man, acknowledges the assumed inferiority based on 

one’s color. He disguises himself as a free man of color in order to obtain his property, which has 

been wrongful taken by the English attorney Fillbeer. While conversing with Michal, a 

quadroon, Fairfax, in his mulatto disguise, regrets that “his dark skin must lower him so much in 

her eyes” (105). Fairfax’s interesting position reveals how skin color positioned one within a 

certain social status. Roland, the English missionary, mistakes Hamel, an enslaved African, for a 

demon upon first encountering him and later he refers to Hamel and several other enslaved 

people as “fiends in human shape” (136). Thus, Roland positions blacks as outside the human 

realm. However, Hamel also challenges the Old World depiction of a white Creole. As we 

observed with Nugent’s harsh treatment of white Creoles, lumping white Creoles and blacks into 

one “exotic” pot, the white planter often embodied the same filth of the enslaved. In the minds of 
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eighteenth-century society, as Raghunath notes, “planters came to occupy a place of trangressive 

immorality” (141). Influenced by the hot climate and foreign foods, the creolized subject became 

distanced from the “pure,” European subject. Therefore, Cynric Williams, from the position of a 

white Creole, rewrites this negative construction of the West Indian planter, or as Ward argues, 

he writes back to a metropolis “center” from “a margin that is at the same time the center of 

‘other’ oppressed subjects” (“‘What Time Has Proved’” 54).   

Writing from this marginalized space, Cynric Williams constructs a space for a white 

creole writer and planter. Therefore, he must reverse the view of creole planters as being 

immoral subjects. In writing back, or against, these negative portrayals, Cynric Williams places 

two English subjects, Roland and Fillbeer, at the center of his novel, and these characters are the 

epitome of filth and consumption—a point I will explore below. In contrast to these two 

characters, Mr. Guthrie and Fairfax, the true West Indian planters, function as respectable men. 

Mr. Guthrie proudly asserts his creole status, explaining how he has never even stepped foot in 

England. He extends the privilege of this creolized position even further, stating: “I have never 

been there [England], it is true; but I have always heard that no set of human beings on the face 

of God’s earth can compare with the English in moral depravity” (259). By placing a creole 

planter in direct comparison with English subjects, Hamel invites the reader to compare the 

metropole and the creole lifestyle.  

Unlike the story’s hero Farifax, Roland embodies a filthy man, subjecting the entire 

island to his potential corruption. Roland, an English missionary, comes to Jamaica and attempts 

to manipulate the enslaved into revolting only to serve his own selfish goal of obtaining the fair 

Joanna—Guthrie’s daughter—for his bride. In the beginning, Roland is associated with a 

“perfumed state” (59). This feminine smell applied to a male would signify an English fop to the 

nineteenth-century reader. However, as Roland’s involvement and true attentions become clearer 

to the reader, this “perfumed” smell transforms into a smell of filth. After encountering and 

unwillingly participating in a secret obeah ceremony, Roland is depicted as “disfigured with the 

dirt in which he had been rolled” (134; emphasis mine). After this ceremony, Roland attempts to 

cleanse himself in a river, but when Mr. Guthrie approaches, he comments on Roland’s clothes, 

which are still smeared “with dirt and blood” (208). At this point, Roland occupies a position of 

filth and dirt—one associated with enslaved people. Mr. Guthrie, a creole planter, mocks Roland 
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for this disfiguration of his body. In fact, Roland’s filth transcends the boundaries of the human 

olfactory system, and even animals begin to notice his unpleasant smell:  

The horse made another horrible start; for according to the custom of the country of 

shaking hands at every meeting, the Missionary put forth his arm to receive the salute of 

his acquaintance; and whether it yet retained the odour of the filth with which it had been 

stained, or whether it was the mere caprice of the beast, the latter seemed to be alarmed 

beyond measure by the motion of the man of grace,” (208) 

Even the horse notices Roland’s “earthly bath,” which, in turn, stains him with the sent of filth 

and dirt.  

Fillbeer, the unscrupulous attorney occupying Fairfax’s estate and Roland’s fellow 

English Methodist, never embodies a physical appearance of filth as Roland does, although he is 

described in grotesque terms: “what hair he had black [. . .] and reached down behind to his 

shoulders, as lank as many rats’-tails” (213–14). More importantly for my argument, Fillbeer 

literally actualizes the dreaded over-consumption, which Lady Nugent fears in her journal.  The 

vivid description of Fillbeer leaves no doubt of this over-indulgence: 

The attorney was a round fat man, with a bald head, or partly bald, like the tonsure of an 

ultra priest. [. . . ] He had large grey eyes, a huge bottle nose, and behind, as much as 

beneath it, a mouth like that of Cerberus—a triple mouth, with a triple chin, and three 

teeth in all; two like the fangs of a wolf in the upper jaw, the third standing like a pyramid 

in the desart [sic] below, for me to wonder at. (213–14) 

Besides providing the reader with a humorous description of this character, the physical 

description of Fillbeer as obese with a “triple chin” reveals his overindulgent behavior. Fillbeer, 

throughout the story, is always concerned with eating. Even in the middle of the potentially 

harmful slave rebellion, Fillbeer’s mind centers on food and satisfying his own gluttonous 

desires. Instead of actively participating in the effort to stop the rebellion, Fillbeer admits that he 

is “bent upon eating and drinking,” so rather than leading a group to continue the fight, he joins 

the soldiers at their meal, exclaiming “‘let us eat and drink,’ as St Paul recommended in such 

cases, ‘for to-morrow we die’” (401). Food dominates his thoughts, so for Fillbeer, the only thing 

to do in the middle of a slave rebellion is to eat and drink—a habit he knows well.    

One could argue that the West Indies, in fact, consumes the two representatives of 

English culture, thereby conforming to the notion of a consumptive, or corrupting island. As 
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Ward and Tim Watson argue, Roland’s racial cross-dressing—disguising himself in “brown 

face” when he assaults Mrs. Guthrie and when he attempts to avoid arrest—become “proof of his 

utter debasement” (27). Thus, despite the novel’s complicated depiction of enslaved persons such 

the eponymous character Hamel, it ultimately, like other pro-slavery texts, “conflates blackness 

with evil, black blood with corruption” (Ward and Watson 27–28). In other words, the novel 

depicts Roland’s “negrofication” as he interacts with the island’s inhabitants, especially the 

enslaved, and his experiences and actions on this island slowly consume his life. Even from the 

beginning of the novel, the island threatens to consume Roland: as a storm approaches, he finds 

himself on a “zig-zag path, only wide enough for one horseman” and “the interminable forest [. . 

.] overshadow[s] [the] road” (60–61). Roland, from the onset, battles rapid currents and 

threatening winds, and only through the assistance of the enslaved and creole residences does he 

manage to escape. However, Roland’s debasement—explained in the novel by the pro-slavery 

rationale of his “negrofication”—and eventual death reveal that, on some level, the island does 

consume him. By the end, Roland finds himself in Hamel’s cave again, but this time, death 

slowly approaches as a raging fever and a realization of his misdeeds. After he dies, Fillbeer 

assists in returning Roland to the earth, which in his final moments, Roland describes as a type of 

hell: “The chain was counted, link by link—the chain of all his misdeeds—the chain that had 

bound him to the earth, and that now seemed to bind him to the bottomless pit, the level lake of 

brimstone!” (412).  

Even though Fillbeer’s greed, which often takes the form of excessive eating, remains his 

primary focus throughout the novel, he also realizes that his “cup shall be turned into bitterness” 

(249). Roland and Fillbeer attempt to exploit the island for their own gain (for the possession of 

women and property), but by the end, their confidence dissipates, and they utter the eighteenth-

century trope signifying ruin: “I am undone.”71 After Roland’s house burns to the ground and his 

lies begin to emerge, his thoughts focus on his inevitable ruin: “‘I am undone,’ he thought, ‘at 

last, if I remain here among a disturbed and suspicious neighbourhood’” (301). As accusations 

surface that connect Roland with rebellious leaders of the enslaved and a murder, Fillbeer 

acknowledges his own defeat, claiming that Roland’s “‘machinations, [his] lies, have undone me 

[Fillbeer]” (269). At this point, the island embodies only specters of their ruin and reminds them 

of their “outsider” status. Roland’s past transgressions haunt him in his final days, and this 

specter assumes a literal form when a duppie, or ghost, materializes in front of Roland’s eyes. 
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This duppie is actually Samuel, a runaway slave who witnesses and interrupts Roland’s 

attempted rape of Mrs. Guthrie and assists Roland in starting a fire, but because Roland assumes 

Samuel is dead, his return appears, to Roland, as though he “[had] risen from the grave to tell” of 

Roland’s crime (329). Even in Roland’s last moments, he considers his hands stained with blood. 

In one final gesture, Hamel places Roland’s hands in his own, but Roland pulls his hands away 

before Hamel can kiss them, exclaiming: “‘No, no—there’s blood upon it’” (416). Roland never 

completely “cleanses” himself of his guilt; therefore, the island and its inhabitants as well as his 

own physical body function as reminders of his ruin, or undoing. For Fillbeer, the actual 

landscape serves as a threatening place. The enslaved people living on Belmont, Fairfax’s 

plantation, show their loyalty to Fairfax by forcefully seizing Fillbeer from the house and 

“hoist[ing him] into [a] tree [. . .] with [a] rope around his neck” (307). The arrival of Fairafx 

prevents the enslaved from continuing their lynching of Fillbeer, and he is left stranded in the 

tree until another enslaved man assists him in what unfolds as a comical rescue attempt: the 

enslaved man brings a ladder for Fillbeer, and the narrator describes his descent “as some may 

imagine those elephants step who are taught to poise themselves on the slack rope” (308). 

Fillbeer’s obesity not only provides a comic description of his escape but also serves as an 

impediment to it: his weight causes the final spoke to break and he falls to the ground “with a 

rush which upset him” into “the arms of the Negroes” (309). The attempted reverse lynching 

demonstrates graphically Fillbeer’s rejection from West Indian society as well as the enslaved’s 

potential to revolt. Therefore, by the end of the novel, Roland’s and Fillbeer’s notion of Jamaica 

as a welcoming environment collapses into the reality that the West Indies remains a threatening 

place for these English “outsiders.”  

Considering the pro-slavery sentiments of Hamel, there is another way to read these two 

indulgent and filthy Englishmen, or “outsiders”: the Englishmen’s inherent desire to consume the 

West Indies reveals the potential contaminating influence English society has on this Jamaica 

society.72 Roland, in one of his sermons to the enslaved, warns the enslaved to remember to 

choose their own schoolmasters and preachers, rather than allowing England to send them 

“parson and bishops to enslave [their] very hearts, to eat [them] and drink [them]” (124; 

emphasis mine). In this sermon, Roland voices this notion of the English, not the West Indians, 

being the potentially dangerous “consumers.” Roland, in fact, describes his own position on this 

island as a “consumer” of enslaved people and creole planters. Roland and Fillbeer both intrude 
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on this island. Roland comes of his own account and for his own selfish reasons,73 and Fillbeer 

attempts to assume control of Belmont estate, which rightfully belongs to Fairfax. As I just 

discussed, the enslaved even go so far as to attempt to hang Fillbeer when they mistakenly think 

he has killed Fairfax, showing Fillbeer’s unwelcomed status on the island. These two men 

function as parasites, just like the parsons that Roland warns the enslaved about in his speech. 

Nussbaum notes some eighteenth-century travelers (such as Captain Cook and Johann Foster) 

“recognized that Europeans manage[d] to contaminate idealized societies in spite of protestations 

that they possessed a superior culture” (13). Clearly, the Jamaican society, in Hamel, upholds the 

racist ideology of the eighteenth century, yet this novel also depicts a burgeoning nationalistic 

Jamaican identity that perceives Europeans as the potential contagion. 

While the representation of the English as filthy—rather than the creolized subject—

operates on one level to counter the negative stereotypes aligned with creole planters and 

inhabitants and to position the English, not West Indians, as a corrupting influence, it also works 

on another level to reveal the influence of enslaved people over these English men. From the 

onset, Roland assumes the role of intruder, especially as he helps himself to Hamel’s provisions. 

In the novel’s opening pages, Roland, seeking shelter from a storm, enters Hamel’s cave, which 

he finds “well provided with food and necessaries” (71). He discovers and eats some plantains 

and drinks a calabash of rum, and upon searching the cave further, he finds salted fish 

“suspended from a part of the roof, with a large calabash of sugar, and another of coarse salt; and 

an earthen jar contained no small store of salted pork” and “several pieces of jerked hog” hung 

from a stick (68). After finding these foods, he returns to the fire and proceeds to devour them 

“with no sparing appetite”: he drinks the rum freely, which “refresh[s] his body and compose[s] 

his mind” (69). This scene, besides establishing Roland as an intruder into this Jamaican society, 

reveals the provisions that the enslaved were able to produce for themselves in spite of their 

restrictive and harsh living conditions. Hamel states that, for this particular cave, the provisions 

are kept for enslaved runaways. Roland himself depends on this food and Hamel’s cave for his 

survival from the storm, thus showing the food the enslaved produced not only fed themselves 

but also whites on the island.  

Like the intended recipients of Hamel’s provisions, Roland, through his consumption of 

the food, embodies a runaway, or an “outlaw,” and his position as a British missionary becomes 

central to his status as “outlaw.” Hamel, with its creole—not European—point of view, vilifies 
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both Roland and Fillbeer, who are “European, abolitionist outsiders” (Ward and Watson 16). 

Even in Hamel’s final speech,74 he, echoing pro-planter rhetoric, positions Roland and other 

missionaries as the ones to blame for slave rebellions: “Your Missionaries have persuaded the 

Negroes that they are free [. . .] It will not be long [. . .] before [the slaves] rise again; and they 

will take the country from you, except the king of England, and the governor here, keep these 

preaching men in better order” (420). Planters considered missionaries a threat because their 

sermons often relied on liberation theology, which positioned blacks and whites as equal in 

God’s eyes. In fact, the possibility of missionaries promoting an egalitarian message led colonial 

authorities to pass laws stipulating that conversion to Christianity did not correlate into freedom 

for the enslaved and to provide detailed instructions for British missionaries to prevent them 

from engaging in political activities or interfering in relationships between slaveowners and the 

enslaved (Ward and Watson 33–34).  

Initially, the readers consider Fairfax, who remains in “black face” for most of the novel, 

as the outlaw because Roland falsely accuses him of committing piracy and raping Mrs. Guthrie. 

The reader first encounters Fairfax when he is disguised as Sebastian, a “mulatto,” and 

accompanied by about ten other black and brown faced Creoles, and the narrator describes them 

as “a rather motley group of persons” (89). To British readers in 1820s, Jamaicans represented “a 

‘motley group’ of black, brown, and white colonial subjects” (Ward and Watson 22). However, 

the term motley denotes more than just an interracial group: it also can imply subversion or 

disorder (Linebaugh and Rediker 28).75 Highlighting this subversive aspect of the term “motley,” 

I want to apply this term to another incongruous mixing: the white, English subjects, Roland and 

Fillbeer, within this West Indian island. By the end of the novel, Roland reveals himself to be the 

true outlaw—the one who is not only guilty of preaching rebellious ideas to the enslaved but also 

committing immoral acts (including the rape of Mrs. Guthrie and the murder of a child), and 

Fillbeer also disrupts the “colonial harmony” by unlawfully possessing Fairfax’s plantation. In 

fact, identifying Fillbeer as an imposter releases Fairfax from his position as “outlaw,” allowing 

him to regain his place as a creole proprietor. Thus, the English “motley crew” attempts to 

subvert plantation society, which positions them as the true “outlaws,” or outsiders, of this West 

Indian novel. 

Hamel’s provisions also feed the “mulatto runaway” Sebastian, who is Hamel’s master 

Fairfax in disguise. When Sebastian/Fairfax requests Hamel to bring him “some of [Hamel’s] 
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own mess—[Hamel’s] pepper-pot, so there be no rats in it, nor dog nor cat flesh” (170), he 

highlights the in-between position of the Creole, who, on one hand, willing partakes of black 

food culture and, on the other hand, stipulates a limit to his dietary creolizing. It is important to 

note that Fairfax partakes of Hamel’s pepperpot while still in his mulatto disguise, which 

“facilitates” his participation in the “Negro mess.” In other words, Fairfax’s “black face” allows 

him to freely consume Hamel’s provisions, but, because of his identity as a white Creole, he still 

maintains a dietary distance from consuming rats, which he deems inedible. The fear of rats or 

other assumed inappropriate meats being in a Jamaican pepperpot reaffirms the alterity of place, 

yet Fairfax places his trust in the pepperpot of Hamel, an enslaved African. In case the reader 

misses this small detail and perhaps inadvertently applies a racist construction to it, the narrator 

reaffirms that Hamel’s pepperpot does not include “exotic” meat often associated with the 

enslaved: “Hamel had been liberal in producing his provisions, and prepared with much 

expedition a substantial mess after the Negro fashion, consisting of all sorts of good things—

(cats, rats, dogs, and lizards excepted)—mixed up with ochros and peppers” (177). The narrator 

purposely indicates that this recipe—one that excludes “exotic” meats—belongs to an enslaved 

African. Therefore, dietary manners appear to further complicate the categories of alterity, 

allowing for the possibility of deconstructing the very constructions Europeans relied upon for 

their own sense of superiority. The depiction of Hamel within this novel counters the 

stereotypical dietary assumption about the enslaved, which I discussed earlier. Roland 

acknowledges that Hamel, when eating, did “justice to his food” by feasting “on his humble 

viands with a perseverance worthy of any high priest” (74). While other writers such as Long 

refer to the unnatural propensity of the enslaved to consume items like rats or to their disposition 

to eat their food with their hands, this novel, through its allowing of an alternate perception of 

the enslaved, allows us to begin to see the constructive nature of diet and how it was applied to 

racial difference. Through examining these scenes, one fact remains constant: both Roland and 

Fairfax depend on, or prefer, Hamel’s provisions and cooking.  

Moreover, scenes of the enslaved, white Creoles, and the white English missionary eating 

together—literally, from the same pot—exemplifies West Indian hospitality, which served as a 

marker of creole identity. As Trevor Burnard points out, white Jamaicans fostered a sense of 

white unity through their “all-embracing cult of hospitality” (79). Most West Indian novels and 

travel writings note this behavior as particularly creole. In the beginning pages of Marly, the 
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narrator remarks that “hospitality reigns throughout [Jamaica], and it is seldom that a merchant, 

in a parish town, sits down either to breakfast or dinner without some strangers in company with 

him” (13). Long also denotes hospitality as a particular creole behavior. In his discussion of 

Creoles who permanently inhabit Jamaica, he claims that “their tables are covered with plenty of 

good cheer, and they pique themselves on regaling their guests with a profusion of viands; their 

hospitality is unlimited” (2:262) Hamel, adhering to Long’s description of creole manners, 

proudly informs Roland, when he first enters Hamel’s cave, that he is fortunate in finding food 

and shelter from the storm and “those to whom the cave belongs [. . .] would still respect the 

laws of hospitality, and make [him] welcome, be what they may, to all [he] can require at their 

hands” (72). Hamel, without directly admitting ownership of the cave, informs Roland, and the 

reader, of West Indian hospitality, and Hamel’s generous gesture extends across racial lines, 

which undercuts reading hospitality as belonging solely to white Creoles. Hamel’s hospitable 

behavior, which creates an environment where both whites and blacks share food, disrupts a 

sense of white unity. Instead, Hamel redefines West Indian hospitality as a black and white 

creole behavior. Moreover, this redefinition of West Indian hospitality as the sharing of food 

across racial lines also provides a dietary counter-narrative to charges of West Indian gluttony as 

in Nugent’s journal. Rather than consuming large quantities of food themselves, Creoles often 

shared provisions, providing an example of social mixing. Naturally, white Creoles did not 

regard the enslaved as their social equals, nor did they often provide them with an adequate 

supply of food. However, as Ward and Watson point out, Hamel suggests “a certain hesitancy 

about its own hierarchical assumptions” in its discussion of creole hospitality: when Mr. Guthrie 

encounters Sebastian and the other black and brown Creoles, he extends his creole hospitality to 

them, inviting them into his home, and the narrator emphasizes that all “all persons in the island” 

felt entitled to a generous reception in others’ homes, but the narrator qualifies this statement by 

adding “all white persons” expected this type of welcome. Thus, the narrator, feeling the need to 

clarify the term “persons” for the reader, reveals that the supremacy of white Creoles is not 

naturally assumed in Jamaica; instead, the racial hierarchy functions as an afterthought “rather 

than a precondition of the novel and the society it depicts” (Ward and Watson 17). Creole 

hospitality, especially in the sharing of foods, demonstrates the cultural—and dietary—hybridity 

occurring within the Caribbean, and Hamel’s willingness to share his food with Roland and 
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Sebastian/Fairfax as well as their desire to consume it demonstrates this hybridity and challenges 

racial boundaries in terms of consumption.  

The character of Hamel further complicates our reading of this novel. He simultaneously 

typifies a rebellious leader, obeah man, and dutiful slave to Fairfax. Hamel, therefore, epitomizes 

what Srinivas Aravamudan coins as a “tropicopolitan”; he both embodies a fictive construction 

of colonial space and functions as an actual resident of this same space (4). His complicated 

character, at times, adopts a pro-planter ideology, or ventriloquism, and other times, delivers 

some insightful reversals about racial stereotypes. For instance, in a discussion with Fillbeer, 

Hamel reverses the stereotype of blacks being equated with filth and dirt:    

‘Scoundrel, do you mock me?’ said Fillbeer, riding up as if to strike [Hamel] with 

his whip. ‘It is you, you black monster, who bewitch the cows, is it?—who cause 

abortions among the women—who make your fellow-creatures eat dirt?’ 

‘Dirt!’ said the Obeah man, emphatically—‘dirt, master Fillbeer? It is such as you 

and preaching Roland who make my countrymen eat dirt. Who brought us from Africa? 

Who made slaves of us? Who treated—and treat us still—as the dirt they buy and sell? 

And while they affect to be for making us free, and for saving our souls, are cramming us 

with dirt, and trash, and filthy foolish lies?’ (320–21) 

Hamel’s condemnation of the English as the ones who “eat dirt” reveals the inherent 

contradiction embedded within the colonial system. By arguing that the English treat the 

enslaved as “dirt they buy and sell,” Hamel conflates dirt-eating with dirt, and in doing so, 

Hamel connects the idea of dirt-eating with Lockean notions of private property. Slavery 

positions the enslaved’s body as the master’s private property, thereby disavowing the enslaved’s 

humanity, yet the English abolitionists like Roland insist on the humanity of the enslaved in their 

efforts to save the enslaved’s souls. Thus, Hamel’s comment plays on the mind/body split. The 

English exert control over the enslaved’s physical body—treating it as their own private 

property—while also recognizing their humanity by sending missionaries to “save” the 

enslaved’s souls through conversion to Christianity. Thus, this mind/body split, which Hamel’s 

comment underscores, exposes the unsustainable insistence on the compatibility of slavery with 

“true” Christian ideals.  Even though Hamel’s reversal of dirt-eating as a sign of the enslaved’s 

inferiority momentarily empowers the role of the enslaved, the overall message of the novel ends 

with the perpetuation of negative racial stereotypes (such as the assumed child-like dependence 
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and loyal servitude to the white master), which reinforces Hamel’s position as a “tropicopolitan.” 

This reversal of “dirt-eating,” however, re-casts Europeans as filth rather than the enslaved or the 

white creole planter, the latter identity, I argue, being one that Cynric Williams wants to establish 

as equal, if not superior, to European subjectivity. Therefore, the fact that Hamel is arguing with 

Fillbeer, rather than with a creole planter like Mr. Guthrie, becomes an important distinction. 

Fillbeer poses as a planter, but in reality, he, like Roland, functions as a European parasite 

“feeding” off this Caribbean island. 

Roland and Fillbeer are aligned not only metaphorically with filth and disgust but also 

literally, when they ingest dirt themselves. As I mentioned earlier, Roland participates in an 

obeah ceremony, in which he consumes a potion containing “blood drawn from [the slaves’] 

veins, and mixed with gunpowder and with the grave-dirt of the skull” (130). Through this 

consumptive act, Roland, himself, participates in a form of geophagy. Of course, Roland does 

not willingly participate in this ceremony. Instead, a group of slaves, which includes Hamel, 

traps Roland and threatens his life if he does not drink from their ceremonial cup, or skull. This 

act of consumption simultaneously converts Roland into a “dirt-eater” and a body circulating 

black blood. This disruptive act—orchestrated by the rebel slaves—is so horrendous to Roland 

that he sinks “to the ground in an agony created by his horror and disgust” (131). As I mentioned 

previously, after this event, which leaves Roland stained with dirt and blood, he encounters Mr. 

Guthrie while he is at the bank of a river trying to clean himself. Mr. Guthrie, naturally, finds 

Roland’s physical appearance shocking, and in response to Mr. Guthrie’s questions concerning 

his appearance, Roland describes his physical transformation into a filthy man as one of an 

“earthly affliction,” thereby reinforcing this emphasis on his metaphorical and literal encounter 

with the dirt, or earth (211). But Roland’s consumption of dirt and black blood is not just an 

“earthly affliction,” nor does it simply alter his physical presence. Through ingesting black 

blood, Roland considers himself contaminated, thus adding to his “negrofication” (Ward and 

Watson 27).   

This earthly ingestion is not reserved just for the enslaved and Roland but also for 

Fillbeer. In the same encounter with Hamel, where he reverses the assumption of enslaved 

people as both producers and consumers of dirt, Fillbeer loses his balance and his obese body 

falls off his horse: “The fat man rolled upon the ground, like a lame duck, after an awkward 

flight, alighting upon the earth, not being able to stop its course till it has performed a somerset 
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or two” (322). Fillbeer, now, has been rolled in the dirt, just like his co-parasitic friend Roland 

had experienced earlier. After Fillbeer stops his comic acrobatic fall to the ground, Hamel asks 

him: “‘Who eats the dirt now?’” (323). Hamel’s question is an appropriate one and calls the 

reader’s attention to the fact that Fillbeer, in a metaphorical sense, has become a dirt-eater 

himself. In fact, Hamel emphasizes the humanity of both enslaved people and Europeans when 

he tells Fillbeer that “‘we are all dust and dirt—but master is more dirt than I am’” (321). With 

this exclamation, Hamel expresses a truth, one that is hard for Fillbeer and other proponents of 

slavery and racist ideology to swallow. In this statement, Hamel not only reasserts the humanity 

of the enslaved by emphasizing both the enslaved and English corporeal nature—comprised of 

“dust and dirt” but also positions himself, an enslaved African, above a white Englishman.76 

 

A Dirt-Cake a Day Keeps Alterity Away? 

Considering the ongoing collision of different cultures occurring in the Caribbean, eighteenth-

century Anglophone transatlantic culture perpetuated anxieties about the potential for colonial 

consumption altering British and white creole identities. On some level, the idea that eating 

Jamaican food could result in a physically altered European body should and does sound 

improbable. However, metaphorically, diet functions as a source of cultural identity, one that is 

constantly shifting throughout the eighteenth-century. Moreover, European superiority relies on 

the creation of difference. Through this chapter, I have argued that these cultural and racial 

constructions are highly unstable, especially in terms of Caribbean diet and race.77   

Tracing the transatlantic impact of geophagy as a form of alterity, we see this racist 

ideological construction at work in today’s society. Across American universities and religious 

organizations, lectures and signs warn of the impoverished state of Haiti: in February 2010, 

shortly following the devastating earthquake in Haiti, Florida State University hosted an 

international conference entitled “The Francophone Caribbean and North America,” which also 

served as a Haitian-relief fundraiser; on April 2012 at Yale Divinity School, Paul Farmer 

lectured on the malnourishment and poverty in Haiti; and Howard University students witnessed 

Haiti’s poverty and inadequate health care during a medical mission in 2012. The malnutrition in 

Haiti circulates on a global scale as well: in 2008 and 2009, several new sources including The 

Guardian, NBC, and Huffington Post all reported on the rising cost of imported food, which led 
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to an increase in the consumption of mud cakes and cookies in Haiti.78 Even though these events 

and reports suggest malnutrition, people, rather than exploring the nutritional etiology, often 

follow the misguided and racist example of colonial physicians like Hunter and Collins and 

regard the practice of geophagy as an indicator of cultural and mental inferiority.79  

Stewart Lee Allen reveals an irony in Americans’ insistence on loathing this practice, one 

usually associated with African Americans. In the context of United States literature, “the first 

literary dirt eater” was a white man, Ransy Sniffle, who appeared in Augustus Baldwin 

Longstreet’s 1833 story entitled “The Flight.” Allen argues that this white dirt-eater allowed 

Longstreet to exclude a certain group—“white trash”—from political power (84–85).80 Does this 

story of dis-ease sound familiar? This American story of difference and othering echoes the 

earlier works of Lewis, Nugent, Hunter, and Collins, which attempt to maintain racial and 

cultural difference through exclusion. Even though these eighteenth-century journals and medical 

documents focus on the different tastes reflected in the diets of the enslaved, Creoles, and 

British, notions of dietary dis-ease actually undercut this exclusion and reveal an inclusion—one 

of cultural sharing within the Americas.    
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 “THE WHOLE ISLAND IS A GARDEN”: CURIOUS 

CONSUMPTION IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY COOKERY 

BOOKS AND THE TRANSATLANTIC JOURNALS OF JANET 

SCHAW AND MARIA NUGENT 

 

A fig for old Cane say I; 
Away with dull prosing and thinking 
All the sorrows of life I defy 
With plenty of eating and drinking 
A cellar with liquor well stor’d 
And ven’son and turtle in plenty 
I every day could afford  
With one of the thousands Twenties  

—poem included in Elizabeth Fuller’s cookery book81 
 

Thomas Turtle, the pseudonymous author of this poem,82 playfully acknowledges the importance 

of cooking, which he claims will rid a person of “the sorrows of life.” Above this poem, he 

draws a picture of an “Alderman” (Figure 1), embodied by a turtle in armor, holding a wooden 

spoon in place of a sword: the coat of arms on his armor consists of a pot of steaming soup. As 

humorous as this image is, it also positions cooking outside the realm of the domestic. This 

“Alder man” picks up his spoon and eats away his “sorrows,” thus subverting the notion of 

domestic activities, such as cooking, as being purely feminine. In fact, men were the prominent 

authors of cookery books (although often addressed to a female audience83) until the seventeenth 

century, when women emerged as cookery book authors. As suggested by this image of a turtle 

knight/chef, these female-authored cookery books contained more than domestic concerns of 

listing recipes and ingredients: they consisted of comments on other aspects of domestic life, 

including discussions of the appropriate behavior of women at balls, the treatment of servants, 

and political and social matters such as female education. In cookery books, women could both 

simultaneously engage in domestic activities (i.e., cooking) and challenge or question the purely 

domestic role assigned to women. Thus, these books allowed women an outlet for voicing their 

own ideas and articulating their personal domestic experiences. From 1730s onwards, hundreds 
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of thousands of cookery books infiltrated British homes, and these books often underwent 

multiple editions, making some English women successful authors as well as household names 

(Bickham 97).   

 

 

In addition, cookery books functioned as a source of communication among a network of 

women in that the women shared and revised each other’s recipes in their cookery books. In fact, 

this notion of female community forged through domestic arts provides the central plot for the 

2009 film Julie & Julia. Julie Powell discovers more than just a delicious evening meal when she 

 

Figure 1. Poem and image by “Thomas 
Turtle” enclosed in Elizabeth Fuller’s 
Collection of Cookery and Medical Receipts. 
Reproduced courtesy of the Wellcome 
Library, London.  
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begins her challenge to cook her way through Julia Child’s recipe book: this act of cooking 

empowers Julie, allowing her to discover her own voice, and she chooses a public forum—a 

blog—to express her thoughts on this culinary endeavor. In many ways, the telling, and retelling, 

of recipes is aligned with literature itself. The root of recipe (Latin recipere) implies an exchange 

between a giver and receiver—like a story—and the eighteenth-century form of the word 

“receipt” also suggests an act of exchange (Leonardi 340). Thus, through cookery books and 

their recipes, women literally wrote themselves into existence. By carefully examining what 

recipes they decided to include, or exclude, along with the commentary they provided for certain 

domestic instructions, we can gain a deeper understanding of their English and domestic lives as 

well as the transatlantic culture in which they lived. Female travel journals like Maria Nugent’s 

and Janet Schaw’s also contain parallels to cookery books by providing women with a means of 

narrating their own story. Moreover, in the process of depicting their stories, I argue, these 

women reveal, often unintentionally, the impact of colonization and exploration on local diets as 

well as the involvement and contribution (via plants, knowledge, and labor) of enslaved African 

and Amerindians.   

 

(Re)Tasting Transatlantic Cookery 

Rather than dismissing cookery books as merely a domestic listing of ingredients, scholars have 

begun to closely analyze what these texts tell us about the culture and domestic life of the 

eighteenth century.84 But this alignment of culinary concerns with scholarly endeavors is not a 

new concept. After 1660, culinary discussions spread, “elevating what might have been regarded 

as the humble practicalities of the kitchen to an equally high place in the world of intellectual 

endeavour and debate” (Thirsk 128). In a letter to James Bowdoin, Benjamin Franklin, for 

example, encloses a recipe for milk punch, noting that Bowdin requested it. Bowdoin’s request 

illustrates how recipes also occupied the minds and writings of intellectual men of this period.85 

Cookery books also incorporated medical knowledge in their recipes: Eliza Smith, in The 

Compleat Housewife, references George Cheyne’s An Essay of Health and Long Life in her 

recipe for the common cold, and The Accomplish’d Housewife; or, the Gentlewoman’s 

Companion includes “Dr. Ratcliff’s Receipt for the Hooping Cough” among other recipes.86 

Cookery books, then, operate as a discursive space that invites a reexamination of eighteenth-
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century life, and in this chapter, I analyze the dialogic nature of cookbooks—both conversations 

among one’s self via revisions and among others’ revisions or reproductions of another’s 

recipe—in order to gain a greater understanding of the transatlantic sharing and local differences, 

which impacted recipes.  

Simultaneously, a sense of national and local pride emerges in the construction and 

reconstruction of these cookery texts. While English cookbook authors often did not cross the 

Atlantic themselves, their books did by being both shipped to and reproduced in the North 

American colonies. There is no evidence to suggest that cookbooks were produced in the West 

Indies during the eighteenth century. B. W. Higman offers a few possible reasons, including the 

male dominance of white society and the decreasing number of the white population, which 

restricted the market for specialized cookbooks, as to why cookbooks were not printed during 

this period (“Cookbooks and Caribbean Cultural Identity” 79–80). However, West Indian 

planters, merchants, and women probably possessed copies of English cookbooks even if they 

were not reprinted as in the North America colonies. Even though there is no evidence of a West 

Indian cookbook, English and North American cookery books incorporated West Indian culinary 

dishes and styles (i.e., preparing turtle the “West Indian way”). So, in a sense, the flora and fauna 

of the West Indies and early America also invaded English kitchens. Thus, this relationship is not 

linear but one of overlapping triangles, as Sidney Mintz describes the eighteenth-century 

transatlantic relationship. Just as the West Indies often provided an economic backdrop for 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literary texts such as Sarah Scott’s The History of Sir George 

Ellison and Jane Austen’s Mansfield’s Park, West Indian commodities and dishes influenced the 

recipes found in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century cookery books, thereby revealing the impact 

colonization had on food.  

The fact that location determined diet and food production may be hard for a modern 

reader to fully grasp. By the nineteenth century, the move from an agrarian society to an 

industrial one dramatically impacted English people’s relationship and understanding of 

foodways. Before and during the eighteenth century, food was not mass-produced and it 

depended heavily on local agricultural production. Joan Thirsk notes that from 1660 to 1700 

English foods were not uniform as we see today with artificial and processed ingredients (156). 

Instead, people had to rely on what ingredients they had in their kitchen, and these local 

ingredients could taste differently based on where and how they were produced. When people ate 
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a meal in another household, they would often discover different flavors contained within the 

same dish they prepared at home. Put simply, in the eighteenth century, no two recipes tasted 

exactly the same because of different ingredients and produce. Eating locally produced foods 

was sometimes the only option and even with the increase in imported foods, locally grown and 

produced staples were less expensive than imported options. Spice prices varied until the 

eighteenth century, making them a luxury product only available for the middle to upper 

classes.87  Moreover, some staples simply did not grow as well in different areas. Wheat was not 

as successful in the American colonies, and certain plants growing in the Americas did not 

survive in England. Hannah Woolley, in Gentlewomans Companion (1673),88 points out how 

green ginger is good, especially in terms of its healing capabilities: “Green ginger in the Indies 

preserved, is excellent good for a watry and windy stomack, if taken fasting, the better sort is 

unfleaky, and so clear you may almost see through it, but there is little good made in England” 

(162). Woolley’s statement does more than just praise the medicinal properties of ginger; she 

clearly states the problem of growing this spice locally, emphasizing that the consumption of 

ginger relied on imports.   

As cookbooks crossed the Atlantic, especially as they entered the discourse of the newly 

independent (and still forming) United States, the ingredients also reflected a spatial change. In 

fact, when tracing these cookbooks’ transatlantic migration (both metaphorical and literal) across 

the Atlantic, geographical and political differences surface as cooks adjusted recipes to 

accommodate for a new colonial environment either in the West Indies or in the newly formed 

republic of the Americas. Often, English cookery books were reprinted for an American 

audience, slightly altering the contents of the recipes in order to fir within a new culinary 

landscape. Smith, for example, first published The Compleat Housewife in England in 1727; in 

1742 this cookery book became the first published in the American colonies. The colonial 

American edition, printed in Williamsburg and compiled from the fifth edition of Smith’s The 

Compleat Housewife, includes a note after Smith’s preface to her cookery book: “The Printer 

now begs Leave to inform the Reader, that he had Collected the following Volume from a much 

larger, printed in England, which contain’d many Recipes, the Ingredients or Materials for 

which, are not to be had in this Country.” For that reason, he collected only the recipes that “are 

useful and practical” in the American colonies. Like Woolley’s admission of relying on imports, 
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this statement also calls the reader’s attention to the way geographical location directly impacts, 

or affects, consumption.   

After Smith’s cookery book reached colonial shores, other cookbooks began to enter the 

conversation (reprinted either in their entirety or with slight alterations), including Hannah 

Glasse’s The Art of Cookery (1747), Richard Briggs’s The English Art of Cookery (1788), and 

Maria Eliza Ketelby Rundell’s Domestic Cookery (1806). After the death of her husband, 

Rundell began to collect recipes in hopes of passing them on to her daughters, but based on a 

friend’s advice, she decided to publish them. Rundell’s cookery book was a success on both 

sides of the Atlantic and underwent several different editions, including two new titles: New 

System of Domestic Cookery and American Domestic Cookery. And more than the titles changed 

as she updated and relocated her recipes. An instructional listing of ways to best find fish is 

included in her 1823 version of American Domestic Cookery, though not in the 1807 edition of 

New System of Domestic Cookery. In discussing how to select oysters, she notes that the “most 

esteemed are taken in the Chesapeake Bay, about York and Rappahanock rivers” (31). Elizabeth 

Hammond’s Modern Domestic Cookery and Useful Receipt Book also discusses the selection of 

oysters, but her instructions differ from Rundell’s American Domestic Cookery in one aspect: 

geographical location. Hammond, writing for an English audience, states that “there are various 

species of oysters, but the Colchester, Pyfleet, and Chilford, are infinitely superior to all others 

being white and flat, yet the others may be made to possess these qualities in some degree by 

proper feeding” (38). Hammond not only places English oysters as superior to others but also 

states that people may possess better qualities if they follow the British example of “proper 

feeding.” For Hammond, the highest quality of oysters was naturally found in England, but 

Rundell’s cookery book, written for an American audience, speaks in terms of American 

provisions found in the Chesapeake Bay, rather than English ones. This distinction illustrates 

how geography began to impact the listing and selection of provisions.  

On one hand, distinctions like these are dictated by practical concerns, like the 

availability of ingredients. On the other hand, the culinary manuscripts also can be read in terms 

of nationality. Is this predilection of foods in terms of geographical location merely one of 

convenience—privileging the local—or is it one of a geopolitical nature? Does nationalism assert 

itself into the recipes of cookery books? It appears that Arabella Atkyns struggled with these 

questions as well, especially in her discussion of making English drinks such as wines and mead:  
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[T]he fertility and product of England equals that of any nation [. . . and] nothing but 

want of skill and industry can at present hinder us from making those wholesome liquors 

which equal, if not exceed, what with the hazard of the seas, and to the great exhausting 

of our treasure, and loss to our inland trade, we have for many years fetch’d from abroad, 

to the inriching of our neighbours, who are frequently at the same time either our 

enemies, or our rivals in trade. (80)  

After this, she proceeds to list recipes that rely on English provisions such as using “a sort of 

Muscadel Grapes growing in many parts of England” in preparing wine (81). Atkyns emphasizes 

the word “England” and “English” throughout this section, thereby elevating these recipes above 

merely cataloguing foods needed for physical consumption. Instead, she begins to craft an 

English gastronomy. Atkyns’s concern lies not in just fostering an economical lifestyle by 

choosing local foods. She does acknowledge that importing liquors and drink “exhaust[s] [. . . 

English] treasure” but she also claims that England’s neighbors are their “enemies” and “rivals in 

trade,” indicating more than an economic reason for promoting local foods. She includes these 

local recipes in order to allow the English to produce better wines, thereby allowing England to 

successfully complete in an international market. In other words, she hopes to elevate England’s 

status as leaders in trade as much as she wants to prevent “exhausting of [their] treasure” on 

importing drinks. This interest in creating a market advantage for English is similarly 

emphasized by Hammond’s discussion of flour: American flour, Hammond claims, “is more 

profitable than English flour” because English flour “requires double the quantity of water to 

make it into bread” (175–76). Again, her economic concern parallels a nationalistic one.  

In a sense, these cookery books by women seem to build a sense of national identity and 

community. Just as Atkyns and Hammond reveal a nationalist agenda in their discussion of 

English provisions, after the American Revolution cookery books produced in the United States 

contributed to an emerging national identity. In fact, some were invested in crafting a distinct 

American political and cultural identity. Before the American Revolution, cookery books 

circulated in England and colonial America and contained similar recipes, often demonstrating 

the transatlantic sharing of culinary provisions such as the American flour that made its way into 

English homes, as Hammond’s discussions of cookery suggests. Yorkshire pudding, an English 

staple, was another recipe that traveled across the Atlantic. This recipe can be found in Glasse’s 

The Art of Cookery, Rundell’s New System of Cookery and her American Domestic Cookery, and 
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Hammond’s Modern Domestic Cookery. Interestingly, the name of this dish bears a geographical 

maker: Yorkshire, England. Thus, geographical location and nationality again play a role in 

creating eighteenth-century dishes. Understandably, the English who traveled and settled in the 

American colonies carried with them these English recipes and tastes, so cookery books printed 

in America such as American Domestic Cookery often contained traditional English staples such 

as Yorkshire pudding. The reprinted North American edition of Smith’s The Compleat 

Housewife, for example, contains a Yorkshire pudding recipe.  

However, the excluded recipes are often as important as what are included. The first 

cookbook written in the post-revolutionary period by an American author omits this classic 

English dish. In 1796, Amelia Simmons published the first American cookbook entitled 

American Cookery, and her choice of recipes to include and exclude parallels with a nationalistic 

agenda. To claim that Simmons’s exclusion alone constitutes a political statement would be 

problematic. However, even Simmons’s title and preface contain an undercurrent of politically 

charged language. Besides incorporating “American” in her title, she also encloses her title page 

(Figure 2) with her signature and the phrase “An American Orphan,” an identity she elaborates 

on in her preface: “The orphan, tho’ left to the care of virtuous guardians, will find it essentially 

necessary to have an opinion and determination of her own” (3). It is interesting to note that even 

though Simmons herself occupies a marginal social position as an illiterate orphan, she claims 

“cultural knowledge and authority through her expertise in cookery” (Theophano 235). While 

this identifier, an American orphan, can be read literally, there are also political implications 

connected with it as well. Simmons’s use of this term parallels both the orphan trope often used 

in eighteenth-century sentimental literature (i.e., the vulnerable orphan transforms into the 

morally sound and charitable member of the community) and the satirical image of the United 

States as a disobedient child, created by those loyal to the British government (Ridley 115). 

Thus, through her title and use of the term orphan, Simmons’s cookery book contains an 

underlying nationalistic agenda.  

Simmons’s use of pronouns in her first edition also signals her desire to forge a new 

American culinary identity. When describing how to procure beans, for example, she references 

the “English Bean,” which “they denominate the Horse Bean (15). Simmons emphasizes that 

“they”—the English—not Americans refer to this bean as “Horse Bean.” Simmons, on the other 

hand, identifies it geographically (English Bean), further illustrating its national separation from 
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American foods. In the second edition, Simmons continues to denominate her dishes in 

nationalistic terms with her addition of “Election Cake,” “Independence Cake,” and “Federal Pan 

Cake.” These names immediately evoke a sense of national awareness of American 

independence, so their inclusion further illustrates how this cookbook crafted both a culinary and 

political narrative. Simmons also includes “Johny Cake, or Hoe Cake,” and “The American  

 

 

Citron,” a preserve using watermelon, sugar, and water. The name of the American Citron recipe 

again echoes a sense of national pride, and johnnycakes are also positioned as American. Charles 

William Janson, in writing about his experiences in America, blames American’s bad teeth on 

johnnycakes:  

Many reasons have been adducted for the premature loss of teeth among Americans. I 

am, myself, convinced, that the principal cause arises from the constant use of Indian 

 

Figure 2. Title page of Amelia 
Simmons’s American Cookery (Hartford, 
1796). 
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meal, which they make into flat pieces of dough, seven or eight inches in length, three or 

four in width, and generally half an inch thick, and bake upon a flat board before the fire. 

This they call Johnny cake, and they eat it with butter quite hot; in fact, it is never used 

cold but on some emergency. Their salt pork, pickled herrings, and coffee infamously 

made, drunk almost scalding hot, added to the Johnny cake, the constant breakfast and 

supper of the lowest class, must certainly be great enemies to the teeth. At dinner, also, 

the common bread is this favorite hot cake. (444)  

Janson experiences obvious disgust at what he deems a lower-class, “American” diet of 

johnnycakes, and he deploys a similar technique of distancing himself from American culture 

with his choice of pronouns: he writes “they [Americans] call [it] Johnny cake” and “they eat it 

with butter.” Just as Simmons claims that the English “they” have alternate names for foods, 

Janson safely positions himself outside what he consider an unhealthy American diet of 

johnnycakes. Interestingly, both Janson and Simmons employ johnnycakes as support for their 

own nationalist (and radically different) agendas.  

By the time of Simmons’s cookery book (1796), the United States was invested in 

charting its own course politically. Thinking back to Atkyns’s desire to assert a national presence 

in terms of culinary production and exportation, we can see how Simmons adopts a similar 

strategy. Janet Theophano argues that Simmons’s cookbook is the first “to present both 

adaptations of English recipes and innovative recipes using New World ingredients” (234). 

While other English cookery books included American foodstuff, Simmons, according to 

Theophano, is unique in her use of vernacular speech on cookery: suggesting to serve turkey 

with cranberries; using a term translated from the Native American for crookneck squash; and 

blending British puddings with indigenous American ingredients like pumpkin (Theophano 234). 

Through Simmons’s geographical naming of dishes, her use of pronouns and the word orphan, 

and her exclusion of certain English dishes like Yorkshire pudding, her cookbook becomes a 

political statement—one of anti-British sentiments—as much as a recipe manual, and the 

ingredients she employs “reminds her readers of the reasons underlying the War of Independence 

and celebrates an emerging sense of American nationhood” (Ridley 114).  

However, we must also keep in mind that Simmons’s cookbook, while asserting an 

American national identity, does not and cannot speak for all the various regions in the United 

States.89 Texts like Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur’s Letters from an American Farmer, which 
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discusses in depth the ways that diet differs based on one’s geographical location within the 

American colonies, reveal that we must avoid allowing one text to speak for large nations. 

Through Letters, we learn that, in the eighteenth century, people who lived near the coast ate 

fish, while others who lived inland relied on flesh, thus geographic location determined one’s 

culinary eating habits.90 Usner, in fact, illustrates how regional analysis can illuminate the 

“diverse and dynamic participation” between European settlers, Native Americans, and the 

enslaved, and he dissuades scholars from considering regions like Louisiana as vast territories—

almost without borders—because doing so distracts attention from “the substantial intraregional 

connections” that differentiate areas like lower and upper Louisiana (Indians, Settlers, and Slaves 

7). Colonization, then, further complicates one’s sense of identity and community. The 

interaction between Native Americans and European settlers modified both their diets and 

relationship to the ecosystem. However, as William Cronon points out, even though Native 

Americans adopted some English subsistence practices (as I argued in Chapter One), they still 

maintained their identity and sense of community as a group of people separate from Europeans 

(163–64). Intraregional connections become even more important when considering food 

production and preparation, which are closely linked with questions of identity and community. 

Through interaction with Native Americans, English settlers gain new ingredients like corn and 

pumpkin, yet Simmons, who incorporates these Native American staples into her recipes, uses 

these new foods to form a new culinary identity rather than adopting a Native American one. 

However, we, as scholars, must not forget about the regional interactions that aided in 

Simmons’s incipient nationalism.  

 

Appropriating Recipes: Mastering the Art of Transatlantic Cooking 

In the process of constructing an American identity—which partially relies on Native American 

staples—Simmons inadvertently comments on the role that Amerindians played in that 

construction. In both the first and second edition of American Cookery, she includes “A Tasty 

Indian Pudding,” which contains milk, Indian meal, eggs, sugar, and spices, and “Indian 

Slapjack,” which consists of milk, Indian meal, eggs, flour, and salt all baked together. In both of 

these recipes, Simmons not only adds Indian meal but also incorporates the word Indian into the 

title of the dishes, further emphasizing the Native American presence contained within these 
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dishes. According to Janson, American’s premature loss of teeth stems from this Native 

American ingredient—from the settlers’ “constant use of Indian meal” in preparing johnnycakes. 

For Janson, Indian meal is American.91 In the eighteenth century the English, like Janson, 

aligned Indian meal, derived from corn, as inferior and American—in contrast to English wheat. 

On January 1766, in the London Gazetteer, Benjamin Franklin, responding to an English 

correspondent who spoke negatively about Indian corn, defends Indian corn by describing it as 

one of the most wholesome grains in the world and argues that johnnycakes are more desirable 

than a Yorkshire muffin (Ridley 118). Simmons also would have also been aware of the negative 

association, in Britain, between Indian meal and Americans, but, unlike Franklin, she, as a 

woman, could not easily voice her frustration through a public newsletter. She could, however, 

through her purposeful inclusion of the two dishes containing Indian meal and her exclusion of 

Yorkshire pudding, write her own powerful (political) response to it, a response that embraces a 

uniquely American cuisine denigrated in England.  

While the English aligned Indian meal as American, American settlers did not always 

view it as their own. Before Franklin and Simmons proudly defended Indian meal, colonial 

settlers like Mary Rowlandson distanced themselves from corn, which they considered to be 

aligned with Native American dietary habits. This is an important distinction because in the 

process of constructing a national identity—one separate from an English one—Americans 

consumed the role Native Americans played in this “American diet.” Exploration, travel (both 

within and without national borders), and colonialism brought distinct, separate cultures and 

people into contact—metaphorically and literally—which resulted in both a cross-cultural 

sharing and a constructed cultural difference that was often based on food as well as other factors 

like race, as discussed in the three previous chapters. In other words, cross-culinary sharing 

solidified national agendas and identities while simultaneously challenging them, and Simmons’s 

inclusion of Indian meal as both a local, American product and a Native American one 

demonstrates this complex system of exchange and appropriation of culinary identities.   

However, the Amerindian culinary tradition is not the only culture that became subsumed 

under both English and American culinary cuisines: enslaved Africans in the West Indies also 

produced provisions highly coveted by English and American audiences. Obvious products 

include sugar, tea, coffee, and chocolate, which all impacted transatlantic markets on a global 

scale, but other provisions grown locally for subsistence and dishes particular to the West Indies 
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made their way into English and American cookery books. Because of colonial expansion and 

sharing of culinary ideas, people began to revise their cookbooks, incorporating new West Indian 

and African ingredients and recipes. By 1755, for example, Glasse’s fifth edition of The Art of 

Cookery included an appendix that begins with instructions on how “To Dress a Turtle, the 

West-India way.” Around the same time, Martha Bradley, in The British Housewife: or, The 

Cook, Housekeeper’s, and Gardiner’s Companion, positions Britain’s taste for cayan pepper as 

an imported one: “As we got the taste for Caviare from Russia, we imported [cayan pepper] from 

the Negroes of our Plantations. The Fruit is common in Africa, and they having been accustomed 

to eat it there, shewed our People the Way in America, and they have taught us” (9). Bradley 

credits the enslaved and Africa for being the original source of this new “British” ingredient. 

Troy Bickham argues that Bradley’s description of cayan pepper functions as a “mini imperial 

histor[y]” (106). Interestingly, her shortened “imperial history” of cayan pepper traces the same 

route used in the slave trade, moving from Africa to the Americas to England, thereby 

illustrating how plants also circumnavigated the Atlantic, as I argued in Chapter Two. She also 

reveals a cross-cultural relationship in her description. The English do not just take this plant 

from Africa. The enslaved implant it in the Americas, teaching English settlers how to cultivate 

it, and the white Creoles complete this exchange by showing English subjects how to grow this 

in their gardens. Therefore, while eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century cookbooks contribute 

to the construction of subjects in nationalistic terms, they also subtly demonstrate a shift from 

local to transatlantic, and even transnational, diets—one founded on cross-cultural relationships 

and exchanges.  

Considering Elizabeth Fuller’s relationship with the West Indies, her eighteenth-century 

cookery book itself becomes a transatlantic work.92 Fuller is the daughter of Fulke Rose, a 

wealthy West Indian planter, and Elizabeth Langley, who later marries Sir Hans Sloane, the 

author of Voyage to the Islands Madera, Barbados, Nieves, S. Christophers and Jamaica. 

Fuller’s connection to Sir Hans Sloane is further strengthened when her daughter (also named 

Elizabeth) marries William Sloane, the nephew of Sir Hans Sloane.93 In short, Fuller is the 

mother-in-law to Sir Hans Sloane’s nephew. Her cookery book, then, incorporates West Indian 

recipes and notes. In “An Excellent Receipt for a Horse,” Fuller includes a special note 

indicating that “in the West Indies they give their Horses [. . .] a large Tea Spoon of Cyan 

Pepper, in a [quart?] of Warm Beer, they then ride them out immediately, and it never fails to do 
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them good” (49). Furthermore, she notes that “in the West Indies likewise they give their Horses 

when they have undergone a great deal of fatigue, some rum and water and is allways found to 

do them good” (49). While continuing the stereotype of the West Indies as a place of debauchery 

(i.e., one where they even feed rum to their horses), she also praises West Indian culinary 

techniques, suggesting that there may be some merit to incorporating West Indian cookery 

method—at least with some recipes—into English homes. Fuller’s inclusion of this note about 

the West Indies demonstrates again the potential transatlantic impact West Indian dietary 

practices (for both human and horses) could, and did, have on Britain.  

 

 

Pepperpot, a West Indian soup containing a variety of vegetables, meat, and spices, 

provides another example of the appropriation of “foreign” foods. Briggs in his The English Art 

of Cookery places “A West-India Pepper pot” alongside a listing of other English soups such as 

hare and white pea soup. His detailed recipe includes mixing veal, mutton, ham, beef, onions, 

carrots, celery, leaks, turnips, allspice, cloves, mace, and water (32). Fuller also includes a recipe 

Figure 3. Elizabeth Fuller’s “To Make a Pepper Pot” recipe found in 
her Collection of Cookery and Medical Receipts. Reproduced 
courtesy of the Wellcome Library, London.  
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for pepperpot in her cookbook (Figure 3),94 which calls for “first mak[ing] a thin soop of Peas 

green ones if you can get them,” adding in two leeks, parsley, thyme, onions, carrots, eight or 

nine turnips “cut small,” “a few Oysters,” a Couple of Crabs, or Lobsters well picked,” and salt 

and pepper to taste, and she notes that “in the West Indies they make them [pepperpots] with 

Land crabs” (51). The inclusion of this pepperpot recipe is not surprising given Fuller’s Jamaican 

connections.  

In referencing variations of this recipe (like using land crabs), Fuller’s recipe also 

demonstrates a sense of communal sharing of dishes. She acknowledges a West Indian style of 

preparing this dish, one that her English readers could replicate if they desired and had access to 

the proper ingredients. In addition, Fuller’s cookery book, authored by at least two generations of 

Fuller women, credits this particular pepperpot recipe to Lady Parker, whose name is written 

underneath the recipe title. Fuller’s cookery book, then, demonstrates the sharing of recipes 

across families and across cultures. Similar to Fuller’s reference to alternate variations available 

when preparing pepperpot, in American Domestic Cookery, Rundell’s pepperpot recipe, entitled 

“A Pepper-pot, to be served in a Tureen,” builds on previous versions of this recipe, changing it 

slightly. While her recipe resembles Brigg’s version, she adds peas, rice, lobster (or crab), and 

dumplings, and she notes that pepperpot “may be made of various things” (123). She 

acknowledges that as the recipe travels to different homes, cultures, and geographic locations the 

ingredients remain flexible, thus allowing people to tailor the recipe according to available 

provisions and personal taste. Hammond’s recipe for “Pepper pot,” which she places under the 

soup section, also resembles Briggs’s, Rundell’s, and Fuller’s versions but personalizes it by 

removing certain ingredients and adding others: her recipe “consists of equal portions of fish, 

flesh, fowls, and vegetables, with a small quantity of pulse: two pounds of each will require six 

quarts of water; a small suet dumpling may be boiled with it, and the fat should be carefully 

taken off as far as it rises,—Season with cayenne salt” (69).  

 This pepperpot recipe (like some of the ingredients contained within it) circumnavigated 

the Atlantic, eventually finding a home in English and North American cookery books as well as 

on West Indian tables. This cross-cultural sharing also reveals the impact colonization had on 

shifting diets across the Atlantic. In fact, what is interesting to note is not the similarities and 

differences between the individual recipes but the eventual omission of “West Indian” from the 

title. Neither Rundell’s 1807 pepperpot recipe nor Hammond’s 1817 recipe for this dish bears the 
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West Indian demarcation that Briggs felt he needed to include in 1798. Instead, Rundell and 

Hammond simply refer to it as pepperpot. By leaving off the description of it as a West Indian 

dish, Rundell and Hammond claim this dish as an English one. This appropriation suggests that 

by the beginning of the nineteenth century, pepperpot had emerged as a more common recipe 

included in cookery books, thus suggesting certain new dishes and foods were becoming less 

exotic, or foreign.  

In addition, these English authors presented non-British recipes as authentic even while 

relying primarily on British ingredients. Eighteenth-century English cookbooks, in fact, often 

made a point to emphasize that female cooks used foods grown in their own garden: Smith 

claims that the recipes in her The Compleat Housewife contain “Provisions as are the Product of 

our own Country [England]” (5–6). Based on this admission that her recipes rely on English 

staples, we can ask if utterances like Smith’s were sparked by the increase in imported foods. 

Noting the pattern of emphasis that early seventeenth-century cookery books placed on the 

decision not to buy food but to gather ingredients locally, Joan Thirsk questions the significance 

of this pattern in relation to English attitudes toward food importation and argues that the 

increase in imported ingredients (e.g., dried fruits and sugar) in early cookery books seems to 

suggest that food importation was a concern of cookery-book authors (195). As trade and travel 

began to blur the distinct regional boundaries, people, clinging to their national identities, 

attempted to separate themselves from others via diet, and cookery books reflected this growing 

awareness of other cultures as we see with Simmons establishing a distinct American culinary 

identity and English cookbooks labeling pepperpot as “West Indian.” However, in constructing 

these culinary identities, English and North American cookery authors often incorporated new 

ingredients, fostered by colonial trade, in their nationalistic dishes. By reproducing non-British 

dishes, or at least claiming to, English cooks prepared “digestible artefacts,” to borrow 

Bickham’s phrasing, for their English readers (100). Whether Rundell’s pepperpot tasted similar 

to the one Hamel prepares for Roland and Fairfax, as discussed in Chapter Three, or whether she 

even prepared this meal at all, the inclusion of this recipe functions as an association between 

England and West Indian culture—one that British subjects could “taste” on a metaphorical or 

literal level. The appropriation of Native American, West Indian, and African foods and recipes, 

then, blurs the clear boundaries these authors so carefully attempt to articulate. In fact, these 
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cookery books catalogue the increased cultural interaction—between food and people—that 

results from colonial ventures.   

 

Curious Consumption of the Caribbean 

Travel journals also perfectly illustrate the cross-cultural sharing resulting from colonial 

encounters in the West Indies and North America. Janson, in The Stranger in America, describes 

a method of “cooking” the land, where people would plant trees in order to deceive immigrants 

into purchasing what they thought was fruitful land, only to later discover it was “a barren 

desart” that had simply been “‘cook[ed . . .] up a little” (262). Janson adopts cooking as a trope 

for describing the injustice done to the immigrants wanting to purchase land in America. His 

particular perceptive—as a male—leads me to question if there is a difference between how a 

male and female travel writer approaches both cooking and the Americas. More specifically, did 

travelogues provide women with an avenue for writing themselves into being as cookery books 

did for women like Smith and Simmons? As a man in the eighteenth century, Janson does not 

have to think about cooking the land in a literal sense; for him, cooking remains figurative. 

Eighteenth-century women, however, held a different relationship to this term because cooking 

was considered a domestic (feminine) duty. In addition, women could not easily travel as Janson 

did, let alone purchase land. Thus, the notion of “cooking” the land would possibly imply a 

different connotation for women as well as for the enslaved who also cultivated the land and 

were not allowed to purchase land because they were considered “property.”    

Because of the limited number of female authored travelogues and of scholars’ 

reluctance, or unwillingness, to engage with cookery books, even though these texts provide a 

unique insight into transatlantic exchange, our understanding of eighteenth-century Caribbean 

culture often comes from a masculine lens, due, in part, to the large number of male 

“adventurers.” Travel writings such as Janson’s, Edward Long’s and Matthew Lewis’s provided 

an “insider’s” point of view for curious eighteenth-century readers, who could not easily 

encounter these “exotic” spaces for themselves. But, in this section, I argue that male travelogues 

differed from female ones. Male travel writers usually distanced themselves from the cooking 

process, and West Indian food, in male travelogues, becomes an exotic object of consumption. 

Long, Lewis, and J. B. Moreton all mention various types of “creole” dishes in their travel 
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writings: all three discuss pepperpot and Lewis mentions the Jamaican delicacy of Cane-cat, 

which, according to him, is prepared in “African fashion” [241], as discussed in Chapter Three. 

But their culinary discussions center more on West Indian food as a sign of degeneracy, or 

“negrofication,” of the colonial space.  

Occasionally, females like Schaw and Nugent also ventured out into the dangerous 

waters of the Atlantic. Schaw and Nugent, in their travel writings about the Caribbean, provide a 

depiction of the Caribbean, which, at times, parallels their male counterparts by exerting power 

over a colonial Other, and like their contemporary male travel writers, Schaw and Nugent often 

discussed West Indian foods in terms of debauchery. As I argued in Chapter Three, Nugent, like 

male travel writers, portrays Jamaican creole culture as carnivalesque, where people lavishly 

consumed exotic foods. However, Nugent, unlike male writers, does not only view the Caribbean 

as carnivalesque. Even though the enslaved and servants performed most of the domestic chores 

in the West Indies, women held a different perspective from male travelers because of their 

gendered, domestic position. Nugent, as Hilary Beckles argues, believed being a woman 

provided her with “a special privilege in that [being a woman] enabled her to quickly establish 

intimate practical relations with domestic females” (Centering Woman 90). Through these 

relationships, women, like Nugent and Schaw, discovered that creole foods provoked their 

domestic curiosity in terms of preparation as well as taste.  

Moreover, masculine spectatorship often viewed the Caribbean landscape as a “virginal” 

one in need of European cultivation and “improvement.” Schaw and Nugent, however, encounter 

a colonized landscape that was already producing materials for British consumption, which again 

alters their (feminine) imperial eye.95 Schaw, in her Journal of a Lady of Quality, which 

documents her brief time in Antigua and St. Christopher, and Nugent, in her Journal of Her 

Residence in Jamaica, both assume the role of a female spectator, which, in turn, alters the 

format of their travel narratives. As Eve Tavor Bannet argues, Schaw judges what she sees in the 

Americas “against a contemporary matriarchal ideal of humane and beneficent government” that 

differs from the “ideal of ‘benevolent’ paternalistic (e)state government” in her emphasis on “the 

mutuality of service and reciprocity of benefits accruing to the governor of an estate or plantation 

and to his tenants, servants, or slaves” (145). Of course, as Bannet later notes, this benevolent, 

materialistic viewpoint also breaks down as Schaw begins to record real events such as possible 

slave rebellions (147). But, for Schaw and Nugent, their position as women affects their 
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Caribbean gaze. While Schaw and Nugent focus on the fruitful and lush landscape of the 

Caribbean, as do other male spectators, they also incorporate food in a way that functions almost 

as a cookbook recording ingredients and preparation surrounding these new Caribbean dishes. 

These recipes are not just for their own use: they record them in hopes that the readers of their 

journals will recreate these dishes themselves. In some ways, Nugent’s and Schaw’s 

“cookbooks” complete the transatlantic sharing Bradley records in her cookery book; Nugent and 

Schaw learn, through observation and discussion, about West Indian foods from the enslaved 

Africans and creole inhabitants, and they instruct English women on the preparation of these 

dishes through their journals. Just as women use cookbooks to narrate their own story and create 

a female community, Schaw’s and Nugent’s journals also provide them with a space to openly 

voice their own opinions and record the world as they see it, and like Bradley, Fuller, and 

Simmons, these women capture the cross-cultural sharing that resulted from colonial ventures. 

Through their focus on food, Schaw’s and Nugent’s journals unveil the enslaved’s laboring body 

even in its attempts to cover this plantation reality.  

Schaw warns her friend in Scotland, to whom she writes her account, not to “expect a 

regular Journal” because “every subject will be guided by [her] own immediate feelings” (20). 

Schaw’s account is different based on her gendered position, not just her sentiments as a traveler. 

Due to Schaw’s and Nugent’s position as female—one closely associated with domestic 

concerns—they not only taste new dishes, like male travelers, but also inquire about the 

preparation of certain creole dishes, unlike male travelers. At one point, Nugent cannot rest for 

being interrupted by “mulatto ladies, with one curiosity or another in the eating way” (68). These 

women bring her various delicacies such as turtles and curious fish for her inspection. Nugent, 

however, does not remain passive in her interactions with creole people and food. Upon 

discovering one creole dish she likes (“black crab pepper-pot”), she not only asks for the recipe 

but also includes it in her journal: “a capon stewed down, a large piece of beef and another of 

ham, also stewed to a jelly; then six dozen of land crabs, picked fine, with their eggs and fat, 

onion, peppers, ochra, sweet herbs, and other vegetables of the country cut small; and this, well 

stewed, makes black crab pepper-pot” (70). Nugent does not simply record her enjoyment of this 

Jamaican dish but takes the time to include a detailed recipe, thereby momentarily transforming 

her journal into a creole cookbook. And, by incorporating this pepperpot recipe, she follows a 
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tradition of incorporating West Indian culinary techniques and dishes into English and North 

American cookbooks—as Briggs, Smith, Fuller, and Hammond did.   

As Sandra Sherman notes, eighteenth-century domestic manuals would allow for revision 

of recipes, “confirming the reader/writer’s pedagogic relation to the text” (123). This exchange 

between the giver and receiver of recipes seems to occur in Schaw’s journal as well. While on 

the ship headed toward the West Indies, a storm results in the loss of some of Schaw’s 

provisions, leaving her to ask, “what shall we eat?” (53). Fortunately, she does not have to 

contemplate this question long because her servants Mary and Robert convert the left-over 

provisions into lobscourse, which Schaw describes as “one of the most savoury dishes [she] ever 

[ate]” (53). But Schaw does not restrict her discussion to simply her enjoyment of it. Instead, like 

Nugent, she notes the preparation of this dish: “It is composed of Salt beef hung by a string over 

the side of the ship, till rendered tolerably fresh, then cut in nice little pieces, and with potatoes, 

onions and pepper, is stewed for some time with the addition of a proportion of water” (53). 

Schaw’s description of her reaction to the loss of her provision illustrates how her servants 

improvise (or “make-do”) and quickly prepare a meal with the remaining foods.  

Moreover, by including the ingredients and cooking instructions, Schaw leaves behind a 

blueprint for her friend in case she wants to recreate this dish at home in Britain. Schaw also 

includes a recipe for curing an upset stomach in her journal. When Schaw’s cousin Fanny 

becomes sea-sick, she notes that Robert, her Indian—presumably East Indian96—servant, 

prepares some chicken broth for Fanny, which comforts her “sick stomach” (25). Then, Schaw 

directly addresses her friend: “and if ever you are again at Sea, pray, remember Robert’s receipt, 

and if you do not find it the best thing you ever tasted, surely I have no judgment in Broths” (25). 

By including this medicinal recipe for her friend to recreate, Schaw’s journal functions as a type 

of domestic guidebook, and she also notes her own expertise in judging domestic products like 

broths. Here Schaw’s exchange with her friend parallels Theophano’s argument about how 

“culinary activities provided women with a context for reading, writing, and communicating with 

one another without neglecting their domestic responsibilities” (156). In this section of her 

journal, Schaw relies on foods as a means of communicating and relying her adventures to her 

female friend back home. While Robert’s broth is intended for Fanny, she is not the only one to 

consume it; everyone, including Schaw, has some of the broth and they all desire more “so that 

his broth went thro’ many Editions” (25). And, if through Schaw’s record of this broth, her 
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friend does “remember” to prepare it, then Robert’s recipe itself will continue to go through 

“many Editions,” crossing the Atlantic Ocean and entering the British homes as well.  

 

Consuming (An)Other’s Cooking 

What is interesting to note here is not just Schaw and Nugent’s inclusion of recipes within their 

journals but to whom these recipes belong. Typically, cookbooks contain personal recipes or 

versions of other people’s recipes that are recreated in a different way. Schaw and Nugent, 

however, transcribe recipes of the enslaved and servants, not their own personal ones. Even 

when Schaw attempts to make comforting foods for her brother Alexander, who also becomes ill 

on the ship, her cooking, unlike Robert’s, fails to smooth her brother’s stomach. Schaw admits 

that she “exhausted all [her . . . ] cookery to no purpose” because nothing that she makes will 

“[sit] on his stomach” (30). Even though Schaw’s focus is on the hardship of sea travel, her 

admission of being unable to cook anything to soothe Alexander, especially when compared to 

Robert’s successful medicinal broth prepared for Fanny, reveals that food knowledge, at least in 

the West Indian environment, lies with the enslaved and servants, not with the British. Moreover, 

slavery, like male-authored cookery books, further disrupts the assumed gender division between 

domestic/cooking and men. Enslaved people, like women, were not allowed a public voice (or 

any voice for that matter). Schaw’s and Nugent’s journals reveal that the enslaved—both male 

and female—played a large role in cooking, thus complicating a division based solely on gender.   

The question of who labors becomes central when discussing food production, yet often 

eighteenth-century journals focus more on the consumption than on production. In fact, they 

often depict an Edenic landscape, one so prolific and bountiful that it bypasses the need for 

cultivation. Both Nugent and Schaw rely on the aesthetic image of the “garden of Eden,” which 

was often associated with the Caribbean in travel writing. Nugent, at one point, escapes to her 

room in order to enjoy the Jamaican landscape, which she compares to  

an immense amphitheatre of mountains, irregular in their shape and various in their 

verdure; some steep and rugged, other sloping gently, and presenting the thickest foliage, 

and the most varied tints of green, interspersed with the gardens of little settlements, 

some of which are tottering on the very brinks of precipices, others just peep out from the 

midst of cocoa-nut trees and bamboos. (25)  
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Nugent admits the Jamaican landscape is new to her “European eye” and seems “like a paradise” 

(25) Similarly, when Schaw encounters the cultivated landscape of St. Christopher, she claims 

that “the whole Island is a garden divided into different parterres” but that there is a want of 

shade due to “every acre” being “under sugar” (130). Interestingly, both of these passages 

position the Caribbean islands as gardens of plenty, but, in doing so, Schaw and Nugent both 

disregard the central question of how these islands became so fruitful.  

One obvious reason for their focus on the fruitfulness of the Caribbean rather than on the 

labor behind colonial consumption could be the desire not to dwell long on a topic that would 

inevitably lead to an admission of the violence and inhumane nature of slavery and slave 

plantations. Sehjae Chun argues that Schaw’s “georgic understanding of the landscape” of 

Antigua “is also closely intertwined with her aesthetic commodification of the landscape” (27). 

In other words, Schaw naturalizes the landscape, at times even collapsing this landscape into her 

homeland in Scotland, which, in turn, “naturalizes British domination in Antigua,” aligning it as 

belonging to the colonizers rather than the natives themselves (Chun 26). Even before Schaw 

reaches the West Indies, she gazes, with her “imperial eye,” to borrow Mary Louisa Pratt’s term, 

at a string of islands, commenting on how they appear very green and with a distant view of 

Pecoa, she describes this island as “one high rock formed like a sugar loaf” (63). It is interesting 

to note here that her “eye” is aligned with a capitalist one; she views this particular island for its 

potential as a profitable economic product. But she does not imagine the potential of the island in 

terms of cultivated cane fields. Instead, she envisions the processed, refined sugar, which, in her 

mind’s eye, has already entered the British markets and is waiting for domestic consumption. 

Through this transformative gaze, she erases the laboring bodies that grew the cane and 

processed the sugar, passing over the various modes of production occurring both in the 

plantations and in the sugar refineries in Britain, and, in turn, she ignores the obvious fact that 

that the Caribbean islands are not perfectly refined cones of sugar simply waiting for the British 

to consume.  

While Schaw’s description of the island discounts the enslaved’s labor and the violent 

realities of slave plantations, which produce this “sugar loaf” she envisions, she does discuss 

labor in a capitalistic sense of improving the land and agricultural techniques associated with 

enhanced production. After leaving the Caribbean, she travels to North Carolina, which does not 

appeal to her capitalistic sense due to the inhabitants’ resistance to the luxuries that “nature holds 
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out to them” (153). Again, the emphasis of this quote is on the fecundity of the land rather than 

on the labor, but Schaw does criticize the inhabitants of North Carolina for not utilizing this 

fertile land. The shift in Schaw’s tone as she travels from the Caribbean to North America also 

illuminates the impending revolution between the North American colonies and Britain. 

Elizabeth Kim argues that Schaw identifies with the white Antiguans, rather than the whites in 

North Carolina, because she shared a sense of imperial politics with Antigua.97 During the 1770s, 

when Schaw travels, North America, not Antigua, challenges its position as a British colony. 

Therefore, as Kim points out, Schaw’s discursive tone shifts as she moves from the Caribbean 

into North America (178). Her idealized description of Antigua suddenly becomes a critique of 

North American colonists. In order to emphasize the North American colonists’ unwillingness to 

labor, Schaw includes a parable about Adam, who after being cast out of Eden, was left with 

only the seeds of the fruit, of which he had eaten, and the ground was cursed for him. As Schaw 

recounts, a heavenly messenger informs Adam that he “must eat [his] bread with the sweat of 

[his] brow” because “the curse [did] not extend to [his] labours” (162). While this passage is 

meant to emphasize the idleness Schaw discovers in North Carolina, her parable about Adam and 

labor echoes Locke’s arguments about labor within the Americas. As I argued in Chapter Two, 

Locke argues that the Americas demonstrate the need for husbandry. He claims, the Americas 

are “rich in Land, and poor in all the Comforts of Life; whom Nature having furnished as 

liberally as any other people, with the materials of Plenty, i.e. a fruitful Soil, apt to produce in 

abundance, what might serve for food, raiment, and delight; yet for want of improving it by 

labour, have not one hundreth part of the Conveniencies we enjoy” (41–42). Here, Locke, like 

Schaw, seems to make a case for colonization in the Americas; if the land is not improved 

through husbandry, then it is wasted. However, Locke, Schaw, and Nugent all fail to address 

who would become the cultivators of this “fertile” land that would “feed” the British economy.  

The laboring bodies of the enslaved almost appear to be erased from these narratives. 

Elizabeth Bohls argues that in Schaw’s journal, “aesthetic discourse collaborates with colonial 

power, exploiting the visible to obscure or naturalize the relationships between the island ‘scene’ 

and the violence that scene both reveals and conceals” (372). And the “elision of labor” becomes 

another consequence of Schaw’s “aestheticized plantation” (Bohls 375). I do agree that Schaw’s 

and Nugent’s naturalized descriptions of these Caribbean landscapes obscure the laboring bodies 

of the enslaved. In a sense, erasing the labor of the enslaved results in an elision of a violent 
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reality of slavery, but by looking at the “recipes” and food references, the underlying reality of 

laboring bodies begins to emerge, telling a parallel narrative that Schaw and Nugent attempt to 

suppress.  

For breakfast one morning, Schaw enjoys “Casada cakes,” which she argues are the “best 

breakfast bread” (99). While praising this bread, Schaw also notes that these cakes come from 

cassava, “a root which is said to be poison” (99). She admits, then, the irony in her enjoyment of 

a potentially deadly meal: “Before it goes thro’ the various operations of drying, pounding and 

baking, you would think one would not be very clear as to a food that had so lately been of a 

pernicious a nature, yet such are the effects of Example, that I eat it, not only without fear, but 

with pleasure” (99). Cassava, as Schaw acknowledges, contains a deadly poison, and if not 

processed correctly, then its consumption can result in sickness or death. However, despite its 

poisonous quality, Schaw not only eats the food the enslaved processed and prepared for her but 

also does so “without fear.” Schaw’s ironic behavior in fearfully ingesting—and enjoying—a 

dish that could potentially cause her harm is not an isolated incident. West Indian histories often 

document the potential mortal danger this plant poses. However, like Schaw, these West Indian 

histories and travelogues also demonstrate the frequency with which whites consumed cassava 

dishes. As I discussed in Chapter Two, Charles Leslie, in his history of Jamaica, notes that white 

Creoles did not just consume cassava bread but preferred it. Because of the skill required for 

making cassava bread, the white Creoles relied on the enslaved to prepare this dish for them. 

Sidney Mintz points out that processing foods that require labor-intensive steps like detoxifying 

cassava or preparing a fish (scaling, skinning, etc.) relies on the “knowledge of the nature of 

particular food” (Tasting Food 42). And the enslaved, not the white Creoles, possessed this 

specialized knowledge. This meal, then, again emphasizes that, in the West Indies, Schaw does 

not control the preparation or cooking of her own food. In fact, if Schaw attempted to prepare 

this dish, the result could be deadly because this tropical plant exceeded her culinary knowledge. 

Enslaved people processed and cooked the cassava for her, thereby influencing Schaw’s taste. 

She enjoys this creole dish, exclaiming that it is the “best breakfast bread,” and in this brief 

moment, Schaw acquires a creole sense of taste. Therefore, the diets of the enslaved affected and 

influenced the diets of their masters’ and other visitors to the islands. In addition, the “pernicious 

nature” of the cassava also indirectly hints at the ability of foods to harm as well as nourish the 

body, and it is important to note the enslaved, not the whites, had this knowledge of 
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detoxification of cassava plants. Thus, if they wanted, the enslaved could serve a more potent 

cassava cake that would not have the “pleasurable” taste of the one Schaw consumes.  

Later in the journal, Schaw states that she has observed “those people who can neither 

work nor think are perpetually longing for the next meal […] but as we had no forms to observe, 

we gave to our desire of taking the only exercise in our power, that of moving our jaws” (118). 

Schaw does, in fact, only exercise her power as a consumer, which reveals her inability to 

function as a producer due to her lack of knowledge of this Caribbean environment. Even in 

North Carolina, Schaw, in her attempt to vilify North American colonists, credits the enslaved 

with being “the only people that seem to pay any attention to the various uses that the wild 

vegetables may be put to,” noting how they use calabash as a bowl (176). And Schaw argues that 

the enslaved, with their small plot of land, “cultivate much better than their Master” (177) While 

Schaw uses this statement to reaffirm her pro-slavery position, using enslaved people’s 

agricultural knowledge and skill as “proof” of the success of the enslaved as being better off than 

“than the poor white people with [her]” (177), her statement also reveals that the enslaved, not 

their Masters, were the ones who not only labored in the fields but also knew the best use of the 

vegetation in the Americas. 

As with the potentially “pernicious nature” of the cassava cakes, food can function as a 

colonial threat and not just for colonial enjoyment and consumption. This potential danger in 

food emerges in Schaw’s journal, thereby undercutting the aesthetically pleasing Caribbean 

landscape that she has carefully painted. In Antigua, Schaw encounters a group of men and 

women, balancing wicker-baskets filled pineapples, grapes, pomegranates, and oranges on their 

heads, headed to market to sell their provisions, and describes them as “joyful troops on the way 

to town with their Merchandize” (107). While this scene of black bodies marching toward 

market is a “beautiful sight” for Schaw, it also contains a potential threat, which she notes 

renders it necessary “to keep a look out during this season of unbounded freedom” (107–109). In 

order to protect the whites from such “unbounded freedom,” Schaw mentions “an excellent 

disciplined Militia” travel around the different plantations and “keep guard in the town” (109). 

The need for “disciplined Militia” reveals this scene not as aesthetically pleasing but as a 

potentially threatening occurrence. More importantly, this threat takes place while she is in 

Antigua, which undercuts her idealized description of the island as well as of the assumed 

happiness of the enslaved. Schaw travels to the Americas during a rebellious time: the fear 
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evoked by Tacky’s Rebellion in 176098 and the tensions caused by the impending revolution in 

North America heightened whites’ response to any potential threat or “unbounded freedom.”   

By the time Nugent embarks for Jamaica, the rebellious environment has intensified with 

the Haitian Revolution, and her journal captures the white colonists’ as well as her own anxieties 

about the outcome of this revolution.99 Like Schaw, Nugent also hints at the potential threat of 

slave markets. Because the slave market coincided with Sunday, the Christian day of rest, 

Nugent considers it a “sad custom,” but she fears the market would be “difficult to reform or 

alter in any way” (65). Through a close analysis of her use of “fear” and her quick dismissal of 

changing this unholy practice of laboring on Sunday, Nugent’s statement reveals more than just a 

casual comment that Sunday was the “great market day” (65). Nugent’s apprehension towards 

altering the slave markets evokes a similar feeling produced by the thought of slave rebellions, 

thereby revealing the power of these markets. Moreover, this “unbounded freedom” of slave 

markets results from the ability of the enslaved not only to produce their own gardens but also to 

sell their goods in the market. Mintz argues that these markets functioned as training grounds for 

freedom, and he refers to the enslaved as part of a “proto-peasantry” because they produced their 

own foodstuff, sold this food in local markets, and used the money to purchase other items or 

even their own freedom (“From Plantations” 133). Slave markets, then, functioned as a site of 

resistance both in allowing the enslaved to participate in an economic system from which they 

were typically excluded and in allowing them to improve their knowledge about soil cultivation 

and food preparation, all of which became important skills once they obtained their freedom. 

Nugent learns of slave markets through the same method she discovers the ingredients of 

the Jamaican pepperpot. This time when the “mulatto ladies” visit Nugent in her bedroom, she 

asks about a small child who is able to recite the Lord’s Prayer “perfectly” even though her 

parents are “field negroes,” which again arouses Nugent’s curiosity, so she asks her friend Nelly 

to explain what the “mulatto women” meant by “field negroes” (69). Rather than defining “field 

negroes,” a term for the enslaved who labored on plantations, her friend discusses how “field 

negroes” were allowed to work in their own gardens on Saturday and Sunday and raise 

provisions for themselves. Later, Nugent directly encounters the fruits of these provision grounds 

when she observes a slave market, where she claims the enslaved “seemed very happy, selling 

their yams, cocoa-nuts, plantains, […] and salt fish,” but unlike Schaw, who merely observes this 

economic exchange, Nugent participates in it: at a slave market, Nugent “took a fancy to an 
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immense water-melon, which [her] maid secured for [her], and [she] devoured it all, while [she] 

was dressing for dinner” (84). This quick admission reveals more than just Nugent’s preference 

for watermelons. On a local level, the slave markets function as a source of economic and 

culinary exchange, which results in creating a “proto-peasantry” status while also altering British 

tastes. Previously disgusted by all of the excessive creole dishes, all “swimming in oil,” as 

discussed in Chapter Three, here Nugent willingly partakes of this large fruit and she does so 

before dinner, so she, in a sense, has become creolized at least in terms of creole dietary habits 

(79).  

In addition, this culinary exchange reveals that the provisions of the enslaved not only 

produced food for their own nutritional needs but also circulated freely in the local, colonial 

markets. By the end of the eighteenth century, the enslaved became, as Beth Tobin points out, 

“the major suppliers of food for local, island-wide, inter-island markets that fed whites as well as 

creoles and Africans” (“‘And there raise yams’” 169). Janson’s travelogue inadvertently captures 

the role of blacks as suppliers of food by duplicating an advertisement posted in the Alexandria 

in 1805 by James Hammond, a black oyster merchant. The advertisements state that James 

Hammond “‘intends to open an Oyster House [. . .] where gentlemen can be supplied at any time 

with Oysters, served up in whatever manner they may think proper to order them’” (352). This 

advertisement reveals how blacks not only contributed to (re)shaping culinary taste but also 

converted colonial hunger into an economic profit for themselves.  

Cookery books also indirectly recount enslaved Africans and Amerindians as major 

suppliers of both food and culinary and medicinal recipes. In the fifteenth edition of Smith’s The 

Compleat Housewife, she includes a supplemental section, which contains two recipes by a black 

man named Caesar—one for curing poison and one for rattlesnake bite—which were originally 

published in the May 1759 edition of the Carolina Gazette. In both recipes, Caesar uses “the 

roots of plantane and wild hoar-hound” to prepare a medicinal drink (385–87). Interestingly, 

Caesar, like other authors of recipes, relies on familiar plants such as the plantain, which was an 

important source of food for the enslaved.100 While Caesar relied on plantains as a cure for a 

rattlesnake bite, according to Atkyns’s domestic manuscript, Native Americans relied on snake-

root, a plant native to the Americas, for curing people bitten by a rattlesnake. Atkyns references a 

1793 newspaper article, which describes this alternative method performed by Amerindians. The 

author of the newspaper article claims this Native American method is a discovery that 
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“promises extraordinary benefit to mankind” because “the root of a plant discovered by the 

Seneka Indians in America” will prevent a person from dying from a rattlesnake bite as long as 

they “chew[] the root of this plant and swallow[] immediately” (190). The author also 

acknowledges that this plant “was notoriously known in Virginia, and the neighbouring colonies, 

for upwards of twenty years before the deduction of its further efficacy, the Indians having 

communicated it to the white people” (190). So even though this local plant surrounded the 

English settlers, they, unlike the Native Americans, fail to recognize or understand the ways of 

benefitting from it. After incorporating this newspaper article, Atkyns herself uses this 

Amerindian ingredient in her recipe for curing stomach illness, which calls for “roots of Virginia 

snake-weed” (211). Atkyns, then, continues a tradition of appropriating the knowledge of 

Amerindians for her own use, and she shares this borrowed recipe with her English audience. 

Thus, both travelogues and cookery books include recipes that employ techniques the enslaved 

and Amerindians used when preparing plants for meals or medicinal remedies, thereby revealing 

the overlapping culinary triangular routes created by colonization.  

When discussing transatlantic cooking influences, cross-cultural relations between the 

United States and European countries like France often enter people’s minds. In fact, part of the 

popularity of the 2009 film Julie & Julia lies in America’s fascination with Child and her 

mastery of French cooking. French cooking, one could argue, functions as the epitome of 

culinary arts, and Child’s cookbook brings this culinary skill into the homes of people in the 

United States. Even though people consider Child’s recipes as revolutionizing American eating, 

which in many ways they did, by broadening our understanding of transatlantic culinary 

exchange—allowing for overlapping triangles—we see that Child is not the first person to 

(re)invent American cooking. During the eighteenth century, Amerindians and enslaved 

Africans, with their culinary skills and recipes, revolutionized not only American cooking but 

also European and West Indian kitchens. In fact, by recording the culinary skills and 

contributions of the Amerindians and enslaved Africans and employing colonial ingredients into 

their recipes, female cookery authors like Simmons, Fuller, and Bradley also impacted Atlantic 

tastes and contributed to the (re)shaping of colonial palates. Nugent’s and Schaw’s curiosity 

about the domestic labor in the West Indies also reveals the underlying impact of enslaved labor 

on consumption. The enslaved, with their gardens and cooking knowledge, shaped taste on a 

local level by providing both white and black Creoles with food, as well as on a transatlantic 
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level through the recipes carried across the Atlantic and reproduced in English and American 

cookbooks. Thus, through travelogues and cookery books, women constructed a narrative that 

revealed the shifting geopolitical and geocultural atmosphere of the eighteenth century in 

culinary terms, which they knew all too well. In fact, one could venture to guess that by flipping 

through French cookbooks, Child, without even realizing it, participated in this transatlantic 

exchange by incorporating ingredients and recipes passed down from Amerindians and enslaved 

Africans.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DIVIDED SELVES: THE CHANGING TASTES OF 

TRANSATLANTIC COMMERCE IN LETTERS FROM AN 

AMERICAN FARMER, THE INTERESTING NARRATIVE OF 

THE LIFE OF OLAUDAH EQUIANO, AND MARLY 

 

In this country it appears as if every thing were bought and sold. [. . .] Every one seems 
solicitous to make money, and no one appears to regard the mode of acquiring it.  

–Maria Nugent101 
 

In Maria Nugent’s critique of the West Indies, she notes the shift from an agrarian society to a 

market society, where everyone is “solicitous to make money.” The Caribbean functions as a site 

where the “mode of acquiring” money—engagement in the slave trade—becomes a reality that 

one cannot easily ignore. However, the “enlightened” English in the metropole attempted to 

distance themselves from the barbarous trade in humans. Even the celebrated Somerset ruling of 

1772 established a division between England as a place of liberty and liberal thinking and the 

Caribbean as a place of enslavement and inferiority.102 The legally established division, however, 

does not quell the obvious tensions that lie within the Atlantic. As I argue in Chapter Two, 

colonization directly impacted eighteenth-century discourse on labor, property, and trade. 

Caribbean and early American plantations became sites where “enlightened” ideas turned into 

practical realities, and the contradictions embedded within Lockean theories of labor began to 

reveal themselves, often illuminating the paradox between “enlightened” English subjects and 

“barbarous” English slave traders. The slave trade itself highlighted this paradox by collapsing 

“the opposition between civilized and savage—or European and African—societies” (Gould 9).  

Because the Caribbean plantations forced Europeans to confront the inherent 

contradictions associated with colonization and ideas of humanity, exploitation, labor, 

commerce, property, and trade, the Caribbean operated as a site to reconsider modernity itself. In 

the mid-twentieth century, scholars like C L. R. James and Eric Williams argued that the 

Caribbean plantations functioned as modern systems because they marked the rise of 

international capitalism and provided a space where questions of liberty and freedom became 
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real-life struggles. Sidney Mintz builds on these earlier critics by suggesting plantations provided 

a foundation for our own understanding of capitalism.103 Just as today we consider how 

globalization and technology will continue to change our relationship to land and our role as 

producers and consumers, during the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, 

Europeans, Creoles, free blacks, the plantocracy, and abolitionists all debated the future direction 

of the Americas and their own modern understanding of labor, property, and commerce. The 

reconsideration of modernity continues to intensify with recent scholarship by David Scott, 

Sibylle Fischer, and Susan Buck-Morss—all of whom reveal the need to reconceptualize the past 

and uncover the advertent, and inadvertent, disavowal of historical materials in order to fully 

understand modernity.104 In this chapter, I contribute to this reconsideration by reexamining the 

understanding of commerce in the eighteenth century and its role in shaping transatlantic tastes.   

By the end of the eighteenth century—a time known as the Age of Revolution due to the 

French, American, and Haitian Revolutions, which all engaged with notions of liberty and trade 

and directly influenced each other—revolutionary ideas, which traveled across the Atlantic, 

highlighted the tensions that colonization itself embodied, and eighteenth- and nineteenth-

century writings displayed these very tensions. Up until this point, my sources have relied mainly 

on nonfictionalized writings—captivity narrative, travelogues, natural histories, cookery books, 

medical texts, and philosophical writings—rather than relying on novels (although Chapter Three 

incorporates Hamel); but in this chapter, I shift the focus to discuss fictionalized writing as well 

in order to demonstrate the cultural prevalence of material taste and transcultural exchange. In 

fact, the rise of the novel coincides with colonization itself, and these colonial tensions become 

embedded within novels (e.g., Brockden Brown’s divided narrators in terms of the new 

Republic, and Mansfield Park with Sir Thomas Bertram’s wealth based on his estate in Antigua). 

Therefore, in this chapter, I discuss three texts that incorporate elements of fiction and nonfiction 

in order to broaden the understanding of how both nonfictional and fictional writings directly 

influence each other as well as allow us to gain a better understanding of how food and 

colonization impacted eighteenth-century culture.  

Colonial tensions and fragmented narrators become a central aspect of Hector St. John de 

Crèvecoeur’s Letters from an American Farmer (1782), Olaudah Equiano’s The Interesting 

Narrative and Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African (1789), and the 

anonymously published novel Marly; or, A Planter’s Life in Jamaica (1828).105 By placing these 
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seemingly disparate texts in conversation, I will reveal the role agriculture and commerce 

contribute to these rising colonial tensions at the end of the eighteenth century. Equiano’s 

Interesting Narrative is an autobiography telling of his enslavement, while the other two texts 

are considered works of fiction. Even though Equiano’s narrative is based on his enslavement, 

scholars debate the factualness of Equiano’s claim of being born in Africa, a point I discuss later 

in this chapter. Regardless of Equiano’s birth-origin, slave narratives, like captivity narratives, 

purposely construct the life narrative to address a certain audience, and Equiano’s narrative is no 

different. In some ways, his narrative incorporates literary elements like romanticizing his 

African homeland Essaka, but, I argue, he includes these elements for a purpose—to undercut 

Europeans’ portrait of Africa as “inferior.”  

Letters and Marly both draw on the authors’ own experiences, so they too blur the 

distinctions between fact and fiction.106 After serving in the French and Indian War, Crèvecoeur 

settled in the British colonies in North America (in what came to be known as New York) and 

became a farmer and a man of letters like James, his fictional protagonist of Letters. And, like 

James, the civil war between the British colonies and Britain disrupted Crèvecoeur’s “American 

dream,” forcing him to leave his family and escape to France.107  In the preface to Marly, the 

author proclaims firsthand experience in Jamaica, thus directly establishing a connection 

between real-world Jamaica and this fictionalized portrayal of it. The author’s proclamation also 

reinforces that Marly was putatively written by someone who was intimately acquainted with the 

slave system (Salih, Representing Mixed Race 55–56). The portrait of creole society presented in 

Marly, as I briefly discussed in Chapter Three, confirms and enlarges the image depicted in 

many nonfictional accounts, written by travelers and inhabitants, of Jamaica (Williamson xxii). 

In fact, the author’s concern in this novel lies not with the fictional plot of Marly’s attempt to 

reclaim his inherited Jamaican estate, which was stolen from him, but with the plantation society 

and the political and social debates surrounding colonization.  

All three narrators are divided in their national identities and social roles: torn between 

belonging to England, Africa, America, or the Caribbean, these narrators portray a transatlantic 

landscape that is as fragmented as they are. Moreover, they are written or set during the end of 

the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century. Therefore, they not only portray creole 

culture but also discuss the shifting revolutionary ideas regarding liberty, equality, property, and 

labor. The American Revolution, the French Revolution, the Haitian Revolution, the abolition of 
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the slave trade, and the impending abolition of slavery all impact these texts and cause the 

narrators to undergo a divided sense of self. Reading these texts together challenges the myth of 

America exceptionalism—of America consisting of one unanimous identity or being “self-

made.” Instead, these texts provide us with a means of rethinking shifting identities and 

landscapes in order to reveal that America, Europe, the Caribbean, and Africa were all reliant on 

each other. As the political landscape changes, so does the physical landscape within the texts, 

especially in terms of a move from an agrarian society to a commercial one.  

 

Divided Selves 

Due to the changing political landscape, James, Equiano, and Marly vacillate between differing 

national loyalties. In addition, they all occupy various social positions within this revolutionary 

landscape. Due to the impending American Revolution, James, in Letters, finds himself torn 

between American and British loyalties. Because the latter seems to predominate, James, like 

Crèvecoeur, realizes that, given his British loyalties, escape from the colonies is his only option. 

Relying on eighteenth-century sensibilities, James prepares his readers to view his decision to 

abandon American society with “the eyes of sympathy” (203). James, then, proceeds to explain 

his rationale for leaving behind his American community:  

As a citizen of a smaller society, I find that any kind of opposition to its now prevailing 

sentiments immediately begets hatred; how easily do men pass from loving to hating and 

cursing one another! I am a lover of peace; what must I do? I am divided between the 

respect I feel for the ancient connexion and the fear of innovations. (203–04) 

James fears the impending changes the American Revolution will bring. He, as a British subject, 

feels respect for the English, “the ancient connexion,” yet he belongs within this American 

community, referring to those who support the revolution as “my own countrymen” (204).  

James’s fear of “innovations” does not just lie with the American Revolution. He is also 

apprehensive of commerce, preferring, instead, an agrarian society—another “ancient 

connexion” he respects. Throughout Letters, he remains loyal to his agrarian lifestyle, escaping 

in part from the inevitable increase in commercial trade. Nantucket, he argues, contains “the 

spirit of commerce,” which he defines as “the simple art of a reciprocal supply of wants” (131). 

This supply and demand model increases the need for sea merchants, who trade the locally 
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produced commodities. He acknowledges “as our internal riches increase, so does our external 

trade, which consequently requires more ships and more men” (145). James, conscious of this 

shift from dependence on subsistence farming to commercial trade, remains loyal to the agrarian 

mode of life. When he decides to leave to avoid the approaching revolution, he laments that he 

must “abandon [his] farm” (200). James prescribes to a Lockean notion of toiling the land: he 

claims he is “a feller of trees, a cultivator of lands, the most honourable title an American can 

have” (212). James desperately clings to this title of farmer—“cultivator of lands”—even as 

commercial trading threatens to force James to “abandon [his] farm.” Crèvecoeur, himself, only 

grudgingly accepted commerce and manufacture, and this is reflected in James’s desire to 

continue his fragile dream of a pastoral reality by seeking solace in the woods, where the literal 

intimacy of husbandman and soil had not yet been interrupted (Kolodny, The Lay of the Land 

66).  

Equiano, as an enslaved man, also displays a fractured self. Diasporic identities, resulting 

from the enslavement of Africans, lead to a sense of displacement, and Equiano’s Interesting 

Narrative illustrates this division between Africa and England. With the title, The Interesting 

Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa, the African, Equiano introduces 

this fracture. He answers to both Olaudah Equiano, his African name, and Gustavus Vassa, the 

name given to him by the British. Within his narrative, he shifts between African and British 

identities. In describing his childhood in Africa, he often positions himself as a member in this 

African community: “we had a saying among us”; “our women are warriors”; “agriculture is our 

chief employment” (37–41). However, Equiano, as a Christian convert, makes a point to distance 

himself from any reference to African religion. When discussing African religion, he uses 

phrases like “the natives believe” and “they often make oblations of the blood” (40). Later, as a 

commercial merchant, he again uses the pronoun “we” but this time in reference to his fellow 

British sailors and merchants (e.g., “our goods” [226]). His shifting use of pronouns further 

demonstrates his fractured sense of self. As an enslaved man, Equiano was displaced: he was not 

able to (legally) consider himself a British subject and was physically removed from his 

homeland Africa, thereby complicating his sense of African identity.  

Even within the realm of critical discourse, Equiano’s identity becomes highly contested. 

The subject of Equiano’s birth and the possibly fictionalized depiction of Africa continue to be 

debated. Vincent Carretta challenges the authenticity of Equiano’s autobiography based on 
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records that possibly indicate he was born in South Carolina, not in Africa. In fact, Carretta 

positions Equiano as more of a “self-made” man than Benjamin Franklin because of his ability to 

successfully market the image of himself as an African (xvii–xix). After Carretta published his 

record of Equiano’s possible birth in South Carolina, scholars immediately responded, taking 

various stances on this argument. Catherine Obianuju Acholonu and Paul E. Lovejoy challenge 

Carretta’s claim based on his use of circumstantial evidence (the birth certificate) and his 

reliance on eighteenth-century European writings to counter Equiano’s own authorial voice, 

which in itself comes dangerously close to embracing the Euro-center viewpoint of the 

eighteenth century.108 Ron Milland, while not completely refuting the potential fictionalizing of 

Equiano’s narrative, complicates Carretta’s argument through his own eighteenth-century 

archival research. Milland discovers two reviewers of Equiano’s Interesting Narrative who assert 

that Equiano was not born in Africa but in the West Indies, so, as these eighteenth-century 

reviewers point out, not all of Equiano’s contemporaries considered his narrative to be honest 

(370).109 As evidenced by Milland’s archival discovery, the debate surrounding Equiano’s birth 

and identity is not new.  

The scholarly debate surrounding Equiano’s identity even spills into the literary world. 

Equiano’s Interesting Narrative finds itself included in American, British, Caribbean, and 

African literatures syllabi. These scholars continue to debate Equiano’s birth and his narrative’s 

literary techniques, asking if his narrative aligns more with an African American spiritual 

autobiography or an Igbo or British tradition. In many ways, it seems as if these questions of 

Equiano’s birth will always be in contention. But the scholarship reveals another interesting 

question: does Equiano have to fit neatly into one nationalistic framework? Or, does Equiano 

embody a transatlantic subject? He spends more of his life on the sea than in Africa, England, the 

Caribbean, or the United States. In a sense, then, the (trans)Atlantic Ocean operates as his home 

more than a specific continent. In scholars’ attempts to fit Equiano into one nation/country/place, 

they inadvertently acknowledge Equiano’s life and narrative both present Equiano as a 

transatlantic figure—one occupying simultaneously an African, Caribbean, American, and 

British sense of self. As Laura Doyle points out, the controversy over Equiano’s birth and what 

literary tradition his narrative follows highlights the way that Equiano positioned himself as 

“between cultures, as a man shaped by multiple traditions” (185). Rather than narrowing our 
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understanding of Equiano in terms of one nationality, we should expand our scope to appreciate 

his unique transatlantic perspective.  

Moreover, the separation of national perspective does not reflect the reality of the 

eighteenth century. As I have argued throughout this dissertation, ideas as well as people and 

commodities circulated the Atlantic, and this circulation did not follow a unilateral or linear 

trajectory. Paul Giles, for example, articulates the need to move away from regarding American 

literature within a framework of self-reliance. Instead, he argues for a framework of revolution in 

order to restore “the sense of it as a parallel or doubled-up narrative, which reflects, as in a 

distorted mirror, the assumptions of its forebears” (195). In other words, we need to consider that 

political and cultural changes did not happen unilaterally. The American Revolution, as Giles 

reminds us, changed British tastes as much as American ones. Giles makes an important point, 

but his focus is primarily on Britain and America. I want to extend Giles’s argument to focus on 

the overlapping triangles of the Atlantic rather than on a linear narrative of exchange. The debate 

over Equiano’s identity demonstrates the need to open up Giles’s paradigm. In reconsidering the 

relationship between Africa and Britain depicted in Equiano’s Interesting Narrative, I explore 

the impact that Africa had on Equiano and on Britain rather than viewing it in unilateral 

opposition—with the British imposing and altering Africa and enslaved Africans.   

Marly provides another fractured protagonist. In terms of a novel, the plot is 

straightforward: due to the loss of his inherited West Indian estate, Marly, a Scot, travels from 

England to Jamaica in order to recover his rightful property. Disguised as a planter, Marly learns, 

or attempts to learn, about the plantocracy from the “ground” up. Marly falls in love with Miss 

M’Fathom, the daughter of the man who has stolen his family’s property. By the end, Marly’s 

true identity is revealed, and within a few short pages, he is rightfully restored to his estate and 

married to Miss M’Fathom (whose estate he also acquires through the marriage). This plot 

resembles a British eighteenth-century novel with its focus on disguises, social classes, lost and 

restored property, and marriage. In fact, one could argue that Marly is a male Evelina because, 

like Frances Burney’s protagonist, Marly shares an ambiguous social status throughout most of 

the novel. This novel also bears a resemblance to other contemporary West Indian fiction: Hamel 

and Marly both focus on protagonists who have lost property in the West Indies, and through the 

use of disguise they reclaim their rightful position as proprietors of their Jamaican estates.  
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Marly’s disguise results in his fragmented identity—he is simultaneously a proprietor and 

bookkeeper. Occupying both these positions, Marly witnesses first hand the class division 

between a bookkeeper and the plantocracy. Bookkeepers looked after the plantation’s small 

goods (like livestock) and oversaw the transfer of estate sugar and rum to the wharves, and for 

this work, they were paid very little (around 20-30 pounds a year by the mid-eighteenth century), 

so bookkeepers were essentiality “little more than slaves to the system” (Brathwaite, The 

Development of Creole Society 143). Because of the bookkeepers’ role as manager of the poultry 

and stock houses, Marly, in his role as bookkeeper, interacts with the enslaved, which provides 

him, as well as the reader, with a different perspective of slavery than his later position as the 

owner of two estates. Marly occupies his disguise as a bookkeeper throughout most of the novel, 

so this text is concerned primarily with social and racial relations within a particular rural setting 

in Jamaica. As Karina Williamson argues in the introduction to Marly, this novel “serves as a 

microcosm of Jamaican plantation society at large” (xxiii). In other words, it provides a portrait 

of a creole society, albeit a partial one—remaining within a rural setting and focusing primarily 

on white upper and middle classes (Williamson xxii).      

 

Disrupting the Agrarian Ideal 

In Letters, Interesting Narrative, and Marly, the fractured narrators provide a unique lens to 

explore not only the changing political landscape but also the agricultural landscape, which is 

itself undergoing a transformation during the revolutionary era. Colonization led to a 

reimagining—by Europeans—of the landscape of the Americas. Even though Amerindians 

farmed and hunted these lands, the English, with their emphasis on visible labor, devalued 

Amerindians’ agriculture and placed their own method of cultivation as superior to the 

Amerindians and Africans, in part justifying the colonial system. Literature produced during the 

eighteenth century reflected England’s transformation of already-occupied lands through 

colonization. The English pastoral idealized the rural country and depicted this natural setting as 

one separated from the urban and devoid of labor. Raymond Williams argues the pastoral 

underwent transformation in the eighteenth century due to a new society forming—one based in 

agrarian capitalism (21–22). With this shift to agrarian capitalism, the georgic mode of poetry, 

which repositions labor as a necessity in order to achieve civilization, gained popularity over the 
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pastoral, which promotes a harmonious human relationship with nature, one that permits leisure. 

Thus, the distinction between pastoral and georgic lies in this emphasis on leisure or labor. 

Georgic poetry, like the pastoral, focuses on rural settings, yet the georgic places human 

involvement (through labor) in shaping the rural landscape as its main concern. In American 

Georgics, Timothy Sweet underscores the distinction between the pastoral and the georgic: the 

georgic “treats those aspects of pastoral, broadly construed, that concern not the retreat to nature 

or the separation of the country from the city, but our cultural engagement with the whole 

environment” (5). Sweet emphasizes the human relationship to the environment—their 

transformation of it—in his definition of georgic. In georgic literature, laborers do not disappear 

into the scene but remain visible and present.110  

Letters captures the shift from pastoral to georgic because it embodies elements of both. 

At first, Letters establishes the American landscape as a pastoral ideal—a natural environment 

that furnished—without labor—all the needs of its inhabitants. A settler in the area near James 

describes his new life in America: “we have a belly full of victuals every day; our cows run 

about and come home full of milk; our hogs get fat of themselves in the woods” (86). This image 

suggests that America replenishes and nourishes its inhabitants, rendering the farmer useless. 

However, this idyllic portrait of American life is quickly dispelled by James’s description of the 

laboring bodies working to cultivate the land. In the third letter, entitled “What is an American,” 

the text focuses on what Americans do rather than what they are. James catalogues, in the 

fashion of natural historians, the various laboring groups—farmers, “back settlers,” Amerindians, 

sea merchants—distributed across the American colonies. He claims that Americans must 

cultivate the land, which in many ways defines them. James, noting his joy at seeing his own 

land, asks, “What should we American farmers be without the distinct possession of that soil?” 

(54). For James, the American farmer and the land are interconnected, and labor is the uniting 

tool. Echoing Locke’s theory of labor and property, James establishes his ownership of this 

American land through hard work: “This formerly rude soil has been converted by my father into 

a pleasant farm, and in return, it has established all our rights” (54). Based on his European 

perspective of this land as “rude soil,” James, like his father, bases his legal claim of private 

property rights on cultivation of the land through his labor (and inheritance). The American 

landscape, for James and Locke, contains “uncultivated” lands in need of “improvement” 

through English/American labor. However, the reality that the labor of the enslaved, not the 
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English settlers, cultivates much of the American landscape disrupts James’s georgic depiction 

of the American landscape—a point to which I return later in this chapter.  

Marly constructs an idealized West Indian—one that also appears on the surface to 

disavow the labor of the enslaved. In describing Jamaica, Marly paints the landscape as fecund, 

similar to the initial romanticizing in Letters: on viewing the slave provision grounds, where they 

were permitted to grow plants for their own subsistence, or for market, Marly states that this 

mountain land “consists of a deep rich black virgin mould” that prevents slaves’ crops from 

failing, and he argues that “from the little work requisite upon such a soft soil, a single negro, if 

industrious, might easily enough raise, with fifty days’ toil in the year, more provisions than 

would supply himself and a dozen others” (61; emphasis mine). Marly’s emphasis on the “rich,” 

“virgin” soil conforms to this Eurocentric notion of the Americas as “uncultivated” (despite the 

presence of Amerindians), and even as he dismisses the difficulty of labor required to produce 

provisions, Marly does emphasize the need for industry. With “a little work,” Marly believes this 

“virgin” land will produce a surplus of provisions. However, Marly’s position as bookkeeper 

forces him to confront a different landscape than the picturesque one he describes. Through his 

role as bookkeeper, he records the role the enslaved play in cultivating the land and distributing 

provisions. The narrator of Marly acknowledges that “the period of planting is the season most 

abhorrent to the negroes, and it is the work which they all uniformly detest, as being the most 

severe which they experience” (144). The notion of severe labor contradicts Marly’s earlier 

statement on the “little work” required to cultivate West Indian soil. Also, white Creoles like 

Marly are not the ones laboring in this scenario—the enslaved are. Even though Marly positions 

this land as fertile, it is bountiful only at the hands of laborious slaves. Because both Letters and 

Marly incorporates questions of labor into their picturesque landscapes, these texts contain 

aspects of the georgic Jill Casid describes: georgic may be understood as “discursive and 

material practices fundamentally concerned with articulating relations between ‘man’ and nature 

and between work and leisure” (xxii). In cataloging the relationship between humans and the 

North American/West Indian landscape, the narrators of these texts stumble upon the labor of 

Amerindians and the enslaved, which disrupts their agrarian ideal. In fact, these laboring bodies 

provide a counter-argument to the idealized landscape they attempt to portray.  

The shift from a purely pastoral, romanticized, depiction of the Americas to a georgic, 

with its emphasis on labor, as Raymond Williams notes, parallels the change to an agrarian 
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capitalistic society, which also coincided with eighteenth-century imperialism. By the eighteenth 

century, the English georgic had been well established, and in 1764, James Grainger’s The Sugar 

Cane marked a shift toward a West Indian georgic. In the preface, Grainger establishes his poem 

as a “West-India georgic” (viii), and it upholds this definition by cataloguing all of the 

agricultural concerns of a West Indian planter: from plants, animals, crops, and climate to the 

management and purchase of slaves. As colonialism continued, georgic literature, such as 

Grainger’s poem, also acquired the purpose of luring more white English subjects to the 

Americas.111  Therefore, by shifting from the pastoral to the georgic, eighteenth-century poetics 

engaged in a dialectic relationship with the realities of colonialism and the rise of agrarian 

capitalism. Karen O’Brien observes that while pastorals and georgics prior to the seventeenth 

century treated trade and agriculture as discontinuous, the late seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century georgic “subsumed the binary opposition of country and city within the larger 

imaginative structure of universal, peaceful empire” (161). O’Brien, in arguing for a different 

“georgic revolution” than Anthony Low’s, links the rise of the georgic directly with the growing 

awareness of British Empire (162).112 The imperialistic agenda of expansion and “improving” 

the landscape of the Americas through labor correlates with the increase in popularity of the 

georgic, which emphasizes labor and transformation of the natural environment through human 

intervention.  

Imperialism directly affected georgic literature of the eighteenth century, as seen with 

Grainger’s poem, which instructs planters on how to successfully produce sugar—one of the 

major West Indian export crops. But georgic literature did not just concern itself with 

monocropping of the West Indies. Subsistence farming in the Americas also became a concern 

for eighteenth- and nineteenth-century writers. As Casid shows, the farm was at the heart of the 

“mythic construction of empire,” (xxii). Therefore, even though one could read Marly as a West 

Indian georgic, focusing predominately on sugar production, another perspective emerges when 

examining the discussions on subsistence agriculture and the necessity of feeding the local 

inhabitants—the white Creoles, black Creoles, and the enslaved—which also play a central role 

in the text. For example, the overseer Samuels warns Marly to only supply Cleopatra, an 

enslaved woman, with a small amount of corn to feed domestic animals because they “grow only 

a certain quantity of Indian corn” and must “be sparing of it” (49). To further emphasize the 

importance and scarcity of this staple, the overseer instructs Marly to watch Columbus, an 
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enslaved man, as he feeds his basket of corn to the hogs or, the overseer claims, “some of [the 

corn] will be stolen” (49). Corn feeds not only the inhabitants of the island but also their animals, 

and the planters had to protect this staple due to its scarcity, which contrasts with the abundance 

of sugar produced on the island. It is important to note here that the overseer’s concern lies not 

with feeding the enslaved—the labor behind the production of this corn—but with ensuring the 

existence of the animals. Moreover, the overseer’s (racist) assumption that the enslaved will steal 

the corn highlights the contradiction between the reality of West Indian labor and the Lockean 

notion of property. Even though the enslaved perform the laborious task of field cultivation and 

feeding the animals, the overseer positions the enslaved as potential thieves. In fact, debates on 

West Indian labor revolved around the question of praedial larceny—almost exclusively in terms 

of agricultural produce. Small-scale food production, then, became a central concern for planters 

in the West Indies, and by shifting our scholarly gaze from monocropping, a localized georgic—

one inflected with colonial tensions—emerges.   

In Letters, James also confronts the harsh realities of colonial life and, in particular, 

slavery when he visits Charlestown. On the way to have dinner with a fellow planter, James 

walks through the woods and “exam[s] some peculiar plants which [he] had collected” (177). 

James assumes the role of a natural historian, collecting and analyzing the local plants in this 

area of America. However, his leisurely trip is interrupted, or disrupted, by his encounter with an 

enslaved man, who is suspended from a tree in a cage. In horrific detail, James recounts how 

birds and insects attack this dying man, “pick[ing] out his eyes” and “feed[ing] on his mangled 

flesh” (178). The enslaved body not only leaves James horrified and speechless but also disrupts 

the rural landscape itself. Before James encounters the enslaved man, he leisurely strolls through 

the woods, collecting plants. However, the landscape around him is changing: “all at once 

[James] felt the air strongly agitated, though the day was perfectly calm and sultry” (177). As 

James moves closer to the enslaved body—the site of disruption—the air itself becomes 

“agitated.” As Yael Ben-Zvi argues, James (fatally) misreads the geographical landscape: even 

though James enters the woods as if entering a “botanical labyrinth,” the sight of the caged slave 

transforms the pleasant scenery into one of fatal suffering (96–97). James’s previous 

romanticized depiction of the rural American landscape now becomes one imbued with colonial 

tensions.  
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Thus, James’s encounter with the unavoidable spectacle of the enslaved man also reveals 

the contradictions embedded in the literary form and conventions of the georgic. Finseth argues 

Crèvecoeur’s georgic dimensions in Letters are disrupted by slavery, and this particular scene 

becomes the defining moment of this disruption (85). In fact, it has been well documented by 

scholars such as Doreen Alvarez Saar, Norman Grabo, and Ben-Zvi that this scene becomes a 

decisive turning point in Letters: after James encounters the horrific act of slavery (illustrated by 

the enslaved man left to die in a cage), his tone concerning the American landscape shifts from 

idealized to potentially threatening.113 At first, this scene culminates in a sublime experience for 

James: he finds himself “suddenly arrested by the power of affright and terror” (178). However, 

James recovers his senses and “muster[s] strength enough to walk away” from this scene, where 

birds and insects consume the body of the enslaved man, to partake in his own consumption of 

food at his friend’s house (178–79). While dining, he discovers the enslaved man was punished 

because he killed the overseer of the plantation. The planter justifies the extreme form of torture 

by citing “the laws of self-preservation” (179). James’s sudden shift from shock to indifference 

reveals his own moral failure, which is “linked to the problem of the moral constitution of 

America, and to a sense of a larger breakdown of natural, national, and moral limits” (Holbo 47). 

Christopher Iannini, building on notion of breakdown of national limits, reads the scene with the 

caged slave within a larger context of Caribbean slavery and West Indian insurrection. Iannini 

notes that this scene “obscures and evokes the revolutionary agency of the enslaved,” particularly 

in the planters’ defense of his horrific action of caging the man. The planters’ rhetoric of “self-

preservation,” Iannini argues, implies that the planters “viewed the slave’s resistance, not as a 

random and isolated act, but as symptomatic of the genuine threat that wider revolt posed to the 

plantation order” (230–31).  

James’s experience in Charleston also needs to be read in the context of colonialism and 

the rise of agrarian commerce, which Crèvecoeur documents throughout Letters. Proceeding 

Letters, Crèvecoeur includes a letter addressed to Abbé Raynal, claiming Raynal’s “genius to be 

present at the head of [Crèvecoeur’s] study” (38). Because Crèvecoeur credits Raynal’s work on 

exposing the reality of slavery and the colonies in the Americans as inspiring to his own, 

scholars have read Letters alongside Raynal’s Histoire Philosophique et Politique des 

etablissemens et du commerce des Europeens dans les deux Indes. Comparing these two texts 

further highlights that Letters also depicts the turn from agrarianism to commercialism and the 
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fact that the New World was built on slavery.114 Thus, when James visits Charleston, he not only 

witnesses first-hand the barbarous reality of slavery but also remarks on the effects of commerce 

on the planters operating out of this trading hub. James notes that Charleston has the richest 

planters, but their riches did not come from their own labor:  

The chosen race [the white planters and merchants] eat, drink, and live happy, while the 

unfortunate one [the enslaved] grubs up the ground, raises indigo, or husks the rice, 

exposed to a sun full as scorching as their native one, without the support of good food, 

without the cordials of any cheering liquor. [. . .] On the one side, behold a people 

enjoying all that life affords most bewitching and pleasurable, without labor, without 

fatigue, hardly subjected to the trouble of wishing. (168) 

In this statement, James links the Charleston planters’ and merchants’ luxurious and idle lifestyle 

(of eating and drinking) to their reliance on enslaved laborers to work for them, and their lack of 

physical activity underscores the idealized position of the planter in georgic literature. Like West 

Indian georgics, the North American planters and merchants relish in the benefits of the wealth 

derived from their commerce in those slave-produced agricultural goods (the indigo and rice). 

The fact that James’s discussion of the decadence of the Charleston planters, including the West 

Indian planters who move to Charleston to restore their health, precedes his description of the 

horror of the dying man is an important one. After recording his shock at the planters’ ability to 

turn a blind eye to the horrors of slavery in order to continue living in wealth, James himself 

confronts the reality of slavery embodied by the scene of the caged slave, and after his initial 

disgust, he too turns a blind eye as he walks past the dying man. However, by the end of Letters, 

as Grantland Rice argues, Crèvecoeur reveals that James’s “innovative and optimistic focus on 

the exceptional microeconomic aspects of American labor has blinded him to far more sinister 

macroeconomic social realities—namely the persistence and expansion of the exploitative 

relationships of slavery and wage capitalism” (99–100). James’s descriptions of the enslaved 

man in the cage and of the contribution of Native Americans disrupt his georgic depiction of the 

North America colonies. The ideal of (Euro-)Americans laboring on their own land, which James 

first represents as a possible reality, cannot exist within the confines of a colonial and 

commercial system.  

James’s acceptance of the planters’ justification of their horrific treatment of the enslaved 

man contradicts his attempt to humanize the enslaved through his criticism of the planters’ 
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idleness and exploitation of enslaved’s labor, and by the end of the text, James idealizes Native 

American agrarian methods in comparison to the increase in agrarian commercialism—even 

while simultaneously “othering” their reliance on hunting and their cultural behaviors. Thus, 

James’s depiction of the enslaved and Amerindians relies on bolstering (Euro-)American identity 

and an agrarian lifestyle. James’s georgic of the North American colonies, in fact, echoes a 

longstanding tradition, dating back to Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko (1688), of idealizing Amerindians 

and representing enslaved Africans as brutes (Aphra Behn’s depiction of Oroonoko being the 

exception). The type of labor each group produced reified their position within colonial society; 

the enslaved were dehumanized, while the labor of the Amerindians became idealized, or 

pastoralized.  

Letters, however, vacillates between praising and criticizing the different groups of 

Native Americans, especially in terms of their relationship to the land. In doing so, James 

continuously undercuts the georgic he initially constructs, and by the final letter, James’s georgic 

collapses. Even though scholars tend to credit either the pivotal moment in Letters when James 

encounters the enslaved body or the historical backdrop of the American Revolution as the 

tensions that result in the culmination of the final chapter, where James recounts his “distresses” 

as a frontier man, Letters also contains tensions between communal sharing of land and 

individual possession of land through labor—a conflict that closely resembles Locke’s own 

contradictions in “Of Property,” which I discussed in Chapter Two. Annette Kolodny argues that 

the middle-class cultivators James praises at the end of Letters only exist because of “a process 

that begins with foresters, hunters, traders, and that whole class of frontier society” (The Lay of 

the Land 59). James, from the onset, describes the Native American and white hunters and 

traders in “uncivilized” terms. He, like Mary Rowlandson and other European and colonial 

writers, differentiates between the “savage” natives and the “civilized” European settlers. The 

only group beneath the Native Americans is the back settlers, who he claims are a mixture 

between Europeans and “new-made Indians,” possessing the worst qualities of each: “they adopt 

the moroseness and ferocity of a native, without his mildness or even his industry at home” (78). 

Even though James does acknowledge Europeans’ vices and credits the Native Americans with 

an industrious disposition, he repeats the European refrain of savagery and “ferocity” of Native 

Americans, thereby participating in the processing of “othering” just as Rowlandson attempts to 

do in her narrative. Even in the concluding chapters when James chooses to live among the 
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Native Americans rather than choosing between his “mother” country of England and his home 

in the American colonies, he still distances himself from the Native Americans. He confidently 

states that his family is in no fear of “becoming wild” because, unlike the Native Americans who 

hunt their food, James will continue to be a planter, cultivating the earth rather than hunting 

(220). However, James does worry that his family, especially his younger children, may adopt 

“those savage customs” of the Native Americans because they will receive a Native American 

education (220). Even though James and his family will become true “inhabitants of their 

[Indian] village,” adopting Native American names, language, and customs, he still maintains a 

distinction between himself (the “civilized” cultivator) and the Native Americans (the “savage” 

hunters) (219).  

While maintaining a cultural distinction between Native Americans and Europeans, he 

acknowledges the importance of this group to the American lands. Even while depicting Native 

Americans as “savage,” James laments the erasure of Native American history and claims “every 

memorial of them is lost; no vestiges whatever are left of those swarms which once inhabited this 

country” (123). James makes a valid point here because we are not left with extensive written 

records of non-dominant groups within the Americans, and what does remain is often the 

colonial history recorded and (re)produced by Europeans and Europeans settlers, thus (re)telling 

Amerindian history through a Eurocentric filter. Acknowledging this filter, we can work to 

reconstruct this “lost,” silenced history that James, in his narrative of American life, captures in 

Letters. In recording a Native American history, James, at times, inadvertently counters the 

negative stereotypes he also aids in constructing. James acknowledges, for example, the many 

ways the English settlers depended and relied on Native Americans. In fact, James’s description 

of whaling expeditions in northern New England further establishes the collaboration between 

these two groups: the Natick Indians and English settlers. In the beginning, James points out, 

whaling vessels “were manned with none but Indians and the master” (135). Because of their 

close interactions during whaling trips, Natick expressions for whaling entered the English 

settlers’ language and became “familiar on board the whale-boats” (135). For example, the 

English seaman, upon spotting a whale, would cry out “AWAITE PAWANA,” substituting the 

Natick word pawana for whale (135).  

English settlers do not just rely on Amerindians’ language and skill at whaling. The land 

the English convert into their own “private property” originated with the Native Americans. In 
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describing a region on the Atlantic called Mashpèe, James notes how “Indian towns have been 

since converted into flourishing European settlements” (124). Amerindians, then, can be seen as 

the “foundation” on which Europeans settled. As many Native Americans moved to new 

locations or died due to the spread of European diseases, Europeans occupied their land. James 

also credits the Native Americans as “ excellent judges of land” (124). Thus, James 

acknowledges Native Americans as the ones who knew and developed the land, which, in turn, 

the Europeans later occupied and used to their own advantage. James’s recognition of the 

Amerindians’ agrarian knowledge and their role in providing a foundation for European 

settlements undercuts his depiction of them as “savage” and “unenlightened.” James’s agrarian 

dream, as Kolodny points out, rests on shaky foundations, destabilized by his confrontation and 

critique of slave labor and in his (re)writing of Native American “history.” 

Like the caged slave James encounters in Charleston, Equiano, as an enslaved man, also 

embodies the contradictions inherent in the colonial system and presents a counter-perspective to 

georgic literature like Crèvecoeur’s Letters and Grainger’s The Sugar Cane. Equiano’s text 

further illustrates the unsustainability of the georgic ideal within the realities of slavery. Because 

Europeans refuse to acknowledge and recognize the humanity of the enslaved, Equiano must, 

through his own labor, purchase himself—his own body—in order to remove it from the 

European market, thereby reasserting the humanity of his already human body. Colonial 

discourse aligns the enslaved as commodities that could be traded just as the goods produced on 

the islands. Thus, colonial rhetoric relied on the paradox of humans being both free and enslaved. 

Europeans altered their rhetoric in terms of their liberal ideology, asserting their own freedom 

and progression while enslaving others, devaluing them as property. In fact, the English relied on 

the trafficking of the enslaved while establishing themselves as “civilized” and “enlightened.” 

For the Europeans, the enslaved served as objects for “consumption” in terms of their labor. 

Philip Gould discusses the contradiction the barbarous trafficking of enslaved people presents, 

and he argues that black autobiographies raise questions about liberal ideology, especially about 

“liberalism’s ability to reduce humanity to capital or property” (142). Equiano’s Interesting 

Narrative provides an example of an autobiography that challenges Europeans’ liberal 

ideology.115 Equiano highlights this colonial paradox after he purchases his freedom from his 

master at the price of seventy pounds. He includes his manumission note, which functions as 

proof of his “freedom,” and acknowledges that he is now “in [his] original free African state” 
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(138). Equiano reminds the reader that he, as an African man, was born free. Only within the 

corrupted practice of colonialism could a free man become enslaved and forced to purchase 

“freedom.” Moreover, only with the rise of commercialism could an enslaved man engage in 

trade, thus becoming a commercial merchant himself. Equiano attempts to establish his own 

right to property and freedom while being considered by Europeans as their “property,” thus 

emphasizing the contradictory nature embedded within the colonial system.   

Marly, in his position as a Jamaican planter, confronts this inherent contradiction of 

liberal thought occurring within a colonial system. As I mentioned earlier, Marly revolves 

around questions related to maintaining and operating a plantation rather than focusing on the 

overarching plot of Marly reclaiming his rightful position as estate proprietor. In fact, it is 

reasonable to suggest that the author of Marly intended to use the novel to describe both the 

times and the attitudes (about slavery and abolition) that existed during this period (Pollard 

109).116 On Caribbean plantations, the varying stratifications of social and racial categories 

complicated and challenged the British and colonial laws in place, especially in discussions of 

property. Sara Salih emphasizes the crucial importance of property—in terms of who owns 

property and what is defined as property—in the colonies (Representing Mixed Race 54). She 

points out that Marly’s marriage is based on land ownership (he acquires his wife’s interest in the 

estate as well as his own) and that freed interracial men and women were still enslaved even 

though the British constitution and laws upheld that a child born to a British father and a 

“foreign” mother should inherit the father’s privileges (63–64). Marly’s old college friend, a 

brown man, highlights this injustice and reminds Marly, as well as the readers, of the British 

laws that should protect him because he is the son of a white Briton, yet he finds himself 

“illegally, unjustly [. . .] retained in slavery” (165). Moreover, he positions the enslavement of 

freed colored people as “stolen goods” which can legally “be reclaimed at any time” (166). This 

statement leads Salih to ask to whom these “goods” could be reclaimed and if a freed colored 

person could reclaim him/herself as property or as a person (Representing Mixed Race 64).    

As I mentioned earlier, enslaved people working on plantations further complicated 

questions of ownership in their role as both human laborers and “property” of the white 

plantation owner. While Marly participates in conversations about the state of the plantations 

with white creole planters and overseers, he also, as a bookkeeper, directly interacts with the 

enslaved working on the Water Melon Valley Sugar Estate, where he is employed. As I 
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mentioned earlier, Samuels, the overseer, instructs Marly to adopt the position held by the white 

Jamaicans: “that whenever you see a black face, you see a thief” (33). So Marly scrutinizes every 

movement of the enslaved around sugar, and after catching Molly, an enslaved woman on the 

plantation, stealing a calibash full of sugar, Marly calls her a thief. She counters his accusation, 

stating “[her husband Brutus] no tief from Massa, him take from Massa” (36). The narrator 

expands on Molly’s point:  

as she was his [the estate owner] property, she formed part of himself, argal, what was his 

was hers; argal, she could not steal from him without stealing from herself, though she 

might take from him part of the conjunct property in communion between them, which 

however, in her opinion did not amount to theft; but was only her share of the common 

goods belonging to them. (37) 

 The narrator patronizes her logic, claiming it is “fine spun” but proves nothing because it comes 

from a black woman (37). Molly’s comment to Marly is more than well stated; she, drawing on 

the racist assumption that she is property, directly challenges the concept of property. She 

highlights that, as an item of “property,” she cannot steal her “self” or any other item of property 

owned by the master. In fact, to position her as a thief provides her an agency, which slavery 

attempts to take away. And Molly draws on the notion of communal property first established by 

Locke when she refers to her actions not as stealing but as sharing in the “common goods” that 

belong between her and her “owner.”  

Lockean theory also becomes a central concern in Marly’s encounter with Jupiter and 

Quashie, two enslaved men who argue over their ownership of a certain spot of land. Jupiter 

relies on his inherited right to the provision ground because his mother had occupied this land. 

Quashie, on the other hand, argues that the property belongs to him because he and his wife 

cultivated the land that was, before them, “lying waste for a number of years” (62). The matter is 

resolved in Jupiter’s favor, but Quashie’s argument, like Molly’s, draws on Lockean theory of 

labor in order to argue for possession of the ground. Because Quashie and his wife labored and 

cultivated this “wasted” land, they feel it belongs to them. However, the irony in what the 

narrator refers to as a “judicial proceeding” lies in the fact that neither of these enslaved men had 

legal rights to the land, which belongs to the owner of the estate, thus this “judicial proceeding” 

is “judicial” only nominally (62). The enslaved men’s debate over land ownership of provision 

grounds becomes even more ironic considering they are deemed “property” of the owner, as 
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Molly points out. In addition, by providing insight into the enslaved’s perspective, Marly paints 

another reality—one that counters idealized pastoral or georgic depictions of West Indian 

landscapes and challenges notions of labor and ownership.  

 

Trading Tastes 

The narrators’ divided selves in all three of these texts provide a broader understanding of the 

paradox created by the ideology of labor, property, and commerce, which stood in direct contrast 

to the realities of enslavement. Moreover, their fragmented identities and positions within society 

also provide a lens through which we can explore trade in commodities. Equiano’s contradictory 

status as both commercial merchant and commodity of exchange, in particular, provides a unique 

stance from which to approach an understanding of taste that is rapidly changing in this colonial 

environment. Food plays a central role within Equiano’s Interesting Narrative both in terms of 

what he chooses to consume, or not consume, as well as his trade in goods as a means of 

obtaining his freedom.   

From the first moments of his captivity, Equiano’s actions are dictated by his relationship 

to food. When Equiano is captured and enslaved in Africa, he, like Rowlandson, refuses the 

captor’s food. His separation from his sister, who was also captured, strengthens Equiano’s 

determination not to eat: “for several days I did not eat any thing but what they forced into my 

mouth” (48). Now enslaved, Equiano exerts the only control available to him: his choice, or 

refusal, of food. But even this control is limited. At times, his African captors coerce Equiano 

into eating by forcing food into his mouth, and his own hunger eventually thwarts his plans to 

escape captivity. In attempting to escape and return to his home in Essaka, Equiano fears he will 

get lost because he is unfamiliar with the woods, so he remains in the woods rather than fleeing. 

Eventually, having been in the woods all day without eating or drinking, his hunger compels him 

to return to his master’s house: he becomes “very faint and hungry” and “cre[eps] to [his] 

master’s kitchen” (50). When the British capture Equiano and place him on a slave ship, he again 

relies on food as means of exerting some form of control or power over his captors. Deprived of 

the hope of returning to Essaka, Equiano finds himself without any “desire to taste any thing” 

(56). Initially, like during his captivity in Africa, he refuses to eat and wishes only for death. 

Enslavement again renders Equiano powerless except in his ability to control what he does or 
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does not eat. Food and consumption, then, function as a means of potential empowerment. In 

fact, as Michael Wiley points out, eating, in Interesting Narrative, operates, as a site of 

demonstrating and contesting power between cultures with different dietary habits (168). 

Equiano, in refusing to eat both as a captive in Africa and as an enslaved person in the 

Caribbean, attempts to contest the injustice imposed on him, and his African captors exert their 

power over Equiano by literally forcing food into his mouth. On the slave ship, the British tease 

the enslaved, who are hungry, with fish as they toss the fish into the sea. Thus, the decision of 

eating, giving food, or force-feeding becomes a source of power struggle in Equiano’s narrative.  

Food also provides Equiano with an opportunity to purchase his own freedom. As a 

captive in Africa and as an enslaved man in the Carrribean, Equiano finds himself surrounded by 

new foods and tastes. He notes that in captivity in Africa, he “first saw and tasted cocoa nuts” 

and he “tasted for the first time sugar-cane” (52). In the Caribbean, as an enslaved man, he not 

only witnesses but also participates in this changing culinary landscape. Equiano, again 

paralleling Rowlandson, relies on his labor as a means of trade, but Equiano is not trading for 

food as Rowlandson does. He trades food goods for money as a means of purchasing his own 

body—taking himself out of the economic market. Houston Baker argues Equiano must acquire 

property in order to be released from his position as English property (35). While his role as a 

commercial merchant has been discussed by scholars, their arguments often focus on Equiano’s 

use of British commerce as a means to free himself.117 Ross Pudaloff suggests that the ideology 

of commerce simultaneously results in Equiano’s humanity being stripped away through slavery 

and the slave trade providing a means of constituting himself as a free person (518). Here, 

Pudaloff’s focus is on a British notion of commerce—one that both enslaves and “frees” 

Equaino. Wiley, in “Consuming Africa,” claims that Equiano participates in imperial cultures’ 

habit of trading in order to “consume” or free himself (177–79). In other words, Equiano’s 

involvement in trade, which allows him to purchase his own body, derives from his 

understanding and adopting of European markets and their system of trade. 

Because Equiano does spend the majority of his enslaved and freed life on the sea, 

trading in goods and African bodies, scholars make a good point arguing that Equiano capitalizes 

on a European sense of transatlantic commerce. However, by placing the origin of Equiano’s 

commercial skill firmly within his European encounters, are scholars inadvertently disavowing 

the role of Africa within this transatlantic paradigm of exchange? I am not suggesting that 
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Equiano as a participant in an colonial market of exchange—both as one traded and one who 

trades—does not acquire or learn from the English traders and sailors with whom he encounters 

and works, but I do think we can broaden the parameters of Equiano’s commercial influence to 

include Africa as well. As I argued earlier, Equiano is a transatlantic figure; he nautically travels 

in what Sidney Mintz describes as “overlapping triangles.” Thus, it makes sense that Equiano 

would draw on his transatlantic experience as he navigates the Atlantic waters as well the 

colonial system. In Africa, Equiano witnesses the slave trade and the importance of agriculture, 

especially in terms of using food as a means of exchange in small-scale African markets. In order 

to highlight the role Equiano’s African community played in his commercial development, I will 

discuss his commercial growth inversely by first briefly exploring his transatlantic commercial 

influence after he is enslaved.  

After landing in Virginia, Michael Henry Pascal, who commanded a trading ship, notices 

Equiano, purchases him, and loads him onto his ship along with tobacco all ready to sail for 

England. Pascal names him Gustavus Vassa and puts him to work on his trading ship. As 

Equiano travels across the Atlantic, he witnesses trade both on and off the ship. While in 

Barcelona, a sea-port Equiano claims is known for its silk manufactories, the Spanish bring them 

“fruits of all kinds,” selling these fruits to them much cheaper than in England (81). As Equiano 

travels across the Atlantic in a trading ship, he notices and learns about commercial trading, 

noting which commodities are traded and sold. Therefore, as I noted earlier, one cannot ignore 

the role that his experience on a British trading ship played in developing Equiano’s sense of 

commerce, which he later embraces as a means of acquiring his own money to purchase his 

freedom. Equiano first enters this transatlantic market and becomes a commerce merchant by 

buying glass tumblers at a rate of half bit per tumbler in St. Eustatia, a Dutch island, and selling 

each tumbler for a bit in Montserrat, thereby doubling his money. Of course, Equiano does not 

limit his trade to tumblers. As his money increases so does his commerce. He begins to trade gin, 

fruits, and meats, and his commerce is not limited to one region: he goes “all about the islands 

upwards of four years [. . .] ever trading as [he] went” (116). His continues to trade throughout 

his life, always turning to the sea for an adventure and the economic opportunity to trade goods.  

Equiano successfully navigates this colonial market eventually earning enough money to 

purchase his freedom. But is the trade he engages in only European? I argue, as I have 

throughout my dissertation, that transatlantic exchanges were not linear but multifaceted. 
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Lovejoy critiques the monolithic narrative of Europeans as “the prime movers, the principal 

agents and the guiding intelligence of the entire slave-trading venture” (23). This single narrative 

of Europeans as the primary influence on other nations results from the backward projection of 

this power dynamic, which distorts our attempts to reconstruct the past (Lovejoy 23). With 

Equiano’s Interesting Narrative specifically, scholars often approach this text by concentrating 

on “progression” from agrarian societies to commercial ones. Conflating “civilization” and 

“progress” with Europe, we tend to overlook the influence of non-Europeans in the Americas, or 

in reading backwards, we (re)read the Americas with a Eurocentric lens. In the Interesting 

Narrative’s concluding pages, Equiano himself is guilty of advocating this Eurocentric mindset 

when he aligns Africa’s move toward “civilization” as one of “adopt[ing] the British fashions, 

manners, customs” (233). However, Equiano’s earlier description of African agriculture and 

trade undercuts this Eurocentrism—a point I develop later in this section.   

Before rereading African agriculture and commerce in Interesting Narrative, it is 

important to discuss the eighteenth-century distinctions between “civilized” agriculture and 

“wild” subsistence agriculture in order to understand how the latter provides Equiano with a 

foundation for entering British commerce. William Cronon, in his discussion of the ecology of 

New England, points out that one’s understanding of the environment changes depending on 

one’s perception (33). Cronon’s logic also applies to the Caribbean. English sensibilities were 

constructed based on their own understanding of agriculture, and in the eighteenth century, this 

consisted of uniform gardens and a move toward a commercial society. The Americas contrasted 

with the English’s understanding of agriculture; Amerindians and enslaved Africans maintained 

“wild” lands as opposed to “cultivated” ones. Moreover, the English, due to their interest in 

commercial trading, failed to understand the Amerindians’ and enslaved Africans’ insistence on 

using only the land they needed for subsistence. The English wanted to produce an excess, so in 

their perspective, these other two groups remained “primitive” in thinking only about the 

supplies they needed for the moment rather than thinking about storing food for long periods or 

producing more for trade.  

The narrator in Marly articulates this limited perspective in criticizing the enslaved who 

“work no more [land], farther than growing provisions for themselves” (82). The narrator recalls 

the four-stages theory when attributing the enslaved pepole’s agrarian method to their not being 

“in that stage of society, or progress from barbarism to civilization” (82). Even James, in Letters, 
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positions Native Americans as “wild” because they do not cultivate the land as the English 

settlers do, and he hopes to “persuade [the Native Americas . . .] to till a little more land than 

they do and not to trust so much to the produce of the chase” (221). Native Americas do cultivate 

land but, according to James, they need to toil a “little more,” emphasizing an English 

understanding of excess—of producing more than one needs. And anything that falls outside 

James’s particular understanding of agrarian labor he labels as “wild.” Thus, to the English, not 

cultivating land in the English way results in a more “primitive,” or “savage,” method.  

The Amerindians and enslaved Africans have a different perspective on agrarian labor, 

but that narrative is often not recorded. However, autobiographies of the enslaved such as 

Equiano’s Interesting Narrative provide one means for considering this non-European 

perspective. In discussing captivity narratives, Kathryn Zabelle Derounian-Stodola suggests that 

captivity narratives embody elements of fact and fiction, denoting the term “factive” for those 

tending toward fact and “fictive” for those that lean toward fiction, and argues for the need “to 

recognize that both factive and fictive texts use appropriate narrative strategies” (xii). Like 

captivity narratives, slave narratives recount the enslaved’s plight to freedom. Also, as I 

mentioned earlier, Equiano parallels Rowlandson’s captivity narrative in the refusal to consume 

another diet. And both captivity narratives and narratives of enslaved people contain a similar 

level of constructiveness as they purposely tailor their narrative, based on factual events, to a 

specific audience.118   

In Equinao’s construction of his narrative, he transforms, for his English audience, 

Africa’s assumed “wild” agricultural methods into “sophisticated” commerce by emphasizing 

how Africans used their food to engage in their own form of trading, albeit on a smaller-scale 

than the English. Equiano, then, writes the narrative of his life with a purpose: to (re)construct 

Africa and Africans for a European reader, one already biased by the African stereotypes that 

they themselves have constructed. In the very first few pages, Equiano states that the Essaka 

people’s manners and government are simple because they “have little commerce with other 

countries” (32). Maureen N. Eke argues that Equiano appropriates the language of Europeans 

when he claims that his people—the Igbo people—are simple (36). While it is true that 

commerce and trade between Europeans and Africans primarily remained on the coast initially, 

the fact remains that these two groups have engaged in trade since the sixteenth century (Eke 33–

34). Equiano counters this notion of Essaka as “simple” in his description of Essaka’s culture as 
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complex: he notes that people in Essaka do engage in commerce, contradicting his previous 

depiction, but it is not one of money but of provisions. Moreover, Equiano claims that agriculture 

is “[Igbo’s] chief employment” and everyone (man, woman, and child) engages in it (37). He 

provides a description of their use of agricultural labor, emphasizing that the Igbo are 

“unacquainted with idleness” (38). Equiano directly counters the English assumption that 

Africans are lazy. Instead, he specifically notes that they are not idle but labor on their land. 

Therefore, Equiano speaks of Africa with a “double-voice,” as Henry Louis Gates, Jr. has 

argued.119 

Equiano also asserts that Essaka was “a nation of dancers, musicians, and poets” (34). 

Equiano’s English readers would be familiar with these social roles within a nation, so in 

emphasizing that his native nation contains parallel practices (commercial and social) to 

England, he places Essaka as equal to England. Srinivas Aravamudan points out that Equiano 

writes his narrative from a specific vantage point because Equiano recognized that previous 

literary works such as Robinson Crusoe functioned as discursive vehicles for rationalizing the 

nation. Looking backwards on this literary history, Equiano, according to Aravamudan, positions 

himself “at the culmination of a national culture” (235). In other words, as Equiano constructs 

his narrative of the past, he notices the constructiveness of nationalism, which is imagined and 

written into “truth” through literature like Robinson Crusoe. Equiano, in his description of 

Essaka (re)constructs an Igbo world with shared interests in a European Enlightenment (Eke 24). 

Equiano’s particular discussion of Essaka’s food, commerce, and agriculture provides a specific 

example of enlightening his English readers about Igbo’s culture, and this culture does not just 

share interests with Europe, as Eke suggests, but shapes and alters the changing tastes occurring 

throughout the Atlantic. Thus, Equiano’s description reveals that his life outside European 

enslavement provided him with a foundation that aids him as a commercial merchant, 

undercutting the usual argument that Equiano merely draws on English notions of trade.  

With this recognition, we not only can see that Equiano’s understanding of commerce 

and agriculture are rooted in Africa but also can begin to identify key elements of those roots and 

see how they aided him in his self-liberation project. He states that “money is of little use” in 

Essaka (37). Instead, their food—bullocks, goats, and poultry—constitute “the principal wealth 

of the country, and the chief articles of commerce” (35). England’s commerce consisted in the 

trade of commodities for money, so they would not value Igbo’s commerce, as described by 
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Equiano, as equal to their own, but Equiano, as a commercial merchant on English trading ships, 

relies on his African knowledge and skill in identifying the best commodities to sell. On a 

voyage to Santa Cruz, he brings twelve bits of limes and oranges because he “had heard these 

fruits sold well in that island” (117). Equiano, from a young age, learned the value of provisions, 

which have a high market value to the Igbo. As a child, he also attended Igbo markets with his 

mother. These markets functioned as sites of exchange much as the Atlantic itself operates as a 

means of circulating goods:  

These [markets] are sometimes visted by stout, mahogany-coloured men from the south 

west of us: we call them Oye-Eboe, which term signifies red men living at a distance. 

They generally bring us firearms, gun-powder, hats, beads, and dried fish. The last we 

esteemed a great rarity, as our waters were only brooks and springs. These articles they 

barter with us for odoriferous woods and earth, and our salt of wood-ashes. (37)  

The markets in Essaka provided a small-scale system of exchange compared to the profit-driven 

markets within the Atlantic based on colonial export. Equiano’s trade, similar to the markets in 

Essaka, is more localized; he does not trade in sugar but in fruits, like the oranges, and in animals 

like cattle and poultry. Thus, Equiano’s first encounter with commerce, albeit a different type of 

commerce than in England, was in Africa. As a child, he relied on provisions as a means of 

exchange, so his later trading of provisions and goods continues the trade he was accustomed to 

seeing during his childhood. These small-scale provisions (oranges and poultry) also carry a 

greater use value in terms of necessity than the luxury items (sugar, tea, coffee) circulating in the 

European markets.  

With the rise in trading luxury items on a large-scale, commerce also became under 

attack by some English writers. Even though eighteenth-century literary texts such as The 

London Merchant and the ode, “Rule, Britannia,” promoted commerce as a hallmark of 

civilization, not every writer unquestioningly embraced a commercialized system. There was 

always resistance to the rise in commerce such as James’s refusal to abandon an agrarian 

lifestyle for a commercial one. Counter-arguments also arose such as Anna Letitia Barbauld’s 

“Epistle to William Wilberforce,” which I discussed in Chapter Three. These arguments cited 

commerce, especially commerce in luxury goods, as a potential source of corruption. Even 

though Equiano’s narrative celebrates his commercial activities and promotes a commercial 

system by transforming the whole of Africa into a new market for England to sell its goods, it 
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also operates as a form of counter-argument to a British commerce by revealing its inherent 

contradictions. Eighteenth-century British commerce relied on dehumanizing the enslaved in 

order to exploit their labor for Britain’s own monetary gain. Thus, Equiano’s Interesting 

Narrative, like Barbauld’s poem, positions (English) commerce as harmful.  

In order to “free” himself, Equiano directly participates in English commerce. As an 

adult, he trades goods in exchange for money, thereby allowing him to purchase his freedom, and 

this notion of valuing money reflects a British influence, which itself is a necessity since that is 

the system in which Equiano must operate. When he first begins trading commodities in the 

hopes of acquiring manumission papers from his master, he thinks of trade only in terms of its 

monetary value: “My traffic had hitherto succeeded so well with me, that I thought, by selling 

my goods when we arrived at Montserrat, I should have enough to purchase my freedom,” but on 

finding out his master changed their destination to Georgia, he was disappointed because he 

knew his goods would not sell as well (132–133). At this point, the driving force behind his trade 

is not subsistence or procuring other commodities like in markets in Essaka. Instead, he wants to 

obtain and accumulate money in order to purchase himself—a commodity he can only purchase 

with a set sum of money. Equiano describes his trading of goods in St. Eustatia in similar 

economic terms: “Here I sold my goods tolerably well; but not being able to lay out all my 

money in this small island to as much advantage as in many other places” (133). Equiano’s focus 

on “lay[ing] out [his] money” echoes a British sensibility of speculative commerce. Through the 

colonial system, Equiano’s only means of buying his freedom is to enter into commerce himself, 

and by using the (monetary) proceeds to purchase his freedom, he takes himself—his body—out 

of commerce. Before he acquires his freedom, he has no choice but to adopt an (English) 

economic-driven mind-set when trading goods. Thus, by purchasing his own freedom, Equiano 

underscores the inherent contradictions in slavery in terms of property—just as Molly does in 

Marly by insisting that she, as “property,” cannot steal from her master. 

However, after Equiano purchases his freedom for seventy pounds, his thoughts 

regarding the value of money shifts. He no longer values money as he did before he is freed. As 

a freed black, Equiano transports cattle from Georgia to the West Indies, and Captain Thomas 

Farmer fails to honor his promise to let Equiano have two bullocks. In an attempt to cheat him, 

Captain Farmer offers to sell Equiano turkeys instead of giving him cattle. At first, Equiano 

refuses because he consider turkeys “such tender birds that they were not fit to cross the seas,” 
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but eventually Equiano purchases four-dozen turkeys because he realizes he is not “able to 

dispose of [his] paper money in any other way” (142). Equiano wants cattle because he knows 

that cattle “are a very profitable article” in the West Indies (141). However, his status as a black 

man, even though freed, still places him in danger of being cheated out of his own money and 

provisions. Captain Farmer attempts to gain even more money by trading all of these “profitable 

article[s]” himself. Equiano reluctantly agrees to this unfair exchange because he finds more 

profit in turkeys, which he considers unfit “to cross seas,” than keeping paper money, which he 

considers a currency he must quickly discard. Equiano’s preference for tangible commodities 

over paper money demonstrates that he has not completely adopted a British sensibility in terms 

of trade. In fact, Equiano’s choice to quickly dispose of paper currency recalls his previous 

discussion of the inutility of money in his native home in Africa.  

Equiano, as a commercial merchant, also directly participates in the trading of new 

“foreign” foods. Through his transatlantic perspective, we gain a better sense of the culinary 

exchange that occurred across the overlapping triangular routes of the Atlantic. When describing 

his homeland in Africa, Equiano claims that they have “a variety of delicious fruits which I have 

never seen in Europe” (37). Colonization opened up an exchange of commodities—both a 

material exchange of goods and a circulation of ideas concerning these “exotic” foods. Equiano 

specifically names pineapple among the fruits Ibgo people produce, and he provides an idyllic 

description of this fruit: “our pine apples grow without culture” (37). In this statement, he 

romanticizes the fruitful abundance of his African homeland, which is undercut when he 

describes the agricultural labor performed by the Igbo, and describes a tropical fruit, indigenous 

to South America and the Caribbean (Houston, Food Culture 56). Pineapples, as a colonial 

product, fascinated British subjects. Sean Silver, in his discussion of Locke’s description of the 

pineapple, argues that the idea attached to a material object is more desirable than the object 

itself: Locke claims that to truly taste a pineapple one had to travel to the West Indies, yet Locke, 

who never made the trip himself, describes the delicious qualities of this fruit (50). 

Equiano, however, does travel across the Atlantic, where he notes the material exchange 

of this fruit. When Equiano leaves Jamaica and sails to the Musquito shore, he again encounters 

pineapples, but this time, Amerindians, not Africans, are the ones preparing this fruit for 

consumption. Equiano observes the Amerindians making tourrie or drykbot, which the English 

refer to as “a feast of drinking,” although Equiano thinks the English translations “seems a 
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corruption of language” (208). This drink consists of “pine-apples roastd and casades chewed or 

beaten in mortars,” and after a certain time, this mixture ferments and “becomes so strong as to 

intoxicate, when drank in any quantity” (208). The pineapple is a common staple in both Igbo 

and in the Caribbean, and white Creoles as well as non-European groups made use of this fruit. 

While Equiano observes the Amerindians preparing this drink, he obtains the recipe from a white 

family who “told us how the drink was made” (208). Equinao’s comment reinforces the 

transatlantic scope of culinary sharing. The Amerindians presumably instruct the white Creoles 

in preparing the pineapple drink, and the white Creoles, in turn, provide Equiano with the recipe. 

Through this cross-cultural sharing, Equiano learns a new use for the fruit he encountered during 

his childhood in Africa. Even though Locke’s enjoyment of pineapples remains within his 

imagined sensory experience of the pleasurable fruit described by West Indian travelers, within 

the tropical areas of the Atlantic this fruit became a staple for white, blacks, and Amerindians, 

and like other colonial commodities, by the eighteenth century, it had traveled from these 

tropical lands into the ships of sailors and directly into European soils and markets, making it 

another “exotic” luxury commodity. Lyndon Dominique, in his discussion of the role of 

pineapple in Amelia Opie’s Adeline Mowbray (1805), illustrates how, by the early nineteenth 

century, this colonial staple not only had entered the English markets but also maintained an elite 

status as a sweet luxury good—one that English gentlemen like the novel’s Glenmurray would 

consider a “sweet taste of [their] priviledged, noble, and virtuous life” (201). However, 

Dominique also shows how Glenmurray’s desire for a pineapple depends on the institution of 

slavery through which this good is produced. Therefore, as Dominique argues, without the 

enslaved’s labor, British trade would crumble, and English gentlemen, who feel they are entitled 

to “exotic” luxuries like pineapples, would be deprived of these goods (201).120 Equiano captures 

the beginning circulation of goods like pineapples, and with the shift from agrarian to 

commercial means of production, the pineapple emerges as another luxury food sold in British 

markets—one that simultaneously transforms British tastes and reveals the reliance of British 

trade on enslaved labor.  
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The Paradox of the Self-Made (Hum)Man in the Americas 

The material exchange of commodities and ideas in Equiano’s Narrative also challenges the 

well-known concept of an American as “self-made,” which persists today. Carretta, in Equiano, 

the African, positions Equiano, more than Franklin, as a self-made man. Of course, Carretta is 

referring to Equiano’s (assumed) construction of his African identity. Lynn Festa also claims 

Equiano is a self-made man, but not just in his writing: his business transactions as a commercial 

trader affirm his status as “self-made” (143). While Equiano does labor and earn his freedom—

albeit a limited one—the depiction of Equiano and white (Euro-) Americans like Franklin as well 

as European countries and the Americas as “self-made” is not a completely accurate depiction. I 

do agree that Equiano, more than Franklin, labors in order to purchase his freedom, but Franklin, 

Equiano, and others are all part of a transatlantic exchange of ideas and commodities. Thus, they 

are not self-made, but reliant on others. America is founded on Amerindian and enslaved labor, 

as James reveals, and Equiano relies on his Igbo agricultural and commercial knowledge to 

negotiate his place in the transatlantic world. Marly, in the position of bookkeeper, also 

illustrates how crucial enslaved labor is to the inner workings of the colonial system, thereby 

revealing the paradox of colonization—a system dependent on non-European groups like 

enslaved Africans, yet relentless in its disavowal of these groups. James, Equiano, and Marly are 

all divided in their loyalties to a growing sense of nationalism, and this division uncovers the 

complex interaction among Europe, Africa, the Caribbean, and the United States.  

James considers himself both American and British, and both of these identities negate 

the Amerindian presence. But as James negotiates his conflicting sense of self and this colonized 

English/American space, his descriptions reveal an unstable foundation, not just in the tensions 

between Americans and the English but also between white English settlers and non-European 

groups—the Native Americans and the enslaved. James’s description of Amerindians’ lands as 

providing the foundation of America undercuts this notion of Americans as self-made. As I 

mentioned earlier, James recognizes that the American future lies in exports and commerce. 

Economic practices, then, aid in defining national identity. In Letters, Crèvecoeur suggests “the 

prosperity of the colonies derives mainly from international routes of commerce” (Schiavini 99). 

Through James’s recognition that the economic welfare of America lies in trade, Crèvecoeur 

reveals that America is reliant on others. The English settlers not only rely on Native Americas 

for trade and food but also exploit the labor of the enslaved in order to produce more goods for 
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commercial trade. Even though James initially attempts to paint an idealized America—one 

where English settlers cultivate their own lands for subsistence—the realities of slavery and 

transatlantic commerce disrupts his georgic ideal. Because “international routes of commerce” 

like the port city Charleston were heavily engaged in slave trading as well as trading in slave-

produced commodities and raw materials, James’s idealized landscape collapses when he visits 

Charleston and inevitably encounters the horrors of slavery by seeing the caged slave dying in 

the woods.  

Equiano’s narrative further complicates transatlantic relationships. In Creole America, 

Sean Goudie reconsiders the relationship between the newly emergent Republic—the United 

States—and the Caribbean through a paracolonial lens. Goudie acknowledges that the new 

Republic operates paracolonially through its mercantile presence as well as its economic and 

cultural relationship with the West Indies, which positions it in a role resembling an imperial 

nation like Britain.121 The United States depended on its relationship and trade with the West 

Indies while American writers such as Franklin belied this relationship and promoted the well-

known image of America and Americans as self-made. However, as Goudie argues, Equiano’s 

description of Philadelphia contrasts with the exemplary account Franklin illustrates in his own 

autobiography. The presence of Robert King, a Philadelphia merchant working in the West India 

trades, in Equiano’s narrative undercuts Franklin’s attempts to distance Philadelphia from its 

reliance on the West Indies (32). Moreover, Equiano speaks with a “double-voice” when 

discussing his relationship to Philadelphia—praising Philadelphia as a beneficial town, 

especially in helping him obtain his freedom through trade, and criticizing Philadelphia for its 

unjust treatment of freed blacks (Goudie 32–36). This use of the “double-voice” recalls 

Equiano’s double-voiced representation of Africa’s role in this transatlantic system of exchange, 

in which he simultaneously undercuts and elaborates on Igbo’s commerce. Equiano is the most 

divided in terms of nationality, as the critical debate surrounding his identity suggests, but 

through his liminal position in the Atlantic, we can explore the complex web of transatlantic 

relationships.122  

Marly also undercuts the notion of a self-made Jamaican plantocracy. Marly’s dual 

position as both an Englishman and a West Indian landowner and as both a member of the 

plantocracy and a bookkeeper provides a fractured lens through which his readers view this 

particular rural area in Jamaica. The racist, pro-slavery sentiments are directly challenged by 
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Marly’s encounter with the enslaved. The planters’ and enslaved people’s interactions and 

discourse on property, labor, and agriculture reveal the paradox of colonization—a system that 

dehumanizes a group of people, yet relies on this “uncivilized” group for its subsistence and 

economic wealth. And this paradox does not end with the abolition of slavery. The narrator of 

Marly condemns the planters’ obstinacy and parochialism in refusing to utilize the agricultural 

knowledge of other non-European groups. The planters, in their discussion of the agrarian future 

of Jamaica, highlight this on-going struggle of the Europeans’ desire to belie their self-reliance 

on another. Dissatisfied with their current agricultural system, the West Indian planters discuss 

the need for improving their current method of planting, and in their frustration, they admit they 

borrowed their current “inferior” system from “those objects of our contempt, and of our dread—

the negroes” (233). In addition to the blatantly racist stereotype of black knowledge as inferior, 

we see that West Indian planters engage in cross-cultural sharing, borrowing ideas and practices 

from others. Therefore, English wealth derives from both the enslaved’s labor on colonial 

plantations and the agrarian methods the planters adopt as their own. In considering more 

efficient methods that they could possibly implement in their West Indian plantations, these 

planters mention drawing on ideas from East Indian planters, yet they quickly dismiss this 

possibility because the West Indians, they claim, consider themselves superior to other countries 

and would “disdain to seek any examples from people who were not of ourselves” (234). To 

emphasize the point, they state: “Never let it be said that the eaters of bread [the West Indian 

planters] were taught by example of the eaters of rice [the East Indian planters]” (234). These 

West Indian planters describe the English colonies in terms of their staples they consume—the 

West Indian “bread eaters” and the East Indian “rice eaters.” Again, food plays a role in creating 

national identities; however, this established culinary identity is always threatened by the 

continuous circulation and sharing of foods and agricultural ideas as indicated by these planters’ 

conversations. Even though the West Indian planters consider themselves “superior” to African 

and Asian influences, they do adopt these practices and circulate their commodities, often 

disavowing the source of these ideas and goods in the process.    

The division between “bread-eaters,” “rice-eaters,” and enslaved people becomes more 

complicated after the emancipation because the plantation mentality did not dissipate after 

slavery ended. Instead, racism and exploitation of labor persisted. Commerce continued to 

impact European countries and their colonies, and the commerce depended on trade in both 
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human bodies and commodities, which underscores the English as reliant on the agrarian 

knowledge and labor of Amerindians and enslaved Africans—a reality that Letters, Interesting 

Narrative, and Marly all reveal. However, these texts leave the future of the Americas and the 

relationship between these transatlantic nations unanswered. Their fragmented narrators only 

complicate the exchanges occurring in these colonial spaces and reveal the inevitable tensions 

caused by the paradoxes of colonization. These texts do not allow us to blindly accept the myth 

that revolution and emancipation solved tensions. Instead, the politically unstable atmosphere of 

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries resulted in even more paradoxes and 

unanswered questions—one that (post)colonial writers continue to grapple with today.   
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CONCLUSION 

FEEDING THE DIASPORA: PLANTATION SOCIETY AND 

FOOD IMAGERY IN SALT AND THE RAINMAKER’S MISTAKE 

 

For colonial and postcolonial texts do not merely tell the modern history of “unequal 
development” or evoke memories of underdevelopment. [. . .] [T]hey provide modernity with a 

modular moment of enunciation: the locus and locution of cultures caught in the transitional and 
disjunctive temporalities of modernity. 

–Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture
123 

 

A recent article in The Gleaner, Jamaica’s largest daily newspaper, discusses the latest “Eat 

Jamaican” campaign: an essay contest, where children, aged six to eighteen, write about what the 

slogan “Eat Jamaican” means to them as well as discussing their favorite Jamaican meals.124 The 

slogan, “Eat Jamaican,” refers to the campaign launched in 2003 by Jamaica Agricultural 

Society, which promotes the consumption of locally produced goods in Jamaica rather than 

contributing to the export/import structure.125 With the rising cost of importing foods, Jamaica’s 

“Eat Jamaican” campaign attempts to assist local farmers, reduce the cost of produce for local 

residents, and educate Jamaicans about their culinary heritage. Discussions of land and food, 

however, are not isolated to Jamaica; these modern campaigns date back to eighteenth- and 

nineteenth-century concerns related to landownership, agrarian questions of production, and land 

reparations that continue to plague the Caribbean. Slavery continues to haunt the collective 

memory of the Caribbean even while new chapters of exploitation emerge like tourism and the 

business associated with commercial cricket (Beckles, “‘Slavery was a long, long time ago’” 10). 

The past form of exploitation also brings up discussions of reparations, which European nations 

refuse to even consider as a relevant issue. Again, former imperial nations continue their 

disavowal of the importance of slave labor to their present economies through their dismissal of 

reparations. However, their silence on this topic actually underscores the value of slave labor to 

their current economies. For example, in 2005 a group of British scholars and financial experts 

calculated that Britain would owe 7.5 trillion pounds, which was more than three times the GDP 

of Britain in 2005, in reparations. This specific amount, Hilary Beckles argues, illustrates how a 
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small island economy was able to emerge as major global economic force (“‘Slavery was a long, 

long time ago’” 21–22).126      

In addition to the former exploitation of land and humans, colonization and the slave 

trade produced diasporic communities, and the current increase in globalization and immigration 

further contributes to the diasporic sense of place and culture. Thus, in many ways, food 

production and consumption continues to define and shape Caribbean identities and literature. 

Contemporary Caribbean, Latin American, African American, African, and Indian novels draw 

on the imagery of food: in Cristina García’s Dreaming in Cuban (1992), cooking and food 

consumption, or lack thereof, function as political and personal weapons; Laura Esquivel’s Como 

agua para chocolate (Like Water for Chocolate) (1989) portrays cooking as a source of 

empowerment and expression for Tita; Ntozake Shange’s Sassafrass, Cypress, and Indigo (1982) 

embeds recipes within its fictional narrative; Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun 

(2006) contains a powerful depiction of how starvation was used as a weapon in the Biafri War; 

and Jhumpa Lahiri’s characters in Interpreter of Maladies (1999) all display complicated 

relationships with food, often directly connected to their status as Indian immigrants in the 

United States. This brief list reveals the wide-ranging impact of food on these (post)colonial 

spaces. In the eighteenth-century, the plantation system depended on food production and 

exportation of colonial commodities, and these commodities also influenced taste across the 

Atlantic. Thus, the imperialistic changes to the physical landscape directly affected, and 

continues to affect, the colonial and (post)colonial lives of the people in the Caribbean (as well 

as other parts of the world, as the above list illustrates).  

Despite over 150 years of “freedom,” racial prejudices and stereotypes from the period of 

slavery persist, and tensions from the colonial era still occupy the Caribbean nations as well as 

the pages of contemporary (post)colonial literature. Often, within (post)colonial novels, 

characters’ status as immigrant or descendent of the enslaved determines their relationship to 

food or the land. Therefore, this literature cannot be read in isolation from its connection to 

slavery and colonization. Salt, a novel by Trinidadian Earl Lovelace, and The Rainmaker’s 

Mistake, a novel by Jamaican Erna Brodbher, explicitly engage the “problems” of Caribbean 

history, particularly problems related to slavery, labor, and agricultural practices. The pre-

emancipation attitudes I have examined throughout the dissertation are interwoven into the 

history of the Caribbean, and these two texts illustrate the persistent nature of the legacies of 
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plantation slavery and offer a counter-narrative to these colonial documents. At the heart of these 

two novels is the discourse surrounding labor and self-identity post-emancipation, but as Salt and 

The Rainmaker’s Mistake engage these topics, the temporality of the texts oscillates between the 

past and present. In fact, Brodbher published The Rainmaker’s Mistake to commemorate the two 

hundredth anniversary of the Slave Trade Act of 1807. Her novel explores how the past (slavery) 

must be interwoven into the present in order to hope for a better future, and Salt also reveals the 

connection between the past and the present by directly addressing the complicated relationship 

between Afro-Trinidadians, Indo-Trinidadians, and Euro-Trinidadians.  

After emancipation, the plantocracy, in an attempt to maintain their lucrative plantations, 

pressured the Trinidad Council of Government into passing taxation and land allotment laws that 

made black small farming prohibitive. In order to accommodate for the shifting labor “market” 

and the anticipated resistance of the former enslaved to continue working for “wage” labor, 

planters brought in Indian laborers, and to encourage these laborers to stay (rather than returning 

home), the government permitted land ownership to Indians, while still discouraging blacks from 

owning land (Heather Russell 112–13). Naturally, this differential treatment resulted in tensions 

between Afro-Trinidadians and Indo-Trinidadians, but what is interesting to note is that this 

tension, although highlighting racial distinctions, resulted from an economic decision. Of course, 

by the nineteenth century, racial ideologies were written into the system of slavery, and obvious 

racial divisions persist in contemporary Caribbean culture. However, the origin of this division 

was not based primarily on racial difference. Instead, this divide resulted from an economic 

rationale—of protecting the plantocracy. As I discussed in Chapter Five, capitalism has its roots 

in the colonial system. Preserving the plantations relied on labor, and these divided laws of land 

ownership hoped to produce the labor needed for these large plots of land. Without historicizing 

the plot of Salt, one could easily overlook the economic component, and consider only racial 

tensions, but because (post)colonial authors “write back” to their colonial past, scholars must 

always remember to historicize.127  In fact, our understanding of these (post)colonial texts 

depends on our own engagement with the histories they reference. 

(Post)colonial literature, therefore, captures the cyclical nature of history, and in 

particular, Salt and The Rainmaker’s Mistake complicate a Westernized understanding of 

temporality in order to demonstrate the interconnected relationship between the past and the 

present. Notions of temporality and repetition open up new discursive possibilities in terms of 
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exploring the Caribbean. Antonio Benítez-Rojo, in The Repeating Island: The Caribbean and the 

Postmodern Perspective, argues that the Caribbean is a “meta-archipelago” that has neither a 

boundary nor a center (4). For Benítez-Rojo, Edouard Glissant, and Michael Dash, the Caribbean 

operates in a state of flux.128 Certainly, looking back at the eighteenth century, we see the 

Caribbean as a place of coerced and voluntary movement, and it remains an area of migrations 

(of people and commodities). In many ways, the Caribbean does function as a site of 

multiplicity, especially in terms of identities. The blending of people can result in the creation of 

new foods and enlightened ways of thinking, as my dissertation argues. But considerations of 

nationalities complicate the notion of the Caribbean as a “meta-archipelago.” Like the age-old 

question, “is the glass half empty,” island identity raises a similar question: does the sea connect 

or divide?  

The debate between regionalism (fluidity) and nationalism (rigidity) approaches island 

identity as a binary: one nation or all nations. Salt directly engages, and complicates, this 

question of fluidity by emphasizing Trinidadian multiculturalism. Supriya Nair argues the 

opening scene in Salt, which invokes a flying African myth,” implies the openness of the 

archipelago can have sinister implications, which contrasts with Benítez-Rojo’s and Dash’s 

under-problematized assimilation of the rhetoric of openness (266–68). This initial scene of the 

novel describes Guinea John’s escape, because of his assumed involvement in an insurrection, 

from Trinidad: Guinea John “put two corn cobs under his armpits and flew away to Africa, 

taking with him the mysteries of levitation and flight, leaving the rest of his family still in 

captivity mourning over his selfishness” (3). The fluidity of the Caribbean—this island bridge—

allows people not only to come to the island but also to leave, thus undercutting the purely 

optimistic reading of the Caribbean as an island bridge.  

Whereas Guinea John manages to escape, his descendents are “still in captivity.” 

Lovelace’s choice of words here emphasizes that this fluid movement can have adverse 

reactions. Guinea John’s family cannot fly away and leave the island because “they had eaten 

salt and made themselves too heavy to fly” (3). Guinea John’s explanation of his family’s 

inability to fly evokes the tale of the flying African: if the enslaved refrained from consuming 

salt, then they could “fly,” which translated into their souls returning to Africa after they died. 

Salt serves as an impediment to flight because it connects the enslaved to the land, thus removing 

their ability to easily return to Africa. References to salt also contain implications that resulted 
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from colonial encounters between Europeans and the enslaved. The dietary exchange of salt 

between Robinson Crusoe and Friday, in Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, for example, reveals 

salt as a European dietary staple and records the Europeans’ introduction of salt to the enslaved. 

Friday, after witnessing Crusoe eat meat with salt, tries it himself, but Crusoe claims that the 

salted meat nauseates Friday to the point that he had to “wash[] his Mouth with fresh Water” 

(196). Interestingly, Crusoe admits that he cannot influence Friday to add salt to his diet. Even 

though Crusoe insists that Friday should prefer eating salted meat,129 Crusoe notes that Friday 

“would never care for Salt with his Meat, or in his Broth; at least not a great while, and then but 

a very little” (196). This colonial exchange—in which Crusoe privileges salt and Friday rejects 

it—demonstrates not only the cultural association between food and self but also a cultural 

disassociation between food and an “other” colonial body.  

In Salt, we see a similar exchange: Andre Carabon, a member of the plantocracy during 

early post-emancipation, proudly exclaims that he gives his ex-slaves “three pounds of salt meat 

and three pounds of salt fish” (181). Andre considers this allowance of food, along with his 

restraint from excessively whipping the workers, his allotment of land to them, and his 

designation of a “free day” from laboring, as a sign of an ideal work setting, but his perspective 

is one-sided, discounting the workers’ own opinions. Jojo, a worker on the Carabon plantation, 

requests a form of reparation for the formerly enslaved people, which shocks Andre. In fact, 

Andre regards Jojo’s request as a joke. Both Crusoe and Andre repudiate any position that differs 

from their own—whether it is a dislike of salt or desire for land reparation. In the twentieth 

century, Michael, another member of the Carabon family, continues this disavowal by arguing 

that the West Indies, not Africa, is “a paradise” for the former enslaved (213). In Michael’s own 

frustration about the possible land reparations, he inadvertently counters Andre’s previous claim 

that salted meat rations equates to an exemplary diet by revealing that Rastafarians refuse to eat 

salt in hopes of returning to Africa (213). Rastafarians believe in the spiritual benefits in 

avoiding salt, a staple that some Rastafarians believe will corrupt their minds with colonial 

thoughts since it was introduced by Europeans.130 Therefore, salt illustrates the “seasoning” of 

the enslaved by Europeans in an attempt to acclimate the enslaved to their new colonial lifestyle.  

Salt also connects enslaved Africans to the land through the act of laboring this land. The 

title Salt instantly evokes a connection between land and people, and Lovelace’s novel “posits a 

link between the history of the sweat of enslaved human labour and the environment through the 
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salt water of the surrounding seas” (Campbell 68). Salt, as a metaphor for the sweat of labor, 

places the enslaved in a new “home,” albeit a forced one. Therefore, because Guinea John’s 

family consumed salt, he realizes “their future would be in the islands” (3). Salt, here, parallels 

the discussion of Lockean labor in Chapter Two. Guinea John’s family, like their enslaved 

ancestors, labor on these Caribbean lands, and through their sweat mixing with the soil itself, 

they transform the land into their own. Guinea John’s family, then, is tied through their labor to 

the Trinidadian land, thereby challenging the notion of fluidity Guinea John experiences with his 

“flight” to Africa.  

Brodber’s The Rainmaker’s Mistake places fluidity of movement in traumatic terms. Her 

novel contains seven different narrators, who weave in and out, as they narrate their stories. 

These narrators, at times, appear allegorical, although they are more historicized than 

emblematic of morality (DeLoughrey 66). Inserted between these narratives is a story of the lace 

people. Brodber’s language evokes the language of a Westernized fairy tale as she begins to 

describe the black lace: “One time [. . .] there was a kingdom in a dreamland” (38). But, as with 

the structure of her narrative itself—a point I discuss later—she disrupts any Western notion of a 

“happy ending.” This kingdom contained people given the ability to fly: “They were the prettiest 

things in flight. They were so thin and tall, the wind and sunlight made holes in their bodies, 

transforming them into black lace floating up to the sun.” (38). But one day, the lace people 

decided to leave their earth homes and the skies, never returning. Their “up and down movement 

ceased” (39). In their new “home” in the sky, the lace people take over the work of the sun, 

moon, and stars. Before long, the lace people were doing all the work of the elements of the sky. 

Then, Papas Lace, who took over the work of the sun, became so much like the sun that “they [. . 

.] became fixed” (40). Eventually, all the lace people (Papas, Mamas, and Lacettes) became 

affixed to their place in the heavens. Occasionally, a star shot across the sky, returning to earth, 

causing the lace family to be dispersed, “separated so totally from [their] parents and [their] 

brothers and sisters” (41). The story of the lace people parallels the diaspora caused by slavery; 

forced migration and enslavement resulted in separated families, who labored for others’ profit. 

Also, this story emphasizes how work and labor anchored these lace people in their new location 

just as Rowlandson’s sewing positioned her as member within the Algonquian community, 

which prevents her from returning to her New England society unchanged. The Lace family’s 

story upsets the reading of the Caribbean as only a fluid space. The ones who do escape—the 
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falling stars—simply contribute to the separation of this family, again echoing the forced 

migration of enslavement and the potential negative consequence of “flying” away as seen with 

Guinea John.  

In fact, Salt and The Rainmaker’s Mistake both focus on the notion of staying rather than 

escaping. These texts raise the question of what happens to those who stay, or cannot leave, and 

how they learn to live in this “New World.” As Meredith Gadsby argues, “sucking salt” operates 

both as a “sign of adversity and survival” (3). In other words, consuming salt can also function 

as an act of overcoming hardship. Even though Lovelace opens with an image of Guinea John’s 

family as too heavy (due to their salt consumption) to leave Trinidad, he portrays Alford George 

as someone who embraces his own inability to escape. At first, Alford wants to flee the island, 

and he even begins teaching with the intention to “help at least a few children escape the 

humbling terror of the island” (55). However, he slowly realizes that he is part the island, 

admitting that he cannot leave because he is a “part of this now” (69). The death of his caged 

bird, also named Alford George, further illustrates his inability to escape: Alford discovers the 

stiffened body of his bird, who “had died of starvation,” and in “its agony it had tried with no 

luck to squeeze through the bars of the cage” (71). His bird’s death signifies that he is also 

condemned to stay and die on this island (Nair 271).  

In many ways, Alford is also tied to the land. In fact, with the money he saved to study 

abroad, he purchases the land his father previously had been unable to buy due to the unjust laws 

toward land ownership for Afro-Trinidadians, so, on some level, Alford always knows he cannot 

just leave. After Alford admits that he is part of the island, his attitude toward education reveals a 

shift in his perception of escape. He realizes that the educational system, which prepares students 

to seek liberation by passing the College Exhibitions examination, is flawed; he only knows of 

three children who passed the College Exhibitions and left Trinidad. Rather than prepare students 

to leave, he now declares his new pedagogical mission: “to prepare children for living in the 

island (76; emphasis mine). Most of these children stay on the island, and he wants to tackle the 

questions of what living on, not off, the island entails. Alford’s “sucking salt” begins to function 

as a resistance through his desire to focus on “living in the island” instead of finding ways off of 

it.  

The Rainmaker’s Mistake traces the stories of the enslaved and their descendents from 

the time of the abolition of slavery in 1834 to the present, but as I mentioned earlier, this is not a 
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linear narrative. Before emancipation, the planter, Mr. Charlie, constructs a creation myth for his 

enslaved workers, through which he teaches them that they are “yams” harvested from the yam 

grounds and presented to the other yam/slaves whenever there is a birth on the estate. The story 

takes on literal and symbolic significance as the enslaved describe Mr. Charlie planting his seed 

(sperm) in the dirt as the origin of their “birth,” and on the celebration of “founder’s day,” Mr. 

Charlie would unearth the “yam babies” (2). This mythical story permeates the novel’s plot as 

the former enslaved and their descendents search to discover the truth about their past. The 

connection between yams, an African staple, and the enslaved is significant. Yams served as 

important staples to the provision grounds of the enslaved—to the point they were often referred 

to as “yam grounds” (Carney and Rosomoff 113). Even today, traditional yam festivals in West 

African countries celebrate the continuity of life—drawing on how old yams propagate new ones 

(Harris 14). Moreover, the yam myth literalizes the transplanting of Africans into the Caribbean. 

Elizabeth DeLoughrey points out that because a yam is a rhizome, not a root, it operates as an apt 

metaphor for the “rhizomatic, creole identities” of the Caribbean and for “African regeneration in 

a new soil” (61–62). Therefore, the yam myth in The Rainmaker’s Mistake simultaneously 

perpetuates the colonial structure of white dominance and preserves the enslaved people’s 

connection to African staples.  

The lives of the characters in The Rainmaker’s Mistake imitate the fluidity of the 

Caribbean itself. While the formerly enslaved and their descendents do leave their island in order 

to search for the truth about their origins, they eventually return: “Jupiter go again. London come 

back.” (93). The seven narrators’ lives are inextricably bound together. If one leaves, then 

another returns, maintaining a constant presence in their home, and with each return, they bring 

new knowledge of their past or food to supply their present. Essex and Little Congo both leave in 

search of answers about their past: Essex returns to the plantation, where they previously lived, 

and Little Congo searches for the new home of Woodville, the former overseer on the plantation. 

Little Congo confesses that after their yearlong absence, Essex and he “returned with 

disappointment” (75). But even though Little Congo believes they have discovered nothing 

during their absence, their need to cultivate land in order to survive reveals their own embedded 

agrarian knowledge, which they convey to their community. Like Alford in Salt, their emphasis 

is on learning how to survive within their “new” world. Essex returns to the former plantation, 

and he crafts his own hoe, cutlass, and plough and clears away several acres of land, so by the 
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time his hamper of food runs out, “there were canes, plantains, avocado pear, oranges” and a 

range of tree crops all available to him (77). Little Congo also realizes that if he plans to stay 

away from home, he must find a means to feed himself. Even though he had never farmed 

(because emancipation occurred before he could enter the “pickney gang”), he “knew about 

farming” though “years of watching subconsciously” (74). Before Little Congo farms the land, 

he survives by eating what the birds eat, but acknowledging that he cannot continue to live this 

way, he tells himself: “‘The birds and the squirrels didn’t plan for you. It is one thing to be the 

guest; it is another to be the citizen’” (74). Even though Little Congo assumes that he and Essex 

have nothing—no truth—to take home, their understanding of how their past agrarian knowledge 

can transition them from guests to a new community—one that not only survives but also 

thrives—is their contribution. Like Equiano, who uses his African agrarian knowledge to 

successfully enter into British commerce, Little Congo and Essex both rely on their newly 

recovered agrarian skills to establish themselves within this “New World” forced upon them. In 

fact, their agrarian knowledge and discoveries later provide their new community with an 

abundance of food. Essex and Little Congo return on “founder’s day,” and “what these boys did 

not bring home from the past ha[d] yet to be invented” (103). They delivered a variety of foods: 

flour, rice, peas, beans, pig’s tail, dried beef, and food in cans. Previously, “founder’s day” 

celebrated the white planter and marked the continuation of the erasure of the enslaved people’s 

past with the yam myth, but, on this “founder’s day,” the formerly enslaved people uncover more 

of their past. In a sense, they become their own “founders” as they begin to make a life for 

themselves on the island.  

The fluidity of the narrators’ movement spills into the narrative framework of the novel. 

Like Brodber’s previous novels, The Rainmaker’s Mistake disrupts linear narratives: her novel 

complicates our understanding of temporality. Essex makes a plane and leaves the island to “to 

seek knowledge in the distant past” (69). Characters’ fluid movement is not only between 

geographic regions; they also move seamlessly through time. Queenie claims that she is ninety 

but she looks much younger. When someone inquires about her age, she first asks the age “of a 

young woman who looked [Queenie’s] age, just sprouting breasts, a little indentation at the 

waist,” and upon learning this young woman is sixteen, Queenie “set [her] age at sixteen” too 

(62). Slavery changes Queenie’s concept of time and her physical growth into one of disarray. 
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This novel bends temporality in order to emphasize that in many ways the present relies on the 

knowledge of “the distant past.”     

Salt also blurs temporality by moving in and out of past and present stories. Before 

Myrtle narrates Bango’s story and his insistence on continuing and funding a march at the annual 

Independence Day parade, she notes that she “could hold back time no longer” (157). As her 

daughter Vera grows older, she realizes that Vera needs an education, which requires money, so 

Myrtle approaches Alford, hoping to stop Bango from funding another march. Bango’s march 

during the Independence Day parade continues a tradition of resistance that began with his great-

great-grandfather Jojo, who chastised the governor on Emancipation Day for “granting him a 

half-way freedom”: Bango outfits forty boys in “red berets and khaki uniforms and pieces of 

wood that he shaped out to look like guns,” and they proudly march, uninvited, in the parade 

(45). Later, he adds four boys “each to represent one of the major races in the island,” and he 

dresses them according to what he deems “appropriate ethnic wear”: “the Indian in dhoit and 

turban; the European in Scottish kilt; the Chinese to have on a big Cantonese hat and two false 

plaits of long hair; and the African a grass skirt on, beads around his neck and a spear in his 

hand” (46). Bango’s march, with its parody of ethnic stereotypes displayed in the “appropriate” 

clothing, serves as a constant reminder of a forgotten past—of the different ethnicities brought, 

often coercively, under one nation. Pearl, the narrator’s mother, fails to understand Bango’s 

attempt to remind people of the past and unite the various races on the island. In fact, she berates 

her husband for following Bango, his brother, in “dredg[ing] up a past that everybody gone past” 

(49). Myrtle’s sister also disapproves of Bango and warns her that “nothing [. . .] progresses” in 

his house (139). Her sister’s allusion to Myrtle’s inability to have a future with Bango also 

reveals a sense of temporal displacement associated with Bango. Even in his house, time stands 

still. For Bango, the past and present are not separate but connected.  

Bango’s association with his ancestors and the past is not the only temporal shift in this 

novel. The narrator often refers to the Carabon family by their last name rather than by their 

individual names. Thus, the Carabon family, at times, operates allegorically. By referencing their 

last name, these Carabon men almost become one identity, moving from past to present to past. 

During a scene where members of the Carabon family gather to celebrate their father’s birthday, 

the patriarch’s sudden fragmented speech about land, the place of the “whiteman” on the island, 

and the ownership of humans prompts Glenda, his daughter, to exclaim: “He is travelling! [. . .] 
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He’s going back. He’s back there in thirty-eight” (208). As Heather Russell points out, “our 

Western notions of temporality” assume that Glenda refers to 1938 because Carabon Sr. would 

not be alive in 1838 (130). However, Carabon Sr. continues to disrupt our understanding of 

temporality by referencing the historical Daaga incident, which occurred in 1837.131 This break 

in temporality reveals that Carabon Sr., like Bango, shares an affinity with his ancestral past. 

Moreover, by opening up our understanding of temporality, the specific reference to thirty-eight 

can now also refer to 1838, the official end date to emancipation. Like Bango’s march, Carabon 

Sr.’s fragmented words refuse to allow the Carabon family, or the reader, to forget about the 

ever-present history of the island and enslavement. Bango and Carabon Sr. both embody the 

cross-temporality that occurs throughout the novel, and the novel itself transcends a linear 

structure, allowing it to function without a boundary similar to the borderless state of the 

Caribbean itself.  

Even though these novels’ non-linear structures operate without boundaries, they are 

grounded in the characters’ inability to leave and their connection to the land. The Rainmaker’s 

Mistake concludes with Queenie exclaiming: “We have no choice, Uncle, we really have no 

choice” (150). Even though she acknowledges they have “no choice” but to move forward, the 

movement is one toward a new future—one where they better understand how to live in their 

“new” home. Therefore, her ending statement is optimistic. Upon hearing news of impending 

emancipation, JoJo, in Salt, also realizes that he has no choice but to “prepare himself” for this 

new life that was coming; he had to “think of a place of his own now,” to think of “a new 

beginning” (172). While his great-grandfather Guinea John flew back to Africa, JoJo has a more 

complicated relationship with Africa: “he had lost track of the exact place he had come from. His 

homeland was the whole continent. He was from Africa, not from a place in Africa” (173). 

Forced migration due to colonization resulted in JoJo’s displaced identity. He could not just fly 

back to Africa. In many ways, he is rooted in the Trinidadian soil, especially considering his 

labor, his sweat. When considering how he planted the lands (without reward), JoJo begins to 

think of himself as “part of a new people whose sweat and blood had fertilized the soil of every 

plantation in every single island” (173). JoJo’s home, through his labor, has become Trinidad, 

yet unjust laws prevent him from rightly claiming this land as his own. In Chapter Five, I argued 

that the planters’ simultaneous consideration of the enslaved as “property” and acknowledgment 

of their ability to steal the master’s “property” illustrates the contradictions (and racist 
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assumptions) embedded within colonial discourse. Jojo’s inability to own the land he cultivates 

again highlights the contraction between slavery and Locke’s theory of property. Like the 

enslaved who are considered “property,” Jojo is still not legally recognized as the rightful owner 

of the land he labors.  

But JoJo’s story is not unique to him. Bango, who narrates his great-great-grandfather’s 

story, suffers the same fate. He wants reparations for the lands taken from him, from JoJo, and 

from Guinea John. As Bango tells Alford the story of Jojo, Alford realizes that while Bango 

“invoked JoJo” he expected that what Bango “just told [him] could have been [Bango’s] very 

own story. Things had not changed all that much. Bango had lived again his great-great-

grandfather’s story” (187). Alford makes a valid point. In fact, this story Bango shares even 

parallels with Alford’s life: Alford’s father, Dixon, also worked in hopes of one day obtaining 

his rightful land from Carabon. Land ownership never became a reality for Dixon, but as I 

mentioned earlier, Alford uses his money for “escape” to purchase the land that in all but title 

belonged to Dixon.  

Lovelace does not merely record the cyclical nature of the Caribbean; the past and 

present fold into each other and directly affect the characters’ thoughts and actions. The 

expansive time period—over four hundred years of history—comes crashing down as Myrtle 

listens to the speeches of the National Party: she “began to see the world afresh and nearly five 

hundred years of time.” (152). After this revelation, her thoughts, like the film the National Party 

projects, display the island’s trajectory beginning with the Amerindians and its violent and 

greedy past to “the land carved up to claimants according to their colour and the number of 

captives they brought to the enterprise” and she realizes that  

this was the New World planted here in this small island: black and white, enslaved and 

enslavers, indentured and indenturers, Venezuelans, loyalists and revolutionaries, French, 

German, Americans, African Americans, freedom fighters and those who wanted to keep 

people enslaved, Africans from Africa, “free” and unfree, Chinese, Portuguese, Indians, 

each group embarked on its own adventure, each one of them driven out or dragged out 

of home by reason of poverty or politics or space. This was the new world puking blood, 

already, murky with corruption. (153)   

The past serves as a filter through which Myrtle (re)sees this “New World,” one that is “planted” 

with a diverse group of people—all brought together to further the capitalist venture of the 
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Caribbean plantations. Like the “yam children” of Brodber’s novel, here Lovelace uses the 

imagery of “planting” people in order to highlight their connection to the earth and the continued 

corruption occurring on, and because of, this Caribbean land. For Salt and The Rainmaker’s 

Mistake this uncovering of the past—of the history of the enslaved—results in the characters’ 

understanding of a “New World” that they must learn to navigate. Again, the question I posed 

earlier—how and why do these diverse groups stay—becomes a central one. As Myrtle points 

out, these groups of people were “driven out or dragged out of home,” yet they find themselves 

planted in this Caribbean space, searching for a way to make this space their own. These 

displaced people who labored with their own blood and sweat considered this Caribbean space 

home, and these two texts begin to address the question of how, or if, people can begin to grow 

into an understanding of themselves and/or others. Therefore, these texts capture how this 

Caribbean space operates as a bildungsroman as they trace its coming-of-age. The islands of the 

Caribbean, like the people planted there, are growing together, and through the Caribbean land, 

people begin to craft their own understanding of their past, present, and future.    

Therefore, the Caribbean embodies the essence of transculturation. Due to colonization 

and its relenting need for labor, people from various regions found themselves displaced from 

their homes and replanted in the Caribbean. The colonial system also ushered in capitalism 

through its mass production and exportation of commodities. As I discussed in the previous 

chapter, the Caribbean plantation was intrinsically “modern.”132 Because of the amalgamation of 

people, Caribbean scholars are beginning to adopt a transnational, not just transatlantic, lens, but 

discussions of modernity must be rooted in an analysis of the colonial system, which in many 

ways marks the beginnings of a modern system. Just as we cannot ignore the role the enslaved 

Africans and Amerindians played in developing and shaping the colonial system, we must also 

consider the colonial origins of modernity itself. Reading modernity from the perspective of the 

Caribbean colonies, Sibylle Fischer establishes new parameters for critically assessing 

modernity:  

[M]odernity needs to be considered under the headings of colonial heterogeneity, 

displacement, and discontinuity: modernity as a hypothesis, modernity affirmed and 

disavowed; modernity as desire, as premonition, or even as an idea that can be traced 

only in certain suspicious and fears. (23) 
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Fischer places modernity as “a product of the New World” and highlights the need to explore the 

extent that the colonial experience shaped modernity (24).133 The sense of displacement—from 

land and people—plays a central role in Salt and The Rainmaker’s Mistake. In fact, these texts 

directly connect Caribbean writers like Lovelace and Brodbher who address the complexities 

inherent in this “New World.” For Lovelace and Brodber, modernity is linked with its colonial 

past, and again, their cyclical narrative captures this colonial influence.  

Like Rowlandson, Crèvecoeur, Fairfax, Nugent, and Marly, the plantocracy in Salt also 

find themselves placed in this “New World.” Because of Adolphe Carabon’s low examination 

scores, he is selected to return to Cascadu and oversee the family estate. He, like Alford, Jojo, 

and Bango, feels trapped. Due to lowering prices for sugar and cocoa and insufficient labor, 

Adolphe finds himself laboring the land, which the narrator asserts begins “to claim him” (204). 

After he labors with his own hands and finds himself invested in Trinidadian land, he begins to 

search for ways to improve his life there. His investment in the soil translates into his desire to 

change the pattern of agricultural production: he knows “the land now had to be geared to really 

feeding people. [. . .] They had to change from export crops.” [. . .] They had [. . .] to find a way 

to get the produce into the homes of the people right here” (204). Adolphe’s concern now lies 

with subsistence agriculture. As his relationship to Trinidad changes so does his investment in 

producing crops for consumption rather than export. The enslaved with their plantation grounds, 

or “yam grounds,” had known this long before Adolphe comes to this new enlightenment.  

The “yam children” in Brodber’s novel also find themselves faced with the need for local 

food production. Because they have been taught various tasks on the plantation, at first, they 

simply reproduce these roles. They maintain a “livestock gang” even though they do not have 

any livestock, the members of which remain idle. But the narrator admits it is “not their fault” 

because they have no notion of planting; they appear “programmed to see cow, goat, and so on, 

and simply can’t think banana, orange” (80). Most of the narrators were on the verge of entering 

the “pickney gang” before emancipation, so they were inexperienced with planting. They face 

starvation and notice that the green had disappeared from their plants, leaving them with 

yellowing bananas.134 Essex, who learned about agriculture, escapes to the past and masters his 

art of growing plants and raising livestock. Queenie visits and sees “long flat pastures, cows with 

their heads down, eating [. . .] fruit trees here and there in pastures, trees with enough for humans 

to eat, enough for animals to eat, enough for them to hold in their stomachs” (110). Again, the 
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past plays a role in allowing Essex to learn how to successfully plant. Essex returns to his past to 

learn to survive in his present. Thus, on the same ground the enslaved once worked, the former 

enslaved and their descendants slowly rebuild their lives.  

This emphasis on the past shaping the present and future translates into a metaphorical 

hunger in Salt and The Rainmaker’s Mistake. For Bango, the land embodies a past history that 

has been erased. When discussing land reparations, he acknowledges that “‘this was never just 

about land [. . .] If they give me land they must do it openly. In front of everybody. People must 

know why they giving land to me. It must be public’” (164). Bango does not just want land. For 

Bango, land is not just property; it signifies the injustice done to him and all the men in his 

family (Guinea John and JoJo). His story and theirs are the same, and this story of 

enslavement—both old and new—is the one he wants the public to know. Slavery forced people 

to work plantations for others’ profit, and this “New World” did not hold any better future for 

Bango. JoJo realizes that even though they “had brought enslavement to an end [. . .] they had no 

new policy, no real vision of how the plantations were to run and how people were to live in 

freedom” (183). By erasing the history of slavery, the plantocracy merely covered up an ugly 

truth and introduced a new form of enslavement. For Bango, the land embodies this erasure. 

Heather Russell argues that Salt evokes moments of the past not just to shed light on the present 

but also “because the past is in fact a living presence” (120). The neo-slavery both JoJo and 

Bango describe places the past—slavery—at the forefront of this present discussion of land 

ownership and reparations. Slavery, therefore, becomes a “living presence,” and the cyclical 

attributes of this text reinforce the persistent nature of the past.   

In The Rainmaker’s Mistake, the former enslaved and descendents of the enslaved also 

hunger for their past, which was erased by their enslavers. They have been fed the yam myth for 

too long. Mimi Sheller warns of the dangers of “systematically forgetting slavery” or “failing to 

recognize its legacies in our midst,” which results in “distorting the present” (4). The community 

in Brodber’s novel suffers from this silencing of the history of enslavement, and as I argued 

previously, their present sense of temporality is distorted. Only through understanding their past 

can they begin to more forward. Interestingly, the past they must uncover lies in the land itself. 

The community becomes fascinated with three mounds (graves) of earth and eventually discover 

that these graves belong to three women: Phibbah, Jubbah, and Princess.135 These names become 

important as the community notices the names of the women from the past parallel three of their 
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own: Phoebe, Juba, and Queenie. Through the names, the past and present merge. Even Essex, 

claims the mounds “are alive” for him (111). The excavation of these burial grounds provides a 

means for the community to learn about its past history.136 As DeLoughrey argues, Brodber’s 

novel “emphasizes the self-conscious desire for growth and the processes that bring growth into 

being rather than the temporal product” (66). As members of the community discover more 

about their past, they learn that Tayeb (who is also Woodville, the former overseer), the 

rainmaker, makes one crucial mistake: he forgets his mother’s name. In fact, when he tries to 

make it rain, he commits matricide because his “mother’s body [was] swept away by the tide of 

Tayeb’s rains” (140). Tayeb’s position as overseer also positions him in collusion with the white 

planter Mr. Charlie, which further illustrates his erasure of his “mother” and community. Tayeb’s 

mistake, then, was forgetting his Mother/his past, and the community turns to the land in order to 

excavate this lost history.  

The land, therefore, acts as a resistant force, undercutting the myth of origin (the “yam” 

myth) created by Mr. Charlie, the white planter, and perpetuated by Tayeb, the overseer. Bango 

also describes the landscape in terms of resistance: “‘Watch the landscape of this island. [. . .] 

And you know that they coulda never hold people here surrendered to unfreedom’” (5). The 

landscape embodies these past histories that have been erased. Land also signifies the means to 

uncover these lost histories and voices. Alford, by the end, realizes that the land holds a larger 

meaning than simply property. Alford, like Tayeb, suffers from a loss of self, of a sense of home. 

During the final Independence Day celebration recorded in the novel, Alford feels “small before 

Bango” because he realizes that “Bango had kept the self that he, Alford, had lost. Bango had 

crossed the chasm into that past to link up with JoJo, to carry still his sense of violation after the 

granting of the ‘Emancipation’ that neither acknowledged his injury nor addressed his loss” 

(257). In this moment, Alford realizes the importance of preserving the past, which the struggle 

over land and reparations symbolizes.  

Lovelace and Brodber emphasize the importance of remembering and voicing the past in 

order to understand the present. Just as Queenie excavates and examines the dead bodies of her 

past, scholars must continue to uncover lost histories in order to gain a more comprehensive 

understanding of the geopolitical and geocultural landscape, and my project, by placing 

discourse on land and food production at the center of the conversation, begins this process of 

uncovering the lost and disavowed histories embedded within colonial texts. The Caribbean 
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provides a landscape where we can explore modernity by first looking to the past. London, one 

of the narrators in The Rainmaker’s Mistake, underscores the sense of temporal displacement 

associated with the Caribbean as he looks to the sea to “watch[] the past and the Future merge” 

(121). Through remembering these past histories and acknowledging the unchanging and 

persisting legacies of slavery, we can hope for a better future—the utopian ending Queenie 

paints, where we can all meet “in the free.” But, until that utopia is realized, we must, like 

Bango, return to the land and uncover the histories embedded within local exchanges of foods 

and agricultural ideas.  
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the eliciting of feelings of terror and fascination, Mary Carruth also discusses Rowlandson’s 

narrative in terms of abjection toward food and bodily incorporation (67). See Carruth, “Between 

Abjection and Redemption: Mary Rowlandson’s Subversive Corporeality,” Feminist 

Interventions in Early American Studies, ed. Carruth (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama 

Press, 2006), 60–79. 
25 Roland Barthes argues that food is not only “a collection of products that can be used 

for statistical or nutritional studies” but also “a system of communication, a body of images, a 

protocol of usages, situations, and behavior” (29); see Barthes, “Toward a Psychosociology of 

Contemporary Food Consumption,” Food and Culture: A Reader, 2nd edition, ed. Carole 

Counihan and Penny Van Esterik (New York: Routledge, 2008), 28–35.  
26 See also Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Good Wives: Image and Reality in the Lives of 

Women in Northern New England, 1659–1750 (New York: Knopf, 1982). 
27 Rather than enforcing passivity or silence, Susan Frye argues that women used needles 

as pens, conveying their own narrative into their work; see “Sewing Connections: Elizabeth 

Tudor, Mary Stuart, Elizabeth Talbot, and Seventeenth-Century Anonymous Needleworkers,” 

Maids and Mistresses, Cousins and Queens: Women’s Alliances in Early Modern England, ed. 

Frye and Karen Robertson (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 165–182. 
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28 Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe (New York: The Modern Library, 2001), 150.  
29 For a more detailed discussion of Patrick Browne’s biography, see “Patrick Browne 

and the Flowers of Mayo: A Biographical Essay,” Flowers of Mayo: Dr. Patrick Browne’s 

Fasciculus Plantarum Hiberniae (1788), ed. E. Charles Nelson and Wendy Walsh (Dublin: 

Éamonn de Búrca for Edmund Bruke Publisher, 1995).  
30 For more about Thomas Thistlewood’s intellectual reading and the particular plants 

grown in his garden see Trevor Burnard, “In the Scientific Manner: Thistlewood and the 

Practical Enlightenment in a Slavery Regime,” Mastery, Tyranny, and Desire: Thomas 

Thistlewood and His Slaves in the Anglo-Jamaican World (Chapel Hill: The University of North 

Carolina Press, 2004), especially 112–15, 121–26. Burnard notes that by 1775 Thistlewood listed 

“over 300 items growing in his garden and in the slaves’ provision grounds [. . .] about 60 of the 

plants had been imported from England, about 25 came from various sources in North America, 

and the rest were from local gardens, fields, and waysides” (125).  
31 See Alfred W. Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural 

Consequences of 1492 (Wesport, CT: Praeger, 2003); and Crosby, Ecological Imperialism: The 

Biological Expansion of Europe, 900–1900, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2004). Crosby begins Ecological Imperialism questioning why European descendents are 

scattered across what he terms “Neo-Europes,” such as the Caribbean (1–8). With Crosby’s 

questioning and term “Neo-Europes,” we see that his focus is Eurocentric, which Judith A. 

Carney and Richard Nicholas Rosomoff address in their work In the Shadow of Slavery: Africa’s 

Botanical Legacy in the Atlantic World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009).  
32 Carney and Rosomoff argue that the introduction of maize into African diets does not 

“save” African from starvation—the image often depicted—but resulted from an increase 

demand for enslaved African labor; maize, by filling in a gap in Africa’s cycle of agricultural 

production, enabled the production of food year-round, thereby, increasing the production of 

African bodies for enslaved labor. Therefore, Carney and Rosomoff remind us that discussion of 

the Columbian Exchange cannot be divorced from the role crop introductions played in enabling 

the commerce in human beings (53–57). 
33 See Neal Wood, John Locke and Agrarian Capitalism (Berkley: University of 

California Press, 1984), 15–30. David Armitage also argues that Locke’s biography positions 
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him as “a crucial link in the historical chain joining liberalism with colonialism,” and he asserts 

that Locke “actively applied theory to colonial practice,” especially considering his involvement 

with writing the Fundamental Constitutions of the Carolina colony (603); see Armitage, “John 

Locke, Carolina, and the Two Treatises of Government,” Political Theory 32.5 (2004): 602–27. 
34 See Daniel Russell, “Locke on Land and Labor,” Philosophical Studies 117.1–2 

(2004): 303–25; and Armitage, “John Locke, Carolina, and the Two Treatises of Government.”  
35 For the crucial debate occurring in England and the North American colonies over the 

right to occupy or own colonial land, see James Tully, “Aboriginal Property and Western 

Theory: Rediscovering a Middle Ground,” Social Philosophy and Policy II (1994): 153–80; and 

Barbara Arneil, “Colonialism: Economic and Ethical Debates,” John Locke and America: The 

Defence of English Colonialism (Oxford, NY: Clarendon Press, 1996), 88–117, especially 107–

17. For a discussion of land ownership and the interactions between English colonists and Native 

Americans, see Stuart Banner, How the Indians Lost Their Land: Law and Power on the Frontier 

(Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2005). Banner points out that the 

English acknowledged Native Americans as the owners of North America (10). 
36 For a rebuttal to Eurocentric notions of Native Americans as not laborious, see Usner, 

Indian Work: Language and Livelihood in Native American History (Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 2009).  
37 For a discussion about Amerindian agricultural and hunting methods, see William 

Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England, 20th 

anniversary ed. (New York: Hill and Wang, 2003), especially 34–53.  
38 Peter Laslett, Introduction, Two Treaties of Government by John Locke, (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1988), 3–122. See also Wood, John Locke and Agrarian 

Capitalism.  
39 For Wood’s discussion of the terms bourgeois and capitalist, see John Locke and 

Agrarian Capitalism, 19. 
40 Eric Williams, in arguing that the rise of capitalism coincided with slavery, dispels the 

climate theory as merely justification, or rationalization, of an economic fact; see Capitalism and 

Slavery, (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1994), 19–23. 
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41 For a more detailed discussion of the four stages theory, see Ronald L. Meek, Social 

Science and the Ignoble Savage (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976), especially 5–

36; Wood, “Of Property Reexamined,” John Locke and Agrarian Capitalism; and Roxann 

Wheeler, The Complexion of Race: Categories of Difference in Eighteenth-Century British 

Culture (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000), especially 176–233.  
42 Locke and other eighteenth-century colonial writings argued for the appropriation of 

Amerindians lands due to their limited use of it; see Arneil, “Colonialism: Economic and Ethical 

Debates.”  
43 Susan Manning and Francis D. Cogliano, eds., The Atlantic Enlightenment (Burlington: 

Ashgate, 2008). 
44 Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker argue that sailors brought along new ideas as 

they crossed the Atlantic, thereby bringing together “the primitive communism of the New 

World and the plebeian commonism of the Old,” which suggests they played a central and 

subversive role in this exchange of ideas (24); see The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, 

Commoners, and the Hidden History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000).  
45 See David Scott, Conscripts of Modernity: The Tragedy of Colonial Enlightenment 

(Durham: Duke University Press), especially 112–15.  
46 Wheeler makes a similar argument when she claims that Long’s schemes for island 

security opened up “avenues for the socioeconomic advancement characteristic of capitalist 

societies” (223). I agree with Wheeler on this point, and I think that Long’s discussion of 

agriculture and land also provide a means of revealing these capitalistic tendencies.  
47 “Making do,” according to Lynn Marie Houston, “places the study of foodways in 

dialogue with the politics of literature production” in order to produce a liberated discourse that 

articulates the complexity of the postcolonial condition. In other words, Houston argues that the 

exporting of foods, which made people in the Caribbean rely on “making do”—using whatever 

they could—in terms of food production, parallels the current issue of Caribbean writers being 

exported as well. Exportation, then, affects both the agricultural and literary sectors of the 

Caribbean, and people struggle to “make do” with what they have in order to reclaim a positive 

sense of identity. As writers leave the Caribbean (whether by choice or not) and embark for 

locations like England or Canada, their writings about the Caribbean also change. See Houston, 
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“‘Making Do’: Caribbean Foodways and the Economics of Postcolonial Literary Culture,” 

MELUS 32.4 (2007): 99–113. 
48 For a further discussion of Joseph Banks and his connection to Kew Gardens, see John 

Gascoigne’s Joseph Banks and the English Enlightenment: Useful Knowledge and Polite Culture 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); and Richard Drayton, Nature’s Government: 

Science, Imperial Britain, and the “Improvement” of the World (New Haven: Yale University 

Press, 2000), 85–105. 
49 Browne claims that the “deleterious nature” of the juice of the cassava plant is removed 

when it ferments (349); see Browne, The Civil and Natural History of Jamaica (London: B. 

White and Son, 1789).  
50 In cataloguing the enslaved, James Grainger informs planters which slaves are prone to 

suicide and which are more likely to get smallpox; see Grainger, The Sugar Cane: A Poem, In 

Four Books (1764), in Caribbeana: An Anthology of English Literature of the West Indies 1657–

1777, ed. Thomas W. Krise (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1999), 166–260. 

Wheeler argues that Long’s scheme for classifying various inhabitants in Jamaica based on 

complexion is “in synch with contemporary natural historians” (210–11). 
51 This quote, from Grainger’s poem The Sugar Cane, comes from Book IV, 242. 
52 Laura Brown, with her use of the term “cultural fable,” allows a space for placing “the 

material and historical with the aesthetic,” thereby providing a means for reading literature and 

history simultaneously (1). In connection with racial alterity, she defines two distinct cultural 

fables: the native prince and the nonhuman being (223). For a more extensive discussion of these 

two cultural fables, see Brown, Fables of Modernity: Literature and Culture in the English 

Eighteenth Century (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2001).  
53 I purposely use the word “assumed” here because Maria Nugent’s disgust at the creole 

culture and food slowly shifts over the course of her journal. Even though, in the beginning of 

her journal, she continuously asserts herself in opposition to creole culture, by the end, as her 

return to England nears, she clearly identifies herself as a creole subject.  
54 Charles Leslie claims that blacks “make a hearty feast on a rat,” and because they 

damage the sugar cane, planters encourage the enslaved to destroy the rats on the island by 

giving them a bottle of rum for every fifty rats they kill. After killing the rats, Leslie, states that 
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the enslaved would broil and “eat them with a great deal of Pleasure”; see Leslie, A New and 

Exact Account of Jamaica (Edinburgh: R. Fleming, 1740), 35. As I mentioned in Chapter Two, 

Browne includes a note on provision grounds and the enslaved’s diet, where he argues that the 

enslaved consider beef, pork, fish, and rum as “the greatest dainties they can come at, unless a 

cat, a rat, or dog fall in their way” (25). The association between the enslaved and rats even 

occupies the pages of the nineteenth-century novel Marly. After informing Marly that the 

enslaved eat rats, the overseer comments on why rats may, in fact, make an good meal: he 

“perceive[d] no reason why rats should not be good eating, though from our education, we may 

entertain a disgust of them.” But after this omission, he quickly counters this notion with his own 

disgust at the sight of such consumption: “as I never tried a mess of them, I am not a proper 

judge, and I only once saw a white man commence eating a roasted one, (he was a Frenchman) 

then I fell sick, and had to retire”; see Marly; or, a Planter’s Life in Jamaica, ed. Karina 

Williamson (Oxford: MacMillian Caribbean, 2005), 47. B. W. Higman notes that the 

consumption of mammals such as rats was practiced in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

but over time, these mammals “came to seem improbable sources of food” (351). See Higman, 

Jamaican Food: History Biology Culture (Jamaica: University of the West Indies Press, 2008), 

especially 351–54, 396–98. 
55 Hans Sloane claims: “Rats are [. . .] sold by the dozen, and when they have been bred 

among the Sugar Canes, are thought by some discerning people very delicious Victuals”; see 

Sloane, A Voyage to the Islands Madera, Barbados, Nieves, S. Christophers and Jamaica 

(London: B. M., 1707), 1:xx; Grainger includes a note stating that the enslaved are fond of cane-

rats and that he has “heard that straps of cane-rats are publicly sold in the markets of Jamaica” 

(200).  
56 With Lewis’s poem “Isle of Devils,” included toward the end of his journal, he 

attempts, as Donna Heiland argues, to create an ideal separation between the island culture and 

the European culture; the white female Irza, impregnated twice by the “demon king” of the 

island, produces a black, monstrous child and a white, idealized child. Even though the poem 

reveals the desire of maintaining two separate and distinct cultures, it also undercuts this desire 

by depicting an interracial relationship and allowing for the both white and the black offspring to 

be killed in the end. While the white child appears to signify a distinct separation between 
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cultures, in reality, he contains both cultures within his blood; therefore, he must be killed. For a 

more in-depth discussion of this poem and cultural identity, see Heiland’s “The Unheimlich and 

the Making of Home: Matthew Lewis’s Journal of a West India Proprietor,” Monstrous Dreams 

of Reason: Body, Self, and Other in the Enlightenment, ed. Laura J. Rosenthal and Mita 

Choudhury (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2002), 170–88.  
57 Nugent references yellow fever throughout her journal. From her arrival to the island, 

tropical disease occupies her mind: at a large party, she danced only two dances because she 

could not “help being a little afraid of the yellow fever” (17). She also records that the French 

troops in St. Domingo “buried 14,000 men of yellow fever” in the course of a few months (118). 

See Lady Nugent’s Journal of Her Residence in Jamaica from 1801 to 1805, ed. Philip Wright 

(Barbados: The University of West Indies Press, 2002).  
58 Jennifer Fleissner considers earth-eating as one of nostalgia in order to reveal that 

Charles Chesnutt’s “Lonesome Ben” functions as a form of diasporic regionalism—an affliction 

for a past that “grows out of the fundamental experience of modernity as displacement” (330). In 

other words, dirt-eating reveals the enslaved’s longing for an unattainable past (Africa). Fleissner 

also argues that “Lonesome Ben” repudiates the notion of earth-eating as a “race-specific trait,” 

depicting it instead as a practice “shared by blacks and whites” (325). In fact, she raises the 

question of whether whites acquired the practice of dirt-eating from the enslaved or possibly 

from Amerindians, noting one writer who observed Native Americans engaging in clay-eating 

(328 note 42). See “Earth-Eating, Addiction, Nostalgia: Charles Chesnutt’s Diasporic 

Regionalism,” Studies in Romanticism 49 (2010): 313–36.  
59 Sussman discusses the eighteenth-century social critic Jonas Hanway and his 

articulation of this fear of internal ingestion of tea resulting in the transformation of the English 

culture into a foreign culture (here, the Chinese culture). For a more detailed discussion of tea as 

an epidemical disease, see Sussman, Consuming Anxieties, 25–26.   
60 Sara Salih suggests that Long’s recategorization of humans may serve as justification 

for interracial relationships between white men and black women. By expanding the category of 

humans to include orangutans, white men would not be in violation of bestiality; see Salih, 

“Filling Up the Space Between Mankind and Ape: Racism, Speciesism and the Androphilic 

Ape,” Ariel 38.1 (2007): 95–111, 109. 
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61 Throughout his journal, Lewis draws a distinction between enslaved Africans and 

enslaved Creoles. He aligns enslaved Africans as more closely connected to obeah and as more 

likely to engage in resistance (90–95). He assigns one attempted rebellion group (totaling “above 

two hundred and fifty”) as entirely African, “not a Creole was among them” (227). Lewis 

appears to be making a case for the “conditioned,” or “seasoned,” slaves, claiming they were 

more acclimated to the colonial system. Considering the recent abolition of the slave trade (in 

1807) and the period Lewis travels to Jamaica (in 1815–17), this would be an important point. 

He wants to find ways to (re)produce the most labor. Interestingly, at one point, he states that: 

“many of the Africans cannot endure animal food of any kind, and most of the Ebres in particular 

are made ill by eating turtle” (99). This statement appears contradictory to his assertion that 

Cane-piece Cat derives from an African dietary practice, as stated in this essay. Also, Robert 

Thomas claims that the practice of dirt-eating frequently exists in the enslaved “imported from 

the coast of Africa” (205); see Thomas, Medical Advice to the Inhabitants of Warm Climates on 

the Domestic Treatment of all the Diseases Incidental Therein (London: J. Johnson, 1790). 
62 See Bewell’s Romanticism and Colonial Disease; Pratt’s Imperial Eyes; and Mimi 

Sheller’s Consuming the Caribbean: From Arawaks to Zombies (London: Routledge, 2003). In 

Colonizing Nature, Tobin also builds on Pratt’s notion of the imperial eye, but she incorporates 

other genres besides travel writings and natural histories (e.g., georgic verse and botanical books) 

and she often uses colonial texts as a means of exposing silenced histories of the enslaved.  
63 Sharpe, drawing on Toni Morrison’s description of her historical novels as a “literary 

archeology” of her life stories, calls for scholars to (re)read archival materials, looking for the 

facts “already embedded in discourse and narrative” in order to piece together untold histories 

that exists only in fragments (xi–xiii).   
64 Kenneth F. Kiple and Virginia Himmelsteib King provide further documentation of 

British and North American physicians warning planters about the potential of this practice to 

spread “rapidly through the slave force” as well the this practice being a great “slave killer” (74, 

228 note7). Kiple and King, however, contradict antebellum southern physicians’ claims that 

geophagy resulted in a higher mortality rate of the enslaved by pointing out that “during 1849–50 

only eighty-three black deaths were attributed to the practice [of dirt-eating]” (119). See Kiple 
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and King, Another Dimension to the Black Diaspora: Diet, Disease, and Racism (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1981).  
65 See, for example, David Spence’s discussion on choosing a wet-nurse, who is “free 

from diseases,” to prevent any potential disease from being “communicated to the child” (395); 

Spence, A System of Midwifery, Theoretical and Practical (Edinburgh: William Creech, 1784). 

See also John Gilmore, “‘Too oft allur’d by Ethiopic charms’? Sex, Slaves and Society in John 

Singleton’s A General Description of the West-Indian Islands (1767),” Ariel 38.1 (2007): 75–94. 

John Singleton, as Gilmore notes, fears that black-wet nurses’ breast milk will contaminate white 

babies, thus making white Creoles resemble the enslaved (85–87).  
66 Candace Ward provides another contradiction contained within colonial documents: 

she argues that Collins, in Practical Rules, contradicts the racist construction of blacks “as overly 

prone to psychosomatic disorders” such as obeah when he applies his own racist construct to 

blacks, claiming that “blacks, unlike whites, were insensible” to tropical diseases (156–57); see 

Ward, Desire and Disorder: Fevers, Fictions, and Feeling in English Georgian Culture 

(Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 2007).  
67 Higman draws on an observation made by Simon Taylor, who wrote in 1789 about this 

power of dirt to allay acid; according to Higman, Taylor notes that this acid could arise from 

plantation doctors injecting mercury, which was a common “cure” for several illness including 

yaws and syphilis, into the bodies of the enslaved (Jamaican Food 412).  
68 Ward and Tim Watson, in their comprehensive introduction to Hamel, the Obeah Man, 

also highlight the overlap between nonfiction and fiction in West Indian texts: they argue West 

Indian novels like Marly and Hamel contain “elements of earlier non-fiction writings about the 

Caribbean” with their detailed depictions of Jamaican colonial life, and nonfiction accounts like 

Olaudah Equiano’s Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano incorporate fictional 

characteristics such as poetry (43). See Ward and Watson, Introduction, Hamel, the Obeah Man 

(Buffalo, NY: Broadview Editions, 2010), 9–46. 
69 Kamau Brathwaite makes a clear distinction between West Indian literature, as we 

understand it today, and the prose fiction and poetry written during the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries. He labels the latter as “tropical English” because the authors of these works were 

Englishmen or English-oriented Creoles who modeled their works on metropolitian authors (i.e., 
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Dryden and Pope) and failed to account or concern themselves with a realistic depiction of the 

enslaved and slavery. For a broader discussion, see Brathwaite, “Creative Literature of the 

British West Indies During the Period of Slavery,” Roots: Essays in Caribbean Literature (Ann 

Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1993), 127–70.  
70 Watson suggests Charles White Williams, not Cynric R. Williams, authored the Tour 

through the Island of Jamaica and Hamel; see Watson, Caribbean Culture and British Fiction in 

the Atlantic World, 1780–1870 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 66–74. 
71 Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa and Pamela; Fanny Burney’s Cecilia; Laurence Sterne’s 

The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy; and Hannah Foster’s The Coquette provide a small 

sample of the eighteenth-century novels that contain characters who utter, “I am undone.”  
72 Ward and Watson discuss how “many anti-abolitionist works of the early nineteenth 

century suggested that missionary activity was antithetical to [white creole writer’s ideals of 

denying the possibility of slave rebellions while simultaneously depicting themselves as 

promoters of peace and preservers of empire], particularly in the way it made slaves impatient of 

emancipation” (36–37).   
73 Roland, talking to Hamel, asks if he must “for ever be the slave of those who refused to 

send [him] here” (136); in a footnote, Ward and Watson point out that Roland’s question 

suggests he came to Jamaica as an unofficial preacher, “without the sanction of the official 

Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society in London (136 note 1). Thus, Roland operates as a 

“rogue” Methodist. 
74 Brathwaite argues that Hamel’s speech when he surrenders himself to the planters is 

“probably the first Black Power speech in [Caribbean] literature” (168). Ward and Watson also 

claim that Hamel, with its title character, comes the closest to “representing black 

consciousness” in a nineteenth-century novel (9).   
75 Linebaugh and Rediker explain the signficance of the term “motely”: “In the habits of 

royal authority in Renaissance England, the ‘motley’ was a multicolored garment, often a cap, 

worn by a jester who was permitted by the king to make jokes, even to tell the truth, to power” 

(27–28).  
76 Hamel’s statement parallels a speech Roland makes to a congregation of enslaved 

people: Roland claims that while he is outwardly a white man his “heart is like [the slaves’]; and 
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if that is black as [their] skins, so is [his]” (121). Ward and Watson argue that Roland’s speech 

“evokes the kind of liberation theology that some abolitionists and enslaved rebels held as true, 

that both blacks and whites are equal in God’s eyes” (27). Hamel, for a moment, also adopts this 

liberation theology in positioning Fillbeer and himself as both equally corporeal subjects.  
77 Because of the limitations of this essay’s particular focus on race, I could not explore 

the intersections of geophagy and gender—another topic addressed by eighteenth-century 

medical documents, which is also a factor in contemporary understanding of dirt-eating. Collins, 

in Practical Rules, states: “Young girls of any complexion, at a certain time of their lives, before 

their periodical evacuations appear, or after they appear, if they are irregular in their returns, are 

also subject to it, and have the same propensity to unnatural diet” (342). Collins claims that any 

“complexion” can practice geophagy; here, gender, not race, determines alterity. Thomas, in 

Medical Advice to the Inhabitants of Warm Climates, also distinguishes between genders, when 

discussing dirt-eating, detailing specific ways to treat this “disease” when it affects women with 

an “obstructed menses” (206–07). See also Ava Bush, “Geophagy in This Generation,” Some 

Still Do: Essays on Texas Customs, ed. Francis Edward Abernethy (Austin: The Encino Press, 

1975), 55–57; in her article, she discusses more contemporary accounts of geophagy among 

Texans and argues that “the habit of clay eating often begins during a pregnancy when it is 

socially acceptable to have cravings” (57). So gender provides another avenue of entry into this 

discussion on geophagy, both in the eighteenth century and presently, and should be addressed in 

future scholarship.     
78 See Rory Carroll, “Haiti: Mud Cakes Becomes Staple Diet as Cost of Food Soars 

Beyond a Family’s Reach,” The Guardian.com, 28 July 2008; “Haiti’s Poor Resort to Eating 

Mud as Prices Rise,” NBCNEWS.com, 29 Jan. 2008; and “Dirt Poor Haitians Eat Mud Cookies to 

Survive,” Huffingtonpost.com, 22 March 2009. “Dirt Poor Haitians” lists dirt, butter, and salt as 

the ingredients in mud cookies and notes that these “cookies” contain little nutritional value but 

manage to keep Haitian poor alive. “Haiti’s Poor” references the price of staples at market in the 

La Saline slum: two cups of rice sell for sixty cents, while enough dirt to make one hundred 

cookies costs five dollars (about five cents per cookie).  
79 According to Kiple and King, recent studies reveal that blacks as a group “have a high 

frequency of iron deficiency anemia,” yet often, the practice of dirt-eating is viewed as a 
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“manifestation of cultural or mental inferiority” rather than in terms of nutritional deprivation 

(206). Therefore, Kiple and King argue that the racist assumptions associated with geophagy 

illustrates “how blacks pay for their health difficulties twice” (206). 
80 Stewart Lee Allen notes that Longstreet goes so far as to compare this white man’s 

dietary desire to the behavior of animals (84–85); see Allen, In the Devil’s Garden: A Sinful 

History of Forbidden Food (New York: Ballantine Books, 2002). Fleissner also references Ransy 

Sniffle in order to argue that when Chesnutt, in “Lonesome Ben,” gestures toward whites, as well 

as blacks, consuming dirt, he participates in a “long history of American regional writings 

commenting on the phenomenon of the poor-white clay-eater, beginning as far back as the 1830s 

with Ransy Sniffle” (326).  
81 A letter, containing this poem, was enclosed in Elizabeth Fuller’s cookery book. The 

letter is dated Jan. 17, 1820 and addressed to P. Sloane in Southhampton. See Fuller, Collection 

of Cookery and Medical Receipts, Archives and Manuscripts MS 2450, Wellcome Library.   
82 According to the Hamsphire Record Office, which houses a copy of this manuscript, 

the recipient of this letter, P. Sloane, possibly could be Philipa Sloane, Elizabeth Fuller’s sister 

and Sir Hans Sloane’s stepdaughter. See Fuller, Elizabeth Fuller’s Recipe Book, Archives Copy 

764/1, Hampshire Record Office, Winchester.  
83 Janet Theophano, Eat my Words: Reading Women’s Lives through the Cookbooks They 

Wrote, (New York: Palgrave MacMillian, 2002), 17. 
84 Susan Leonardi’s 1989 article “Recipes for Reading: Summer Pasta, Lobster à la 

Riseholme, and Key Lime Pie” began this scholarly discourse on food and cooking. In this 

article, she argues that recipes are more than just a listing of ingredients; they are an exchange 

with social implications. See Leonardi, “Recipes for Reading: Summer Pasta, Lobster à la 

Riseholme, and Key Lime Pie,” PMLA 104.3 (1989): 340–47. 
85 This recipe involves steeping lemon rinds pared very thin in brandy and adding water, 

nutmeg, lemon juice, double refined sugar, and milk; see Benjamin Franklin, “To James 

Bowdoin,” 11 Oct. 1763, The Papers of Benjamin Franklin, vol. 10, ed. Leonard W. Labaree 

(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,1966), 351.  
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86 See Eliza Smith, “A Method to cure a Cold,” The Compleat Housewife [1753] (Alton, 

Hampshire: Chawton House Library Books, 2009), 347–48; and The Accomplish'd Housewife; 

or, the Gentlewoman's Companion (London: J. Newbery, 1745), 296.  
87 By the eighteenth century, the price of spices began to decline, due in part to the Dutch 

and British East India Companies entering the trading market and breaking up the Portuguese’s 

trade monopoly, and by 1730s, spices were taken for granted; see Joan Thirsk, Food in Early 

Modern England: Phases, Fads, Fashions 1500–1760 (London: Hambledon Continuum, 2006), 

316–17. 
88 While Hannah Woolley’s Gentlewoman’s Companion carried her name, the published 

form apparently was the result of her publisher’s fraudulent transformation of her manuscript, yet 

her second edition (printed by a different publisher) contained no corrections even though 

Woolley complained the first edition was an altered version of her manuscript; see Gilly 

Lehmann, The British Housewife: Cookery Books, Cooking and Society in Eighteenth-Century 

Britain (Blackawton: Prospect Books, 2003), 48–50.  
89 Simmons’s cookbook is a northern one, which limits her perspective to the staples of 

that particular region. We must also consider southern regions of the United States, where 

because of the large enslaved presence in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, cookery books 

may reflect a stronger African influence.  
90 The narrator in Letters also states: “British America is divided into many provinces [. . 

.] [I]t is natural to conceive that those who live near the sea must be very different from those 

who live in the woods; the intermediate space will afford a separate and distinct class”; see 

Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur, Letters from an American Farmer, ed. Albert E. Stone (New 

York: Penguin Books, 1986), 70–71.  
91 Indian meal, derived from corn, became a quintessential symbol of an American staple.  
92 Fuller’s cookery book contains two dates: 1712 is inscribed on the recto of the first 

leaf, but the date 1822 is found in a scribbling on the title page. The various dates reflect that the 

cookery book was complied over several years. In addition, because the book contains two 

different handwritings, Fuller was not the only transcriber of these recipes. The Hampshire 

Record Office speculates that both Elizabeth Fuller and her daughter, also named Elizabeth, 
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contributed to this manuscript, which is highly probable considering how cookery books 

provided a sense of female community and functioned as a site for instructing one’s children.  
93 See Fuller, Elizabeth Fuller’s Recipe Book, Archives Copy 764/1, Hampshire Record 

Office, Winchester.   
94 In the section of Fuller’s cookbook that includes this pepperpot recipe, the handwriting 

changes, which may suggest Fuller’s daughter recorded this recipe.  
95 For a discussion of how Janet Schaw modifies the typical masculine spectatorship, see 

Sehjae Chun, “A White Female Subjectivity in Janet Schaw’s Journal of a Lady of Quality,” 

Feminist Studies in English Literature 11.2 (2003): 21–40, 25. 
96 Robert’s status as either enslaved or freeman is never made clear in Schaw’s journal.  
97 Elizabeth Kim argues that Schaw’s national identity as a Scot and her gendered 

position as a woman makes her “doubly inscribed as a compromised subject in the colonial 

enterprise” (168). See Kim, “Complicating ‘Complicity/Resistance’ in Janet Schaw’s Journal of 

a Lady of Quality,” Auto/biography Studies 12.2 (1997): 166–87.  
98 Tacky’s Revolt in 1760 was the most significant Caribbean slave revolt before the 

Haitian Revolution, and it almost succeeded in its mission to create a West African state in the 

Caribbean. In the The Many-Headed Hydra, Linebaugh and Rediker argue that Tacky’s Revot 

“initatied a new phase of slave resistance”: in the 1760s an 1770s, major plots and slave revolts 

erupted in the Caribbean (224). For more information on Tacky’s Revolt and the revolutionary 

period of 1760s and 1770s, see Linebaugh and Rediker, The Many-Headed Hydra, especially 

221–26; Burnard, Mastery, Tyranny, and Desire, 170–74; and Srinivas Aravamudan, 

Introduction, Obi; or, the History of Three-Fingered Jack, by William Earle, ed. Aravamudan 

(Ontario: Broadview, 2005), 18–23. 
99 See Hilary Beckles, “A Governor’s Wife’s Tale: Lady Nugent’s Jamaican ‘Blackies,’” 

Centering Woman: Gender Discourses in Caribbean Slave Society (Kingston: Ian Randle 

Publishers, 1999), 88–105, especially 102–04. For more on the Haitian Revolution, see C. L. R. 

James, The Black Jacobins: Toussaint L’Ouverture and the San Domingo Revolution, 2nd ed. 

(New York: Vintage, 1963); Jeremy D. Popkin, Facing Racial Revolution: Eyewitness Accounts 

of the Haitan Insurrection (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007); Sibylle Fischer, 

Modernity Disavowed: Haiti and the Cultures of Slavery in the Age of the Revolution (Durham: 
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Duke University Press, 2004); and Susan Buck-Morss, Hegel, Haiti, and Universal History 

(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009).  
100 As cassava declined in importance, plantains became one of the leading foods of the 

enslaved; see Higman, Jamaican Food, 133–39. 
101 Nugent, 97–98. 
102 James Somerset, an enslaved man, escaped while in England, and after he was 

recaptured, his master Charles Stewart ordered his return to Jamaica. Before Somerset was sent 

to Jamaica, Granville Sharpe intervened and forced a ruling, and in 1772 Lord Mansfield ruled 

that no one had the right to take a slave by force to be sold abroad; thus, his ruling was 

incomplete and stopped short of declaring slavery illegal in England. 
103 See James, The Black Jacobins; Eric Williams, Capitalism and Slavery; and Mintz, 

“From Plantations to Peasantries in the Caribbean,” 127–54. 
104 See Scott, Conscripts of Modernity; Fischer, Modernity Disavowed; and Buck-Morss, 

Hegel, Haiti, and Universal History. 
105 Marly was assumed to be written in 1826. However, there are inconsistencies in the 

internal time scheme: the text is set in the early nineteenth century, yet it references events taking 

place after 1817. For more information on the conflicting chronologies of Marly, see Katrina 

Williamson, Introduction, Marly, xvi–xvii. 
106 Grantland Rice argues that Letters contains characteristics of several generic 

conventions (e.g., autobiography, travelogue, history, biography, or treatise), but by the end, he 

argues, James refigures his story to take the form of an epistolary novel; see Rice, “Crèvecoeur 

and Strategies of Accommodation,” The Transformation of Authorship in America (Chicago: The 

University of Chicago Press, 1997), 99–124, 114. Moreover, through his research on the 

reception of Letters, which varied depending on the nationality, Rice reveals the malleability of 

this text and places Crèvecoeur not as a “transcendent figure” but as “a series of provisional 

identities geared towards the production of a transcendent public self in rapidly changing social 

conditions” (123–24). Eighteenth-century novels also attempted to blur the distinction between 

fact and fiction by emphasizing their fictionalized work as the “truth.” Often, the title or preface 

of the novel alluded to the validity of the novel by including the word “truth”: Aphra Behn’s 

Oroonoko incorporates “A True History” within its title; Susan Rowson positions her novel 
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Charlotte Temple as a “Tale of Truth” in the preface (5); and Foster’s The Coquette claims to be 

a novel “founded on fact.” The narrator in Oroonoko also assures the reader that she was an 

“eye-witness” to the events she describes (9). See Behn, Oroonoko, ed. Janet Tood (New York: 

Penguin, 2003); Rowson, Charlotte Temple, ed. Cathy Davidson (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 1986); and Foster, The Coquette, ed. Davidson (New York: Oxford University Press, 

1986).   
107 For a more detailed discussion of Crèvecoeur’s life, see Albert E. Stone, Introduction, 

Letters From an American Farmer, 7–25.  
108 For a more detailed discussion of Catherine Obianuju Acholonu’s and Paul E. 

Lovejoy’s argument, see Acholonu, “The Igbo Origins of Olaudah Equiano,” Olaudah Equiano 

and the Igbo World: History, Society, and Atlantic Diaspora Connections, ed. Chima J. Korieh 

(Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, Inc., 2009), 49–67; and Lovejoy, “Autobiography and 

Memory: Gustavus Vassa, alias Olaudah Equiano, the African,” Slavery and Abolition 27.3 

(2006): 317–47. 
109 Ron Milland states that “not everyone thought Equiano’s narrative wore ‘an honest 

face,’” and he cites two unnamed reviewers who claim that Equiano was not born in Africa, but 

in the West Indies. These reviewers’ allegation, as Milland points out, could damage the 
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letters in his 1792 and subsequent editions in order to “validate his narrative and its author in the 

minds of readers” (370–71). See Milland, “Editing Race: The Mediation of Equiano’s Interesting 

Narrative and the Correlating Black Aesthetic,” Olaudah Equiano and the Igbo World, 369–80. 
110 For more detailed discussion of the georgic see the following: Karen O’Brien, 

“Imperial Georgic, 1660–1789,” The Country and the City Revisited: England and the Politics of 

Culture, 1550 –1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 160–79; Timothy Sweet, 

American Georgics: Economy and Environment in Early American Literature (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002); Tobin, “Tropical Bounty, Local Knowledge, and the 

Imperial Georgic,” Colonizing Nature, 32–55; and Jill H. Casid, “Some Queer Versions of 

Georgic,” Sowing Empire: Landscape and Colonization (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2005), 129–90.   
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Gilmore, Poetics of Empire: A Study of James Grainger’s The Sugar Cane (1774) (New 

Brunswick, NJ: Athlone Press, 2000); and Shaun Irlam, “‘Wish You Were Here’: Exporting 

England in James Grainger’s The Sugar-Cane,” English Literary History 68 (2001): 377–96.  
112 Anthony Low writes of a “georgic revolution” in seventeenth-century poetry; see 

Low, “New Science and the Georgic Revolution in Seventeenth-Century English Literature,” 

Renaissance Historicism: Selections from English Literary Renaissance, ed. Arthur F. Kinney 

and Dan S. Collins (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 1987), 317–47. 
113 See Doreen Alvarez Saar, “Crèvecoeur’s ‘Thoughts on Slavery,’” Early American 

Literature 22.2 (1987): 192–203; Norman S. Grabo, “Crèvecoeur’s American: Beginning the 

World Anew,” The William and Mary Quarterly 48.2 (1991): 159–72; and Yael Ben-Zvi, 

“Mazes of Empire: Space and Humanity in Crèvecoeur’s Letters,” Early American Literature 

42.1 (2007): 73–105.  
114 See Rice, “Crèvecoeur and Strategies of Accommodation”; Christine Holbo, 

“Imagination, Commerce, and the Politics of Associationism in Crèvecoeur’s ‘Letters from an 

American Farmer,’” Early American Literature 32.1 (1997): 20–65; and Christopher Iannini, 
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and Pauline Hopkins challenge the narration of English liberty by rewriting Atlantic stories that 

fail to articulate black experience; see Doyle, Introduction, Freedom’s Empire: Race and the 

Rise of the Novel in Atlantic Modernity, 1640–1940 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2008), 1–

23. 
116 Velma Pollard identifies the Scottish contributions to Jamaican culture while also 
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communities; she argues that when people think of Europeans who have shaped Jamaican history 
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Pollard, “The Scots in Jamaica,” Caribbean-Scottish Relations: Colonial and Contemporary 

Inscriptions in History, Language and Literature (London: Mango Publishing, 2007), 93–130. 
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Equiano’s Interesting Narrative,” Studies in Romanticism 44.2 (2005): 165–79; Ross J. Pudaloff, 

“No Change Without Purchase: Olaudah Equiano and the Economies of Self and Market,” Early 

American Literature 40.3 (2005): 499–527; and James Sidbury, “Early Slave Narratives and the 

Culture of the Atlantic Market,” Empire and Nation: The American Revolution in the Atlantic 

World, ed. Eliga H. Gould and Peter S. Onuf (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 

2005), 260–74.   
118 The History of Mary Prince, for example, may contain several editorial interjections, 

due to her narrative being transcribed by Susanna Strickland and edited by Thomas Pringle; see 

Salih, Introduction, The History of Mary Prince, by Mary Prince, ed. Salih (New York: Penguin, 

2000), vii–xxiv.  
119 See Henry Louis Gates, Jr., The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of African-American 

Literary Criticism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998); and Sean X. Goudie, Creole 

America: The West Indies and the Formation of Literature and Culture in the New Republic 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 27–36.  
120 For a more detailed discussion of Amelia Opie’s Adeline Mowbray and the 

significance of the pineapple, see Lyndon J. Dominique, Imoinda’s Shade: Marriage and the 

African Woman in Eighteenth-Century British Literature, 1759–1808 (Columbus: The Ohio 

State University Press, 2012), 185–22. 
121 Goudie claims that the United States, with its mercantile presence in West Indies, 

emerges as “para[-]site on the scene of European colonialism in the Caribbean,” one that aims to 

simultaneously benefit economically and remain uncorrupted from such a relationship (12–13).  
122 Aravamudan argues the historical context of the Sierra Leone expedition removes 

Equiano from being a fetish for national literatures; see Aravamudan, Tropicopolitans: 

Colonialism and Agency, 1688–1804 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999), 286.  
123 Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994), 359–60. 
124 Christopher Serju, “Another ‘Eat Jamaican’ Campaign Launched,” The Gleaner, 

Gleaner Company Limited, 25 September 2011.  
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Stephanie Elliott, “JAS Launches ‘Eat Jamaican’ Campaign,” The Gleaner, Gleaner Company 

Limited, 29 November 2003.  
126 For more on reparation, see Beckles, “The Case for Reparations,” The Oxford 

Companion to Black British History, ed. David Dabydeen, Gilmore, and Cecily Jones (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2007), 408–10; and Beckles, “‘Slavery was a long, long time ago’: 

Remembrance, Reconciliation and the Reparations Discourse in the Caribbean,” ARIEL: A 

Review of International English Literature 38.1 (2007): 9–25. 
127 Salt and The Rainmaker’s Mistake both illustrate the importance of Fredric Jameson’s 

insistence on historicity. See Jameson, The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially 

Symbolic Act (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1981); and Jameson, Postmodernism, or, the 

Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham: Duke University Press, 1991). 
128 Michael J. Dash, The Other America: Caribbean Literature in a New World Context 

(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1998). 
129 Crusoe attempts to instruct Friday on the “correct” way to eat meat: after Friday 

rejects salted meat, Crusoe “took some Meat in [his] Mouth without Salt, and [he] pretended to 

spit and sputter for want of Salt” just as Friday had done (196). Crusoe’s reaction to Friday’s 

rejection of salted meat reveals his Eurocentrism; Crusoe assumes that the European manner of 

eating is the superior one, and Friday’s continuous rejection of salted meat stands in opposition 

to his Eurocentric viewpoint.  
130 See Meredith M. Gadsby, Sucking Salt: Caribbean Women Writers, Migration, and 

Survival (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 2006), 26–27; and Maureen Warner-

Lewis, Central Africa in the Caribbean: Transcending Time, Transforming Cultures (Barbados: 

University of the West Indies Press, 2003), 270–71. 
131 In Carabon Sr.’s fragmented speech, he states: “It was after the episode with Daaga. 

Waste of human life” (209). Macandal Daaga led a mutiny in Trinidad to challenge white 

authorities, but his plan failed; see Heather Russell, “Jazz Imaginings of the Nation-State: Earl 

Lovelace’s Salt,” Legba’s Crossing: Narratology in the African Atlantic (Athens: The University 

of Georgia Press, 2009), 130–31. Bango, in narrating Jojo’s story, also references Daaga, 
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stupid fellows” (183–84).  
132 For more on modernity and the Caribbean, see James, The Black Jacobins; Scott, 

Conscripts of Modernity; Fischer, Modernity Disavowed; and Buck-Morss, Hegel, Haiti, and 

Universal History. 
133 Fischer, in Modernity Disavowed, analyzes the gaps and silences in historical and 

cultural records in order to reveal how revolutionary antislavery politics have been suppressed, 

and she argues this disavowal is crucial to the formation of Western modernity. 
134 Elizabeth DeLoughrey draws on Brodber’s use of allegory, which appears at moments 

of crisis and uses historical figures to reflect on the present, to argue this novel’s focus on earth 

signals “a contemporary crisis of soil depletion and the erosion of our greatest resource”: dirt 

(74). See DeLoughrey, “Yam, Roots, and Rot: Allegories of the Provision Grounds,” Small Axe 

34 (2011): 58–75. 
135 DeLoughrey points out that Brodber uses names significant to Thistlewood’s diary 

(71, note 57).  
136 DeLoughrey emphasizes the importance of the excavation of both the women and the 

earth in Brodber’s novel. She argues “the excavation of history leads to subterranean ancestors 

and roots, rendering human time as a feminized genealogy rather than the timelessness of Mr. 

Charlie’s Eden” (59).  
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